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SUMMAHt
This thesis endeavours to examine W.E.B. DuBois' concept of a
Talented Tenth as the black leadership elite of the period 1895-1919#
It discusses the development, evolution and limitations of this idea,
and attempts to compare the theory with the reality.
It investigates the ideology of leadership within the black com¬
munity, and suggests reasons for the motivation and goal selection of
black leaders. Chapter 2 examines the social structure of the
Talented Tenth, assessing its dimensions and socio-economic character¬
istics. Chapter 3 centres on the problems of inter-group communication,
and describes both the agencies and the difficulties of this leadership
function. It looks principally at the media of language, oratory, pub¬
lications and the press, and follows the adaptation of techniques to fit
varying circumstances.
The next chapter studies the intra-racial organisations which were
dominated by the Talented Tenth, describing their aims and objects, com¬
position and structure, and resilience and durability. Chapter 5
surveys the debate within the Talented Tenth as to the most efficacious
methods of attaining the desired ends, or solving the race problem. It
contrasts agitation with gradualist tactics, and reviews the struggle
with Booker T. Washington and the other factions aspiring to leadership,
namely the politicians, the Church, the separatists, the demagogues,
especially Marcus Garvey, and the socialists. Chapter 6 focuses on the
special problems and the distinctive role of the black female intellec¬
tual, and her attempts to overcome the double handicap of racial and
sexual prejudice.
Chapter 7 analyses the participation of the Talented Tenth in inter¬
racial movements and the personal relationships that developed or failed
to develop, with white sympathisers. It also examines the effect of
V
white help, and the differing attitudes of the liberals and
the philanthropists. The following two chapters discuss the reaction
of the Talented Tenth to the issues of the "Negro Problem" in the
American context, and then the attitudes of the Talented Tenth to the
wider issues of American life or international situations.
The final chapter attempts to collate the preceding evidence
by assessing the role of the Talented Tenth as theorisers of the Afro-
American experience. It claims that their role was of necessity
practical rather than philosophical, and deals with their dilemma of
portraying a favorable racial image to a dual audience. It looks at
black writing in the white press and at black literature, viewing this
period as the prelude to the Harlem Renaissance in the 1920*s. In
relating the development of racial ideologies, scientific and socio¬
logical arguments, and the growth of black history, it surveys the
growth of race pricje and self-respect, the upsurge of social work and
the concept of "social uplift". Finally, the chapter estimates the
cohesion and co-operation of the group, and its outlook on its intra-
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THu, CONCEPT Of THE "TALENTED TENTH"
The slogan 'Talented Tenth" originated from the pen of W.E.B.DuBois
in 1903# when he set out in the following terms his optimistic yet subtle
blend of elitism and noblesse oblige
"The Negro race, like all other races, is going to be saved by
its exceptional men. The problem of education, then, among
Negroes must first of all deal with the Talented Tenth; it is
the problem of developing the Best of this race that they may
guide the Mass away from the contamination and death of the
worst, in their own and other races."!•
The purpose of this research is to compare Dubois's concept of
the Talented Tenth with the realities that faced the emergent elite in
the second generation out of slavery, a period which dawned with the
death of Frederick Douglass and the Atlanta Exposition, and culminated
in the post-war turmoil of 1919, the advent of Marcus Garvey, and the
flowering of the Harlem Renaissance. Termed the "nadir" in race rela-
p
tions, 'the vicissitudes of the black marifs experience around the turn
3
of the century have been chronicled and analysed elsewhere; this study
concerns the social composition of the Talented Tenth and the problems
that accrued to its attempts at leadership, the organizational expression
1. B.T. ashington and others, The Negro Problem; A erics of Articles by
Representative Negroes of Today (New York.1903) p.33. The phrase
"the Talented Tenth", although coined by W.E.B. DuBois, passed into
general usage, and throughout the text it will be spelt with capital
letters, and not placed in inverted commas.
2. R.W. Logan, The Negro in .American life and Thought: The Cadir.1877-1901
(New fork,1954).
3. R. .Logan, The Betrayal of the Negro. from Rutherford B.H-,yea to oodrow
ilson (New York,1965).
A. ejer.Negro Thought in America: Racial Ideologies in the Age of
jpoker X. ashington (inn Arbor.1963).
C.G. oodson and C.Wesley, The Negro in Our History (asiiington,B.C.1966)
C.Van Woodward, Origins of the New South (Baton Rouge. 1951).
C.Van oodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow (New York,1966).
These are only some of the most outstanding general works on this
period.
2.
and tactics of this leadership role, the relationship of the
Talented Tenth to both the black and the white worlds, and finally
the development of socio-cultural philosophies arid grour> cohesion.
Fusing an ideal of education, a philosophy of social uplift, and
a creed of morality together, Dubois claimed that this privileged group
4.
would elevate those "worth saving", so that the Talented Tenth would
always welcome those who had proven their fitness to be enumerated in
its ranks. In this sense it w&3 not to be a closed caste, but the
pinacle of a meritocracy. Acknowledging the immediate benefits of
industrial education for the majority of his race, and pointing out the
interdependence between the higher and the industrial types of education,
UuBois united his ideals of education and leadership into a codified
schemes-
"....hvffnan education is not simply a matter of schools; it is
much more a matter of family and group life - the training of 5
one's home, of one's daily companions, of one'3 social class..."
for "...Education and work are the levers to uplift a people.
Work alone will not do it unless inspired by the right ideals
and guided by intelligence. Education must not simply teach
work - it must teach Life. The Talented Tenth of the Negro race
must be made leaders of thought and missionaries of culture among
their people..."6.
Education in this way became a total experience - the socialisation
of the personality and the development of morality in addition to the
acquisition of knowledge; for it was hoped that sufficient good teaching
would enable self-control to take over from instruction in the sphere of
personal conduct. Sometimes also the suggestion was implicit that the
school and the teacher were often necessary to remedy the moral deficien¬
cies in the early background of the scholar. Only forty years after
Emancipation, it was too much to expect a stable family situation and




the negation of the evil legacies of slavery, so the Talented
Tenth looked on themselves not only as leaders and teachers, but also
as living examples of the morally and materially attainable. The idea
of the Talented 'Tenth also drew partially on the self-help tradition in
black thought, by insisting that the race should furnish its own leaders
to regenerate itself culturally from within. Thus they provided an
intellectual parallel to the self-help formulae hooker T. Washington
n
was propounding at this time with regard to agriculture and business.
These ideas were amplified in an article which appeared in
October, 1903, where DuBois explored the consequences of hi3 earlier
proposals:-
"Ihe sound after-thought of the American people must come to
realize that the responsibility for dispelling ignorance and
poverty and uprooting crime among negroes cannot be put upon
their own shoulders unless they are given such independent
leadership in intelligence, skill and morality as will
inevitably lead to an independent manhood which cannot and
will not rest in bonds."***
The necessary equipment to stamp out ignorance, poverty and crime
included not only education and social organization, but the more
important power of trie ballot and the protection of the law - the
logical adjuncts of the demand for citizenship rights. DuBois was
able to present this as a neat package, concluding that
"...a rationally arranged college course of study for men
and women able to pursue it is the best and only method of
putting into the world negroes with ability to use the
social forces of their race so as to stamp out crime,
strengthen the home, eliminate degenerates, and inspire and
encourage the higher tendencies of the race not only in
thought and aspiration, but in everyday toil."^*
This concept of an altruistic elite was a refined version of DuBois1
7. As the concept of the Talented Tenth first appeared in its systemat¬
ized form in a book edited by Booker T.'vashington, a certain amount
of ideological reciprocity is not unexpected.
8. W.E.B.DuBois, 'The Training of Negroes for Social Power,* Outlook
Vol.75, (17 Oct.,1903), p.409.
9. Ibid., p.414.
4,
earlier formulation of the need for a black leadership class,
only by 1903 he had oved away from the ideal of the country gentleman
to that of the scholar as the means of filling the leadership void.
Delivering the Commencement Address at Fisk University in 1898, he had
claim©! that "... the Negro people need the country gentleman - the man
of air and health and home and morals, and today we have an unparalleled
chance to supply such an aristocracy," Once the heritage of slavery had
been unlearned, the race could begin to supply "captains of industry"
who would guide and direct the economic development of the Negroes from
IQ
the morass of poverty to prosperity, * Oufiois never lost sight of the
economic aspects of racial development, but added to material achieve-
ment the need for political rights, and cultural and social uplift.
In so doing, he incorporated into his philosophy some of the ideas pro¬
pounded by the most notable black thinkers of the era,
Alexander Crusamell had long denounced in resounding terms the
emphasis on materialism at the expense of manhood; rather than property,
position or heredity, a race needed civilization, which could only be
supplied "by the scholars and thinkers, who have secured the vision which
penetrates the centre of nature, and sweeps the circles of historic en¬
lightenment; and who have got insight into the life of things, and
learned the art by which men touch the springs of action,""^* There was
an explicit paternalism in Crummell's statements, for he felt that the
learned should "guide both the opinions and the habits of the crude
12.
masses" who could never aspire to being learned or scientific, But the
scholar could not afford the luxury of purely intellectual pursuits,
10, Richmond Planet. Mov.l2,l898,p,4.
11, A.Crummell, Civilization. The Primal . eed of the Mace. Inaugural
Address to A.N.A. I'arc'n 5,1897. Occasional Papers, A.N.A.
12, Ibid., p.6.
5.
for on him rested the burden of philanthropy - it was incumbent
upon him to share his cultural wealth. These ideas soon filtered out
beyond the exclusive confines of the American Negro Academy, which
Crummell had founded in 1897, into the black press. In 1901, the
Colored American could editorialize that higher education was meant "for
such only whose talents and capabilities lead them to make sacrifices
and submit to the discipline requisite to mastering the conditions of
13
higher education," Thus the privilege of higher education entailed
the necessity of making sacrifices for the general racial good, and the
duty to diffuse the fruits of one's achievements among the less
fortunate of the race.
The notion of the Talented Tenth cuts across received sociological
thinking on the definitions of both elites and intelligentsias, and the
problems are compounded by the complicating factor of minority group
status, T.B.Bottomore has made a useful distinction between the "intel¬
ligentsia", those with higher education who have professional or clerical
occupations, and the "intellectuals", a much smaller group who contribute
directly to the creation, transmission and criticism of ideas,The
Talented Tenth embraced both these groups, for paucity of numbers pro¬
hibited concentration on the latter alone, while lack of economic oppor¬
tunity forced many blacks into menial, clerical positions, when they were
suitably qualified for those employments traditionally associated with
intellectuals, namely those as writers, artists, scientists, philosophers,
religious thinkers, social theorists, political commentators etc.
Although blacks engaged in intellectual pursuits, they could rarely rely
on them for total, or even adequate, remuneration or sustenance.
13• Colored American. April 20,1901, p.6,
14. T.B.Eottomore, Nlite3 and 'ociety (London,1964),p.64»
6.
Another facet of the Talented Tenth was the insistence on
the combination of thought and action, so precipitating the intellec¬
tuals directly into the social, economic and political currents of
their day. This negated any pretensions to their becoming a "freisch-
15
webende Intelligent'' *- an unanchored, relatively classless stratum
who could either hold aloof from, or affiliate with, one or other of the
antagonistic classes in society. The common bond uniting intellectuals
is usually recognized as their advanced education, with its application
rather than its possession a3 the paramount consideration. In the case
of the Talented Tenth, both education and "culture"^'were criteria, but
because of the pressure of circumstances, that education did not always
have to be formal; in fact many of the Talented Tenth 'were at least paj>
17
tially self-taught. * In an age that glorified the self-made businessman,
the self-taught intellectual -was no anomaly. Thi3 outlook was reinforced
by the American tradition of the social commitment of the intellectual,
an idea venerated by the Founding Fathers and transmitted via Emerson.
"The happy combination of learning and experience" which made the intel¬
lectual "a storage battery of moral power" was the rationalization in
18
ideology of what had become the fact through necessity.
It has been suggested that a black intellectual may be actively,
19
passively or marginally ethnic in his focus and commitment. * The
15• K.Mannheim in G.B.de Huszar, The Intellectuals: A Controversial
Portrait (Glencoe,111.,I960),pp.62-63.
16. In this sense "culture" -was a concept that amalgamated an apprecia¬
tion of the Arts with middleclass concepts of morality. It was
sometimes used interchar^eably with "refinement".
17. Please see Chapter 2,pp. 29-33.
18. E.H. Terrell to E.H.Hall (Corresponding Secretary,Gamett literary
Association),Jan.6,1890. R.H.T.Fss.L.C. Biographical details of
the more prominent members of the Talented Tenth cited in this work
can be found in Appendix. I. The identity of less significant
figures will be given in parenthesis.
19. H.?'.Gordon.Assimilation .in -erican life (New York, 1964),pp.228-9.
7.
majority of the Talented Tenth were both voluntarily and
involuntarily actively ethnic; it was a matter of principle as well
as of necessity. 0y definition, the actively ethnic intellectual
remains within his ethnic group, focusing his attention on ethnicity,
although he maintains an acquaintance with broader intellectual
developments. Although 3ome clacks managed to pursue their careers
in their chosen fields without undue emphasis on race, in the standard
branches of scholarship the black intellectual was channelled into
studies with a racial bias. James Weldon Johnson described this
process as
"...the dwarfing, warping, distorting influence which operates
on each and every coloured man in the United States. He is
forced to take his outlook on all things, not from the view¬
point of a citizen or a man, or even a human being, but from
the viewpoint of a coloured jnan«"20*
The black intellectual therefore had a specific grievance to rectify -
racial prejudice - and his choice of social and political interests and
issues was subordinated to his prior interest in the achievement of
racial equality. The most illustrious example of this process was
W.E.B. DuBois himselfs
"Forced by pressure of circumstances, gradually he lias been
led from the congenial retreat of the scholar into the arena
of social struggle."21»
The recognition of the dileranas besetting the black intellectuals
was contemporary as well as retrospective. T.Thomas Fortune, realizing
that "the pursuit of scholarship will claim the few while the pursuit
of material tilings will claim the many," nevertheless lamented the
deadening effect that this had on the Talented Tenth. When it was dis¬
covered that the best minds are busily tormented with the race problem"
20. J.. .Johnson, The Autobiography of an :x-Jolored ran (New York,
I960), p.21.
21. B.G.Brawley, The Negro in literature and Art in the united States
(New York,191^),p.55.
8,
and that group solidarity "discourages if not precludes that
development to the utmost of the individual which Goethe thought the
22.
most precious of human privileges", "a vicious circle of prejudice,
exclusion, group solidarity, then rejuvenated prejudice seemed com¬
plete. The materialism of which Fortune complained affected signifi¬
cantly the debate on the role and f'inction of the black intellectual.
His usefulness had to be seen to be conceded. Although he subscribed
to and lived up to the recognized criteria of scholarship, lofty ideals
23.
and high aspirations, Ms utility remained his prime justification.
One way of achieving practical results was to correct the misinter¬
pretations of the negro in the white press, in literature, and in the
social sciences. This was based on the optimistic assumption that the
"truth", once exposed, would be believed, thus dispelling prejudice.
In spite of evidence to the contrary, W.5. Scarborough could 3till write
in 1904,
"Conscience is a powerful corrective when allowed to act freely.
I fully believe that this whole matter will be amicably settled
in time when the white man shall be brought to see the error of
Ms ways..."^''*
Kelly tiller, while he insisted that education should have absolute
criteria, not those modified by racial considerations, was forced to
concede that the future for "the educated Negro Youth....Is not to
25.
explore, but to interpret and apply." It was his role to disseminate
knowledge among the masses of race, rather than to indulge himself in
22. Hew York Age. April 20,1905, p.2.
23. 3.'The Functions of a Colored Scholar,' no date. A.F.Hilyer Mas.
Moorland Room,H.U.
24. W.S.Scarborough. 'White vs Black' .The /oice of the h'egro.Vol.I
(Jan.l904),p.28.
25. K.Filler,'The Function of a Negro College'.The Sial.Vol.32.
(April 16,1902),pp.267-270.
9.
productive scholarship. This was recognized as the temporary
consequence of proseriptive circumstances, not as a permanent reflection
of his abilities. Ililler further ascribed a distinctive function to
the black college, that of directing and dominating the higher life of
the race, and of producing future leaders with a sound understanding
of the sociological problems with which they might later have to deal.
However, the danger of making all black education too practical was
apparent to W.S. Scarborough, who deplored the increasing defensiveness
26
of Negro Scholarship,*" *for he claimed for lii3 race "all the latitude
27
in the pursuit of knowledge that other races Slave." Although he
felt that tSie race's future depended upon its intellectual development,
he still felt obliged to advocate the teaching of "the dignity of labor,
the nobility of work; that idleness is crime, and that to every task
of hand or brain the best within him 3hould be brought,""°*for in the
Afro-American's situation
"the strong, working brain must be the guide to the strong,
working hand...Hie masses must moire, but the classes must move
them if progress upward is to be in order. We must build up
an honest, thrifty yeomanry, but we must multiply rapidly our
educated men to lead and to work and to influence in various
fields." 29.
Echoing the words of Crummell and DuBoi3, in this memorable oration
Scarborough listed the activities in which the scholar could participate -
writing books, making experiments, analysing conditions, discovering
new ways and means of uplift, and presenting to the world at large a true
26. Vv.S. arborough, Speech, ''eb,10,1902, to Boston literary and Histor¬
ical Association, minutes. . ... ss. S.U.
27. ;.S.Scarborough, 'The Negro and Higher Learning,' Lorum.Vol.33.
(rfey, 1902), p.351.
28. ibid»» p.352.
29. W.S.Scarborough, Tne 1 dueated Negro and his Mission. A.N.A.
Occasional Papers, No.8 (1903).
10.
picture of the black community, which would be an ever-present
reminder of the intellect and capacity of blacks. But first and fore¬
most the role of the scholar was to be service; Scarborough even
suggested the motto of "Ich Dien" for the Talented Tenth. The idea
30
of noblesse oblige was firmly established.
"Noblesse oblige" would appear to have been one of the primary
motivations in the intellectuals' assumption of the mantle of leader¬
ship. Rewards in both status and money were higher in many fields
other than racial, leadership, especially if this was in any way militant.
On the other hand the duties of the race leader that Involved contact
31
with whites undoubtedly conferred a certain amount of status. None
seemingly aimed to make a career out of race leadership in professional
terms; "leadership" usually became additional to or a consequence of
a full-time occupation, although there were those who opportunistically
spotted a means of self-aggrandizement and publicity. Hie majority of
the latter were never welcomed or accepted by the Talented Tenth. More
common was the experience of William Monroe Trotter, editor of the Boston
Guardian, who
30, The New York Age editorialized on the dichotomy between the mottos
"Noblesse oblige" and "eat, drink and be merry:, to the pronounced
favour of the former (Kar.8,1905).
In 1910, W.T.B.Williams used it as an argument to convince Leslie
Pinckney Hill of Manassas that he ought to help a committee on
education established by the Hampton Conference in 1909. W.T.B.
Williams to L.P.Hill, Sept.23,1910, W.T.B.W. Mss. T.I.
Also several autobiographies mention it as a factor in vocational
selection, e.g. R.R.V/right, 87 Years Behind the Black Curtain
(Philadelphia, 1965) p.87, "I was graduated with an A.B. in June,
1898, at the age of 20, firmly indoctrinated with the idea of
education for leadership and service. I felt I owed it to the
cause of education and to my people to become a leader in superior
service."
L.C.Jones, Piney pods and its htory (New York,1922),p.48. Jones,
having given up his ambition for riches and travel, commented
"noblesse oblige, however, taught me that my duty was down in the
black belt among the less fortunate of my people."
31. Please see Chapters 2 and 7.
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"...did not seek a career of agitation and organization
for equality for his race...The burden was dropped upon
him by the desertion of others and he would not desert
that duty."32.
The thankless task of the black leader was summarised by the
Competitor;-
"leadership must entail sacrifice. We have no leisure
class. We have no men of wealth who have capabilities equal
to Hie needs of the race at this particular time in our history*
We have never made any provision for any of the leaders we have
ever load. Douglass fought for us without receiving from us
the common necessities of life. Booker Washington's services
were made possible by the provision of funds furnished by-
Carnegie. W.E.B. DuBois would be sorely handicapped without
the support of the National Association. Major '»*oton followed
the course financed by white friends who made Tuskegee a certainty.
Monroe Trotter tried to rise to leadership through Negro support
and his sacrifices are almost pitiable. Not a man have vre ever
financed or encouraged. And in spite of our negligence of our
men, we have had some faithful servants whose leadership has
contributed abundantly to our present lot."33.
The Competitor adroitly posed the dilemmas of selection and support
that plagued the aspirant black leaders, but like many of the black
organs of the day, it assumed that the meaning of "leadership" was self-
34.
evident. "An omnibus torn, indiscriminately applied," black leadership
encompassed the personal and the executive, the inter-racial and Hie
intra-racial, Hie inspirational and Hie decision-making, and at various
times it included the "top-achievers", the eminent men and Hie self-
appointed group spokesmen. In addition to the peculiar racial problems,
it included the general definition of a leader which usually denotes some¬
one with a status that permits him to exercise influence over certain
other individuals, either because his attainments are considered high,
32. S.fU Fox.The Guardian of Boston; illiam Monroe Trotter (New York,
1V?0), p.3*
33. Competitor. Vol.1. (Feb.,1920), p.5.
34. E.S.Jennings, .-'n Anatomy of Leadership.(New York,1966),p.2.
35. 2.P. Hollander and H.C.Hunt,ed., Current Perspectires in focial
Pss'c ho logy. (New York,1963), p.468.
12.
because he is recognized as superior by others engaged in a
36.
similar activity, or because he evokes a response from other people,
that is to say, he exercises a certain amount of charisma. Leader¬
ship involves making group goals appealing, ensuring and organizing co¬
operation toward® these aims, and the persuasion of the non-leaders by
37
various methods, excluding the use of physical force. *
"Leadership" was a frequent topic for editorials in the coloured
press, as E.S. Cooper wearily remarked in the Colored /-m rican, "Leader¬
ship, like the tarriff, (sic) is an issue that is always with us..."
While he bemoaned a situation where anyone was a 'leader', who by
persistent agitation or unusual activity became identified as the
33
embodiment of an idea, 'Cooper was fully aware that no single leader
could possibly represent all the varied conditions and interests of the
race. lie therefore advocated that people ought to be recognized as
leaders of their race in their own specialized fields, but not to have
pretensions to overall race leadership". He liked to reprint the
editorial which first appeared in May, 1393, stressing the need for
"shrewd, courageous and unselfish leadership" which was neither dictator-
39
ship nor bossism. To Cooper, Leaders were definitely 'doers* and his
selection of candidates is interesting. .Answering George Knox's call
in the Indianapolis Freeman for a race pilot, he sang the praises of
George H. "vhite - the "Parnell of the situation" - who was ' capable,
40.
corageous and better still, available". Realizing that the race
36. A. .douldner, Studies in Leadersnip, (dew York),195Q>,p.348.
37. O.Tead, The Art oT Leadership, (New York,1935),pp.12 end 34.
38. Colored American, Feb.1,1902, p.8.
39. Colored American. May 28,1698, p.4.
40. Colored American. March 2,1901, p.8.
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would not follow a single leader, probably for a century, his
choice of alternatives spanned the whole spectrum of black activity:-
" ashington in education, alters in the Church, White in politics,
the True Reformers in business, Dunbar, Chesnutt and others in litera¬
ture.'' On other occasions he added W.H. Council, William L. Taylor,
Isiah T. dntgomery, Pishops Turner and Grant, Fortune, Pruce and King,
41.
and Lyons, Cheatham and Pucker to this list.
Cooper has been treated at some length because he was one of the
few editors who had a vision of leadership; most newspaper men found it
a convenient slogan for polemic editorials, rather than a visionary ideal.
Cooper's ideal involved
"more than the ability to gain the plaudits of the multitudes.
True leadership presupposes an intimate knowledge of the people
who accept and adopt it.... Every man who receives prominent
official recognition at the hands of the powers is a leader to
some extent. This is more conspicuously so in weaker races
than otherwise... True leaders are men of high character, of
vd.de experience, and of extraordinary familiarity with the
necessities of the people and country in which they live. They
must not be creatures of policies but rather their creators;
they mu3t not be swayed from the line of duty by public sentiment,
but by their vise agitation and sturdy resistance to wrongs,
create favorable public opinion in favor of the cause they
represent." 42.
Thus the race leader, although acting altruistically in the interests of
the masses, was not obliged to be responsive to his followers immediate
demands, or their assessment of their predicament. The paternalism of
the Talented Tenth had become self-confident enough to say categorically
that they knew better than the people themselves what was good for them.
The Baltimore fro-American entered the debate early, suggesting
that racial unity would enable the recognition of two or three really
eminent men who could be put forward as potential Cabinet members - a
41. Colored American. November 16,1901, p.8.
42. Colored American. December 7,1901, p.8.
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very optimistic proposal at the turn of the century. The
same editorial ascribed weaknesses in the leadership structure to the
fact that "There has been too much disposition on our part to accept the
leadership of men assigned to us by our Anglo-"axon brother instead of
43.
making the selection ourselves." Occasions13y editors indulged in
esoteric flights of fancy:-
"Leadership is the thing that gathers to itself all the atomic
fragments of human thought which seek a given object, and con¬
centrate themselves into a unit, with a designated mouthpiece,
a spokesman, a representative who becomes a magnet or a death's
head." U.
Fortunately such passages are rare. More important were the pronounce¬
ments of the Indianapolis Freeman, whose editor despised the opportunist,
and accepted that all men of eminence had some influence, whether selected
by blacks or whites.
"...By some circumstance they (the opportunists) are made to
appear prominent among their people, and from this appearance
they are supposed to possess a considerable influence. This
supposed influence is to them a commodity used for toe purpose
of gain; It never seems to occur to them that the confidence
reposed in them by any of their more humble fellows is a sacred
trust, or that any prominence or influence which they may hold
carries with it a serious responsibility. They itave never
learned that every Negro of influence is a trustee of the race
whose obligation to his people is in exact proportion to the
influence he wields...• There was never a time when moral res¬
ponsibility rested heavier upon those who are in a position to
help the race than it does today; nor was there ever a time
when we were more, in need of self-help." 45.
The press was able both to highlight and to intensify the problem
of leadership selection; they denounced the influence of whites in the
choosing of black spokesmen, but often they nominated their own can¬
didates in a similar arbitrary and haphazard manner. Candidates to
leadership were rarely reluctant, and selection was principally by means
43. Baltimore .'fro-American . Nov.21,1896, p.2.
44. Pittsburg courier. Sept.14,1911, p.4.
45* Indianapolis Freeman, duly 7,1906, p.4.
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of white recognition, acknowledged eminence, organizational
position or community status, self-appointment or opportunism. In
one sense most members of the Talented Tenth designated themselves
"leaders" out of the compulsion of a strong feeling of duty, but
usually, even having appointed themselves, they still hod to convince
a wider audience of their merit. Institutions as well as individuals
could take the burden upon their shoulders
"Howard University has assumed a new leadership, and has
attained...a new conception of her mission, through aiming
practically and deliberately at meeting the national demand
in race leadership, and thus fulfilling her proper duty and
mission as the national institution for the higher and
professional education of the colored youth."
Selection was intimately connected with the category of leadership.
Sx-officio leaders holding positions of prominence in organizations had
47.
to rise through that organization, while persons of high status who
then became leaders in a local community, first had to establish them-
selves in their profession or vocation. Another group contending for
recognition were experts or specialists in particular fields; although
calling themselves leaders they tended neither to wield much influence
nor 1-iavc e large follo\ving, but their prestige had a symbolic function,
representing the aspirations of many of the group. Judson J. Lyons
was placed in such a position, for "The Registership of the Treasury
carries with it the political primacy of the colored race in the U.S."
Instead of being acknowledged as a political appointee, the recipient
of patronage in return for services rendered to the Republican Party,
Lyons was glorified as "Blameless in integrity, ripe in scholarship,
46. L.J. Scott, 'The Lew Howard'. Competitor.Vol.I (Jan.,1920).
47. Please see Chapter 4.
46. Local leaders were often those who were notably successful in
their enterprises, rather than members of any particular pro¬
fession. For example, in an article on Pittsburg, the race
leaders mentioned were John T.Watt, who ran a catering business,
and Captain C.W.Posey,the first black Chief Engineer, who was a
stockholder in a coal business. Gee T.S.Swell,1The Gmokej City;
Part III', Colored American Eagazine (Dec.1901),p.135.
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vigorous in mentality, loyal to race, crowned with achievement
and recognized and commanded by the strongest forces in our national
life..."^* Once a man had risen to prominence, if he was respectable,
(preferably to both races) he was invested with the virtues ascribed to
an idealized leader.
L&rly in its formation the Talented Tenth rebelled against the
willingness of the race to accept only those leaders forced upon than
50.
by a consensus of white opinion. * Whites were rarely able or inclined
to select intra-raclal leaders, but anyone with aspirations to inter¬
racial mediation obviously had to be acceptable to the wtilte community.
If the acclaim of prominent whites was indispensable to any generalized
51
leadership in toe Negro world'' *in the days before bare us Garvey, there
was no necessary correlation between the respect in which black leaders
were held by other blacks, and their acceptance as group spokesmen by
whites. Perry lioward was accepted as the political champion of the
blacks by senior white Republicans, although he 'was 3corned by his race,
while Giles B. Jackson was entrusted with the "Negro Pavilion" at the
Jamestown .exposition, to toe utter horror of most of his race.
The critsria for white selection varied. Sometimes it would be
expedient for strategic or political reasons to appoint pliable black
52.
puppets or token blacks; ""sometimes ignorance of black aims or interests
could lead to the mistaken elevation of an incompetent or even disreputable
49. Colored jrn-rican. Feb.1901, pp.8 and 12.
50. Indianapolis Freeman, April 18,1896, p.4.
51. R.J.Runche, A Brief and Tentative Analysis of Negro readership.
Carnegie-"yrdal Research memorandum, p.IB.
52. The phenomenon of tokenism grow with the strengthening of segregation,
from 1890 onwards.
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black at the expense of the nore responsible. * Other Afro-
Americans were elevated to prestige on account of the activities of the
philanthropic foundations, but such people tended to perform a valuable
liason function. In the South, the white community was prone to regard
the principal of the local black school, or college, or university as
the titular head of the black cor muni ty. All these factors were invol¬
ved in some degree on different occasions, but it becomes very difficult
to distinguish between those elevated because of merit, because they
had a definite function to perform, or because they were useful for
54.
vdndow-dressing purposes.
The examples of white selection are numerous, from the most
notorious of Booker T» ..ashington and his "Tuskegee iVachine",*'to many
on a smaller scale. Butler R. Wilson, a Boston lawyer who came to
oppose the extremism of W.K. Trotter, but who was nevertheless adamantly
anti-segregation and very active in the national Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (ih«»A.C.P.) through its Boston branch,
illustrates very well the help and hindrance white support could be.
Although because of his wide access to upper-class whites through the
Association, he was able to do more for tire coloured people than any
other ,1 ro-American in Boston, his effectiveness was considerably
limited by his excessive dependence on tire white leadership of the
53. In addressing the Bethel Literary and Historical Society, P.B.S.
Pinchbeck remarked with reference to the white strategy of
control, "It seems to be the purpose of our so-called white
friends to repress anything that approaches manly independence
and courageous action in defense of their own by colored men."
Colored American. April 30,1898, p.l.
54. Bunche, op.clt.. p.32.
55. Please see Chapter 5.
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Boston branch. In order to protect his position and status,
Wilson neither associated with the masses of blacks nor drew on than
for popular support; therefore he only espoused those proposals for
reform that were inoffensive to the white members of the branch. This
was a problem that plagued the N.A.A.C.P. particularly in its early
years, for initially it was predominantly white in its upper echelons,
a composition that inhibited its becoming the mouthpiece of the black
masses. ashington astutely observed how the Association had failed
to draw the fine line between cooperation with whites and subservience
to them that he claimed to have always at least attempted to have
preserved:-
"Tbere are a good many colored people who resent the idea of a
white wan assuming 00 lead and control the colored people...we
welcome the assistance and advice of such disinterested men as
Dr. Frissell, Mr. Ogden and others, but we are not ready to be
taken charge of bag and baggage by any white man."57•
Washington'3 indignation may simply have been retaliation against the
charges of currying white favour so frequently levelled at him by many
of those who eventually joined the N.A.A.C.P., but it does show a per¬
ception of the danger of too much overt white interference.
The whites' doubts a3 to whether the black man was in any way-
capable of self-determination ivere persistent and tenacious. Despite
the evidence of black advance and organization, Colonel Ballou of the
Des Moines, Iowa, Training Camp for Negro Officers during World var I,
still felt that th^re was need for some more proof. Discussing tho
work at Des Moines, he described 5.t as a "wonderful experiment in deter¬
mining whether or not the Negro possesses qualities which will fit him
56. C.'.Puttkairer, illi ' en rue .. tor: . value tion 0. * t life of
a 'judical Newspaper Editor,190U34 (Unpublished Ms.) p.52.
h.r.T. Ms3. 3.U.
57. B.T. ashington to E.J. rcott, Jan.16,191/t-. B.T.W, Mas. L.C.
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to lead his own race in upward progress*
One factor in the apparent impotence of the black leadership in
asserting itself, was that it had partially internalized the doubta
about its abilities that had been raised in the white pross and repeated
in the black, Klack leaders had first of all to counteract the negative
stereotypes of themselves in particular and their race in general, projec¬
ted by the white media. In so doing they often fell into the trap of
creating a different stereotype, by the assignation of virtues or faults
to the whole group, thus confirming the conviction of many whites that
all blacks were identical anyway. Basically the black leaders had
little room for manoeuvre} if they could alter the black world, they
certainly could not reconstruct the white one. In order to accomplish
anything in the wider society they had n fundamental need of white
influence and assistance, for neither as intellectuals nor as blacks
could they hope to attain access to the sources of power in the United
States, In particular, the Talented Tenth, whose roots were in the
black experience but whose education and occupations had brought them
into contact and cooperation with whites of similar status, were inclined
to suffer from feelings of marginal!ty, which critically altered their
goal selection, Concorrsnitant however with the acceptance of the sphere
of operations outlined by the white world went acquiescence in the pre¬
vailing American value structure, and this value orientation had a
direct bearing on their goal selection processes.
The power of philanthropy in education had two primary effects on
its beneficiaries - they became imbued with the Northern ideals of
middle class virtue, and they accepted the doctrines of Christianity as
expounded by their missionary teachers. There were some exceptions,
5£>, 'dace Leadership for the Negro', Tuskegoe 5turient,Aug.18.1917.P,4»
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most notably W.E.R. DuEois, to the rule that the pre- 'orid
59
War I intellectual leadership "revolved upon the pivot of religion",
but even if their religious affiliation or creeds differed from that
of the masses, the appeal to the central principles was the same.
"Christianity is the profound.est and purest of all the great
systems of working out the complete redemption of manj and
thus it demands of its prophets the deepest discernment, fit¬
ness and piety... This is an all important matter in shaping
the destiny of our race, and, hence, those who assume to march
before us should be sure that they are guided by 'The true light
which llghteth every man that Cometh into the world:"®®*
Moral development was riven as much priority as material, centring on
the home, the church, and the school as the three main organs of dissem¬
inating this spiritual and religious awareness. The sermons of Francis
J. Grimkef echoed throughout Afro-America, "A God-fearing race, a race
4*
that loves righteousness and hates iniquity is sure to succeed..."
Gven those who were not conscientious church-goers themselves used such
rhetoric, exhorting the people to place an unfaltering trust in the
Providence of God, for God, with a little encouragement, was eventually
going to open the way to full black participation in all things American.
Perhaps the assumption that pervaded the ethos and more than any¬
thing else dominated the /ifro-American's thinking, was the conviction of
hit identity as an American. This meant that the black man had a model,
by following which he could achieve his aims
"We must climb the ladder the same way that the white man climbed
it centuries ago, and submit as patiently as he did to rebuffs
that could not be helped at the
When put to the te3t of . ar, the Negro's loyalty was indisputable, both
in 1893 and in 1917, even if it meant temporarily setting aside the
59» Afro-Am rican.A.y May 1926, Clipping, K.M. Mas. K.U.
60. -.8. alkcr, 'Our Negro ^eadero', The Aevjtw.Vol.I (gar.1909),Clipping
C.u.C, Mss. Fisk.
61. C.G. .oodson,ed., The orkr of '-'rgncls J.Grimke^ , ( eshington,D.C.,
1942), np.379-334.
62* Indianapolis : reeman, Aug.3, 1901, p.8.
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black cause. Although subjected to contemporary criticism
from Chandler Owen and A. Philip Randolph of the Messenger, the estab¬
lished leadership were "everywhere telling the masses of colored people
to be patient....God v.lll soften the hearts of men and make justice
63.
prevail#"
The desire for Africanization involved responsibilities too, for
basically it was a right to compete in the rat-race for "the fruits
and blessings sought and achieved by any other American".0^* At no
time did blacks accept their subordinate status, as morally, ethically
65
or legally just; this non-acceptance of the status quo led to reac¬
tions that ranged along a spectrum from complete integration to total
separation, either within completely autonomous communities in the U.S.
or else by emigration overseas. Those who wanted to quit America
altogether were more often visionaries than intellectuals, although
Henry M# Turner and . areas M. Garvey had ideologies and programmes that
cannot be lightly dismissed. In general, the Talented Tenth were
those who Via3_,to a greater degree than most, overcome at least some of
the disabilities inflicted by the American racial mores, and they were
therefore more inclined to favour agitation for fulfilment in those
fields where they had already made some headway. Zhdgrants are more
likely to be drawn from the ranks of the desperate than from amongst
the relatively affluent, so the Talented Tenth were predisposed to
fight for their rights where they were, than to undertake to hew a
Utopia out of the West coast of Africa or the swamps of Mississippi.
. ore exposed than the lesser educated to the slogans of democracy,
63. Kelly iiilier in the fuskogoe -udent. Oct.27,1917, p.3.
64. Competitor, Vol.1. (Jai.1920), p#2.
65. c.C.ThomDSon, The egro Leaders;dp ..lass, (inglewood Cliffs,N.J.f
1962), p.19.
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liberty, freedom, and equality, they intensely resented the
restrictions on their full participation in American life, a participa¬
tion they sought not only for themselves, but also in terns of oppor¬
tunities for the rest of their race to at least attempt to attain what
the Talented Tenth had already achieved.
The problem of being both an Afro-American and an American simul¬
taneously had an inbuilt ambivalence. Having internalised the American
value-system, the black subscribed therefore to the central belief in
the efficacy of individualism. If, as W.S.Scarborough said, "every
man is the architect of his own fortunes, be he white or black,w^*
there was a fundamental discrepancy between group loyalty and true
Americanism, for it was logically Impossible to integrate successfully
as a group in a society geared to individual progress. Moreover, ths
Afro-American was trying to elevate himself in accordance with a strict
moral code, which could be a handicap in a society that acclaimed only
success, however indiscriminate.
The comron denominator of the black experience was the fact of
white racism, which operated on two distinct but interacting levels -
the personal and fee institutional. It was feasible to attack
anomalies in the democratic system and expose in,justices, but it was
impossible to depersonalise the shock and distress of being the
recipient of racial prejudice. In the short tern, it was possible
to set immediate goals and aims, but the long term solution really
involved a total change in the outlook of the majority of white Americans.
These dreams were the subject of constant frustration, for to "conquer
prejudice" or to "achieve equality" were such amorphous goals that even
when a minor victory was won, the final realization seemed no closer.
66. »i,.S.Scarborough, 'rthite vs. Black', Voice of the Kegro. Vol.1,
(Jan.1904), p.23.
The indeterminate nature of the ultimate aim made it the
object of varying interpretations and definitions, but no matter how
much their methods or secondary targets deverged, the majority of all
the leaders espoused the fulfilment of the American dream and promise
as their over-riding goal,
W.E.B. DuBois later looked back on his arid his colleagues' unques¬
tioning acceptance of America's belief in her own myths,
"What the white world was doing, its goals and ideals, I had
not doubted were quite right, What was wrong was that I and
people like ice and thousands of others who might have my
ability and aspiration, were refused permission to be a part
of this world,"67*
To others, the road to progress was straightforward,
"The race problem can be settled by a strict adherence to the
constitution of the United States, the Declaration of Indepen¬
dence, the Golden uule of the Holy Bible, either any or all of
them. They are the eternal principles cf justice to all men,
the immortal gospel of truth and righteousness."^.
Fundamentally, American law was regarded as right and just, but in
need of enforcement. The way to accomplish this was to create a climate
of opinion that would demand that enforcement. Without ever specifying
exactly how, many black writers postulated that public opinion could be
69
controlled, reasserting their faith that in time not only would the
American system vindicate itself, but also that the American people
would live up to their ideals. The ultimate justification for the self-
appointment of leaders was grounded in their role as pathfinders - they
had succeeded within the American definition of success and in American
conditions,
"The African here is an American by birth, education and religious belief,
67, W.iS.B,DuBois, Dusk of Dawni An asay Towards An Autobiography of
the Race Concept (New York.1940^. p.27.
63, Colored American. Nov.29,1902, p,8.
69# Please see Chapters 3 and ID.
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Ke lakes only an American's interest in Africa and what gees
70
on there." * Having opted to put all their eggs in the American
basket, the Talented Tenth had thereby committed themselves to the
airri3 of integration and equality, achieved by democratic means.
The intellectuals provided but one of the many contending leader¬
ships within the black community. By no means did they exclude or
supersede all the possibilities and alternatives, and certainly at
local level and in an intra-racial context the churches and the lodges
both had a more immediate impact on the lives and. thinxing of the
majority. The intellectuals are however significant for their role
in inter-racial organizations, in dispelling the stigma of black
inferiority and in formulating the social philosophies of black progress.
The Talented Tenth was the embodiment of an ideal rather than a
description of reality, but those who felt themselves to be its members
continuously tried to live up to the criteria set out by W.L.B. DuBoi®.
Simultaneously drawn from the socio-economic elite and the intelligentsia,
the Talented Tenth encompassed a wide range of professions and occupar
tions within the etijwic subcoirammity, where it was firmly rooted in the
social structure of the group. The Talented Tenth were pressured by
force of circumstances into active leadership roles and denied the
opportunity of scholarly' ceclusionj they recognized the responsibility
to use their training for the uplift of the whole race. They believed
in the prevailing American values and in the ethics of democracy, con¬
vinced that America had only to practise her democratic creed for racial
injustice tc disappear. They also believed that the exposure of the
discrepancy between reality ant theory would lead to a popular upsurge
in the desire to put American national ethic3 into practice. I'any of
70. T.i. Fortune, 'Kace «bsorption', A.iv.^.Keview. Vol.18, (1901-2),
p.60.
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the Talented Tenth undertook leadership roles, inspired by
a sense of racial duty, and aware that success would always be
qualified. Leadership selection encompassed a diverse range of
criteria, not the lea3t Important of which was the feeling of leader¬
ship. Afro-Americans in general and the Talented Tenth in particular,
believed that they could instinctively recognize leadership qualities,
adding a subjective dimension to the selection of potential leaders.
This was compounded by white interference, loading to two very dis¬
tinctive leadership types, inter- and intra-racial. Goal selection
stemmed partially from the method of leadership selection and partially
from the overall philosophy of the Talented Tenth. The ultimate aim
was usually the attainment of the American dream and the full promise
of American life. A privileged group both educationally and economically
within the blae world, their primary interest was in Increased oppor¬
tunity rather than radical demands. At the same time, they were
strongly aware of the emotions of group loyalty and racial solidarity,
and despite the conditioning of their personal backgrounds, they were
vitally concerned with the welfare and future of the whole race.
26.
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TILE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF THE TAIaSMTED TLglUI
An analysis of the social composition of the Talented Tenth is
initially expedited by a description of the development of social
stratification within the black subcommunity. As the latter had no
leisure class at the turn of the century, it was not possible to
recruit an intelligentsia from a wealthy elite, and consequently the
Talented Tenth was enmeshed in the Afro-American class structure.
The prime importance of social class within the 3ubco rmunity was that
the higher the class status of a family, the greater access its members
had to the resources of the wider community. Hence the level of sup¬
port they received from it was greater, as was their ability to meet
its requirements.^* Access to the larger group was both a determinant
and a result of social status, which in the case of the Talented Tenth
2.
often derived from their role as inter-racial mediators.
Social stratification played an important role in slave society.
The significant distinctions between those slaves who served in the
house and those who laboured in toe fields persisted after 1863• Those
who had been free before Emancipation, generally mulattoes, tended to
look down on those who had become free because of the fortunes of war.
The legacy of slavery and the attitudes it had engendered, created a
black class system that existed until the mass migrations during and
following World War I.
In the rural South after the Civil War, as a rule freedmen acquired
1. A.Billingsley, Black Families in hite America (Thglewood Cliffs,N.J.,
1968),p.l24.
2. A status conferring function of proximity and similarity to whites
was common prior to the 1930*s, which saw the advent of derogatory
"white man's nigger" attitudes.
3. This summary of the developing black class structure is drawn
mainly from material presented by E.F. Frazier, The Wegro in the
United States (Hew York,1957),pp.273-302.
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land, either by purchase or by lease, and maintained a
conventional family life, so that the distinctions based on free
ancestry and colour became less important. Land ownership, the
stability of family life and education increasingly became the criteria
of upperclass status. In the cities, the greater occupational differen¬
tiation meant that a more complex class structure developed. At first
there was little relation between occupational and social status, for
social stratification was based more on moral considerations" than on
income, hence it was easy to distinguish the elite from the masses.
There was a general consensus as to what was meant by these
moral considerations. The first stage in toe evolution of a class
structure was in fact characterized by the decisive role played by these
distinctions rather than by occupation or income. White ancestry and
family descent were important factors in conferring upperclass status,
but only operated in conjunction with other criteria. In Southern and
border cities socio-economic classes were slow to emerge. Yet there
was a small upperclass composed mainly of the more successful business¬
men and those in the professions. On account of family background and
certain personal qualities, including a light skin colour, some persons
in clerical occupations had upperclass status. The miidleclass xuas
rest so closely correlated with occupational status as was the upperclass,
and differed from the lowerclass chiefly by its more stable family life
and fuller integration into the institutional life of the Afro-
American community.
A new stage in the evolution of the Negro class structure had
appeared by 1914 in Boston, when four main classes based on socio¬
economic distinctions could be observed - a vicious, shiftless element
of 10$, the rank and file of domestic servants and labourers amounting
to 70$, a miidleclass including waiters, pullman porters, janitors.
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artisans and some professionals and small businessmen numbering
1$£, and a small upperclass of 2%, of wtiom the majority were light
complexioned, lived in superior residential districts among white
neighbours and were professional or literary people of long northern
residence. This process of social differentiation was accelerated by
urbanization, and the potential rise of a middleclass caused much alarm
to the old upperclass families. In some instances they sought refuge
within the narrow circle of families with similar backgrounds or in
memories of a world that had vanished, but gradually most married into
or merged with those elements who through the new occupational differen¬
tiation of the Afro-American population, were reaching the top of the
4.
new class structure.
Segregation and discrimination in the period 1890-1920 was instru¬
mental in creating a petit bourgeoisie of professional and businessmen
almost completely dependent for their livelihood on the Negro masses.
It lias since become axiomatic that segregation provided a protective
tariff behind which black business could flourish. This group of self-
made men were general ly darker skinned than the old upperclass, and
less likely to be descended from the antebellian house slaves or the
f ree people of colour, and it was this ambitious, striving new middle-
class who formed the backbone of the entrepreneurial group dependent
on the Negro market, which in time came to constitute not only the
^ x 5.
economic elite but the social elite as well.
The Talented Tenth was never coterminous with either the upper
or the middle class, and was, in principle at least, open to all satis¬
factory comers, admission being on the grounds of proven ability and a
4. S.Rudwick and A.Meier, Fgffl Plantation to Ghetto (i;ew York,1966),p.176
5. A.reier and D.Lewis, 'History of the Negro Upperclass in Atlanta,
Georgia, 1890-1958,' Phvlon.Vol.XXVIII.(1959).p.129.
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willingness to assume the responsibilities of utilizing that
ability to help ameliorate the condition of the less fortunate of the
race. A higher education was the rao3t obvious entry qualification,
but the peculiar difficulties besetting the race at this time often
impeded attempts at continuous schooling. Many students worked their
way through college, so reducing the number of hours available to them
for study. Even the best scholars sometimes suffered from a fragmented
education when financial or family problems were overwhelming,^ * and
scholarships were either unforthcoming or unavailable. The ^wastage
rate was high, sometimes as many as 30% of the freshmen intake failed
to graduate, *so the self-educated man -was not an uncommon phenomenon.
If he accepted the values that the schools encouraged, paper qualifica?-
tions were not always essential. Simultaneously, however, a formal
education was a necessary prerequisite for clerical or professional
employment, and further, it embodied the very substance of the American
way of life. Prohibited during slavery, education was symbolic of the
black man's freedom and progress, and was seen as trie pathway both to
eventual acceptance by the white world and to happier race relations.
Higher education wa3 seriously hampered by the economic status of
the race. vhile industrial schools could incorporate paid work into
their curriculum, thu3 helping both the student and the school, this
was not so easy to accomplish in a purely academic programme. Those
students who needed economic security to support than during their
preparatory studies, and to sustain them during the extended non-
8
profitable pursuit of their research, 'encountered really grave problems.
6. A relatively uninterrupted education such as that of W.E.B.Dubois
was very exceptional.
7. L.R.Harlan.Hooker T.Washington: The Making of a lack Leader.Vol.I.
(New York,1972),p.72.
3. H.H.Bond,'The Negro Scholar and Professional in America' in J.P.
Davis.ed..The American Negro Reference Book (Englewood Cliffs,N.J.,
1966),p.566.
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But low achievement attributable to low socio-economic status
was not the only aggravation with which the talented scholar had to
contend. Initially, his potential was less likely to be recognized
than that of his white counterpart, through the prejudice provoked by
hi3 racial identification, and because expectations of ills ability
were in general low. He was also less likely to be in a school that
could pay special attention to his needs, or give him adequate vocat¬
ional or educational guidance. His environment was often not very
stimulating intellectually, while a preoccupation with racial matters
could divert his attention, to the detriment of achievement in other
areas.These factors in large measure account for the paucity of
black graduates, especially in the 19th century.
In the early twentieth century, the black population was markedly
deficient in those characteristics which tend to increase the number
of persons in professional occupations:- namely the proportion of
illiteracy was 57.1$ in 1890, and still as high as 30.1$ in 1910} an
unfavourable occupational distribution in the parental generation
militated against parents visualizing their offspring in a professional
capacity, while the trained members of the race could not promote
education by apprenticeship methods as most were teachers or ministers^*
Any quantification of the number of graduates will only give an
estimate of the potential size of the Talented Tenth, and not its
actual size, for the self-taught cannot be enumerated, and those who
opted for self-aggrandizement, thus abdicating from their responsibilities
of racial uplift, are not included. Be Ween 1876 and 1930, 51 doctor¬
ates were conferred on Megroes, 90% being Ph.Ds. and only 10% being /
9. K.D.Jenkins 'Intellectually Superior Negro Youth: Problems and
Needs*, Journal of .egro education, vol.XIX (1950),pp.32^7.
10. J.R.Houchins ' Ihe Negro in Professional Occupations in the United
States', Journal of Negro ducation, volJCXII (1953)»p»405.
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professional degrees, 'while between 1626 and 1936 a total of
12.
43#o21 Afro-Americans graduated from college or professional schools,
14.7# from Northern institutions, and from the black schools.
The increase in numbers did not really begin until 1085, following
which there was a steady growth until orld War I, when the demands of
patriotism or the draft board interrupted or suspended many academic
careers. At undergraduate level, 70.9$ of all degrees conferred on
Afro-Americans were academic, and 29.1$ professional. flacks were
educated mainly in the segregated ..'egro schools of the South, or the
Universities and colleges, both state and private, in the forth and
West.
The black school as well as its students was beset by financial
difficulty, and was the subject of much criticism. Industrial schools
usually found that their appeals to Northern philanthropy met vdth a
more generous response than did those of the colleges. The ascendancy
of Booker T. Washington to a position, if not of absolute control to at
least one of very powerful influence over the flow of fforthern donations,
enabled him to channel the resources towards those projects which suppor¬
ted him and which he endorsed, a manipulation which directed funds in
favour of industrial education. The difficulty and discouragement of
constant fund-raising, a necessity for survival as much as for growth,
was summed up by John Hopet-
"It is one thing to love young fellows into intellectual and
moral life, and to help them direct that life. It is another
thing to beg for money to run an institution of learning." 13.
Throughout his presidency of Morehouse College, Hope had to endure
11. H. .Greene.Holders of doctorates Amon? American Negroes (Boston,
1946),p.41.
12. C.S.Johnson, The .'egro College Graduate (Chapel Hill,1938),p.20.
13. J.Hope to W.T.B.Williams, July 13,1910. W.T.B.W. Mss. T.I.
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repeated frustrations as some of his best professors, lured
by higher salaries, left for other fields and colleges.
The precarious existence of the black college had been all too
vividly exemplified in 1903, after George A. Towns, a faculty member
at Atlanta University, had written a letter, published in the dps ton
Guardian , expressing support for its editor, W.M. Trotter, vJro was
then serving a short prison sentence for Ms part in the "Boston Riot".
This had been a disturbance created by radical. Bostonians at a meeting
being conducted by Washington, on July 30,1903, in order to express
their opposition to Tuslcegee's power and policies in a dramatic way.
Reaction to it ranged from outrage to applause, but Robert C. Ogden
expressed the disapproval which reverberated throughout those with the
means to finance the black institutions:-
"The toleration of such men as Towns and DuBois is deeply
injuring Atlanta University." 15.
Horace Iftsastead, the President of the University, talked of the
"serious trouble" Towns had caused to himself and the institution.
"Particularly unfortunate" were Towns' references to asliington personally,
which humstead claimed violated the "comity of institutions". What he
really meant was that by naming Washington, Towns had upset both
Bumstead and the trustees, jeopardizing the trickle of funds coming
Atlanta's way. He advised Towns of a minute adopted by the trustees,
unanimously disavowing the letter, and saying that:-
"while they will carefully cherish and guard the spirit of
academic freedom in the University, they expect the members
of the Faculty scrupulously to observe the great respon¬
sibilities towards the public, sister institutions and their
officers, and towards tire University itself, which this
freedom involves."
14. R.Torrence, The "tory of John Hope (New York,1948),p.18%
15. R.C.0gden to B.T.Washington Oct.26,1903. R.C.O. bss. L.C.
16. H.Bumstead to G.A.Towns Nov.5,3.903; Nov.14,1903; Dec.5,1903. G.A.T.
Mss. A.U. and A.U. Archives.
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for the black college, the prerequisites of academic freedom
were to be financial independence, but until then, it was dependent on
the continued pleasure and whims of its trustees, or other benefactors.
Despite the obvious difficulties, the black colleges were strate¬
gically Important. Responsible for training the future leaders of
eight million people, they could become centres from which to attack
the internal problems of the group itself, and also those which arose
X7
principally from external pressures. '* Although they did not account
18
for all the black graduates, *their faculties were in a position to
shape and direct the attitudes and energies of the majority of black
students, who would later assume prominent positions in their communities.
The main aim was to inspire the students with a zeal for service and
social uplift. Although black students at white institutions were
likely to share these attitudes, they were not an integral part of
their education, for such students tended to be isolated both from their
white classmates ami from the black community. This suggests the per¬
vasiveness and acceptability of the social uplift doctrines of the
Talented Tenth, which in many ways paralleled the teachings of the
advocates of industrial training, who encouraged self-betterment as the
way to racial and community progress.
The occupational distribution^*of the Talented Tenth was of para¬
mount importance in the structuring of their leadership role. It is
not improbable that their leadership theories were so framed as to
maximize their training and skills. In a survey taken in 1912 of 1000
living black graduates out of an estimated 5000 since 1823, DuBois
20
enumerated 54$ teachers, 20$ preachers, 7% physicians, *k% lawyers and
17. B.S.Gallacher, American Caste and the Negro College (New York,1938)p.3.
18. Please see Appendix XI.
19. Please see Appendix III.
20. This figure includes dentists and pharmacists, in addition to
doctors.
\% business and other occupations. " Blacks were more
successful in professional and technical work than in business, and
generally had better prospects in the former; but before 1390 very few
22
Afro-Americans entered the professions." *
School teaching was the principal profession, and helps to account
for the relatively high number of Afro-American women professionals.
Conditions in predominantly black schools were frequently grim with
second-rate and second-hand equipment, inadequate buildings, short terms
and barely subsistence salaries. Yet in spite of these drawbacks,
many came into teaching seeing it as their best career opportunity.
Demands for more and better education would not only greatly benefit
the race, but would also provide more numerous and interesting jobs
for this section of the Talented Tenth. It was basic self-preservation
to increase the potential numbers of educational consumers.
The Afro-American minister had a virtually complete monopoly
behind the caste wall. liegroes were mure divided than whites in their
religious affiliations, but tended to attend church more frequently.
Basically it was the restricted openings in other fields that led so
many Afro-Americans to become preachers, combined with the inapplica¬
bility of formal qualification for the preacher's function of providing
a cathartic release for the emotional energy of his flock. It was more
relevant for a minister to be able to convert the unbelievers than to
be literate. It is important to distinguish between the majority of
ministers, who although classified as "professionals" were really out¬
with the definition of the Talented Tenth, and the handful of outstanding
21. Crisis.Vol.I? (July,1912),p.133. Editors and newspaper men who
played a conspicuous role in the Talented Tenth are apparently
enumerated under "business" or a secondary occupation.
22. V.L..Aharton.Ihe Jegro in Bississippj 1865-1690 (Chapel Hill,N.C.,
1947),p.129. In the 1890 census of i ississippi, only 34 Afro-
Americana professed to be doctors,out of a total of 300,000 gainfully
employed,and there were even fewer in the legal profession,although
the system of admissions used until 1880 had made entry fairly easy.
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and exceptional churchmen, who, in addition to their pastoral
23
duties, were civic leaders, theologians and social theorists. 9
Until the ar, it was more than likely that an Afro-American
doctor had received hi3 elementary and high school education in one of
the better mission schools sprinkled throughout the South, and then gone
to one of the five Southern medical schools. The number attending
pi
these schools was however reduced during World ..'ar I by adoption of
racial and religious quotas. The physician and dentist were frequently
the most prestigious members of the coloured professional group, being
almost invariably the best educated, and so tradition and circumstance
required them to be spokesmen in local and national affairs. They
were likely to be relatively affluent, but the struggle to finance
their protracted training had often necessitated manual or other kinds
25
of vacation work, thus acquainting thorn with the problems of all classes.
At this time the scope for a black doctor was fairly limited; he had
few opportunities to specialize, even in biracial institutions, itost
whites distrusted both his colour and his ability, and only patronized
him to conceal diseases and pregnancies from their white friends, or
when they were too poor to secure the services of an efficient white
doctor. Dependent therefore on the patronage of his own race, the
doctor found that the overwhelming majority of his patients were poor.
Until the 1930's, some had to find additional sources of income, and
many worked for insurance companies or benevolent societies, or else had
investments in real estate or drug stores. The dentist's average
income was lower than the doctor's, leading in some cases to the unethical
23. Please see Chapter 5.
24. G.T*yrdal, An ; - ricar. ::ilc?rma (h'ew York,lV44),p.321.
25. H.M. Oond, op.cit.. p.574.
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practice of cosmetic dentistry. * This declined quickly as
the educational level of his patients ro3e.
The lawyer was the most likely of all professionals to have a
white-collar family background. As the legal profession is so closely
related to politics, the disfranchisement of the Negro throughout the
South, and the subsequent denigration of the black man's stature in
public life after 1877, sharply curtailed the opportunities for the
entry of the Afro-American into the legal profession, especially in
27the South. Attempts to build up a "business practice", concentrating
on civil rather than criminal law, were often frustrated, as due to
their socio-economic predicament, blacks were more often in trouble
with the legal authorities than in need of investment advice and company
law. The prestige enjoyed by the courts in the American political and
economic systems is such that any group which is struggling for status
desires to be represented on the bench. The election of a judge was
therefore seen as the elevation of the whole Negro group, who then
28
became participants in the administration of justice. "
The geographical background and intersectional mobility of the
Talented Tenth is the next consideration. The heavy concentration in
the Washington D.C. area was partly due to the influence of Howard
29
University, for by staying at home, students could defray their expenses• *
It also reflects the history of black education in that area, the
adequacy of the public school system, and the continuing in-migration
of those seeking employment in government clerical positions or
26. Ibid,.p.581.
27. 'yrdal.op.cit,. pp.322-325.
28. This is vividly apparent in the papers of Robert Herberton Terrell
and his wife, Mary Church, in the library of Congress.
29. G.F. Edwards, The Negro Professional Class (Glencoe,111.,1959),p.87.
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teaching. Although Washington was and is predominantly
Southern in mores and outlook, the migration of intellectuals into the
city was part of a more general movement to the North. A white man,
L.M. Hussey, seriously overestimated the momentum of this movement of
those whom he saw as "isolated...ensnared...and embittered" to the
"interesting reversal, of his (the intellectual's) Southern
status. His fortunes swing from an extreme of neglect to an
extreme of notoriety. Perhaps not unjustly, he is
excessively lauded." 30.
The vision of a mass exodus from the South of the Talented Tenth
in the hope of recognition and reward is not borne out by the figures.
C.5. .Johnson calculated that as late as the 1930'3, that is even after
the great migrations of 1915-1919, of all black college graduates, 53$
lived in the Southern states, 21.6$ in the border states, 22,8$ in the
Northern states and 2.6$ in the West, which in relation to the black
population was 11.7, 36.6, 21.3 and 23.1 graduates per 10,000, respeo-
31
tively for each region. This compares interestingly with the
figures for Tuskegee Institute, the industrial school founded by Booker
T. Washington, which showed that of the Institutes 3,011 graduates by
1925, 2,034 (67.5$) were located in the South, 818 (27.1$) in the North,
76 (2.5$) in the extreme West and 83 (2.7$) in foreign countries.
Moat of these graduates were engaged in Smith-Hughes vocational 'dork,
the Agricultural 'demonstration Work, or were serving as teachers in
I-iosenwald and County Training Schools whereby they were "able to serve
32.
their communities as leaders in carrying out the Tuskegee spirit."
However residence is not the same as mobility, but of all Southern-
born graduates 74.5$ remained in the South, while 23.4$ migrated to the
30. L.M. Hussey, 'Afro-American,North and South', American ; ercury.
Vol.VII (1926), pp.198-199.
31. C.S. Johnson, op.clt,. p.3S.
32. R.R. Koton to A.P. Stokes, April 14,1925. A.P.3. Mss. Yale.
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North, !,!%■ to the West and 0*2% to foreign countries.
Northern-born graduates tended on the whole to remain in the North,
but the proportion that went South is slightly greater than that of
Southern-born graduates who went North. Of those born in the West,
as many as two-thirds moved to either the North or the South, while
about twice as many foreign-born Negro es op tad for the North rather
33
than the South. * Johnson further found that those whom he designated
"leaders" (those listed in Who's v.tio in Colored America ) were mors
likely to be mobile. Of the 76.7$ born in the South, only 39.4$ con¬
tinued to live there, a discrepancy between percentage born in the
South and those residing there of 37.3 for leaders, compared to 17.6
for all college graduates. These figures can only illustrate large-
scale intersections! patterns; there is no data on interstate mobility
within a section. In general terms, it would appear that there was
more interstate migration within the North.
The other factors describing the composition of the Talented Tenth
are core subjective. The sexual distribution of black professionals
show that an approximately equal proportion of each ssx were profes¬
sionally employed - a remarkably large number of women by the standards
of the day. This was largely due to the preponderance of female
teachers, which by 1910 had greatly surpassed even the number of male
*|
clergymen . One reason for the strong female representation was that
more girls completed their education than did their brothers, for often
the latter were obliged to leave their studies in order to earn money to
support the family. There was also a significant excess of females to
males in the black population. Traditionally also the black woman had
33. C. .Johnson, op.cit,. p.53.
34. Please see Appendix III.
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been a strong, responsible figure, for it was she who had
provided what family life was available during slavery. it was not
a radical social innovation for her to have a career or to be self-
35
supporting.
It is not really possible to secure accurate data on income levels,
but within the ethnic subco inanity professional and clerical workers
were normally the better paid, although their salaries were usually less
than those of their counterparts across the colour line. ;h±te preju¬
dice and the poverty of their black clients combined to diminish the
remuneration of those dependent on the Negro market, but slaries did
vary considerably regionally, as did the cost of living.
On account of their tremendous headstart during the slavery era
and their relatively high class status, the mulattoes or mixed bloods
rose to positions of social prominence and leadership during Reconstruc¬
tion which they retained throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth
century, thus perpetuating their distance from the bulk of the race. As
darker Negroes rose to distinction, they showed a preference for marrying
lightskinned women, becoming members of the mulatto aristocracy and giving
their children the heritage of a light skin colour. * The preponderance
of mulattoes varies somewhat with the professions; where the practice
required little training or ability, e.g. the ministry, the number of
darkskinned Afno-Americans was relatively high, whereas in those pursuits
which involved a higher degree of education, e.g. medicine, the number of
blacks was relatively low. As a result of marriage selection, the
mulatto group retained its talent and absorbed what talent there was
37
among the black group. Their class position enabled them more than
35. Please see Chapter 6.
36. Kyrdal, op.cjt.. p.697.
37. The growth of the mulatto population, 18'jO-1920,was due more to the
intermarriage of blacks and mulattoes, than to the continuous
infusion of white blood.
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other 'fro-Americans to provide security, stimulus and
stability during their offsprings' education.
In the nineteenth and into the twentieth century, Afro-Americans
reflected white attitudes to mulattoes - a3 superior to the blacks
but inferior to the whites. They carae to compose the majority of
the business and professional classes, a situation accepted by the
blacks who were in no position to object. It would appear that many
of the Talented Tenth were of mixed ancestry. As the general popula¬
tion advanced in education and economic status, more of the latent
talent of the race found the opportunity for expression. Success
enhanced self-confidence in black children, but sheer weight of
numbers meant that by the end of the War and the concomitant migra¬
tions, the mulattoes, traditionally a leadership group, were no longer
able to supply the needs of the black community.
The religious denominations of the Talented Tenth are difficult
to ascertain, and many intellectuals in fact rejected the church as a
symbol of fantasy and an instrument of oppression. Outside the
cities, and in them too, except for a few very intelligent, urbane
churchmen, the minister was often providing an emotional release from
their dally hardships for his congregation, rather than delivering a
sermon that woxild relate to the exce rience of his more educated
listeners. Although there is no direct correlation between religious
denomination and intellectual status, there is a connection between
social and religious mobility. As Afro-Americans ascended the social
ladder, they tended to desert Baptist and Methodist Churches, and
sought affiliation with Episcopalian, Congregational, Presbyterian and
Roman Catholic Churches. At the same time many professionals con¬
tinued their association with the Baptist and Methodist Churches of
their clients. Sometimes they maintained tao church memberships -
41.
one for social status and the other for financial
.* * 30.advantages.
A brief mention must be made of the lifestyle and status of the
intellectuals. Although their education and income equipped the
Talented Tenth for upper or middle class status, their lifestyle
patterns ought not to be confused with those of the "Black Burgeoisie".
39
Any attempt to augment status by conspicuous consumption 'or exploita¬
tion of the ignorance of the Negro masses could hardly be considered
exemplary leadership} in fact it was the direct negation of their
philosophy of self-sacrificing and virtuous example. Kany of the
'Talented Tenth had internalized the Northern white middleclass ideas
that had been so crucial to their schooling. Discretion, taste, piety
and respectability were virtues regarded with great reverence, as the
legacy of missionary influence or evangelical enthusiasm in the movement
to educate the freedrnen had diffused & white middieclass value structure
throughout the recipients of its benefactions. The Talented Tenth
espoused and constantly endeavoured to live up to these norms. DuBoia
drew a sharp contrast between those who formed the Negro aristocracy in
education, wealth and general social efficiency, and those who were
leaders or ideal makers in thought, work and morals.^* However all
were bound together by the external pressures of colour prejudice, the
factor that intensified tire uncertainty of the economic status even of
the elite, making it difficult for them to spare either time or energy
for social reform. Those who consciously became "race leaders" in a
very committed way, for example newspaper editors, organization men and
33. E.F. Crazier, .'lack 'mxygeoisie (Clencoe,Ill.,1957),p.91.
39. Ibid., part II.
40. v.ii.B. DuBois, The Philadelphia egro (Philadelphia,Pa.,1099),pp.316-7.
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some teachers and preachers, in so doing often forfeited the
financial remuneration and upperclass status that would have been theirs
had they concentrated solely on their personal careers.
home people were called 'leaders" by virtue of their position or
eminence, but the recipient of social deference was not necessarily a
leader. The high deference granted to a black professional was par¬
tially a function of the esteem for the professional occupation per se
(the skill involved and the results this could produce), partially
because his "deference-v.orthiness" increased his co-racialists self-
esteem, and partially because of the absence of any other claimants to
deference.^1* In many cases tiiose members of the Talented Tenth who
became "race leaders1, to the detriment of their careers often forfeited
deference. The case of Boston is well documented where by 1900
"upper class society no longer granted the protest leader
the high status it granted the successful businessman."^2*
The decision to participate actively in race leadership was a
decision consciously taken by the trained personnel. Being black in
white America, it was impossible not to be racially aware, but it was
a different thing altogether to become a race champion. It is only
possible to sketch the pool of available skill from which the Talented
Tenth could be recruited. Many opted out of such commitments, yet at
the same time mny heroic efforts go unrecorded. Never approaching
anything like one tenth of the black population, and in fact only about
I Q
one hundredth, the Talented Tenth wielded considerable influence in
opinion forming, protest leadership and mediation with the white world.
It is this ultra-active role that makes the black intelligentsia so
distinguished.
41. .i.Shils, The ,v?,sis of octal Gratification In Negro "ociety.
Carnegie- yrdal Research Memorandum, Schomburg Collection.
42. i-,.C.nill. The ea.ro Upper-class in Boston«Its Tevelonment end J^cial
: true ture. (Ph.D.Hadcliffe.1952) .pp.^116.
C.fc.Puttkamsr.. jlllv "pnroe Irotber(tJnrubllr-''■- :.),p.T0.,,r.Mss.N.U.
43. Please see Appendix III.
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Entry into the talented Tenth was therefore confined to
those who could fulfil both objective and subjective criteria.
Distinguished fmm, the upper or middle classes, the formation of the
Talented Tenth was nevertheless part of the history of social stratifica¬
tion within the black subcoirrnunity. The most pressing qualification was
educational, and the Talented Tenth, although preferring those with for¬
mal qualifications, still accepted the self-taught and those who were
willing to learn. Black colleges instilled in their students a fer¬
vent sense of duty to the race, an emotion in which those educated at
Northern, white institutions concurred. Most cf the Talented Tenth
were employed as teachers, which partially accounts for the stress on
the value of education; the next largest group were the churchmen,
followed by journalists, doctors and lawyers. Leadership accrued to
professionals but was not their exclusive preserve; it often devolved
upon the eminent local personalities who could be businessmen, clerical
workers, policemen or pullman porters. Numerically the Talented
Tenth were stronger in the South, if more vociferous in the rfcrth;
they lived and worked with the bulk of their race. The sexual dis¬
tribution was approximately equal, and income levels, although not
comparable to those of whites, were comparatively high within the black
world, allowing for an upper or at least middle class standard of
living. Intra-racial colour differentiation was also a factor;
especially in the pre-.'*orid War I era, nulattoes had a distinct advan¬
tage over blacks. Although there were striking exceptions, the pre¬
dominant contemporary impression of the Talented Tenth was of a mulatto
caste. eligious affiliation was not really an important criterion
for membership of the Talented Tenth, except that it was a factor in
more general social mobility. In addition to educational, income
and professional expertise, what really distinguished the lalentod
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Tenth vi&3 its ideology. Ilniocule in size, but wedded to
a philosophy of self-sacrifice for the good of the race, the Talented
Tenth set themoelves up for the race to emulate as examples of right¬
eous living. The upper or middle class black had to take a conscious
decision on his life-style, and by no means all opted for the leader¬
ship role the Talented Tenth ascribed to itself. Soire however,
because of their local eminence could not do otherwise, even if they
totally lacked interest in racial leadership. For these reasons it
is impossible to enumerate strictly the Talented Tenth; it is only
possible to demonstrate the objective criteria and the subjective
preferences which had to coincide, before any individual felt that he
was, indeed, a member of the Talented Tenth.
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CHAPTER III
THE PROHLSFS OF' COfTTUMC ATION
The fundamental problem of the black leader was to resolve the
problems confronting the race, both those caused by racism, and those
of a more general, socio-economic nature, while facilitating the race's
adjustment to American conditions. The leaders ought ideally to have
been able to sense and focus public opinion, a task dependent on their
communication and identification with the masses.
The first hurdle the leaders had to overcome was in living up to
the expectations of omniconpetence that were ascribed to them. Once
distinguished in a particular field, the leader was then consulted on
all the group's problems:- social, economic, legal and spiritual.
This was particularly true ox the pastorate,^"but other professionals
suffered from it to a considerable extent.
"A lawyer, a doctor, a teacher, a preacher or a businessman
today among Negroes is more than his particular vocation.
The teacher is a preacher. The physician teaches and
preaches. Thousands of questions bearing not at all on
their business are put to these men and women, and on their
answers depends the weal or woe of the community. A Negro
may specialize, but he must know many things first, for he
is a leader. How to vote, how to invest money, give an
explanation of original sin, prescribe a remedy for con¬
sumption, are questions that may be put to any Negro who
lays claim to knowledge; and if he cannot answer thorn,
who can? for often he is the only light in his community.
Such an image of prowress placed a certain strain on the individual
so endowed, for any shortcomings in areas where he was unprepared cast
doubt and discredit on his whole sphere of operations. The leaders
were treading a treacherous path, txying to fulfill their followers
expectations by being latter-day "Renaissance men." The disillusion
that comes on the discovery that the idealized are merely human after
1. S.N.Brown, My Own life '.'tore ( ashing ton,D.C., 1944),p.27.
2. Speech at Detroit,1899,quoted in R.Torrence, The Story of John Hope
(New York,1943),p.l36.
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all was summed up by H.H. Proctor* He suggested that as
well as an overdependence on whites and a misplaced faith in the
efficacy of law, the efforts to solve the race problem had so far
failed because of this
"Reliance on our leaders to work out our problems for
us* But leaders never solve the problem; they can
only point the way."3*
'Sociological theorists have suggested tha t too much intelligence
or education can militate against leadership, for not only are there
different speech and vocabulary patterns, but differences in interests,
4. -r
goals and activities can also be barriers to .joint participation. in
general terms, the role of the intellectual few is usually to identify
and analyse grievances, and create enough discontent or restlessness
among the masses so as to give the formal leadership positive aims.
The case of the Talented Tenth does not fit readily into this scheme,
as the intellectual few and the formal leadership were usually inter¬
changeable. In minority groups the situation can be complicated by the
paradoxical phenomenon of the "leader from the periphery" .^* Intellec¬
tuals or other elite groups are accused of leading a group they are in
fact only lukewarm towards, or even which they are fundamentally eager
to leave. 1th particular reference to the criticism of the Talented
Tenth, such condemnations, although common, are a little unfair.
The classical denunciation of the black intellectual was penned by
6.
Carter G. Woodson, who was himself a very prominent intellectual,
being one of the foremost historians of the black experience. He
3. H.H.Proctor, Between Black and hlte (Boston,1925),pp.177-8.
4. E.E.Jennings, An Anatomy of Leadership (New York,1966),pp.249-155.
W.Record,* Social Stratification and Intellectual Roles in the Negro
Community'.British Journal of ociology. Vol.8., (1957),p.245.
5. K.Levin in A.W.Gouldner, Studies in Leadership (New York,1950),p.193.
6. C.G. oodson, The Mseducation of the Negro ('Vashington,D.C.,1933)»
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claimed that the "educated Negroes" held an attitude of
contempt toward their own people, because not only in mixed but also
in black schools, they were taught to admire things Hebrew, Greek and
Latin and despise the African. Having been Europeanized, or American¬
ized, on the point of leaving his alma mater, the graduate was told by
his teachers that his duty was to go back among his own people, "from
whom he had bean estranged by a vision of ideals, which in his disillusion-
n_
ment, he will realize that he cannot attain" • * Taught and trained with
a Caucasian bias, the educated black was not however able to withdraw
completely from the rest, on whom he had to depend for carrying out
his programme of progress, and with whom he had often to live where the
segregation ordinances deprived him of residential choice.
The need for leadership is simultaneously the symbol and the admis¬
sion of oppression, and none were more aware of this than the Talented
Tenth themselves. Education was not in itself a guarantee of social
mobility, but it was a great advantage and was definitely associated
with the upperclasse3. It is fair to assume that some upwardly-mobile
blacks would display the snobbery of the nouveau»-riches, in distancing
themselves from the rest of their race, but again it becomes necessary
to distinguish between the Talented Tenth and the"Black Burgeoisie".
whatever the idiocyncracies of the latter, the former were committed to
forsake their social aspirations for the sake of the common good. The
line between the two groups has become blurred, both in contemporary
comment and in historical criticism, to the detriment of the Talented
Tenth.
Contemporary attempts to distinguish between social and economic
elites, and intellectuals, were hardly ever made, and the three groups
were branded together into an amorphous unit, described as "the best
7. Ibid..p.6.
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people" or "the upper classes". !"umerically, even when
counted together, these groups were very small, but they inter-acted
increasingly frequently at parties and social events, or in organiza¬
tions. Undoubtedly however, they knew themselves the difference between
the old social and the new economic classes, and the intellectuals and
race leaders, who were entertained by the former more out of deference
to their eminence than to their income. ' The press in particular were
responsible for the confusion:-
"We have noticed with very much pain, that as fast as many of
our 'best people* attain to such an eminence as to be reckoned
the 'best' that their practical interest and sympathy for the
struggling members of the race become more and more extinct and
inoperative
The intellectuals condemned those of their number who appeared to
o
"desert their kind and dwell apart from the masses", *but it did become
difficult for the inter-racial leaders to keep in close touch ii&th the
people. Washington, for example, found that the more he was accepted
into the wealthiest homes in the country, the more remote he became
from the black corrzmunity^*despite his protestations and attempts to
the contrary. Claude McKay, the Jamaican poet who came to the U.S. and
emerged as one of the most famous figures of the Harlem Renaissance,
recorded his attempts to keep his literary endeavours from his pu.ll.man
porter workmates, for fear of ridicule or ostracismj-
"Ifone of them knew that I was a scribbler. If they did,
instead of being Just one of than, 'pal* or 'buddy', they
might have dubbed me 'professor' ."ll*
This awareness on the part of the Talented Tenth of black anti-intellec¬
tual! 3m goes some of the way towards explaining the apparent lack of
8. Baltimore .'.fro-American. August 17,l895,p.2.
9* Colored American. March 26,1898,p.6. Report of an address by
Professor G.N. Grisham to the A.N.A.
ID. G.R. Metcalfe, Hack Profiles (New York,1968),p.65.
11. C. McKay, A Lorn ay from home (New York,1970),p.5.
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cooperation between the race organizations and those whom
they claimed to represent. Slimming up the period, F.H.F. Murray
saidI-
"so far as experience goes, 'the race' does not 'react'
very strongly to efforts of the would-be scholarly sort
in their behalf."^*
Timothy Thomas Fortune was among the more vitriolic commentators
on this subject, for he was prepared to fix the blame fairly and
squarely on the massesi-
"fhe difficulty has not been and is not now in the leadership
but in the following, because we have had and we have now-
resourceful and courageous leaders. The race has refused
and it now refuses to follow any leadership; it is an un¬
disciplined mob which has not learned how to obey and
therefore cannot be commanded."^*
Ilis disappointment was bitter over the demise of the National Afro-
American Council (N.A.A.C.) which had "never commanded the sympathy
and support of' the masses of the people."^* Rather than suggesting
a reappraisal of the leadership's goals or strategies, Fortune's
passages in the Age imply that the Talented Tenth felt that the masses
were singularly ungrateful for toe sacrifices being made on their behalf;
they also imply that the leadership envisaged itself in a quasi-dictorial
role, a relationship founded on obedience rather than persuasion.
This indifference can be accounted for at too levels of coirmunica^
tion, primarily at the level of method, namely dialect, oratory or the
written word, and secondly at toe level of content. Whereas toe worker
was principally concerned with toe problems of employment and. survival,
the intellectual, whose survival was reasonably secure, would agitate
for toe symbols of dignity. This indifference was further seen as
another justification for the Talented Tenth to take the burden of
12. F.H.H.Murray to O.W.Forbes, June 10,1919. G.W.F.Mes. B.P.L.
13. New York Age, April 19,1906, p.2.
14. T.T.Fortune in B.T.Washington,ed., The Negro Problem, p.216.
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leadership upon its shoulders. Fortune, angered that the
time, money and enthusiasm invested in the N.A.A.C. had not bourne
fruit in terns of concrete results, asserted that it was not up to
the leaders but to the followers to change:
"The intellectual Afro-American has done what he could to
create and sustain the League and Council and Niagara
Movement, but the mass of the race have done nothing to
create or sustain either...and the mass of the people and
not the intellectual part of it are responsible for it.
A stream can rise no higher than its source, and a handful
of intellectual and devoted people cannot drag an inert,
indifferent and stupid mass against its will to its proper
place in the civil, political and economic life of the
Republic. It must do it of its own free will and effort." ^
Precisely because the masses were not yet ready or able to take up the
cudgels of their own defense, the more enlightened few were obliged to,
even if it was a seemingly impossible task. Like his colleagues,
Fortune never appreciated the need to sell his policies to an unenthus-
iastic public. Instead the Talented Tenth all felt that their aims
and the necessity for their organizations were so self-evident that
they had neither need nor obligation to explain themselves. As they
had a duty to lead, it was the logical corollary that the others had a
duty to follow, and any reluctance on the part of the latter was due to
their lack of enlightenment, not to any shortcomings of the leadership.
They also valued their role as intermediaries between the races, where
again they felt that what they were doing was so obviously in the
interests of the race that no member of that race should question it.
It is this primary failure in the communications between the leaders
and the led that accounts for the divergent aims of the two groups,
when and if they were divergent, and not any assumptions of social
superiority on the part of the intellectuals. It was a failure to
comprehend the nature of leadership in a democratic society, not a
deliberate rejection of the interests of their following.
15. New York Age. Qct.11,1909, p.l,
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The privileged were constantly exhorted to preserve
their black heritage and identity, for ''life tenure of leadership is
only possible to him who is in constant touch with the people."^*
This was an ideal shared by both the industrial schools arid the
institutions of higher learning. Dr. Moton issued a warning to
Hampton students not to forget the brothers and sisters whom they had
left
"back yonder in the backwoods, off the railroad and steamboat
lines, in cabins and on farms... We forget, but in the name
of God don't ever forget the people who have not had the
chances and privileges and blessings that God has given you
and me. "17.
The problem of those who lived in the backwoods was indeed imposing,
for the very fact of distance from the community centres compounded
all the problems of education and uplift. Spatial separation was not
a factor in the cities to the same extent, for the restrictive covenants
and segregation ordinances of the early twentieth century obviated the
possibility of the more affluent moving out to the suburbs, or differen¬
tiating themselves geographically or residentially from the rest.
Studies such as those undertaken by Drake and Cayton in Chicago, show
that instead of having closeknit middleclass or upperclass areas, the
black community tended to have middleclass buildings in all area3, or
a few middleclass blocks here and the re
But residential proximity did not ensure mutual sympathy; closer
understanding could only be insured through social or institutional
channels, but church or societal affiliation was often determined along
16. Indianapolis Freeman.August 7,1396, p.6.
17. Tuskegee tudent. June 29,1918. Report of address in Cleveland
! all hapel, Hampton Institute, on April 28,1918.
18. St.C.Drake and H. Cayton, 'lack Metropolis (London,1946),p.660.
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class lines. DuBois was censured as:~
"He was 30 very exclusive in his conduct that he did not
affiliate with any church or attend any Sunday school.
He had nothing to do with the social life of his race."-^*
To com use agnosticism with aloofness is doing Dubois an injustice,
but his introverted ways did give rise to many misunderstandings,
reinforcing the stereotype of the intellectual snob. He himself rue¬
fully admitted to Joel £• Spingam his apparent lack of communication
with the majority of ordinary /isortals:-
"...a mistake I often make, of not emphasizing the fact3
that are so clear to me that I wrongly assume that they
are clear to others...what I fear is that the little
criticisms and annoyances and interferences will spoil
the big result."20.
Thus by not taking the time to explain his vision to his constituency,
DuBois risked alienating himself from those for whom he claimed to
speak. Perhaps the saddest case of a voice crying in the wilderness
was the tragedy of William Konroe Trotter, who was
"murdered, done to death, not by those he fought but by those
for whom he fought. He was a martyr to a cause. He wanted
freedom and manhood rights for colored Americans, but they did
not want freedom and manhood rights for themselves."'
Trotter'3 efforts centred on obtaining enough support for his paper
from the race to make it self-supporting, but lack of this support,
unsound business methods, and an idealistic but impractical policy on
advertising, (he refused to carry lucrative liquor propaganda) made his
p2
struggle comparable to the task of "making bricks without straw". *
19. Atlanta In-lependent,reprinted in Pittsburg; Jonrler. Dec.18,1913,p.4.
20. -V.d.B. DuBois to J.E. Spingarn, Oct.28,1914. J.2.S. Mas. Yale.
21. Cleveland Gazette. :%■ 26,1934, ?.l. Clippin- in . as. '.U.
22. Franklin to J.E. Bruce, no date, J.E.B. Mas. Schoxnburg.
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The necessity of making an all-out effort to communicate
viras becoming apparent to the Talented Tenth. The very vastness and
diversity of the United States further fragmented an already very-
scattered and diffuse group, altiiough the intellectuals were such a
small group that they knew each other at least by name, so that when
they travelled they could obtain letters of introduction to their
counterpart in a strange place. This way they both made and maintained
contact with each other, while obviating any possible humiliation in
trying to secure hotel rooms or travelling accorrmodations. They there¬
fore intermeshed at a social level, but when it came to transmitting
nav ideas or propaganda, or mobilizing protest, there were very real
difficulties. There were no newspapers, white or black, that had a
truly national circulation, end although copies of various periodicals
percolated all over the country, they often concentrated on regional or
local interests. The effect of an address in the spoken word, no
matter how dramatic or oratorical, although it might be reprinted for
wider circulation, really only reached the immediate auditors, compoun¬
ding the problem of nationwide coverage.
Of course the fact of having a message printed or proclaimed was
no guarantee of impact. Bishop Warren A* Chandler pinpointed the
problem:-
"The majority will never see what is printed in this paper,
or in any other paperj some who see it will not read it,
and some v*ho read it will not heed it."23.
Sven some of those who could read had a limited perspective and com¬
prehension, for DuBois revealed that bare literacy could not cure the
effects of generations of cultural deprivation, ivhose result was:-
23. ^oice of the T'iegro. Vol.11 (Jan.,1905),p.671.
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"ignorance of the world and its meaning, of modern
economic organization, of the function of government,
of industrial worth and po sibility....
Attempts were made to reach the masses through popular magazines: the
introductory editorial in the Half-Century Magazine specifically denied
any ambitions to make the magazine a "literary gem" to gratify the
"high-brovra"; rather it aimed to present its facts in plain, corrsaon-
25.
sense language that the masses could read and understand." *
The language of communication was the next crucially limiting
factor. It can reasonably be assumed that those intellectuals who came
from a Couthem, rural background might have been diglossic in the local
dialect and Standard English. There is no way of measuring this how¬
ever; the bulk of the written prose from the period is in Standard
English, presumably all addresses to mixed audiences and conversations
with whites, except when using dialect to please whites, were in Stan¬
dard English, and most Northern blacks had had little if any contact
with dialect. While a black, working-class audience would have under¬
stood tiie speech of the educated, it conceivably would have responded
more instinctively to someone who spoke as they did, but could conversely
have reacted negatively against someone suspected of assuming a condescen¬
ding or artificial accent. The nature of speech can intensify urban/
rural or class divisions, but to what extent this was operative in the
pre-War black community is a matter of hypothesis. J.D.Corrothers
throws some light on the difficulties in his autobiography. Proud of
his Northern heritage of an "atmosphere of pure speech and the advantages
of superior training", he admits thati-
24. '.E.B.DuBois,'The Ifegro As He lieelly Is', brld's .ork.\Tol.£.(June.
1901),p.35®.
25. Half-Century , arazir.e.\fol.I.(Aug..1916).p.3.
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"as a public man and minister, I have often regretted
my lack of early contact with the masses of my race. I
have been at the disadvantage of having to learn their
moods and methods by thought and experience, or as an
observer, instead of knowing things intuitively, a3 one
would who grew up among them."'-6*
.Negro dialect symbolized the tension in every black intellectual
between the psychological need for closer racial identification, and
the white-ward orientation that resulted from their training and out¬
look. Integrationist sentiment proscribed the U3e of dialect until
it became fashionable; even then it was a literary vehicle of res¬
tricted application rather than a new speech form. Corrothers
explains
"I had always detested the hegro dialect as smacking too
much of 'niggerism' which all intellectual colored people
detest. But, with the advent of Dunbar, in whose stories 2o
and poems Negro dialect attained a new dignity and beauty..." *
Re realized that here was a medium he could exploit. This vogue for
dialect was more a commercial phenomenon than a demonstration of ethnic
loyalty, and did more to introduce black dialect in a respectable 'way
to whites than to increase communication within the black subcomrunity.
It Is possible also on the other hand, that a Standard English accent
in a small, rural, Southern community may have acted to increase the
deference-worthy function of the race leader, by the very fact of
emphasizing his education and so differentiating him.
The major barrier to widespread communication was the nature and
28
extent of black illiteracy, * In 1910, despite a marked decrease from
57»1? in 1890, 30.4? of the adult black population were still illiterate,
the majority of whom both proportionately and numerically were con¬
centrated in the Southern states. (37.2? of the total population, as
26. J.D.Corrothcrs, In spite of the San.Heap (New York,1916),pp.l9-20.
2?« Ibid., p.137.
28. please see Appendix IV; Crisis.Vol.I. (19H) p.l6.
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opposed to 11.5/2 in the North and 6.7& in the West). The
illiterates were found mainly in rural areas, or in towns with a popula¬
tion of less than 25,000, and were predominantly in the higher age
periods, a reflection of the history of black education. As wall as
those who were officially classified as illiterate, there were many who
were functionally illiterate, either through lack of practice of the
skills of reading and writing, or because their education had been
inadequate, even although they had the official minimum of school atten¬
dance. These people could only be reached by tire spoken word, through
public addresses or the pulpit. To the residentially isolated, the
location of the meeting was often too distant, as they did not have ready
access to the community centres or schools. Benjamin J. Davis records
that his Uncle John, a carpenter, whose life spanned the century IB52-
29
1952, 'had never seen a school. This meant that the Talented Tenth,
if they wanted to reach the masses, had to take to the road on speaking
tours, go out on practical extension work in the remote areas, following
30
the example of T.H. Campbell end G.: . Carver of Tuskegee, or else re¬
frain from alienating the non-intellectual clergy if they wished to use
the church as a forum for the propagation of their views.
Church halls were one of the most commonly used meeting places,
boHi for addressing members of the congregation, and for such intel¬
lectual meetings as those of the Bethel Literary and Historical Society."^'
Speakers came from national organizations to explain the alms of their
association, others came on fund-rising tours to collect money for
29. B.J.Davis.Communist Councilman from Harlan (New York,1969),p.23*
30. T.K. Campbell, The : oveable school Goes to the Negro Farmer
(fuakegee,193o).
31. J. .. Cromwell, History of the ; ethel Literary and historical
Association (Paraphlet,1396). B.L.n. A. Hss. K.U.
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schools or other worthy institutions, and still others came
by invitation because of their fame. Public speaking could be
32.
fairly lucrative, and in the cities as well as the country-side it
was a, popular form of public entertainment. The most organized
speakers' bureaux were controlled by the women's organizations, but
after 191C by the N.A.A.C.P. The Department of Publicity and Research
of the latter not only published the Crisis, distributed articles to
the white and black press and printed the Association's publications,
it also arranged for speakers to travel about the nation explaining the
purposes of the Association and recruiting members.
An amazing number of persons were contacted in this way, and DuBois,
who was Director of the De a rtment, meticulously recorded the size, and
sometimes the composition of the audiences. 41 lectures took place
between 'tovember 15, 1930, and March 1, 1931, 17 before white audiences,
3.6 before coloured audiences, and 8 before mixed audiences, an aggregate
of 16,000 persons. These talks took place in New York, (Hi, New
Jersey, (3), Ihe East, (9), The West, (16) and The South, (3).^* In
1911, this swelled to 99 audiences of 35,000 persons addressed by DuBois
34.
personally, and in the first month of 1912, he spoke at thirteen
different places between Boston and Washington,D.C."^* During 1912,
the total dropped to 72 lectures to 25,467 auditors, but work had begun
on securing a list of speakers with their subjects, and a campaign was
32. Nary Church Terrell was offered /1DQ an engagement for a speaking
tour of the West# M.C.T. Mas. L.C.
33. Minutes, Board of Director's, N.A.A.C.P. Report of Department of
Publicity and Research. Feb.7,1911. N.A.A.C.P. Mas. L.C.
34. iiinutea, Annual Testing, Board of Directors. Jan.4,1932. N.A.A.C.P.
i4ss. xj.C.
35. "'inutes, Board of Directors, Feb.6,1912. N.A.A.C.P. Mas. L.C.
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started to arrange appointments for them in the colleges,
36.
before civic bodies, trade unions, churches and conferences. These
efforts had secured 1,100 members in 11 branches, but Crisis was by
this time supplying the long-felt want for a national periodical by being
sold in every state in the Union, and also in several foreign countries
(which DuBois did not specify). An active staff of 530 agents brought
the circulation for December 1912 to 24,000, and the Department diver¬
ted its attention gradually more towards the Crisis and less towards
the organization of speakers. Nonetheless, the 72 lectures held
during 1913 had the increased total of 41,000 auditors, and although at
the time no individual tallies were reported for 1914 and 1915, by the
end of that year DuBois claimed that in the five years of the Associa¬
tion^ existence, his dapartment had organized 314 lectures in 31 states
and 3 foreign lands, before 138,017 auditors. * The Annual Meeting in
1916 declared that "Publicity" was one of the chief functions of the
Association, and that incessant propaganda had been carried on by means
of "meetings, hearings, speeches, lecture tours, newspaper stories,
39
pamphlets, articles and books." In the early days of the Association,
lectures had been almost the only means of popular publicity. With the
increase in the number of branches and literacy, they became less neces¬
sary, and an enlarged travelling force lifted the burden from DuBois
personally, who declared in 1919 that he proposed to do very little
36. Minutes, Annual Meeting, Board of Directors, Jan.21,1913J Meeting,
April 4,1912. N.A.A.C.P. Mss. L.C.
37. Minutes, Annual Meeting, Board of Directors, Jan.5,1914. N.A.A.C.P.
has. L.C.
38. Minutes, Meeting, Board of Directors, Dec.13,1915. N.A.A.C.P. Ess.
L.C.
39» Minutes, Annual Meeting, Board of Directors, Jfui.3»19l6. N.A.A.C.P.
Mas. L.C.
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lecturing of the propaganda variety In future. By the end
of the War, the public lecture, which only a decade earlier had been an
essential medium of corrmunication, was virtually anachronistic. Oratory
was not dead, as Marcus Gartrey was proving in Karlem, but newer and
better techniques of disseminating information were available, and
more exciting forms of public entertainment substantially reduced the
appeal of the lecture.
Pamphlets and books reached the narrowest audience of all, for
their circulation depended not only on a literate clientele, but also
on a readership that was both willing and finarrially able to buy them.
The varying quality of the available literature was yet another obstacle.
Bruce Grit, never the kindest of commentators, condemned the oppor¬
tunistic nature of some black writers:-
"Kany books written hastily by Negroes will be short-lived,
because they are not written for the future but for the
present. The lack of discrimination displayed by the
average Negro author of alleged histories of the race is
the curse of Negro bookmsking• "
Few intellectuals were liable to admit that the quality of their work
40. Minutes, Meeting, Board of Directors, July 11,1919. N.A.A.C.P.
Mas. L.C. At this meeting, DuBois gave his personal tally of
lectures. Although he had been lecturing for 20 years in the U.S.












DuBois gave his total of lectures for 1913 as 56 in 1919,whereas
he had reported 72 in 1914* The correct total o1' lectures is 434.
41. Colore:! .-.merle an. June 4,1898, p.l.
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was the reason for its narrow circulation. Naturally they
recognized that books by or about blacks were limited in their appeal,
42.
unless very exceptional, but that did not preclude irritation with a
fhce that failed to patronize their efforts. One reason was that the
"reading habit in our (black) people after they leave school"^*had
not yet taken hold, but another was the attitude of many blacks towards
books. A somewhat Puritanical attitude drained tne pleasure out of
reading as a pastime or solace; discussing Rev. Frank 0. Hall's
address to the Poston Literary and Historical Association on "The
Coriipanionsliip of Books", Mr# Trotter thought
"that while it is well to have original thoughts, it is
better to have thoughts worth-while; that while he has
never felt the need of reading books for amusement, he
had read them for the refinement they give."44.
The Chicago Broad-ax bemoaned the fact that it had failed to .discover
"any good or wholesome books or other solid literature in
the homes of the wealthy or representative Atro-Americans
residing in Chicago."
Bent on the acquisition of status symbols and the material insignia of
social mobility, both of which in the opinion of the Broad-ax shewed a
lack of taste and race pride, these people had failed to comprehend thats-
"good books impart an air of culture and refinement into
homes which cannot become a part of those homes in any-
other manner."45.
Merging into Trotter's Puritanism were now elements of lament for the
42# In this period the works of both Paul Lawrence Dunbar and diaries
Waddell Chesnutt were purchased by both races.
43# B.T. Washington to Olivia E.Phelps Stokes, '"ay 4,1897. Phelps
Stokes Family I'ss. Yale.
44. Minutes, Boston Literary and Historical Association, Jan.13,1902.
W.H.T. Mss. B.U.
45. Chicago Broed^ax, Aug.14,1905, p.l.
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immediate commercial prospects for black literature, and of
contempt for the social and intellectual mores of the newer, rising
middleclass.
In order to rectify this various "buy-a-book" movements were
launched. 'Hie Horizon saw this in pragmatic termsi-
"The more books we buy, the more books voltten to our liking
will be published for others to buy and ponder".^"*
By guaranteeing sales, the editors hoped to be able to project more
pro-Msgro literature onto the market, some of which they no doubt inten¬
ded to produce themselves. Other sponsors had vaguer but more idealis¬
tic motivesj Dr. R.R. .'right, editor of the Cmlstian Recorder, planned
in
"to stimulate interest in negro literature", *but failed to explain
just how he proposed to carry out his objectives. As in the case of
the public meetings, it fall to the N.A.A.C.P. to organize in an effec¬
tive -way the promotion of black literature in pamphlet and book form.
In addition to the official work of the organization, certain
Board member's took initiatives. flaxy White Ovington took it upon
herself to propose to the other Directors that those of them who had
written books should advertise thorn in Crisis during August and Septem¬
ber, the months when the magazine "was always hardest up". This
arrangement would be mutually advantageous to the magazine, the
Association and the authors.
)i Ihtrc. vUo^CU. he
The report of the Program Committee^/liriked with the publication
of Criala and pamphlstrv the establishment of a Bureau of Information
49.
to release unbiased information on all questions pertaining to blacks.
horizon (April,1907),p»6»
47. Journal and Culde (Norfolk), Dec.2,1916, p.4.
48. M.W.Ovington to C.E. Uussell, May 21,1914. C.E.R. "ss. L.C,
49» Minutes, Executive Committee, Board of Directors, Jan.5,1914.
N.A.A.C.P. Was. L.C.
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Such tasks became the remit of DuBois and his Department, but
because of the nature of the N.A.A.C.P,, such propaganda was dissemina!-
ted to a bi-racial audience. A concerted effort yielded the following
early results:- articles for the Christian .ndeavor. World and the
Forecast; 3 letters to newspapers; 3 articles to press associations;
1 novel accepted by A.C. McClurg and Co.; and offerings to verybody13.
Outlook, orld's 'ork and Cuecess. During the next three years the
work was reported in very general terms, until DuBois completed a
volume on The His tor?/- of the Negro Race for Henry Holt and Co., and the
51 •
study of Negro morality for the 31ater Fund and Atlanta University.
54.
A study of Negro masonry by G. . Crawford was undertaken in 1914, and
by 1915 the sum total of the department's work tyas most impressive.
Not only had the Crisis become se3f-supporting with a circulation of
34,000 copies a month, but six larger pieces of research and several
smaller ones had been produced, 6 books and large pamphlets aggregated
1,210 pages, while in addition to 33 magazine articles, small pamphlets
and a number of newspaper letters, there were 14 manuscripts still un¬
published. The three books published by the Crisis aggregated 427
pages and sold 5,000 copies, while Q pamphlets and leaflets had been
53
successfully handled. After 1916, DuFois concentrated more on the
Crisis itself, at the request of the Association. Joel E. Spingarn,
paying tribute to the extraordinary productivity and achievements of
DuBois, insisted that the Association would profit by having at its
disposal a larger share of the time of its most highly paid, official,
for although his work had done much to effectively stimulate interest
50. Minutes, Board of Directors, Feb,7,1911. N.A.A.C.P. Mas. L.C.
51. Minutes, Annual Meeting, Board of Directors, Jan.5,1914. N.A.A.C.P.
Ms3. L.C.
52. Minutes, Board of Directors, Sept.1,1914. N.A.A.C.P. Mas. L.C.
53. Minutes, Board of Directors, Dec.13,1915. N.A.A.C.P. Mas. L.C.
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in the cause, it had only indirectly affected the Association,
15/,
which was after aid., footing the bill.
The most important agent of communication within the black sub-
community was the black press. A study conducted in 1920-19-21 con¬
firmed that the assertions often made by newspaper men were valid,
namely that the entire literate portion of the race read newspapers,
55
and that each paper sold had an average of five readers.The
combined circulation of black periodicals and newspapers had probably
passed the million mark by 1920, distributed between 220 newspapers
and 83 religious, 45 fraternal, 80 college and 31 miscellaneous
56.
periodicals, a total of 239, in all but ten states. Newspapers
were usually operated by men who were emotionally challenged to help
57.
their people, or by those who wanted to create a job for themselves.
Performing a largely supplemental function in the newspaper world,
black periodicals were almost without exception weeklies or monthlies.
They sought to inform blacks of events in the black world, or to
educate blacks on how they n&rht better relate to the American social
order, and some also endeavoured to enlighten whites on the achieve¬
ments of distinguished blacks or the refinements of Negro society.
The coloured press was unanimous in their denunciation of bias in the
white press, and in oraise for themselves as an instrument of racial
58
advance. The Indianarolls Freeman wholeheartedly endorsed the
Colored nerican's assertion that:-
"The Negro newspaper is the black man1s only forum where an
impartial hearing is guaranteed. It is 3afe to say that the
present prosperity of the race, civil, politically and
54. 'Ainutes, Annual Ideeting, Board of Directors, Jan.3,1916. N.A.A.C.P.
Msa. L.c.
55. F.C.Detwciler, The l\iegro r< 3' In fc Itoifd Stmt— (Chicago, 1922),
p.ll.
56. Ibid.,p.2.
57. WT.Qak, 2., Ueaxo Newspaper (1 allow Springs,Ohio,1948),p.I25.
58. G.J.r'lem.imvrhe Negro Press. Camegie-IAyrdal Research l enorandum.
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otherwise, is due sore to that agency than any other
since the Emancipation of the race."'1'*
A dominant feature of the black press was the parochial nature of
its contents. In 1895, no black newspaper had nationwide circulation,
although papers like the Chicago Defender and the Baltimore Afro-American
fcx)
would later fill this void. " Periodicals were mors widely dispersed,
but distribution difficulties often rendered an unfortunate time-lag
between the time of printing and the time of reading. Their circulation
3till tended to be regional rather than national. The Talented Tenth
were aware of this obstacle to their national unity and effectiveness,
but they differed as to how to rectify the situation. DuDois felt he
had an answer:
"Only united effort can save us from being crushed. This
union must come as a matter of education & long continued
effort. To this end there is needed a high class journal
to circulate among the intelligent Negroes, tell then of
the deeds of themselves St of their neighbors, interpret
news of the world to them & inspire them towards definite
ideals."
On the other hand, Charles Chesnutt felt that "what the Negro needs
more than anything else is a medium through which he can present his
case to white people, who are after all, the arbiters of his destiny."
This would have meant a repudiation of the current standards, whereby:-
"most of them (the newspapers) are mediums for hair-
straightening advertisements and the personal laudation
of "self-made men'' most of whom are not so well made that
they really ought to brag about it."&1.
59. Indianapolis , reemail, eb.10,1900.
60. P.O. darsom, The Pllgrimmage of Harriet ansom'e Son (Nashville),p.l6l.
61. W.E.B. DuBois to J. Schiff, April 14,1905, in H.Aptheker, ed., The
Papers of ;.E»B. DuUois, Vol.1. Correspondence (Amherst, 1973),pp.108-9.
C. .Chesnutt to W.E.B. BuBois, 1903, in H. Aptheker, ed., A documen¬
tary ..istory of the Negro People In the united ddates. Vol.1.
(New York,1951), pp.488-9.
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The task of the newspaper editor at the turn of the
century was complicated by the abaense of a colored press agency, but
by 1912 most editors had overcorpe this difficulty, moving away from a
situation where "a race paper depended on clippings from the daily newa-
62.
papers and such local news as folks were gracious enough to send. inM.
However as late as 1916 there was no "bureau of competent writers whose
business it would be to furnish the news unprejudiced and unvarnished to
63.
the world." * (The black press assumed that its version of events was
by definition unbiased1'.) Realizing this, the N.A.A.C.P. organized
its own system, mailing to all colored and to selected friendly white
papers, a clip sheet from "The Crisis", which appeared simultaneously
A/
vdth the issue of the magazine. This partially explains how the
N. A. A.C.P. came to dominate news coverage among the inten-racial, better¬
ment organizations - the efficiency of its propaganda machine was as
responsible as were its achievements.
It was not however a new idea for a racial organization to main¬
tain a literary bureau. The /ifno-American Council had organized such
an agency, in an attempt to provide information for both the black and
the white press. In order to supply both races with suitable informer-
tion, E.E. Cooper nominated Bruce Grit to the post, precisely becausej-
"He is popular with the colored press and can get the
oar of the Associated Press and the big daily newspapers
when he so elects."65.
The Niagara Movement also had a committee on the Press and Public
Opinion, comprising W. Calvin Chase, Major R.R. Jackson, Mr. 0. Wilkins,
Rev. R.C. Ransom, Fa*. W.F. Trotter, Mr. John E. Bruce, Fr. Harry C.Smith,
62. Afro-Am-rlcan Ledger. f ept.7,1912, Clipping, H.I#
63. ■'ewport Hews Star. Sept.12,1916, Clipping, H.I.
64. Minutes, Board of Directors, Dec.1C,1917. N,A.A.C.P. Ms3. L.C.
65. E.E. Cooper to A. alters, Fay 31(?),lS99. J.E.B. Mss. Schomburg.
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Mr. F.H.M. Murray and Mr. J.R. Clifford, whose task xms to
ensure that "return to the faith of the fathers, that all men were
66.
created free and equal, with certain Inalienable rights."
The black editors were not without organization. The National
Afro-American Press Association, (later the National Negro Press
Association) early took an imcorpromising stance on the major
political and social issues of the day, and its members covered the
Zn
whole 3pectrim of black editorial opinion. * In later year3 the
committee at least, if not the membership, reflected a more conciliatory
approach, following the example of Booker T. Washington and Tuskegee.
The N.N.P.A. did make a very positive contribution to the development
and organization of the black press by the compilation of a 1 complete,
comprehensive and accurate directory of the colored newspapers of this
country,"^'* Appearing in 1913, this book claimed to listt-
"the name of every newspaper, magazine or publication issued in,
for or by the race, with the respective state and city where it
is published. The name of the editor and manager, date of
establishment and circulation are also given as well a3 the
number of papers published in each state",69.
Although C.F, Adams was able to quosh an attempt by Wilkins, Trotter,
Chase, Cooper, Bruce Grit, Clifford and Smith to organize an indepen¬
dent Fress Association, that i3 one that was independent of the Influence
70.
of Booker T. Washington, the N.N.P.A. never suffered any real competition.
The Pen and Pencil Club was a short-lived literary bureau created by
Robert Pelham, R.W. Thompson, W.L. Board, A.U. Craig and W.T, I-Ienard,
whose objective was to crystallize and organize into a working body the
66. Declaration of Principles,1905,and Committees of the Niagara
Movement,1905. J.S.G. Mas. N.U.
^7, '^chmond Planet. July 13,1695, Please see Appendix VI,
68. Form letter, R.>'.Thompson to E.J.Scott, Nov.15,1912. B.T.N. Idas. L.C.
Form letter, rso date,1912. B.T.Vv. Mse. L.C.
69, Pittsburg Courier. June 6,1913, Clipping, H,I,
'70, C.F.Adams to B.T.Washington, June 15,1904j Aug.5,1904 (personal and
confidential). B.T. , Ms®, L.C.
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corps of Washington correspondents, whose duty it would be to
supply to the press of the country:-
"facts, statistics and other data looking to the advancement
of the race along political, educational, industrial and
business lines, and to keep the people of the States in touch
with the status of such legislation as may be before Congress."
Although founded in the belief that "Publicity is a powerful instrument
72
for reform", 'the Pen and Pencil Club was unable to put its vision
into practice. However the idea of maintaining a watchful eye on the
activities of Congress persisted, and this role devolved after 1912 on
Archibald H. Grlmke''and the Washington branch of the N,A.A.C.P. It
wa3 not until the founding of The Associated Negro Press in 1919 by
Claude Harnett of Chicago, that a cooperative newsgathering agency
rendering service to black newspapers became established. Any news¬
paper of good standing which agreed to abide by the rules of the Associa¬
tion and pay a $25 application fee could be granted membershipj an
additional charge was made for the service itself, but the organization
73
was comprehexisive and proved durable. *
fhe growing size and strength of the black press had one curious
side-effect - it allegedly contributed to a substantial decline in Afro-
American church membership and prestige, by usurping the preacher's
function of disseminating news and information to the race. * By the
second decade of the twentieth century, tension between the press and
the clergy was becoming increasingly more apparent, not only in the
growing irreligion of the editors but also in their blatant hostility.
The clergy sensed and resented the encroachment of the press on their
71. Colored American. Kay 10,1902, p.i.
72. Ibid.. Kay 24,1902, p.8. L.J. Ocott to C.V.Anderson, Feb.20,1905.
(Personal) B.T.W. Kas. L.C.
73. V.V. Oak, oo.cit.. p.99.
M
/4. G.3. ochjfcrler, 'Black America Begins to doubt', ..... r:,.c,an hercury
Vol.XXV, (1932), p.422.
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communicants, angering editors like Nick Chiles, who opened
up the issue at the Annual Meeting of the N.N.P.A. in 1914* He
"deplored the general in? ctivity on the part of tee clergy,
and their failure to recognize the power of tee press. He
went on record as against giving any publicity to preachers
who ignored tee Negro newspapers."7%
The problems of circulation and finance beset even the most
famous of the black newspapers. Barely successful as business ven¬
tures, many were personal enterprises, launched with little capital
and less professional journalistic knowledge. In 1914, 63% of black
newspapers were published in the Southern states, where 89% of the
black population lived. Most Southern papers were obscure sheets
published in small towns, and Northern papers were often read in
preference to local Southern ones. The greater literacy and more
urban nature of tee Northern population provided a more accessible
readership than the more scattered, rural population, enabling some
.Northern editors to obtain subsidies from the Republican party because
of the concentration of the vote. * Most editors had to exist by
77
means other than journalism. * Methods of paying for the publication
by raising subscriptions were haphazard and sporadic, and appeals to
race pride did not mitigate the editor's humiliation at virtually
Proceedings. N.N.P.A. Muskegee,Okla., Aug.17-21,1914, p.8.
76. E.L. Ihornborough ' American Negro Newspapers,1890-1914* Business
History Review. Vol.40 (1966), pp.468-473.
77. C.Chase of the Bee and F.Barnstt of the Conservator were both
lawyers and political appointees. G.L.Knox of tee Freeman was a
barber and shopkeeper; J.Mitchell of the Planet founded the
Mechanics Savings Bank. C.F. Adams of the Appeal secured the Assis¬
tant Registry of the Treasury, and H.Smith of the Cleveland Gazette
was in tee Ohio legislature and state inspector for oil. Dupree of
tee Colored American Magazine was a postal superintendant and
businessman. The same phenomenon applied to periodicals; while
editing Horizon and Voice of tee Negro.both W.£.B.DuBois and J.W.E.
Bowen held academic appointments.
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begging for the survival of himself and his paper,*. The
Horizon exemplified this by regularly having to find "guarantors" who
would provide #25 or more each at regular intervals to ensure the con¬
tinuance of the paper* Its precarious existence was underlined by the
fact that a revamped edition had to be postponed in 1909 because the
78
business-manager elect fell and broke his arm.
The sufferings and sacrifices of Trotter were all too apparent to
his friends, but they lamented his failings in terms of practical
business. The radicals aid others who felt as he did never rallied
to the Guardian in adequate numbers, he carried few and selective adver¬
tisements, his propaganda had least appeal to whites, again disenchanting
potential advertisers, while the Democracy,vhose cause he espoused, never
79.
made up the deficits. The Guardian had been established by Trotter
and George vtf. Forbes to protest against the policies of Tuskegee, but
Forbes panicked after the fiasco of the Boston Riot, and in order to
retain his position at the Boston Public Library he abandoned the paper,
leaving a cash debt of #200. Trotter was forced to circulate his
friends to meet the payment of this debt, as the paper was really "a
G'Q ^
philanthropic enterprise". * Although the "people are not hard to
arouse, they are hard to keep", and one unofficial estimate put the cir¬
culation of the Guardian at a mere one hundred in Boston itself, and
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that during the wartime boom in black newspapers.
Most editors considered their racial aists before their consumer
interests, but some managed to compromise.
"The California Eagle would print social news to please the
people who wanted it, but it would discuss the important
78. vv'.E.B.DuBois to the Guarantors of the horizon Mar.9; April 29;
Sept.1,1909. F.H.M.M, Mas. H.U.
79. Franklin to J.S.Bruce, no date, J.E.B. :*3s.,Sclombuig.
80. Form letter from tf.H. Trotter, Feb.2,1904 (Confidential) W.M.T.
I'fss. B.U.
81. S.L.Fleming to F.R. Moore, June 15,1916. J.W.J.M.C. Beinecke,Yale.
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issues of the day for those jtore patriotically inclined."^*
Some editors were even prenared to print a race paper on white financing.
Originally recognized as a hustler and the most able of the black editors
83
at getting money, *by 1904, E.E.Cooper had realized that the Colored
American was going to find eternal rest in the newspaper graveyard that
was Washington, D.C., but he made a final attempt to resuscitate his
g4.
paper by the benevolence of white friends.
Despite the traumatic existence of such publications, competition
was intense. Charles Alexander complained to B.T. Washington that
"a certain element of colored Postonians, the so-called four hundred,
have organized veiy strongly to kill the influence of the Boston
Colored Citizen." Alexander was a nervous, insecure individual who
felt that his enemies were plotting against him by using "good-looking
women...(so)...that I fear a man of gifts and proclivities cannot
85
resist the ndles of a pretty women's smiles." The irony of this
paranoia is that the Colored Citizen, and later Alexander's Magazine.
-were heavily subsidized by ashington in order to counteract the
influence of Trotter and The Guardian, of which Alexander was com¬
plaining. His position was at best ambivalent, for, although the
official journalist of the "Tuskegee Machine" in Boston, he at the same
time favourably reviewed and quoted the works of W.E.B. DuBois,
especially The Souls of lilack Folk, while the Horizon carried adver¬
tisements for Alexander's Magazine. This cooperation may indicate
82. C.Bass, Forty Years of Memoirs from the Pages of a Newspaper (los
Angeles,1960),p.31,
83. R.H.Terrell to J.E. Bruce, Karch 29,1896. J.E.3. Mas. Schomburg.
84. E.E. Cooper to B.T.Washington and E.J.Scott, Mar.9} Sept.22; Dec.4,
1904. B.T.S, Mas. L.C.
85. C. Alexander to B.T. Washington, Feb.6,1905. B.T.W, Mss. L.C.
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nothing more than mutual respect, or friendship between the
two editors, but it is symptomatic of the cross-advertising and the
ideological cross-referencing that transpired in the black press. It
is difficult to guage which was Tore common - cooperation or competition.
The evidence suggests that the economic imperative of advertising in
each others' jotirn&ls.was strong, but many newsmen complained of the
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unpleasant atmosphere, the jealousy that bred disharmony, *in fact a
situation of "selfishness and throat-cutting, that hampered the
87
editor's freedom of manoevre by its very pettiness."
Booker T.Washington's relations with the black press have been
88
fully recorded elsewhere, and it is an indication of the desperation
and poverty of so many journals that they were so eager for these
paultry contributions. Professor Meier has analysed Washington's
methods, but the primary concern here is with his motives and their
effects. Briefly, Washington was able to exert influence as some
editors genuinely and sincerely agreed with him, while his prestige and
power attracted more support. Indirectly he operated through R.W•
Thompson's national Press Bureau in Washington, and through the N.N.P.A.,
while fuskegee sometimes sent out news items which it paid the cost of
printing. Advertisements were freely placed, and sometimes large
numbers of certain editions were purchased for special distribution}
occasionally special "Tuskegee" editions were subsidized, and even
86. Colored American. May 4,1901, p.l.
87. T.T.Fortune to E.J.fcott, Mar.28,1904. B.T.W. Mss. L.C.
88. A.Meier, 'Booker T. Washington and the Negro Press, with Special
ueference to the Colored American Magazine'. Journal of hegro
History.7ol.XXXVTII, (1953).
E.L.Thornborough 'More Light on Booker T.Washington and the
hew York .Age.' Journal of ?fegro History. Vol.XLIII, (1959).
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editorial copy was provided. Finally, some periodicals were
directly subsidized - namely the New York Age, the Colored American.
Boston Colored Citizen. Alexander'3 Magazine. Colored American Magazine
89*
and perhaps the Washington Bee. It is too simple to suggest that
Washington merely wanted to allay criticism of himself and hi3 policies,
and further extend his influence. Like his opponents he saw the r>le
of the press in the larger field of the formation of public opinion,
not simply with direct relevance to his own policies, and he recognized
that unless he kept in contact with those who controlled the press, it
would be impossible to use the press as an instrument for educating the
90.
people. * He further saw it as one means of keeping in touch with the
masses of the race, for unless he made his views explicitly and frequen¬
tly known, they were liable to be misunderstood. However, he appreciated
the need to couple constant publicity with as many personal appearances
as possible. His attitude on this score was that such fraternization
was an unpleasant necessity:-
"The rank and file are all right, but they like to have those
whom they trust and are trying to follow get near to them as
often as possible. I believe you will agree with me that
this is the proper policy, although in getting near them we
may have to do disagreeable things.H
Although Washington himself had plenty of access to the white
press, here was a field it would certainly have been convenient for him
to have monopolized. He was responsive to L. Walton's suggestion of a
campaign to educate the white man on the Negro problem, on the grounds
that ignorance was a major component of prejudice, and also to prevent
Villard and DuBois making the Crisis the mouthpiece of the Afro-American
89. Keier, op.clt.. pp.67-68.
90. B»T.Washington to W.McKinley, Dec.16,1901. C.G.W. Mas. L.C.
91* B.T.Washington to C.W.Anderson, Dec.5,1907. B.T.W. Mss. L.C.
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to the white world# * One further aspect of ashington's
interference with the black press was as an extension of his political
manoeverings# Through Ralph Tyler, the cooperation of most of the
coloured press with the Republicans was secured, for ashington had
analysed their attitudes to the President for Charles Hille3, giving a
93
state by state breakdown of the influence of the coloured papers#
Washington's control over the black press was never absolutej he
had to tolerate even the periodicals within his sphere of influence
occasionally carrying militant messages, and sometimes even paying
tribute to his enemies# Despite the fact that he was unable to control
even his staunehest allies, his opponents ascribed to him incredible
power and influence. Possibly their exaggerated fears resulted in their
over-reaction# Fortune described the allegations of DuBois, Bowen and
pi.
Barber as both hysterical and libellous, when they tried to make
public the influence of Washington in order to minimize it# DuRois'
efforts net with a sharp rebuff from Oswald Garrison Villard, and his
uncle, Francis Jackson Garrison# Presenting his evidence of corrup¬
tion to Millard, including 16 documentary exhibits, and regretting that
his warning to a black audience had so resulted in "dirty linen being
exhibited too much in public", he was merely informed that the white
man's faith in Washington's "purity of purpose and absolute freedom from
selfishness and personal ambition was unshaken, and that any actions
taken by the literary bureau at Tuskegee were merely injudicious#
Garrison's only fear was not for the censorship of the black press but
92. Lester Walton to B.T.Washington, Sept.14; Dec.14,1913# B.T.W. Mss.
L.C#
93» C.Hilles to R.Tyler, Kar.23,1912; B.T.Washington to C.Hilles, July
15,1911# C.Hilles Mss. Yale.
Washington noted that only 31 out of 187 newspapers listed were
"hostile".
94. New York Age. Jan.19,1905, p.2.
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that the cash was not being subtracted from the contributions
to the Institute! Thus by ell but a handful of anti-i;ashingtonian,
black intellectuals these warnings and exposures went unheeded, and the
Tuskegee I'achine unhindered. Washington knew that his real influence
96.
was over-estimated, 'but he did try to deny his activities in order to
preserve their effectiveness. The illusion of his power was central
in framing the reactions of the Talented Tenth to the press.
In a work of this scope it is not possible to give a detailed con¬
tent analysis of the black press, but certain statements can validly
be made about the manifest content of these publications. Although
one can assume that there are inferences between content and intent,
and content and effect, it is unjustifiable to suggest that audience
97.
exposure and content emphasis are necessarily parallel. * This is
particularly true of the black press, for as cheap, flimsy paper was
passed from hand to hand, a certain amount of damage was inevitable,
even if the reader consumed every column, which was unlikely. Certain
preconditions determine the nature of a communication - the attitudes,
interests and intentions of the communicators, and the psychological
state of the persons or groups - while the content itself may reveal
such stylistic features as propaganda techniques.
It is the coranunicator* s perception of his audiences attitudes
and values, however, biased, that dictates what is produced, while it
is subject to the pressure of special interest groups. It lias already
been demonstrated that the Talented Tenth devoutly believed in the
efficacy of publicity and in the rationality of man to right the racial
95. W.E.B.DuBois to 0.G.Villard, : ar.24,1905; Villard to OuBois, April
IB,1905. F.J.Garrison to O.G.Villard, April 7,1905. G.G.V. Mas.
Houghton.
96. B.T.Washington to R.R. Koton, April 3D,1911. B.T.W. Mas. L.C.
97. B.R.Berelson and P.F.Lazarfeld, The u-talysis of Corranunication
Content (Microfilm,Preliminary draft,1943), pp.6-8.
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wrongs, and that this notion affected their attitudes to
those with whom they hoped to communicate. Simultaneously the
activities of the Tuskegee Machine were those of a virtually unchal¬
lenged pressure group, hoping, if not succeeding in channelling public
opinion to their support. Fannie Barrier Williams saw public opinion
as stubborn, stolid and self-sufficient" which although it could not
98.
be forced or deceived, could be taught, convinced and finally won.
This is precisely wiiat the Voice of the 'legno, who printed her homilies,
endeavoured to do, by guarding its column against articles provocative
of rancour or prejudice, in the tope of ultimate racial reconciliation.
Other commentators on the intentions of newsmen came to the same
conclusions as the '/olee who proposed that "doers take precedence over
99
seers and thinkers are preferred to dreamers". # Fortune saw a
magazine as "a record of what mankind are dreaming, what they are
thinking, with greatest emphasis on what they are doing in their intel¬
lectual strivings, in their industrial efforts, in their commercial
activities, in their religious aspirations - but always results as the
100
sequence of efforts". # Some editors had more modest aims. Reverdy
C. Ransom claimed that he only wanted to compel the attention of the
101.
nation in the A.K.S. Review, but Charles Alexander was a little more
self-righteous. He saw journalism as the art of accumulating "the
diversified facts of current events and arranging them in a convenient
form for the general reading public", for the purpose of publishing
"truth". It was in effect the presentation of contemporary history,
98. The Voice of the hegro.'/ol.I (Jan.l9Q4)»p.32.
99. Ibid., p.33.
100. T.T.Fortune, 'What a Magazine Should Be1, Colored American
:a-azlne (June 1904), p.395.
101. R.C. Ransom to C.W.Chesnutt, July 28,1913. C.W.C, Mas. Fisk.
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"in a clean and wholesome form". *
Some publicists were more blatantly racial in their intentions,
like E.E. Cooper who wanted to preach the gospel of peace and goodwill,
without impotent denunciation of the South or co-plaint about lack of
opportunity in the North. Slowly but surely the black man would rise
as the white immigrant had, but until then strategic diplomacy was the
101
better part of valour. The Chicago Broad-ax aimed to show the
"good qualities and bright side of the Negro" by the careful regulation
of its editorial policy. Committed at all times to promulgate and up¬
hold the true principles of Democracy, Julius F. Taylor, the editor was
not without his own prejudices. Claiming his platform was broad enough
for all, he would only tolerate
"Catholics, Protestants, Priests, Infidels, Fanners, Single
Taxers, Republicans, Knights of Labor or anyone else...30 jqi
long as their language is proper and the responsibility fixed.
The Freeman mourned the loss to the race of the Voice of tire Negro, for
it had been dedicated to "championing unabridged rights, standing for
supremely perfect conditions", and its demise was attributed to the lack
105
of qualified readers to sustain it. * Concern for racial morality was
often as Important as citizenship rights or economic progress. The
Atlanta Independent vowed that "The paramount mission of our publication
will be the moral, material and educational Interests of the race and
106
community" • * The overall result of the efforts of the black press,
against ferocious odds, was the development of a collective racial con-
107
sciousness among blacks, 'defeating the conspiracy of silence in the
102, Alexander's liagazlne. Vol.1 (1906), p.48.
103* Colored American. Aug.3,1901, p.8.
104. Chicago 3road-ax. Feb.7,1901 and Jan.30,1904, p*l»
105. Indianapolis freeman. Feb.15,1908, p.4.
306. Atlanta Independent. Jan.11,1911. Clipping. E.I.
307. 6th Annual Session,N.A.A.C.P., 3-4-5,1914. N.A.A.C.P. Mas. L.C.
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white press, and campaigning valiantly for redress of
grievances.
In order to mobilize sentiment, the Press had to resort to
propaganda techniques. These were 30 effective that a3 early as 1900,
tne newspaper was seen as takirp over from the rostrum and the pulpit
30ft.
as the prime agency of opinion formation. * The anti- asliington
barrage of the Grand,an was propaganda of a moot negative variety, and
it3 vituperative abuse undermined much of the positive contribution it
could have made. Chesnutt advised Trotter that a "high-class, dignified
and helpful newspaper" would be of service to the race, whereas acrimon¬
ious personalities, "which are the death of art", might be the death of
109«his newspaper. * Although this advice went unheeded, no other black
newspaper could indulge in this kind of name-calling and live. It wa3
also difficult to gauge the level, at which to pitch propaganda. The
earliest efforts of the N.A.A.C.P. failed miserably, not only because
the work was unpopular, the machinery inadequate and the Bourbon control
of the Northern Press too subtle, but because the publicity had been too
"high-brow", or as Joel Spingam had described it "Evening Post Publicity"
Such misadventures did not lessen the belief of the black community in
the power of propaganda. At the local level, for example, Nashville's
coloured citizens and institutions placed much faith in the technique of
the testimonial - by heralding their achievements to the outside world,
they believed they could overcome1 the negative image of the black man's
m
ability so generally held by the white man. *
Propaganda could as much prevent certain activities as promote
IDS. J.' . Lyons, 'An Appeal to the Daily Press', A,'*.£.iieview.Vbl.16.
(iaw-1900;,p.l07.
109. C.V .Chesnutt uo v.K.Trotter, Dec.26,1901. C.».C. Ess. Fisk.
110. M.C. Nerney to A.H. Grimke', Oct.28,1913. A.H.G. Wes. II.U.
111. W. Berry to G.E.Haynes, Sept.27,1917. G.E.H. Mas. Fisk.
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others. By 1919, negative propaganda was seen by the
Tuskegeo-orierited as necessary to counteract the post-war encroachments
of Bolshevism and Socialism in the Negro community, and to reassert the
prestige of R.R. Mo ton after his refusal to make radical statements to
the coloured troops in France, Such actions could be justified in
tems of the preservation of the "Tuskegee Ideal" against the onslaught
of the Talented Tenth, and the hope was to Invest thousands of dollars
•j -jp
in this, after the manner of Washington. * By 1919, the coloured press
was too assertive to be so easily muzzled - the Talented Tenth no longer
had to rely on subsidy and philanthropy to ensure the survival of their
papers.
The use of propaganda techniques may be best exemplified by
looking at one periodical, the Crisis, which catered to a multi-racial
113.
audience and was the most polished black publication of the period.
A psychological pattern in terms of self and non-self, approval and dis¬
approval enlarged. Firstly there is pro-black, by both races, which
comes out in the discussions of Art and Science, Ken of the Month and
Social Uplift, in a way designed to boost morale and race pride. Then
there is anti-black by both whites and blacks. This appears in the
quotations from the white and coloured press, the exposures of "Uncle
Toms", the horrors revealed in "The Purden" and the discussions of seg¬
regation, the South, the labour unions, lynching and the treatment of the
Negro by white imperialists abroad. The sense of prosecution was
developed to prompt a closer ethnic unity and organization, and the mar¬
tyred feeling of innocent blacks tormented by evil whites relates to the
pro-self category to produce an idealized image of a suffering race
112. L. Walton to T.J. Jones, March 27,1919. R.R.M. Mas. T.I.
113. J.E. Spingarn estimated that 20% of the readership of Crisis was
white. Chairman's Report, Minutes, Board of Directors, Jan.3,1916.
N.A.A.C.P. Mas. L.C.
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bearing its burdens in a brave and Christ-like fashion. The
third category of anti-whites by blacks and whites is used to illus¬
trate the guilt of the white liberals, but also to vent the outraged
enotlons of the blacks at what they have to endure. Despite the tyranny
of the white man, black attitudes are portrayed as those of seemingly
inexhaustible tolerance, a conscious lack of race prejudice and hatred
despite provocation, and the conviction of the moral superiority of the
Afro-American. The last category of pro-whites by both races is used
to show that all whites are not evil, to point out the white friends of
the Afro-American, and to illustrate the thought processes of the white
man to give a better understanding of him. The subliminal message is
that racial harmony is still possible, and that the best way to achieve
it is to trust the iniatives of the N.A.A.C.P.
The selection of material in the above categories is obviously a
propaganda technique, but the intellectual leanings of most of the
magazine's contributors may have saved it from the worst sins of dis¬
tortion. It rarely revelled in the abuse of whites or generalized explicitly
on the virtues of blacks, although faith in their potential was implicit
throughout. It was fond of using the testimonial to cheer flagging
spirits, and often transferred Biblical situations to the Afro-American
predicament. At most. Christnases and many Masters there was a con¬
scious identification of the Afro-American vdth Jesus, by means of
metaphors, antonomasia and allegory. The use of dialect in occasional
essays is an attempt to emphasize the unity of the intellectual and the
non-intellectual - "the plain folks" technique making intellectual
leadership acceptable, and the use of the vernacular underscoring the
fundamental concord of the group.
It then appears that the media of communication had to be diverse
to meet differing problems and to reach different types of people. By
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discussing things among themselves, or producing propaganda
for white consumption and edification, in both the racial and the white
press, the Talented Tenth were not ignoring the masses but were keeping
in contact with each other or attempting to mollify white opinion. It
was very Important to preserve their group unity, as well as to reach
the masses. In order to accomplish the latter, they appreciated that
the written 'word was not really an effective medium, and so they made
every attempt to speak to the race personally by using all the oratorical
and rhetorical skills they could command.
The Talented Tenth were, obligated to accord with the particular
image which the race held of them; they were expected to be omniscient
and omnicompetent, to be leaders in each and every field of racial
activity, despite their personal training, preferences or ability. One
basic problem of communication was overcoming the intra-raclal class
barriers; they had to at least profess group solidarity as a pre¬
requisite to any leadership aspirations. This was however the result
of conviction as well as the product of circumstances, for while the
Talented Tenth frequently led a self-contained social life, they neverthe¬
less shared, the economic, political and legal status of the whole race.
They did sometimes have vague feeling3 of martyrdom, and bemoaned the
lack of support from the masses, but few attempted to reappraise their
leadership role in the light of this realization. Most preferred to con¬
demn the masses for their ingratitude. The parting of the ways was
principally in the divergent spheres of interests of the Talented Tenth
and the rest of the race; whereas the latter were mainly preoccupied
with the problems of survival and everyday living, the former sought to
emphasise those aspects of reform which were more important to their
own lifestyle. Tven although many of the Talented Tenth had been born
Gl»
in the lower classes, they turned to the issues which
interested the socially mobile rather than the poor, but they were
always aware of the need to keep in contact with the majority.
Communication had two facets - maintaining and encouraging social
and intellectual contacts within the Talented Tenth itself, and the
wider aspect cf "educating" the masses politically. By informal social
contacts in their organizations and by the avid reading of everything
written by black authors, the Talented Tenth exchanged ideas amongst
themselves. The real problem lay in overcoming the barriers shielding
the elite from their race. Illiteracy was a paramount consideration,
but so was the language or dialect of both the spoken and written word.
While cany could not read, the Talented Tenth were obliged to go "on
the stump" and contact the people of the back-woods. For this it was
necessary to retain the sympathy of the local clergyman, as the church
was the central agency for the dissemination of information. The
written \-.ord reached a very small constituency, for it was limited not
only by literacy, but by the willingness and ability to purchase the
material. Neither factor seemingly inhibited the black author from
attempting to convey his point of view.
The black press was the most important medium of coiranunic ation
both vdthin the Talented Tenth and within the race as a whole. Sharing
certain assumptions, black editors were convinced that the revelation
of the oppression under which blacks suffered and the display of the dis¬
crepancies between American ideals and American mores would eventually
lead to the aliieviation of the race's plight. Black newspapers often
had to be subsidized by the editors' other business activities or by
guarantors, for they usually considered themselves racial rather than
business enterprises and because of these financial difficulties, many
came under the influence of Booker T. Washington, who had the backing
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necessary to sustain them. The acknowledged purpose of the
black press encouraged propaganda as well as factual reporting, as a
corrective to anti-black vitriol as well as to advance racial aims.
It therefore appears that the Talented Tenth were beset by problems
in their conmunications with each other and with their people. It
would not be unreasonable to claim that the majority of written communica¬
tions were penned by teachers and educators in conjunction with the
literati and newspaper editors, while the bulk of spoken communication
wa3 from the pulpit, for clergymen had a regular, dedicated audience,
although vigorous attempts were made by speakers bureaux and various
organizations to reach the underprivileged. It is impossible to
estimate the amount of informal or personal communication, which is never¬
theless of vital importance - the relationship between doctor and patient,
for example, or teacher and parent as well as the more obvious teacher and
student - and which built up a system of deference, while it occasionally




IllZ OiiGANlZAIIQNAL EXPRESSION OF LLuT^RSHIP
An examination of the organizational structures and affiliations
of the Talented Tenth throws light on two basic areas of their leader¬
ship role - their aims and ideologies, and their method of mobiliza¬
tion to make these operative. Those organizations uhich were dominated
by members of the Talented Tenth were only a portion of the black organ¬
izations existing in this period;^"* as well as purely black movements
there were those of an inter-racial composition, while the majority of
the race were members of lodges and friendly societies rather than the
idealistic, racial betterment associations. On the other hand, there
were those dominated by the practical, rather than the philosophical men -
for example the National Negro Business League (N.N.B.L.) or other
associations affiliated to a professional or an interest group. This
chapter proposes to examine the structure and functions, aims and
objects, membership composition, and resilience of selected black
organizations promoted and organized by the Talented Tenth, namely the
Literary and Historical Societies, the Afro-American Council, the
Niagara Movement, and certain miscellaneous, local groups, as far as
the available data will permit.
The prototype of the Literary and Historical Associations was the
Bethel Literary and Historical Association of ashington, B.C. Founded
by Bishop Daniel A.Payne in 1331, it held its meetings in the Bethel
A.M. '0. Church, The records and history of the Association, although
fragmentary, illustrate the growth, composition and attitudes of tire
1. For organizations with an inter-racial composition, please see
Chapter 7, and for those under the influence of Washington,
Chapter 5, The N.N.B.L. will be discussed in Chapter S.
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Talented Tenth. As early as the third meeting
"The audience had grown steadily larger, and their
character had visibly changed from the brothers and
sisters of the 'amen corner' of which they were nearly
exclusively composed, to those brought out by their
interest in the topics discussed," •
Gradually the membership changed from being based on the congregation
to a more intellectual nucleus, drawing its strength from black govern¬
ment employees, politicians, teachers and the staff of Howard Univer¬
sity. According to the eulogies of the Association's official
historian, those involved embodied the very flower of the race in com¬
petence, intelligence and culture, and further the first year's success
demonstrated that the Literary had met a popular need, that an appeal
to the intellect would receive as ready a response as one would to
the pleasurable emotions, and that there wa3 ample material ready and
3
willing to supply all the people's intellectual needs. This may have
been an over-optimistic assessment of the situation, but nevertheless
by 1396 the Association was in a healthy condition, despite changes in
both church and state, and was the honorary foster-mother to many other
literary organisations in different sections of the city, all conducted
along the same general plan of connection with the Churches.
The membership was small and select; only 25 are recorded as fully
paid-up in the Ulrmte Book for 1901,^* of xvhom 3 were women, 2 were
politicians, 2 were journalists, 4 were professors, 2 were doctors, 3
.■or- c ■"'Vn, ■ n.' the romr in-k r people of established local reputation.
Organized to provide a forum for the discussion of the black man's
problems, the Literary became a sounding-board for airing the black
man's grievances.
2. J. .Cromwell, History of the Bethel Literary and Historical Association
(Washington, D.C., 1396), p.3. B.L.H.A. Mas. H.u.
3* Ibid., pp.3-9.
4. Please see Appendix 71.
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The Association issued articulate Appeals to the country.
Rewinding Americans of the black man's gifts to the nation of loyalty,
labour and life, the Association requested reciprocation in protection
and justice by the laws of the land "enacted impartially, interpreted
5
righteously, administered fairly". The Literary was the very founda¬
tion stone of the race's belief in the efficacy of the law and the
legal redress of grievances. Closely connected with this was the
faith in a Christian solution, the white man had only to remain true to
his "knowledge of Right" and his "nobler conceptions of Christianity"
to dispel hate once and for all. The Association had no modesty as to
the status of its membership, who, it claimed, represented "the culture,
intelligence, character, civilisation and progress of the colored
people of this country".^*
However the Bethel literary was largely a debating society, and
although it brought the intellectual elite of Washington, D.C. together
to discuss their problems, in practical, terms it did nothing towards the
solution of those problems. Nevertheless, it became very prestigious
and one of the major sources of articulate protest thought in the
period 1881 to World War I. By 1898, S.E. Cooper considered that:-
"Bethel literary is a national institution, and its president
should always be a man of national proportions...Bethel is not
denominational, it belongs to the community, regardless of
creed, politics or tint."7.
Cooper was correct in saying that the literary, although it still met
on A.M.E, premises, was no longer directly affiliated to the Church -
in fact the topics discussed were more of a political or ideological
than a theological nature. In a speech honouring J.I°. Langs ton,
P.B.S. Pinchback repudiated the interference of "white friends" In
5. B.L.H.A..Appeal (probably 1901). B.L.H.A. Mss. H.U.
b. B.L.H,a., (no da*^e). D.L.H.A. Mss. H.U.
7* Colored American. May 14,1898, p.4.
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the selection of black leaders, claiming that this was reducing
the ability of the block conssrunity to effectively protest and leaving
g
it defenceless before the insults and attacks of whites. * Bethel
Literary was one of the black organizations that opposed the preachings
and principles of Booker T. Washington; it endorsed such speeches as
that of Edward C. Morris, entitled "Shams", in which he denounced
Washington, "upon whom he saddled every wrong, every sin, every crime
9.
committed by the white people of the country against the Negro".
In a less vituperative vein 'was Charles Chesnutt's lecture on the
"Elements of Citizenship". While he was a friend of Washington'8,
Chesnutt did not share his accommodatioMst philosophy, and tactfully
informed hims-
"I approached it at a different angle from that which you
ordinarily take, directing myself to tine legal and ethical ^
basis of citizenship rather than its practical workirg out." *
This opposition to Warrington was however, neither unanimous nor con-
tinous, for in 1908 the B.L.H.A. held a public meeting in conjunction
with the N.N.B.L., where speeches in support of the "'Tuskegee Idea"
were made by members such as Justice Terrell, Recorder Nancy, Auditor
Tyler, Lawyer Thomas L. Jones, Hoscoe C. Bruce and others."^*
By 1911, Bethel Literary had a competitor for national prominence
12.
in the Boston Literary and Historical Association. Enjoying a
steady growth since its inception in 1901, it had a more unequivocally
and anti-Bookerite platform than its counter-part in ashington. The
society was formeds-
"to improve and quicken the intellectual life of the colored
8. Colored. American. April 30,1898, o.3.
9. Colored American. January 23,1904, p.8.
10. C. . Chesnutt to 3.T. Pairington, May 28,1904. B.T.W. Ess. L.C.
11. R.W. Thompson to B.T. lashington, February 3,1938. B.T.W, Mas. L.C.
12. Pittsburg Courier, May 13,1911, p.l.
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people of Boston, and to have a body to represent
their best thoughts."1-**
The original committee included A.H. Grimke, as President, and William
Monroe Trotter."^* Its avowed objectives werej-
"to arouse men and women to the grave aangers of mental
starvation as a result of their absorption in the strife
of commercialization so characteristic of the age; and
to collect and preserve hitherto ungarned data of
historical value relating to so-called colored Americans."
Although pledged to promote the intellectual life of the community,
no person was to be admitted if membership exceeded three hundred.
The Association was unashamedly elitist, and was soon dominated by
Trotter and ,hitier Alison, who channelled its activities to a radical,
anii-Iuskcgee position. Charles Alexander's description of their
dictatorial attitudes is more than probably exaggerated, when he
claimed that "the whole affair is conducted on the basis of exclusion;
only sympathizers whether capable or incapable of addressing an audience
are given an opportunity to say a word." Whether unanimity or censor¬
ship was the more crucial agent, a surprising degree of ideological
unity was exhibited at the Boston Literary, for the Tuskegee Machine
was forced to admit that:-
"The strangest thing about the composition of the meeting
was that some of the be3t people of the city were there and
they all seemed to be very much in sympathy with Trotter's
view,"1?*
The topics discussed covered a wide range of subjects, including
the implications of imperialism, the role of the Negro soldier, eulogies
to the old abolitionists, education, Racial Progress and Strategies,
Women's Rights, Philosophical, Literary and Historical subjects, The
13. W.N,Trotter to C.L.Chesnutt, April 3*1910. C.W.C. Mas. Fi3k.
^* Pinutes. March 18,1901. W.I .T. Mss. B.U. See also Appendix VI.
13. Boston L.H.A., Third Anniversary Booklet, p.l. W.M.T. 'Mss. B.U.
16. Boston L.H.A.* Constitution. Articles II and III. W.M.T. Mas. B.U.
17. C. Alexander to B.T.hashington, Juno 13,1904. B.T. . Mss. L.C.
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South, Africa, other organizations, and the War in Europe. *
The meetings were addressed by distinguished members and guests -
Forbes, Trotter, Grirr.ke''and Stewart made frequent appearances, and
other Uostonians such as W.H. Lewis (later a supporter of B.T. Washing-
ton), Mrs. Wilson and Pauline Hopkins were welcomed, while visits front
nationally known blacks like W.E.B, DuHois, Kelly Miller, W.S. Braithe-
waite and W.S. Scarborough were quite common, and those by prominent
whites, such as Roorfield Storey end B.O. Flower, the editor of Arena,
were not unknown. Roston was apparently more radical than Bethel as
an organization, but both had lively memberships for which they provided
a debating forum and a congenial social club. Neither aspired to
activities beyond the literary and rhetorical, nor did they wish to
interest a mass membership, yet both were important sources for the dis¬
semination of the black intslleetual's thinking about his social predica¬
ment. The fragmentary nature of the remaining documents of both these
Associations is an irreparable loss to the study of black intellectual
history in this period.
Other literary societies blossomed or died in other cities without
making such a national impact. In 1896, Charles Alexander olanned to
organize a Society for the Promotion of Afro-American Literature in
Philadelphia, whose object was to be the study of the poetry, romance,
history, biography and other writings produced by Afro-Americans in
19
the interest of Afro-Americans. * Such ventures were common and
frequently short-lived. On the other hand, not all literaries were
necessarily radical and anti-Washingtonian. The Tuskegee Machine in
Chicago in fact used this as a medium to keep Washington and his cause
18. Minute Cooks. 1901-1919. rt.K. T. Mss. B,lT.
The quality, standard and comprehensiveness of the Minutes varies
according to the diligence of the Secretary.
19. C.Alexander to J.3. Bruce, April 11, 1896. J.E.B. Mas. Schomburg.
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before the best of the American people". Interestingly, in
1908, that is after the publication of 3ouls of Black Folk and ths
founding of the Niagara .oveaent, 3. Laing Williams could report of
this literary club in Jnglewood composed of teachers, students, business¬
men and their wives, thats-
"
. • ,the name of DuBois was as thoroughly unknown to them as a
Patagonian chief. They did not know hin and had never heard
of him, and were scarcely willing to believe that there was
3uch a man on earth or in the clouds."^O*
This does not reflect very creditably on the scope and interests of
the members, but illustrates admirably the problems that the Talented
Tenth faced .in putting their massage across. This ignorance of the
works of DuBois and those of the other Northern intellectuals, was
echoed and confirmed by the Rev. C. Woodford Smith, who claimed that
neither he nor his Tuskegee colleagues had ever heard of DuBois before
World War I."1*
Great hopes were held out for the Negro Society for Historical
Research, founded by Arthur A. Schomburg and John £. Bruce in 1911, in
Yonkers, N.Y., 'which "if it can stimulate race •will become one
22
of the beacon lights that will guide the race to the Temple of Minerva.M *
Founded both to instruct the race and inspire love and veneration for
its men and women, the Society aimed to teach, enlighten end instruct
the people in Negro history and achievement, to institute a circulating
libraiy, a bureau of race information with a collection of all books
and pamphlets by Negro authors and their f riends, and to gather all
20. S.L.Jilliams to B .T•Washlngton, Feb.2A,1908. B.T.VJ. Mas. L.C.
21. Interview with author, May 24,1973.
Rev.Smith ivas on the faculty of Phelps Stokes Bible Hall during
the administration of Or. Washington.
22. A.A.Schouburg to G.W.Forbes, July 18, 1914. G.W.F. Mas. B.P.L.
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the data bearing upon race achievements infvery form of
23
endeavour. The Society was committed to revealing the black man's
past, especially in Africa, for it believed that this knowledge of the
race's contribution to -world history and civilization would instil
pride and dispel feelings of inferiority, which would lead to enhanced
race solidarity an^ unity. The ociety had a small membership,
24.
scattered throughout the U.S. and overseas, including Bossen in Liberia,
/
Duse ibhanrasd in London and DuBois on the home front. The "ociety,
although in the guise of an historical society, was primarily designed
for utilitarian rather than academic purposes - it planned to use and
adapt its findings for practical racial purposes, rather than to
pursue black history for its intrinsic interest.
?*uch more avowedly scholarly was the work of the Association for
the Study of Negro Life and History, organized in Chicago in 1915 by
25
Dr. Carter G. Woodson with only five persons. Through its journal.,
The Journal of Negro History, the Association planned to collect his¬
torical and sociological data on the black man in Africa and the New
World, in the form of scholarly studies and the preservation of doeu-
ments. * For its first ten years the Association was predominantly
a historical association with a very limited influence on the people at
27
large , although it quickly won the attention and respect of the
Intellectuals. Indulging neither in panegyric nor polemic, the
23. Duse iiohaaoed, 'The :cgro Society for Historical Research in
Yonkers, New York,' African Times and Orient .aeviaw (Dec. 1912)
pp.26-7.
24. A.A. Schomburg to J.E. Truce, Nov.24,1911. J.E.B. Mss. Schomburg.
25. R.; .Bullock, In Spite of she 1,and!caps (dew York, 1927), p.124.
26. Association for the -tudy of "egro Life and History, Constitution
2?. L.P.Jackson, 'The Work of the Association and the people,* Journal
of Negro His to ry«Vol.XX. (1935) p.3^5.
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Association set out to put the historical record straight
rather than involve itself in partisan or protest activities.
Woodson himself regarded his Association as the "only effort now
being made to apply science to the racial problem," (the work of the
A.N.A. and the Atlanta University Studies having virtually ceased),
but like all other black organizations, he faced the devastating
problem of fund-raising. To his dismay, in the fund-raising drive
of 1919 he found1-
"every penny of the #1200.00 already pledged has come from
white persons. This may apparently indicate that the white
race is more interested in the Negro than the race itself.
This does not necessarily follow, for few Negroes are in a
position to make large contributions
However despite thi3 display of white philanthropy the A.S.N.L.H. was
predominantly a black organization and claimed to bes-
"the only black learned society which the Negroes of this
country have organized and promoted and the one agency which
has collected and published more facts of Negro history than
any other in the world."^9.
While the second part of this claim may be justifiable, the former
proposition is not, for the American Negro Academy, organized in 1397,
was certainly both learned and organized by Negroes, and was in fact
and theory not only elitist, but the foundation of the very ideology
of the Talented Tenth.
The American Negro Academy existed from 1397 until 1924, during
which time it published 22 occasional papers to further its aims. The
embodiment of an ideal, its objectives were to promote literature,
science and art, the culture of a form of intellectual taste, the
fostering of higher education, the publication of scholarly works and
28. C.G.'Aoodson to Col.C.Young, Karch 11,1919. C.G.W. Mss. L.C.
29. C.G.Koodson to B.G.Brawley, Jan.7, 1932. J.W.J. Tlem. Coll., Yale.
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the defence of the Negro against vicious assaults. The
ideas behind its founding - to make the intellectual elite the
mouthpiece and acknowledged leadership of the whole race, to inform
white America of the black man's aspirations and abilities, to oppose
the discrimination the Negro suffered, and to counteract the accomrroda-
tionism of Booker T. Washington - were frequently and eloquently propoun¬
ded by the Rev. Alexander Crummell, first from his pulpit, then culmina¬
ting in his famous inaugural address, Civilization: The Primal Need of
the Race.
Crunsnell was disturbed by the emphasis on material advance at the
expense of intellectual and cultural development, for which he blamed
the leadership of Washington and his supporters:-
"Blind men: for they fail to see that neither property,
nor money, nor station, nor office, nor lineage are fixed
factors in so large a thing as the destiny of man: that
they are not vitalizing qualities in the changeless hopes
of huraanity..."31.
The answer lay in the small elite of the intelligent, whose duty was
32
"to transform and stimulate the souls of the race". * They were
however not only distinguished from the masses, but responsible for
their uplift; it was a concept of a concerned and philanthropic elite,
working together harmoniously for the greater glory of the race and the
good of its members. It was not only to inspire the race but to instill
pride within it, for it was the personification of black achievement in
the teeth of prejudice. The race now fostering its genius for a distinct
and definite purpose, and this was the primary function of the Academy.
It planned to overcome the reluctance in the American mind to admit not
33.
only the intellect but also the humanity of the Negro.
30. American Negro Academy, Occasional Papers. Schomburg.
31. A.Crummell, 'Civilization: The Primal Need of the Race', A.M.A.
Occasional Paper. 3a, (1897), p.5»
32. Ibid..p.6.
33. A.Crummell, 'The Attitude of the American Mind Toward the Negro
Intellect*, A.M.A. Occasional Paper. 3b, (1897), pp.8-17.
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Cruramell died in 1898, when his place a3 President was
taken by W.E.B. DuPois, who had very definite ideas about the functions
of the Association. He suggested an Academy creed consisting of the
following basic tenets:- that the Negro people, as a race, had a con¬
tribution to make to civilization and humanity; that it sas their duty
to maintain their racial identity until their mission was accomplished;
that it was Loth feasible and practical for the white and coloured races
to live in harmony in America; to ensure this, there should be a social
equilibrium, rather than an equality, that would give consideration to
culture, ability, and moral worth in either race; thr; t the first step
in eradicating the Negro Problem was the correction of the vices of the
slave heritage, namely immorality, crime and laziness among the race
themselves; that the second step would be a more impartial selection of
ability in the economic and intellectual world; and finally, that the
race should strive for the development of a strong manhood and a pure
womanhood, and for the rearing of a race ideal in Africa and America, to
34.
the glory of God and the uplifting of the Negro people.
DuBois ascribed one other function to the Academy - the resolution
of that vacillation that plagued the American Negro, "Am I American, or
am I a Negro?" The dilemma in which the black man was placed in
deciding whether to become completely absorbed by white Americans, losing
his racial identity, or to assert himself and fulfil his racial mission.
The result of the former faith was that race action was stifled, that
the black man became more rather than less oppressed. DuBois saw it as
the duty of the race to preserve its physical powers, intellectual
endowments and spiritual ideals by organization, solidarity and unity,
which was not only necessary for positive advance, but imperative for
negative defence. For these purposes the A.N.A. needed to be represen¬
tative in character, meaning that it did not represent all factions of
34. W.S.B.DuRois,'The Conservation of Races,' A.U,■.Occasional Paper. 2
(1897),p.15.
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the race, but rather its "best" thought. The Academy was
to put in touch with each other, and to provide a mouthpiece for the
interchange of opinion among those intellectuals who might otherwise
be inaccessible to one another. Furthermore, the Academy was to tell
the truth about the Negro to both blacks and whites, and to mobilize
the blacks for the "vast work of self-regeneration1, by pointing out a
practical path of advance to the race, and exposing such faults or
35
vices that needed conquered. * In this way the Academy set out to
resolve some of the major debates in black intellectual history that
characterized the era 1895-1919.
According to the Constitution, the number of fellows of the
Academy was limited to 50, although there was no limit to the number
who could become members or associates; women were excluded, and can¬
didates were required to be men of science, letters or art, or distin¬
guished in 3ome area, to submit a written application to one of the
secretaries and be recommended by six enrolled members, and to be
admitted by a ballot of two-thirds of all members voting in person or
by proxy, of which notification was given two months prior to the
balloting. Further the Constitution provided for the expulsion of
members who failed to pay their dues for two years, and also prohibited
members inserting titles or degrees to their names for work published
36
by the Academy. * The 12 members of the A.N.A., at the time of its
incorporation, were all college graduates except Paul Lawrence Dunbar,
5 of them were Howard alumni. John W. Cromwell was a lawyer and editor,
and of the remaining ID, 5 were ministers and 5 college professors or
35. Ibid., pp.10-14.
36. American Negro Association, Constitution. Copies in the A.H.G. Mss.
and F.H.M.M. Has. H.U.
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school teachers. The Association grew, but seems not to
Og
have ever reached a membership of as much as 50, 'or in fact even to
have surpassed 40. As it expanded, its composition diversified; at
one stage the enrolment of 30 included 3 educators, 7 ministers (of whom
4 were bishops), 1 literary man, 1 devoted to institutional work, 4
editors, 1 journalist and 4 physicians; of whom 10 lived in New
England, Hew York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, 11 in the Central
Atlantic states, 8 in the South Atlantic section and 3 in the Central
• est.39'
The work of the Academy was divided into four departments, vizj
Scientific, Philosophical, Literature and Art3,^*but its consummation
was in the production of the Occasional Papers, which were designed to:-
"...aid, by their broad and scholarly treatment of the topics
discussed, the dissemination of principles, tending to the
growth and development of the Negro along right lines, and
the vindication of that race against vicious assaults."^-*
The two obstacles to black progress were disunity within the race itself,
which was partly the result of no definite policy or guide lines, and
the opposition of white America to the black man's aspirations. The
Occasional Papers were the principle medium by which the members could
air their ideas on how the Negro could best improve his social,
educational and economic efficiency, and were distributed nationwide
to prominent individuals, newspapers, colleges, state historical
societies and the Library of Congress. The 24 papers contained 32
37. M.I.Miller, The A.N.A: An Intellectual Movement During the Era of
Negro Disfranchisement,1&97-1924 (M.A.I toward University.1966).p.28.
38. A mistake frecpently made by historians and newspapermen is that
membership was limited to 50,rather than fellowship. Membership was
unrestricted,except for the payment of a £5 fee.(#10 for fellows.)
39. Pittsburg Courler.no date,(possibly 1911). Clipping, H.I.
40. A.K.A..Constitution. J.E.B. Mas. Schomburg.
41. Announcement of A.N.A., 1897. Copy in A.H.G. Mas. H.U. and in
Broderick's Notes on the DuBois Mas., Schomburg.
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separate articles, the majority of which were on the predicament
of the race and how to resolve it by economic and political means. The
Academy was concerned lest the Negro's manhood and citizenship rights
be abrogated, and to this end the membership paid particular attention
to the mechanics and methods of the franchise. They also discussed
the theory and problems of race relations, the history of tire black
race both in the U.3. and abroad, and sometimes conducted comparative
studies of the blacks' situation in different countries. Thus the
range of debate and discussion within the A.N.A. coincided with the
issues of black protest at the turn of the century, codifying and
articulating the sentiments of those who considered themselves the
Talented Tenth.
Throughout 1898, the movement to revive the Afro-American League,
which had disintegrated following tire Knoxville Convention of 1891,
rapidly assumed form, as the race prepared to organize itself to lift
LP
the oppression of the people. Although signed by a sufficient
number of people to ensure a representative assembly, the first meeting
of the Council was delayed on account of the war fever that gripped
Americans, because of the conflict with Spain. "...An inopportune
agitation would be fatal to the organization, and do great harm to the
I O
cause it means to espouse." At the instigation of Alexander ' 'alters,
who collected 109 signatures, T.T. Fortune reluctantly issued a call
for a meeting at Rochester, New York, in 1898, but warned that lie was
more than dubious that the race's ability to organize had increased
since the failure of the Afro-American League.^*
42. Colored American. Kay 28,1898, p.4.
43. Indianapolis Freeman. July 2,1898. Clipping, A.C.S. Kss. L.C.
44. New York Age. Aug.24,1898. Clipping, A.C.S. Mas. L.C.
A. -alters, lly Life and roric (New York, 1917)» pp.98-103.
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The National Afro-American Council's (N.A.A.C.) main
purpose was to bei-
"the sentinal on the watch tower of the race's liberty
and rights, and to sound the alarm when they ere attacked ,c
and to call our people and their friends to their defense."
The league was never open to mass participation, an organizational
discrepancy between theory and practice that ensured that the people
it claimed to represent and champion neither supported it with sympathy
nor money. Membership was confined to those who held life-
membership, council delegates representing duly accredited local
councils, and affiliated delegates representing organizations of
similar plans and purposes co-operating with the N.A.A.C. Every
local Afro-American council was entitled to be represented in the
National Council on the basi3 of one delegate to fifty members, but
branches of lespthan fifty were entitled to two votes. Religious and
secular organizations which had for their aim and work the mental and
moral elevation of their race and who wished to co-operate, could be
represented by a maximum of two affiliated delegates. Direct member¬
ship was available to the editors of Afro-American newspapers and the
47
principals of academic schools or colleges. * An executive committee
was established of three delegates from each state, one of vhich had to
Id
be a woman, "thus the Council provided both for direct individual
membership and group representation.
The Council claimed to be the product of the necessities of the
people, and it3 mission was to ameliorate the deplorable industrial
^5. Colored American. July 4,1903, p»8,
46. T.T. Fortune, Plan of Council Organization. (December,1902).
47. Indianapolis Freeman. June 1,1907, p.3.
48. A.A. Walker, 'An Ihcperiment in Non-partisanship by the Negro.1884-
1903 * (M.A., Howard University,195^), p.49.
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and political position of a lapgo portion of the race,
especially those in the South, who would be helped and encouraged by
their more fortunate brethren in the 'forth. The Council, as it was
neither circumscribed by religious, social or political tests as a
condition of membership, hoped to incorporate all existing social
religious, political and benevolent organizations into a body of
49.
membership without interfering with their constitution or rules.
But the organization had very specific objectives: it planned to
investigate and make an impartial report of all lynchings and other
outrages perpetrated upon American citizens; to assist in testing the
constitutionality of laws which were made for the express purpose of
oppressing the Afro-Americans; to promote the work of securing legis¬
lation which in the individual states should have secured to all
citizens the rights guaranteed them by the 13th, 14th and 15th Amend¬
ments; to aid in the work of prison reform; to recommend a healthy
migration from terror-ridden sections of the country to 3tates where
law is respected and maintained; to encourage both industrial and
higher education; to promote business enterprises among the people;
to educate sentiment on all lines that specifically affected the race;
to inaugurate and promote plans for the moral elevation of the Afro-
American people; and to urge the appropriation of school funds by the
Federal Government to provide education for all citizens who are denied
50
school privileges by discriminatory state laws. * Further, state
councils were to encourage and assist in the formation of permanent
local councils, to unite such councils for effective organizational
work, and generally to advance the objects and alms of the parent body.
Thus the N.A.A.C. adopted a platform that was an amalgam cf protest,
self-help and paternalism.
49. C.F.Adams, Ihe Afro-American Council (Washington,1902), p.3.
50. Ibid.,p.15; A.Walters.op.cit..p.ll3.
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In his address to the Rochester Convention, Fortune
reminded delegates of the grievances, generally against the South,
that had brought the Afro-American League into being in 1590, which
odious conditions were little changed - namely, the suppression of the
ballot, lynchings and mob violence, the unequal distribution of the
school fund, the chain gangs, convict lease systems and dehumanization
of the penal system, Jim-crow transportation, discrimination in aeeommo-
dation, in hotels and places of amusement, and the problem of "wages".
The first issue that caused dissension was that of separate schools
and mixed marriages; the symbols of integration were eventually
accepted, but not until after considerable debate and their initial
rejection. By December 1595, the Executive Committee was organized,
but its resolutions overlapped with the A.N.A. when they claimed that
their purpose wasj-
"to dispassionately consider the conditions under which
the Afro-American is working out his progress as an American
citizen, and devise means of ameliorating such incidental
circumstances, as operate unfavorably, and to utilize such
opportunities as promise the greatest good.">1.
The Address to the Nation then issued recognized the national
dimensions and sectional differences of the problem.
"There are certain things which those of us who live
in the South can accomplish, and certain other tilings which
those of us who live in the fhrth can accomplish. We may
take different methods to reach the same ends, but the results
will be for the common advantage.
In the North the work of agitation, of protest and
petition and of political conduct, is essential to the cause.
The Northern and Western mind needs to be constantly agitated
upon our grievances and accurately informed as to their nature
and extent. In the South the work of education and internal
development can best be determined and carried on..."52*
51. Washington Star. Dec.30,1598. Clipping, A.C.S. Mas. L.C.
52. 'Address co the Nation' Dec.30,1598, in New York A/re. Jan.5,1899.
Clippings, A.C.S. Mas. L.C.
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Herein lay the obvious compromise between agitation and
accommodationisra, explaining paradoxical friendships like that between
Fortune and Washington, for it was the recognition that each of the
contending strategies had its particular sphere of application.
The N.A.A.C. set aside June 2, 1899, as a day for fasting and
prayer, in order to rectify that lamentable condition whicht-
"may be due to our ingratitude, sinfulness, wayward lives
and estangement from God and duty. Or it may be the
operations of Providence to awaken us from our lethargy and
bestir us to more manly endeavours as a people and as a
race."53.
The preponderance of churchmen was being felt in the Council's ideology,
in a confusion of the idea that purification would dispel prejudice,
which was a form of divine punishment on the Negro for some unknown
sin, and the concept of a special racial mission, similar to that
proposed by DuDois to the American Negro Academy in 1897.
The third Annual Convention of 1900, reporting on the progress of
fund-raising for the purpose of testing before the Supreme Court the
validity of the Louisiana Constitution of 1898, announced that ?!391.23
51
had been raised. The Committee on Rules reported the establishment
of the following bureaux - legislative, literary, immigration, business,
education, anti-lynchlng, ecclesiastical and newspaper. In 1901, the
election of the President, Alexander Walters, to the Presidency of the
Pan-African Council gave the Council a new impetus, for they felt that
they had "joined 'Hands Across the Sea' with our (their) brothers in
black."55,
•alters was at this time the chief spokesman for the association.
53. C.F.Adams, op.clt.. p.22.
54. Colored American, Kay 6, 1899.
55. Adams, op.cit.. pp.8-9.
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He felt he had achieved something as Afro-.American Leagues,
Protective Unions and Civil Rights Clubs changed their names to Afro-
American Councils, but there were still many hinderances. First and
foremost, many blacks were ignorant both of their rights, and of the
power of organization to secure these. The aims of the National
Council were too ephemeral for the majority of the racei-
"Llberty in the abstract has no charms for them. They see
nothing in her for which to make sacrifices, bleed and die,"
The organization was severely handicapped by a chronic lack of funds,
without which it could neither publish literature, nor employ detec¬
tives to investigate lynchings, nor test the constitutionality of dis¬
criminatory lavs. The legacy of the slave master's divide and conquer
philosophy persisted, leaving a lack of trust and confidence in one
56,
another, and a jealousy among the leaders themselves. Walters was
supremely optimistic that these would disappear as the race developed
manhood, intelligence and wealth. He also echoed the rhetoric of the
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, and called for the
application of the Golden Rule. By the purification of the black com¬
munity, for example Negro leaders were urged to aid in the apprehension
of Negro criminals, by education and character, by appeals to the law
and the President of the United Otates, but more especially by
57.
agitation, the Afro-American was going to become completely American.
Walters frequently repeated the above ideas in varying combinations,
but rejected any suggestion that the minister of the Gospel should
preach peace rather than agitation. He felt that the theory of ''the
divorcement of the affairs of Church and State" was a pernicious ruse
56. Colored Amrrlcan I-'agrazine (Aug,1901), p.305.
57. Indianapolis . regt.an. Sept.2,1899.
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to encourage the Minister to acquiesce in the face of wrong
and injustice. The black preacher ought to remember at all times he
58
was a Negro before he became a Churchman. *
The Afro-Toneric an Council did not go unchallenged. In 1901 the
"mrricsn accused the local branch of having its circulars prin¬
ted by a white printing press, instead of giving the order to a
coloured printing office, and letting the black press do the adver-
59
tising. * This criticism intensified the following year in accusations
that the Council had "failed to deliver the goods"; it wasted its time
in national conventions and afforded opportunities for strife.^* The
criticism by the militants was of course much stronger. The. Boston
Guardian accused the Council of dereliction of duty in failing to
protest over Roosevelt's policy of appointments in the South. Office-
holding was part of the right to vote: despite its alleged nonpartisan-
ship, the Council was obliged to protest this abrogation of the black
man's rights, even if that protest had to assume a political dimension.
Trotter sew the silence as the insidious influence of Booker T.
Washington, 'who was then in ascendancy in the Council.^* He vehemently
condemned the dabbling of churchmen in politics, and asserted that by
October 1902, the Council y/as no longer in a position to claim to speak
62
for the coloured race. *
Washington's activities in the Council appreciably affected its
course. The history of the Council is inextricably linked, with the
JLo
fight over Washington as race leader, for he was never able to
58« Colored American. Feb.9, 1901, p.3»
59» Colored -American. Oct.19,1901, p.8.
60. Colored .American. July 19,1902, p.8.
61. Guardian. July 26,1902, p.4.
62. Guardian. Oct.11, 1902, p.4.
63. C.L.Thomho rough, ' National Afro-American League, 1887-1908)
Journal of Southern History.Vol.27 (1961), p.502.
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completely stifle the demands for agitation. Bishops
Walters and Clinton were able to get a firm declaration from Theodore
Roosevelt against "Lily-whitism "while John Mitchell, rather pre¬
maturely discussing the demise of the Council in 1902, named as one
of it3 major achievements the forcing of the educated coloured man to
discuss those topics he normally avoided - politics, lynchings and
65
other outrages. Washington's counsel of patience at the Louisville
Convention of 1903 provoked a demonstration^'while even Cyrus Field
Adams was taiing in militaristic terms of the "battle" in the arena
Ijn
of public opinion. Fortune resigned at this point, bitterly dis¬
illusioned, and the Council languished temporarily, until revived by
Walters in 1905, in what looked suspiciously like an attempt to under¬
mine the newly formed Niagara Movement. The call to the Detroit
meeting pointed to the causes for reviving the Councils-
"The recent dangerous, and on the part of police officers,
scandalous race riots in hew York City, the lynching of 7
Negroes at Watkinsville, Ga., the demoniacal ravings of
Governor Vardaman of Mississippi, and the ' Jim-Crowing1
of the street cars in the leading cities of the South..." *
1906 saw a rejuvenation of the Council. Walters issued an appeal,
reminding the nation of the Council's aims and principles, with two new
elements. Both white and black talent was to be secured to help the
cause, and the Council planned to adopt some of the American Federa¬
tion of Labor's tactics. It was decided to minitor every Congressional
candidate's record on Negro rights. As politics were the mere instru¬
ments for securing remedial legislation, the Council could vindicate
64. Colored American. Nov.1,1902, p.3.
65. J.Mitchell, Jnr., '"hall the Wheels of Race Agitation be Stopped?'
Colored American agazine (Sept.,1902), p.387.
66. New York limes. July 3,1903, p.l»
67. C.F.Adam3, 'The Afro-American Council', Colored . merican " amazine
(Mar.,1903), p.331.
68. New York Age. Aug.3,1905, p.l«
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its claims to non-partisanship by being independent of
parties, factions or cliques, but using them all. Despite the
announcement of the intention to recruit white ability, and the
invitations issued to prominent whites, including 0,G. Villard, John
Milholland, Joseph Smith, Joseph Tanning, K.C. Humphries and Congress¬
man Halligan, the Hew York Times reported increased militancy in talk
69
of a "war on vdiites", although the black press welcomed these moves
as a "bridge across the mighty chasm".
Not only was this the most spectacular convention in the Council's
history, but it was also distinguished by having as its guests the
leaders of the Constitutional League, the Suffrage League and the
Niagara. Movement. The general consensus on the necessity of unity
encouraged the Council to suppose that it would become the soul spokes¬
man for the people, with the entire race at its back, who would no
longer stint on the necessary finances. These were increasingly
imperative, as the Council planned to set up a permanent headquarters
in Washington, D.C., to monitor Congressional sentiment on the Negro.
The desire for inter-organizational comity was an ideal that lived on
after the 1906 Convention. The Freeman wished it as a Christmas
present to the race, and the following year representatives of the same
organizations were invited to the Baltimore Conference of the Afro-
Amerlcan Council, to make a united attack on the true enemy.73* These
efforts at rapprochement did not produce any concrete results, and by
1908 alters joined the Niagara Movement, Washington's attempts "to
have conservative utterances and action both in resolution and in
soeech,"71had not succeeded, and the Horizon rejoiced in the repudiation
^9. Hew York Times. Oct,10, 1906, p,l6,
70, Freeman. Dec.22, 1906, p.4j June 1,1907, p.3.
71. B.T.toashington to C.W.Anderson, Oct.4,1906. B.T.U. Mas. L.C.
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of \ ashlr^ton's doctrines and the end of the Council as part
of the Tuskegee Machine. * By 1908 the Council had folded through
73
Trass apathy, internal squabbling, and lack of funds; the local
councils had never been really dynamic, and without grass-roots backing
the National Council could only make pronouncements and promises.
74.
Small local branches retained the name, but the leadership of the
race passed to other men and organisations. The Council had included
both the Talented Tenth and the hashing tomans, uniting both factions
of the leadership debate on a common platform, but the question of
strategy had to be finally resolved before there was any feasibility
of permanent union.
At first the Niagara Movement seemed to be a duplication of the
work of other protest organizations, but it was designed to fill the
void left by the languishing Council in 1902-5, to give voice and
expression to the uncompromising element of the Talented Tenth, with¬
out any possibility of Tuskegee modifications, and al3o to give
organizational format to the rift with ashington. After vacillating
for eight years, DuBois had come out openly against Booker T.Washington
in 1903 and conciliation having failed in the following year, he was
ready to oppose the Tuskegee policies actively and openly. The
75.
Washing to nians at first planned to absolutely ignore the new Movement,
but their enthusiasm to revive the Council to counteract the new group,
to placate anybody the Movement might offend, and their fear of guerilla-
like warfare soon involved them in active opposition, despite their con-
victlon that the Niagara Movement would never be popular. * Rather
72. Horizon (July,1907), p.20.
73. New York /j?e. Oct.1908, Clipping, H.I.
74. J.R. lynch to R.H. Terrell, Sept.14,1911. R.H.T. Mas. L.C.
Lynch reported joining the Oakland, California, /fro-American League.
75. E.J.Scott to R.W.Thompson, July 10,1905. B.T.v, Ms3. L.C.
76. R.W.Thompson to E,J.Scott, July 28,1905. B.T.W. Mas. L.C.
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than maintain a publicity blackout, the Washingtoniana
were tempted to abuse their rivals, and suggested that the race ought
77
to return to the established agencies of the N.A.A.C. and the N.N.B.L.
78.
The press condemned the attacks on Washington, saying that this belittled
the Movement's stature, but the Washingtonians had early spotted the
weaknesses they would successfully exploit. The members were !!unnx>nied
79
patriots" therefore finance would be a perennial problem, 'but the
Tuskegee Machine galvanized itself into action on learning of Niagara*s
bureau for the dissemination of propaganda, which they considered to be
a plan laid with skill and system to arraign the scholarship of the race
against "The Wizard". Thompson foresaw "some big fighting" in the
effort to wipe out the demagoguery of the Niagara Fovementj for, des¬
pite his assertions that the Movement would never attract the masses,
he feared it would incite the impatient and impulsive of the race, more
than iirould the counsels of industry, character and service. * Despite
Emmett J. Scott's boast that the Niagara men had been discredited by
81
December 1905, "the Tuskegee Machine felt it necessary to obstruct the
Niagara Movement to the end of its days. By the use of spies and fifth
82
columnists to intensify inner divisions, "by the exercise of the influence
of white friends and political patronage, and by the manipulation of sec¬
tions of the Negro press, Washington was able to minimize the impact and
83
the effectiveness of this challenger.
77. 'Trotter and Trotterlsm* Ms. of editorial for Net-# York Age, 'Negro,
Organizations', Staff Correspondence, S.L. Williams, 1905. L.T.W.
Mas. L.C.
78. Freeman. Mar.17,1906, p.4.
79. C.W.Anderson to B.T.Washington (Personal), July 14,1905? B.T.W. Mm.
L.C,
80. R.W.Thompson to E.J.Scott, July 28,1914. B.T.W, Mas. L.C.
81. S.J.Scott to R.H.Terrell, Dec.15,1905. R.H.T. Mss. L.C.
82. B.T.Washington to R.T.Greener, Aug.11,1906} R.T.Greener to B.T.
Washington, July 31,1906. B.T.W. Mss. L.C.
83. E.M.audwick,'The Niagara Movement'.Journal of Negro History.Vol.42
(1957), p.199.
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The fanaticism with which Washington sought tn destroy
Niagara, is one measure of its importance. Washington in fact forced
many blacks who might have preferred to work with both camps to take
84.
sides. The Tuskegee Machine ridiculed Niagara's Declaration of
Principles for containing nothing new; this was true, but what was
said, was phrased in a new and more militant way. Recapping on black
progress since 1895 in education, acquiring property, checking crime,
uplift in the home, advance in art and literature, and the demonstration
of executive ability in the conduct of religious, economic and educa¬
tional institutions, the Niagara Movement still considered it necessary
to indict white America for it3 barbarism towards the black citizens.
It protested the curtailment of political and civil rights, and reaffir¬
med its faith in manhood suffrage; it complained against the denial of
equal opportunities in economic life, ouch as peonage, end advocated that
common school education should be free and compulsory for all American
children. It demanded justice in the courts of law, and deplored the
hardening of public sentiment against the race; it pleaded for health
and hygiene, decent labour relations and the abolition of Jim-Crow cars.
The members stressed their right to protest lest the nation thought
that its black citizens were acquiescent in the face of these outrages,
first anong which was discrimination on the basis of race or skin colour.
They pressed for adequate rewards for black veterans, and the enactment
of legislation to enforce the War Amendments. They reiterated the
facets of oppression, especially when imposed by the Church, but
acknowledged the help of white friends. The Niagara Mbvenent claimed
that persistent agitation was the way to liberty but that the above
mentioned rights conferred certain duties upon the recipients; namely,
84. C.P.Avery, Up Prp.n ashington; llllan Pickens and the Negro
struggle for lihuality. 1900-1954 (Ph.D. University of Oregon,1970),
p.24.
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the duties to vote, to respect the rights of others, to work,
to obey the laws, to be clean and orderly, to send their children to
gc
school, and to respect themselves and each other.
In order to accomplish these aims, the Movement was organized
into committees, under a secretary who was given the utmost latitude
in the way he would like to develop his department, * Each state
also had a state secretary who was principally responsible for
87
building up the state members"rip and keeping it in line. * By 1906,
there were 14 standing committees: legal, suffrage, civil rights,
amy and navy, suppression of crime, health, education, Dotglass,
press, pan-African, women's, junior, art, economics, and stoics and
religion. The most important recommendations of these committees
t} C
were that pamphlets should be issued on Negro schools, and an effort
made to secure national aid to education, that the antd-tuberculosis
campaign be launched, that the Niagara Movement take up the Pope case,
and under certain circumstances pay for the printing of matter in newa-
88.
papers. The Civil Eights Committee planned work in four directions -
the enactment of a civil rights bill in each Northern state because of
the increase in discrimination in places of public accommodation and
amusement, the organization in each state in the North of a machine like
the Constitutional League composed mainly of persons not members of the
Movement, the improvement in travelling accommodations on local carriers
in the Couth, and to force the service of coloured men on grand and
... . . 89.
petit juries.
These policies and proposals aroused interest and applause in the
85. Niagara movement, Declaration of Principles (1905), J.E.B, Kss.f'chomburg.
86. -V.E.o.Duftois -to E.C.dilliaras, Jan,19,1907. J.E.S. Use, H.U.
87. >;.E.8.DuBois to M.N. ork, Oct.23,1905. M.N.W. Mss. T.l.
88. Abstract of Minutes,1905# Bnoderick's Notes, Cchorr.burg.
89. G. .Crawford, Circular, Broderick's totes, Cchomburg.
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anti-Tuskegee black press, *but membership did not Increase
appreciably. Only 29 people frove. 13 states and the District of
Columbia attended the first meeting, although 59 men from 17 states
had signed the call. This quickly grew to 75, most of whom had been
91
contacted by personal letters from DuBois. * They only aimed for
150 members in the first year a3 a maximum for harmony and effective
co-operation, and advocated that membership should never exceed 500
92
unless conditions changed considerably. * Neither should the physical
danger of belonging to such an organization be overlooked. David R.
Wallace, a rank-and-file member, pointed out the difficulties, when he
resigned upon taking up new employment. He did however make a
positive suggestiom-
"Bpeaklng of secret subscriptions, let me say they are
absolutely necessary to the cause... /II praise to those
who dare speak and act openly but let us be considerate of
those who would speak and act openly if they dared.
Heralded by the rhetoric of -J. Max Barber, the Voice of the Negro faith¬
fully reported the Movement13 activities until it was able to organize
its ovai organs. The M-oon which issued only a few editions in 1906,
died early. The Age gloated over this ' unlamentable death" by claiming
that the people were tired of the continual dirge of despair and needed
94
something bright, hopeful and encouraging. * Certainly the ,"qon did
not meet the requirements and tastes of the literary public. It was
replaced by the Horizon, which published, with many setbacks, until
the Movement folded in 1910.
The members of the Movement were mainly ministers, lawyers, editors,
businessmen and teachers. DuBoi3, the first general secretary gave
99* Prociax. Aug.5 and 12,1905.
91. W*£»B*!Ntels to A.H.Crimke and K.Miller, Aug.13,1905, A.H.G.Kas. H.U.
.-.B.UuRois to F.J.Grimke, Aug.30,1905. F.J.G. Mss. T.U.
92. W.E.B.DuBois, 'The Crowth of the Niagara Movement', Voice of the
Negro. Vol.Ill (Jan.1906), p.43.
93« P.R.Wallace to W.E.B.DuBois,Oct.16,1906 in H.Aptheker.The Papers of
.Dubois.Vol.I. p.142.
94. New York Age. July 26,1906, p.l.
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the honour of founding it to F.L. HeGhee for the suggestion,
C.b.Bentley for the organization, and . Trotter for the platform's
backbone. The organization was to remain the preserve of the educated
✓
and enlightened elite, for the race was regarded as too scattered and
95 *
•disorganized to be a stable constituency, * However, in its first
year it established strong local organizations, in 1? of the 30 states
in which it was represented, and was rapidly organizing in the other 13•
It had inaugurated an annual and simultaneous celebration throughout
the nation, to commemorate the work of the great abolitionists, and
joined in the celebration of Garrison's 100th anniversary. ''ore
directly, it claimed to have encouraged a free and unsubsidized black
press, and to have aroused and focused public opinion. By putting
new life into the older organizations throughout the nation, it helped
to establish strong local bases to back up the national organization.
The Thanksgiving meetings brought together 10,000 blacks, and had
attracted some of the. founders and prominent members of the /fro-American
Council, while the following papers, voluntarily and unpaid, advocated
Niagara principles - conservator (Illinois;, Gazette (Ohio), 'Hie Home
News (Virginia), The Lancet (;aryland), Guardian (Massachusetts), I'ee
(Nashington, D.C.), advocate (Oregon), Voice of the Negro (Georgia),
96
and The Goon (Tennessee and Georgia), *
The Harper's Ferry meeting in August, 1906, issued the Address bo
the Country, which in firm and unfaltering language put the principles
of the Movement before the public in a cogent and stirring form.
Claiming to speak for the salvation of America and tire preservation of
95. .h.t.VuAois, 'The liagara ovement*, voice of the Negro. Vol.II
(Sept.,1905), p.619.
96. '. .B.OuGois, ' The Growth of the Niagara Movement', pp.43-44.
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American ideal!sm, the Niagara Movement harked back to the
spirit of the abolitionists and such black heroes as Nat Turner. It
also warned that the might of the coloured races would not be forever
dormantj-
"The Slav is rising in his might, the yellow millions are
tasting liberty, the black Africans are writhing toward the
light, and everywhere the laborer, with ballot in hand, is
voting opsn the gates of Opportunity and Peace."97•
The threatened uprising of the coaraunity of the oppressed went un¬
heeded by most commentators, who concentrated on the immediate demands.
The Niagara Movement claimed to have strengthened the moral fibre of
the race and the nation, for central to all the Movement's pronounce¬
ments was the reiteration of the concept of the black mail's mission.
The Movement knew it was opposed by most -white Southerners, many blacks
who doubted the wisdom of agitation and those who were afraid of it,
and those -whites who, while they had the welfare of the Negro at heart,
shrank from the consequences of militant agitation. They knew that
their principles had only reached comparatively few of the masses of
the race, yet they believed that ideas travelled with amassing rapidity,
gathering accelerated force as they go. having reached the leaders,
they depended on them in their turn to reach the masses. 'The Move¬
ment did not plan to cover the whole country, but rather it hoped to
secure two or three significant court decisions that would affect the
90
whole race. Even Alexander's Magazine was forced to admit the fear¬
lessness and sincerity of the Niagara men, and forecast success for
them when quantity -was added to quality, and when those principles
which inspired the founders of the Movement were embodied in the
97. Niagara Movement, Address to the Country. (Harper's Ferry,1906).
93. J.M.darber, 'The Niagara Movement at Harper's Ferry,' loice of the
Negro. Vol.Ill (Oct.1906), p.403.
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national laws and constitutions#
By 1907, fJLagara boasted the following achievements - ownership
of the celebrated steel engraved plate of John Drown by SartaLn, the
fighting and winning of the "Pope" "Jim-Crow" case, help in the defence
of the coloured soldiers after Brownsville, 400 members in 35 states,
-and the continuation of agitation for iegru rights, so tiiat the country
100.
realized that all black men were not cowards, beggars or co-^promisers# *
The manner and strength of the Niagara movement's language shocked
and alarmed some blacks, who condemned it for its impudence and imprud¬
ence, although much was forgiven ivhen it was realized that all the
101
agitation was aimed at the greater racial good# * The rights of free
speech however spilled over into the internal workings of the association;
by the winter of 1907-3 it fell to DuTois to mediate in a dispute between
102
Trotter and "organ in the Massachusetts branch over powers and membership#
Tire decision was not in Trotter's favour, after which he tended to be dis¬
ruptive and argumentative at meetings, exercising his privileges of "free
speech" even at the expense of the lavement's best interests.
In 1903 the Niagara Moverait prepared to take the initiative in
inviting the otter major racial organizations to co-operate. It had
already been working with an inter-racial body, the Constitutional
League, which had been founded by J. lilhollend in 1904 to secure
civil and suffrage rights, to pass the Piatt Bill, to reduce Southern
103
representation in Congress, and to vindicate the Brownsville soldiers# *
99# A«M# Grirnke, 'A Brief History of the Niagara I'ovsinent1, Alexander's
Magazine. Vol.IV (3ept.l907), pp.249-50.
100# Horizon (;;ept,1907), p#4.
101. Freeman. July 13, p«4., Sept.21, p.l, Oct.5, p.3, 1907; Jan.ll,p.4,
April 13,p.l, 1903.
102. Midwinfcer Meeting, 1907-3. Bnoderrick's Motes, cchomburg.
103* Rudwick, on.cit,. pp.133-4; W.h.B.DuBois to J.1".T'ilholland, 2? Mar.
1907. Eroderick's Notes, Schoinbupg.
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(The Niagara Movement had appointed a special committee
under P.L. McGhee to co-operate with the Constitutional League in
1907 to secure the latter objective.) Further in 1907, the Movement
had even invited a white y/bman socialist, Mary VJhite Ovington, to
join."^^* In June 1909, the call to the Fourth Annual Meeting invited
the Afn>-American Council, the National Independent Political League
105
and the American Negro Academy to attend!* * It recognized that
each organization had its .owe redson d'etre - the Movanent had crystal¬
lized a faint dissatisfaction into an organized and articulate protest,
the Council was the first and oldest of the organizations, the
Political League was a union of certain men in both these organiza¬
tions to effect one great object, and the Academy was a step towards
Art and Science. /ill had the same difficulty, namely money; the com¬
bined annual dues were $14 per year, a prohibitive sum to the average
black, and the money was really wasted because of unnecessary duplica¬
tion. The Oberlin meeting was opportune in timing, on the eve of a
Presidential election, and auspicious in place, as it transpired at the
capital of the Underground Railway and at the scene of the first efforts
on behalf of higher education for blacks.10^* (The Niagara Movement
in fact liked to select venues of symbolic importance.) Little came
of this attempt, and by 1909 the Lavement was more dead than alive,
although it Ixad made two significant advances. It had proven that
opposition to Looker T. Washington 'was feasible, for it had shaken
his hold on the Afro-Amerlcan Council and the black press, and it had
successfully carried cases to the Fupreme Court, and prosecuted an
104. M.W.Ovington to V .E.B. DuFois, April 20,1907. Droderick's ISotes,
-chomburg•
105. . • illiema, Announcement of 4th Annus"3 • beting, 1903. J, S.S,
Mss. H.U.
106. iiorizon (June, 1908), p.5,
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actior: in the Federal Court. However from 190b onwards,
107
it was tarsobiXized by lack of funds. * The Movements plans to bring
suits against the ocean steamship lines that ran between hew York arid
Southern points for refusing to sell and fund.ah first-class fares and
acconnodations to blacks (as these were liable to federal law rather
than the jurisdiction of the states, it was assumed that a favourable
decision might be more easily obtained), and to ensure equal accomsaoda-
tions in parlor cars, sleeping cars, ladies' coaches and chair cars,
never came to fruition.
The Movement's journal shared the financial difficulties of its
parent. In a plea for assured financial backing, the editors of the
Horizon summed up their situation:-
"Our f riends of the white race are of the past and passing
generation. Our own people have almost reached the depths
where submission and subordination are counted as virtues,
and where apathy to real conditions is called optimism."lb9.
This situation had economic repercussions on subscriptions to the
magazine, yet an enlarged Horizon, of 16 pages, 3 x 11 inches in size,
was scheduled to appear on the 15th of each month, commencing on
November 15, 1909,^°*but was delayed when the business manager fell,
breaking his arm. It was to be a digest of all tilings concerning the
Negro race, and produced in co-operation with Milholland and J. fax
Barber."1"^"* The result of all these efforts was that Dubois was able
to claim that by the end of 1909, he edited a radical paper which
advocated Negro equality and human equality, universal suffrage
1D7. F.L.IfcGhee, Keport to Fifth Niagara Movement Convention, Aug.14,1909.
(J. • ..3S# rl. • U«
106. F.L.I cGhee to *Der.r Colleague', form letter, Feb, 1903, J.E.S. Mss. H.U.
109. W.H.H.DuQois, J.H.,,aldron, F.H.Il.Hurray and L.H.Hershaw to the
Guarantors of the Horizon, April 29,1909. F.H.K.M. Mas. H.U.
110. W.E.3,DuBoi« and F.L.Bailey to the Guarantors of the Horizon, Sept,
1,1909. Mss. H.U.
111. W.E.b.Dubois to the Guarantors of the Horizon, "ar.9,1909. F.H.M.K,
Mss. H.U.
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Including votes for women, the abolition of war, the
taxation of monopoly values, the gradual socialization of capital and
112
the overthrow of persecution and dogmatism in the name of religion. *
It claimed teat the Niagara Movement had encouraged increasing spiritual
unrest, sterner impatience with cowardice and deeper determination to
1X3
be men at any cost, D®sn$te this death rattle, both the Niagara
Movement and the .brizon expired in 1910, when fittingly, the last
issue of the norizon announced the advent of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People."*"^*
The above mentioned are among the most well-known of the organiza¬
tions of the Talented Tenth, but there were many smaller local or
professional organizations that merit attention. The Negro Year Cooks
for 1912 until 1919 listed 28 national organizations, including the
A.N.A. and the Negro Society for Historical Research (but not the
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History); of these 4 were
directly concerned with education, 10 were associations of businessmen
or professionals, 2 were women's, 3 were inter-racial, 3 were overtly
political, and 4 were avowedly racial uplift organizations, namely the
National Sentiment Moulding Bureau, the National Race Congress of
America, the International Uplift League and the Lincoln. League of
115.America. * This however would not seem to be an all-inclusive list,
but does illustrate that the multiplicity of these organizations was
en index of their ineffectiveness.
The agitation for political and civil rights was centred on Boston
H2» horizon (Nov./Cec.,19Q9), p.l.
U3« Ibid., p.9.
114* Horizon. (July, 1910).
115. M.N. ork, negro fear Book. 1912 pp.133-34} 1913; 1914-15 p.3^4;
1919-19.
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and New England, the home of Abolitionism, but was not
confined to it. The Radical Protective Association of Boston was one
of the first to endorse an open attack on Washington's advice to his
111
people to abjure politics,' #and echoed the resolve of the Constitut¬
ional Rights Association of the United States to defend and contend for
117
every right guaranteed by the United States Constitution. * These
organisations were mainly agitational and propaganda otic, preferring
to discuss their problems rather than to do any concrete works of
racial uplift.
The size of many of the agitational groups is difficult to deter¬
mine, but by 1903 the Boston Suffrage League, which had been founded
after the 'dot, could muster 51 blacks at Trotter's home to condemn
118
Cooker T. Washington, Theodore Roosevelt and the Republican Party. *
The following year, the National Equal Suffrage League was launched in
119
Providence, Rhode Island, to lay the wrongs of the race before. America. *
Corres onding to the Boston activity was the Equal Opportunity League,
organised by Charles E. Bentley of Chicago in 1903. Bentley was a com¬
mitted radical, as were other prominent members, namely E.H. Karris,
Daniel H. illlams and E.L. Barnett. Yet the League included 3. Laing
jpQ
Williams, the Tuskegee man in Chicago. * It is not clear whether he
was a bona fide member, underlining the uneasy synthesis between the two
groups, or whether he was a spy.
The most enduring of the political leagues was that succession of
Associations that descended from the Negro American Political League,
13.6, Boston Traveller. 35 Oct. 1901, Clipping, Trotter folder, "nrvard
Archives,
117. '..olored. -erican IBagaaine (Oct.1900), p.309.
118. ":Q3lou jvctdn - Transcript. 3ept.2,1903, p.14.
119. QuarJian. Oct.15, p.lj 0ct.2P, pp.1,4 end 8j 1904.
120. brosdax. Dec.l9,1903t p.l.
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founded in Philadelphia in 1908. In contrast to the
N.A.A.C.P. this organization was practically all-black, and went
through a series of reorganizations and name-changes, beooming the
National Indenendent Political League, the National Independent
Political Rights League, the National Independent Equal Rights
League, and finally the National ^qual Rights League. The main
source of continuity was Trotter's activities as corresponding
secretary, however the league was never national nor independent,1^1*
and became more absorbed in how Negro votes should be cast, rather
than how suffrage rights could be secured. Having backed Woodrow
Wilson in the 1912 .-lection, it faced profound embarrassment by his
policies to blacks, and his unwillingness to rectify abuses, for
jpp
example, the segregation of clerks in the Civil Service. ilson
did not repay his political debts to these blacks, if he even considered
that he had any, for on American entry into World War I in the wake of
the Last St. Louis massacre, the N.S.R.L. issued an address to the
country, reminding the nation of the suffering of blacks, and of their
service to their country, and demanding that America provide Democracy
123.
at home as well as abroad.
This League had never been non-partisan, despite its claim to
124.
represent independent, manly, intelligent and unselfish colored voters.
To correct this, the Independent Political Council was formed in 1917,
whose primary purpose and immediate aim was to fight fors-
121. S.R.Fox, The Guardian of Boston (New York,1970), pp.140-42.
A.Meier, Negro Thought In America: Racial Ideologies in the Age of
Booker T."*" ashington (Michigan. 1963). pp.186-9.
122. National Independent Political League, Memorial to President ■.Ilson.
Sept.17, 1913. W.W, Mes. L.C.
123. National Equal slights League, Address to the Country. Sept.20,1917.
W.W. Mas. L.C.
124. Pittsburg Courier. June 28,1912, p.l.
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"a progressive, clean and honest government, in City,
State and Nation in general, and for a just political
status for the colored people in particular."
It claimed to be non-partisan, and neither racially nor sexually
exclusive, and it planned to direct the potential ethical and mental
energy of the nation upon disfranchisement, social segregation and
iniquitous discriminatory laws, and to point out the indispensable need
for the ballot. It planned to crystallize sentiment against the present
conditions through an organized educational campaign, to compile and
distribute literature and conduct public lectures on the race's political
and economic destiny, to appraise men and measures in public life, to
expose political "marplots" in the legislative, judicial and executive
departments, to criticize and denounce selfish and self-styled leaders,
and finally to devote its influence uncompromisingly to the advocacy of
Jill principles, to the endorsement of all men, and to the support of all
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movements working for justice and progress. * The movement was founded
in fiery and flowery oratory, but it was quickly forgotten.
New York was another major centre of black organization. In 1895,
on the initiative of the Douglass Club, and despite the opposition of
the Sons of New York, New York blacks organized to test the enforcement
of the Malby Law, which forbade discrimination in restaurants, totels,
saloons etc. Nearly all the 200 members of the Douglass Club were
considered among the city's black elite; there was however little
occupational or educational difference between the two clubs. The
divide was tactical, the Douglass Club favouring active enforcement of
legal rights, while the Sons of New York felt safer If the coloured
race confined themselves to their development, and a social life among
their own people. It was an early manifestation of the radical/'
125. Messenger. Vol.1 (lfov.1917), p.33«
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conservative, integrationist/isolationist, activist/pacifist
44 4 4 126 •divide.
The anti-Negro riots of 1900 gave birth to the Citizens' Protec¬
tive League of New York, who produced considerable evidence in the form
of sworn affidavits to illustrate police complicity and brutality in
the riots of August 15-16, 1900. However the court proceedings that
it was depending upon for retribution degenerated into a legal farce,
127
after viiich it foundered on indifference. A Colored Literary
League protested against the increase in lynchings throughout the
country and the existence of peonage in the South, and organized a
Tprt
mass meeting to impress their protest on President Roosevelt. *
New York had one particularly elitist organization, the African Society
for Mutual Relief, whose member's largely represented the old families,
those who considered they had more intelligence and means than average,
129.
and to which no new member could be elected until an old one died.
In 1906 was founded the Committee for improving the Industrial Condition
of tire Negro in New lork, (C.I.I.C.N.Y.) which Iter was one of the three
organizations that merged to become the National Urban League (N.U.L.)
in 1911, while New York City was also the birthplace of the N.A.A.C.P.
On the other hand, the varied conditions of New York encouraged the
more revolutionary as well as the traditional movements to flourish.
Marcus Harvey found an attentive audience on the streets of Harlem,
while a society called the African Blood Brotherhood thrived between
1917 and 1923 on the aggressiveness created by the War. A rerolution-
ary secret order, it emphasized the fight for Negro rights in the U.S.
126. New York Times. June 19, pp.3-4; June 20, p.9f Juns 21, p.9;
June 22, p.9j June 30, p.20j July 3, p.lj Oct.14, p.5, 1895*
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as the prelude and prerequisite to aiding the black man's
struggle in other parts of the world. Its platform advocated armed
resistance against lynchings, self-determination for the Negro in those
states where he constituted a majority, the right of franchise in the
South, the struggle for equal rights and against Jim-Crow, the organiza¬
tion of the Negro into the established trade unions, opposition to the
discrimination practised by Unions, and the establishment of black
trade unions for those barred from white ones, end finally a world-
struggle to free Africa and defeat Imperialism there and in the West
Indies. Although it claimed 2,500 members, which is dubious, it did
launch the Crusader as its official organ. It opposed black enlistment
in the ar, as it was a white man's war for things the black man could
not enjoy at home; the first duty of the black was to make a stand in
the U.S. This organization was conceived in 1917 by intellectual,
urban New Yorker's, many of whom later became Communists, but by 1919 its
stronghold was in the South, despite the dangers, among West Virginia
miners."^*
The African Blood Brotherhood was part of a long succession of
secret orders, for "with the average Afro-American, his lodge, his church
and his political party were his Holy Trinity", and often his devotion
131
to the first outweighed his fealty to the other two combined. * In
fact, certain editors advocated that the churches, secret societies and
fraternal bodies should take over from the protective associations on
the race question, for they had men of ability, money and the necessary
influence."^* 1890-1901 was the ' Golden Age" of the Fraternity, when
366 new beneficial orders were established in addition to the 124 founded
130. W.P.A. Project, Negroes in New York. Schomburg.
131. Baltimore Afro-American. Aug.3,1895, p»l.
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in the previous decade. Some orders, like the Grand
Fountain of the United Order of the True Reformers, had an economic
motive, namely self-help.134, Inspite of their declared aims of lofty
idealism, race pride or economic self-help, these organizations
normally attracted working or lower middle class support rather than
appealing to the Talented Tenth.
Instead of the benevolent society, the Talented Tenth developed
their own secret orders in the 3hape of the college or graduate frater¬
nities. One of the oldest was Alpha Phi Alpha, which was organized at
Cornell in 1905-6, as a social and literary organization, and as a reply
to the exclusion practised by the white fraternities. (The black
students had a fair knowledge of the ceremonies of the white frater¬
nities, as many of than were employ®! by than, in the effort to finance
and pursue their college careers.) The brotherhood existed more for
the improvement of its members in scholarsldp and morality than to give
than a good time, and at first was very exclusive, opposing the admis¬
sion of chapters in all schools not of Grade A recognition, that is all
135
black institutions other than Howard. At about the same time, Pi
Garrsna Qmieron was or anized with 11 members at Ohio State University.
In 1914, "because of the manifest need for a closer fellowship between
the students" of the Chicago area, Upsilon Sigma Kappa was organized to
137.
encourage inter-collegiate strength along social and intellectual lines.
133- C.H. e3ley, history of the:- x proved benevolent and Protective Order
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The girls quickly followed suit, founding Delta Sigma Theta
at Howard in 1913* In the large majority in black colleges, the girls
aimed "to establish and maintain a high standard of morality and scholar¬
ship among wer**rrt."^* T+: oath to strive for the highest attainments
without lowering these for temporary benefits, to preserve health, not
to gossip, to purify the home, to protest against double standards in
morals, to take an active interest in the national welfare, to honour the
139
race and to struggle on despite the double handicap of race and sex,
was designed to encapsulate all the desirable attributes of womanhood,
and to promote and preserve these virtues.
Fraternities and sororities were only open to those invited to
join, either on the basis of character or scholastic merit, but usually
a combination of both, and those who were considered socially desirable.
Other fraternities were organized to promote a particular field of
endeavour, for example Delta Phi Delta, a late arrival on the frater¬
nity scene, which was founded to promote the science and art of journalises^*
At first a source of pride and elitism because they selected social
groups and fostered permanent friendships therein, and because they pro¬
vided housing and other amenities, the fraternities were soon criticized
for moral looseness, fostering snobbery, overemphasizing social functions,
and setting their interests above those of the college as a whole, but
they undoubtedly contributed to the formation of social norms and a sense
311.
of unity among college alumni.
There is a plethora of fragmentary information on the protest
138. M.E.Vroman, Shaped to its Purpose (New York,1965), p»5#
139. Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Oath, 1915* M.C.T. Mss., L.C.
140. Delta Phi Delta Constitution, J.W.J. Hob.Coll., Yale.
141. M.S.Thompson, 'What Contribution can Fraternities Make to the Moral
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activities of small groups of the Talented Tenth, most of
which associations mushroomed quickly and died equally fast. The
National Council of Colored Men, the ideological precursor to Niagara,
claimed that the status of their race in the United States bore a closer
analogy to that of denizens than to native bom citizens, and in at
least three states was a farce. Only a matter of weeks after the
placatory Atlanta disposition Address, this convention verbosely denoun¬
ced injustice, advocated organisation and race pride, and rejected
the philosophy of patience and accommodationism. Throwing scorn on
the methods of Tuskegee, and reported at ler^th in the white press,
these men openly stateds-
"We mark the opening of the militant period of our race in this
country. That tin® we conceive to be now, and our advice is for
every member of the race henceforth to employ every weapon of
every kind of warfare legitimately and courageously for the
demand of every right." lA2»
The time was not yet ripe for such forthright demands, but this conven¬
tion served notice to whites and blacks alike that there were those
among the prominent blacks who would neither acquiesce in prejudice, nor
accept the leadership tutelage of Booker T. Washington.
The American negro Historical Society of Pniladelphia was
organized on October 25, 1897, to hold monthly meetings for the reading
and discussion of papers, and comprised 2 churchmen, 2 journalists, 3
lawyers, 2 authors, 2 educators, 2 artisans, 2 small businessmen, a
143
postal clerk and a representative of a benevolent society. The
iiqual Rights Council, centred on Washington, D.C., claimed a member¬
ship of 200,000, and aimed to investigate and prosecute outrages
142. Hew York Times. Dec.14, 1895, p.l.
143. H.H.Wayman, 'The American Negro Historical Society of Philadelphia
and its Officers', Colored American Magazine (Feb.1903), p.287.
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against the civil and personal rights of blacks.
Other organizations were more concerned with practical subjects, such
as the Frederick Douglass Relief Association, which held monthly
145
meetings to discuss co-operation for uplift. * while the well-known
movements made the headlines, ardent young blacks planned to reach "the
unreached" in 1902, by means of the Negro Young People's Christian
Congress. This conference listened to Bishop Gaines and Booker T.
Washington advise them that the race problem would adjust itself
naturally, but they adopted a militant position."*^* The Loyal Legion
of Labor, founded in 1902, although it claimed to be a union of conser¬
vative businessmen, organized "to protect the exercise of the rights of
citizenship and to educate the masses sway from evils", had on its
Supreme Council many distinguished members of the Talented Tenth. Non¬
partisan and nondenominational, it was primarily educative and religious,
and planned to apply business principles to the organization of protest
147.
and racial uplift.
Local groups occasionally felt the need for action rather than
words, such as the Defence League of Letter 'riters, who aimed to concert-
Ti $
trate 100 letters within 30 days on any detractor of the race. * The
South was not without representation in this work of protest, although
platforms and policies were suitably tempered. The 1906 Address of the
Georgia Lqual Rights Convention was signed by K.M. Turner, W.L.B. DuBois,
J.M. Barber and John Hope among others, and followed the almost traditional
format of reminding the whites of black Americanism and service during
144. Baltimore Afro-American. Aug.3,1395, p.l.
145. Colored American. Far.19, 1098, p.2.
146. New York Times. Mar.3,1901, p.3j Aug.7 and 10,1902; Aug.6,1906, p.2.
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slavery* of their poverty which hampered their educational
and self-help ventures, of the restrictive economic opportunities and
the oppressive labour laws, and of their progress since Emancipation.
The Georgia environment had its effect on the content and style, for
the signatories, although making clear and insistent demands, were
4 j 1L9
obliged to conciliate some of the white man's prejudices.
Fore common in the South were organizations like the Savannah
Fen's Sunday Club, an organization of Savannah's social elite brought
together by Monroe Nathan ork on April 16, 1905, to carry out a wide
variety of service projects and cultural programmes. Based on his
experiences from his student days in Chicago where Work had bear a
member of the Chicago Sunday Men's Forum and knew of the Institutional
Church and ~ocial Settlement activities of R.K. V/right and R.C. Ransom,
Work, alttough not converting the Savannah Men's Sunday Club into a
branch of the Niagara Movement, used it as a platform from which to dis-
150
geminate the movement's doctrines. * Simultaneously he used it a3 a
base from which to conduct practical social work, such as the Health
Week of 1905. He planned to organize teams of physicians, dentists and
laymen, and use the Churches to contact the people, and solicit the co¬
operation of the ministers. The res-alt was that:-
"the gospel of good health was presented to the people in a
language so simple the most ignorant could comprehend xvhat
was being said."151.
_,ven after M.L. ork left for fu3kegee, overcoming his early reservations
about ashington's philosophy, the Club prospered. Cy 1920, it claimed
to have been inf luential in a boom in black business and 'a hundred per
149. Voice ox the Negro, Vol.Ill (1906), pp.175-7.
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cent increase in racial patriotism', through sending out a
pair of speakers every Sunday to every church in the city to preach
152
the doctrines of racial solidarity and racial patronage. In this
way the Talented Tenth encouraged social uplift and racial pride
concurrently.
The Mu-So-Lit Club of Washington, D.C., was able to claim a member¬
ship of 100 in 1914, and was one of the agencies responsible for bringing
the faculty at Howard University into closer contact vdth the other
153
citizens of the city. * By 1919, these organizations were all making
a concerted effort to prevent the duplication of resources, and united
in the National Federation of Colored Organizations and Institutions of
America, a federation of both inter- and intra-racial organizations,
dedicated to the securing of citizenship rights, political justice and
industrial freedom. It was composed of delegates from each association,
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and the membership had a voice but no vote. There was a definite
need to pool resources, but in many ways this abundance of mushrooming
organizations ensured their survival. They could never all be crushed
or eliminated, and, as one expired, another flourished in its place.
Intra:-racial organizations facilitated communication within the
Talented Tenth, giving it a chance to play a positive, active role in
racial leadership. Some of the organizations were predominantly
devoted to intellectual or cultural pursuits, but these provided a
forum for debate and a social meeting place. At the same time they
had practical functions, namely the rediscovery of the race's history
and heritage, and uhe articulate codification and formulation of racial
philosophies. Tho American Negro Academy in particular was the embodiment
152. Savannah Journal. Feb.28,1902. Clipping, M.N.W. Mss. T.I.
153* Unidentified clipping, no date. Mu-So-Lit Records, H.U.
154. Baltimore daily Herald. larch 27,1919. Clipping, N.A.A.C.P. Mss. L.C.
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of the concept of the Talented Tenthj its members were
committed to use their talents for racial leadership and intellectual
end cultural, development. Some organizations like the National Afro-
American Council had within them the potential to reconcile the various
approaches to racial leadership, especially the controversy between the
"radical" and the "conservative" factions, illustrating that the gulf
between these two groups - as never so wide that it could not have been
bridged. However feelings ran too deep to wield all the contending
groups into a permanent union. In comparison, the Niagara Movement
was avowedly a radical and protest organization, thus limiting itself to
include only the bravest of the Talented Tenth. It did cause alarm to
the Tuskegee Machine, but its appeal was only to the militant few. Many
other organizations added to the overall picture of Talented Tenth
activity, if on a local rather than a national scale. These were often
political or social gatherings, although 3oms did come into being, pre¬
cipitated by a local crisis or in order to further social work. Although
the majority of the race belorged to lodges or to benevolent societies
rather than the protest or betterment organizations, it was through the
latter that the Talented Tenth endeavoured to 'lead" the race, by defen¬
ding it against verbal attacks, by encouraging it to raise its educational,
social and living standards, by encouraging race pride and by mobilizing
sentiment and effort in the black cause. Apart from some legal work
and social settlement activity, the role of the Talented Tenth through
their organizations was inspirational rather than executive or decision¬
making. fhey were more effective when dealing with racial morale




t?i . hcadhishl? debate: i^eti-iodg ass altsigjatufss
The Talented Tenth were dedicated to a leadership role, yet
nowhere had any of the theorizers who had. identified the Talented Tenth
as a group explicitly defined the nature of this role. This paved the
way for debate, discussion and disagreement within the renks of the
Talented Tenth, and allowed plenty of scope for the expression of alter¬
native nodes of leadersldp. The Talented Tenth were not unanimous on
the most promising means of achieving a solution to the racial problem,
a lack of consensus which at times led them to affiliate with other "non-
Talented Tenth' groups. Central to the whole debate on strategy was
the reaction of the Talented Tenth to Booker T. Washington and the
accorrnodationist philosophy he preached, but tire re were various factions
aspiring to leadership, namely the politicians, the Church, the separatists
and eraigrationists, the demagogues like Garvey, and latterly the
socialists. These varying categories at varying times won the support
or the scom of different individuals from among the Talented Tenth, an
ambivalence which reflected the turmoil of the period both in conditions
and in ideology#
Many blacks felt that the methodology of leadership ought to be a
secondary consideration when compared to the more important goal of
racial unity. This unity could be purely economic, as in tire patronage
of race enterprises,"*or it could be social. A lack of cohesiveness due
to factions and cliques within the race was never more vividly exemp¬
lified than when three inaugural balls were organised on the same evening
1. Colored American, Jk>v.l6,1901, p.8.
St.C. Drake and H. Cayton, .lack metropolis (London.1946). pp.430-433*
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to accommodate "personal and social differences", * disagreement
on nonessentials was permissible, but not if it circumscribed the
united thought and effort of the race, * Pleas for organizations to
correlate all aspects of racial activity were frequent, ^'not only from
the blacks themselves but also from their xvhite patrons, 0,3, Villard
c
preached "solidarity1 and freedom from jealousy of the successful,
without appreciating either the irony or the possible consequences of
his words. The Tuskegse Machine consistently ascribed the attacks on
its policies to jealousy of its achievements, rather than crediting its
6
opponents with any conviction,0* Tbton felt that Christianity and
patience would bring unity about, eventually, and others felt that
Oppression was God's way of driving the race together for self-
n
protection, * A ashington editor could point to the example of the
Israelites in the possibilities growing out of thrift and industry, while
the Guardian feared lest the race, in a mistaken sense of unity, failed
to diversify its energies, thus becoming confined and restricted to
8
certain spheres.With more regard for impact than consistency, the
black press would identify with the Jews, the early Christians or Jesus
Christ, at random, projecting a racial image of persecuted and saint¬
like martyrdom. No organization ever came forward to mobilize and
utilize this sentiment for group cohesiveness and unity, thus the latter
remained one of the acknowledged aims of all factions, while none could
claim its achievement,
2, New fork Age. Mar.8, 1906, p.u.
3, New York .Jge. May 3, 1907, p,S.
4, Alexander's 1 'agazine. Vol.V, (Nov.15,1907), p,28,
5, Speech, April 4,1909 at Tuskegee, O.G.V. Mas. Harvard.
6, R.R.Moton to O.G.Villard, Nov.15,1910, 3.T, . Msa, L.C. and 0.G.V,
Mas, Harvard.
7, Colored American. June 14,1902, p«3»
3. Colored American. July 5, 1902, p.3j Guardian. Oct.25, 1902, p.l.
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The appeal to "consecretaion, service and sacrifice" as
a race pinned its hopes on the Constitution, philanthropy and religion
in appealing to the conscience of the nation and the sense of justice
o
of the Awrican people, but accomplished little in dealing with the
realities of the race problem. The Talented Tenth divided between
those who would prefer to evolve gradually towards full and equal citizen¬
ship, and those who *„:ould agitate to accelerate the process, either by
direct protest action, or by the more subtle means of litigation, in
deliberately "staged" test cases.Despite the intense debate within
toe group, the method commonly associated with the Talented Tenth was
agitation. The honeymoon period after the Atlanta Exposition Address
was never strong enough to still the voice of protest. In complaint
against its message, John Hope counselled his people to
"Be discontented. Be dissatisfied...Be as restless as the
tempestuous billows on the boundless sea. I-et your discontent
break mountain-high against the wall of prejudice..."H*
Jvenaaong the more conservative of the black editors, consternation was
expressed that the bulk of the race could be satisfied "with a crumb,
when the whole loaf of citizenship and manhood is guaranteed to us by
law", and they advised that the Negro should "stand by his guns", if
IP
attacked, (but should work constructively if not). * The spectre of
black revolution iiaunted the white press, who reported with an alarm
verging on panic any advice to revolt, such as that from Rev. M.F.
Jacobs of A.A.h.kion Church, "You should contend unto death for your
rights. No people and no race has ever been anything without the
9. Boston Chronicle. Sept.2S,1933j Black Dispatch (Oklahoma City),
Mar.22,1934. Clippings, K.M. so. H.U.
10. J.A. Garraty, narrels Th?t Have Ghaped the Constitution (New
York, 1966), p.146.
11. H.forrence, Hie torv of Jpiin Hone (New York,1948), pp.UV5.
12. Colored American. May 25,1901, p.8j Sept.6,1902, p.3.
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shedding of blood". But the white newspapers failed to
differentiate between the advocates of aggressive and defensive
violencej in fact, any talk of a black uprising before World War I
was not only rare, but wa3 also an anathema to most black leaders.
The radicals were taunted by challenges to practise wliat they
preached, namely to go into restuarants, theatres or hotels, and
exhibit their courage in thet way^" by risking eviction or incarcera¬
tion. The time was not yet auspicious for this type of action. The
educated churchmen took a fim stand, condemning the conservatives as
traitors, deficient in true manhood or self-respect. however, when
faced with the horror of the Atlanta Race I lot of 1906, F.J. Grimke,
advised caution, discretion and progressive development, but only in
order to save innocent lives. He wanted federal officials if dismissed
on account of their colour, to protest vigourously, and his militancy
reached a peak in a series of stirring addresses to returning veterans
in 1919, which culminated in Claude McKay's "If We Must Die..." being
15 '
read from the pulpit. Pastors like Grirake were in a position to
advocate agitation, for they were neither dependent on white philan¬
thropy nor on the tutelage of Booker X. Washington.
W.E.B. DuSois, drifting more and more into the role of an activist,
when assessing the value of agitation, admitted that it was not a
pleasant role to play. Necessity prevailed over nicety and he came to
espouse toe caU3e of agitation, for he believed that this was toe pre-
16
decessor of all great reform movements. * His aim was to be able to
13. hew York limes. Mar.14,1904, p.5.
14. hew York hiro. reprinted in Colored ,'rncrican. Mar,5, 1904.
15. C.G.'.'oodson, The Works of ".J.Grimka (3 Vols., Washington, B.C.,
1942), Persons*. Nov.20,1900,p.£3£Ff~0ct.7,1906,p.414; Mar.2?,1909,
p.429; Nov.27,1919, p.607.
16. W.E.B.DuBois, 'The Value of Agitation', The Voice. Mar.27,1909,p.109.
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critize people like Washington or Mb ton or Taft openly and
courteously, and to retain a position from which it would always be
17
possible for him to exercise freedom of speech. *
The most renouned exponent of agitation roust surely have been
William Monroe Trotter. He was very aware that any co-operation with
whites restricted the efficacy of this method, and believed that, as
in the N.A.A.C.P., "expenses paid" was fatal to black enterprises. He
was in the forefront of the attack on Washington, denouncing him at the
Radical Protective Association, and launching the Guardian as his
vehicle of anti-Tuskegee propaganda. "peaches promising political
activity and agitation stirred some to radicalism, at a time when racial
conservatism was both fashionable and prudent. Trotter appreciated his
race's tendency to deprecate agitation, but he explained that anything
which failed to make itself known to public opinion was construed as non¬
existent, and therefore the race should not be embarrassed into hiding
its grievances and humiliations. Agitation was necessary to expose the
evil of the denial of equal rights, and thereby commence its destruction,
or reform. Acquiescence increased rather than decreased the contempt
of the oppressor towards his victim, and intensified the myths created
by prejudice of predestined inferiority. The problem wa3 basically
one of the analysis of the situation - Trotter saw the root cause of
his race's predicament £3 white racism, which gradual advance along
moral or material lines was not going to soften. He also ruled out
physical force as a viable alternative, for the blacks were in too
18
small a minority to be able to achieve anything by violence. *
17. W.n.B.DuBois to d. R.Mb ton, Nov.21,1910. B.T.W. Mas. L.C.
13. Bay iate manner. Oct.8,1966; ioston Traveller.Oct.25.1901:
G^arvi^n. May 17,1902fp.l (Text of speech at anti-disfranchisement
meeting, Taneuil Hall;; Guardian. Apr.25,1903.
W.M,Trotter, 'Agitation as a Means to Protect Equed ^'blic Rights',
A.M. Review. Vol.31 (1914-15), pp.240-41.
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One method of direct action was the boycott movement.
Protests occurred in all the states of the Confederacy against segregated
Jim-Crow cars, led by an elite of prominent business and professional
men, with a sprinkling of federal employees or the rare politician.
These leaders were considered respectable rather than radical or fire¬
brands, and many who were supporters of Washington surprisingly des¬
cribed their action as "a conservative protest". Ihis kind of action
was ignored by the Niagara Movement, but it was construed as the least
provocative kind of protest, for it avoided inter-racial confrontation.
It declined in popularity because of lack of results, but it did lead
to the development of black transportation companies, mirroring a
general shift from agitation and politics to economic advancement, self-
19.
help and racial solidarity, as a means of coping with the situation.
It seemed at least temporarily that the agitators were destined to
tread a lonely path.
The terms "radical" and "conservative" require a precise definition
in the context of the debate on black strategy, for both were enotive
epithets used with little regard to their generally accepted meanings.
In 1903, Kelly Miller attempted to codify the debate in his essay entitled
Radicals and Conservatives, claiming that no thoughtful Negro could be
satisfied with his race's status. Self-respect compelled him to unremit¬
ting protest, the manner of which could be mild or pronounced, according
to the dictates of prudence. Both groups had the same ends in view, but
20
differed as to the most effective means of attaining than. * It was
21
merely a question of ratio and proportion not of fundamental controversy. *
19. A.Heier and j.Rudwick, 'The Boycott J ovement Against Jim-Crow Street
Cars in the South,1900-06', Msslssippi Valley Historical Review.
Vol.LV (1963), pp.756-65.
20. Kelly Miller, Race Adjustment (Hew York 1968), p.11.
21. Ibid., p.19.
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Those who were described as "radical" were only so on th©
race question; their attitudes to other social questions, while
affected by their racial perspective, were those of any typical
Americans. On many issues they were in fact so typical that the
Talented Tenth as well as the luskegee people were often described as
conservative. Miller himself consciously sat on the fence", trying
to mediate between the opposing factions, and his position was that of
many of the Talented Tenth, who were confused, if not indecisive, about
the most efficacious policy in dealing with the race question. Few
were as consistent in their espousal of any doctrine a3 were the most
prominent leaders. The Boston Evening Transcript decided that the
majority of blacks ranged between the wide-apart views, believing
neither in revolution nor surrender, but too often they let a mere
22.
difference in point of view become an irrepressible conflict. * On
the other hand, DuBois felt that the differences were all too real, and
he analysed the points of divergence as the scope of education, the
necessity of the right of suffrage, the importance of civil rights, the
23conciliation of the South and the future of the race in America. These
issues were the core of what is known as "The faahington-DuBois Controv¬
ersy" and they came to symbolize the basic elements in the radical-
conservative divide.
It must be stressed that the use of "radical" applied to racial
protest only, and does not describe the wider social or political
philosophies of those concerned. "Radical" is a relative term, in
the racial context it usually referred to any opponent of vashington
or his ideology. The socialist editors of the Messenger tried to
22. Boston venim Transcript. Sept.18,1903,p.8; Sept,19,1903,p»22.




"One usually thinks of the Negro radical not as one who
insists upon economic or political radicalism, but as
the Negro who opposes lynching, demands the vote, con¬
demns the Jim-Crow car, segregation, discrimination and
general insult, while an extreme or ultra-Negro radical
means a Negro who insists on social equality...One who
has neither political nor industrial radicalism can
hardly be called a radical in the strictest sense of
the word. "24.
Not only were the Talented Tenth generally not radicals in the full
sense of the term, neither did they view their plight from the perspec¬
tive of class-consciousness. Caught between "the cievil of Cracker
prejudice and the deep sea of respectable white condescension", the
black intellectuals allegedly displayed this lack of class feeling in
their rejection of those novels which portrayed the black as proletarian,
even when it was done truthfully and artistically, as these did not
25.
square with their "false, soft-headed and wine-watered notions".
This was later intensified during the Harlem Renaissance, but its roots
lay in the social, political and literary attitudes of the pre-war
Talented Tenth.
The most obvious polarization of strategy and outlook was the
antagonism between Washington and the Talented Tenth, or between the
accoramodators and the agitators. This is not quite the simple dic¬
hotomy it would appear, for just as not all of the Talented Tenth
were racial radicals or agitators, neither can all of Cashington's
supporters be classified as anti-intellectual, or rightfully excluded
from tiie Talented Tenth. The spectrum was too small to allow great
ideological deviation, hence the two sides were never too far apart,
nor was the dividing line ever precise. The room in which the blacks
could manoeuvre psycliologically and intellectually wa3 as circumscribed
24. 'The Negro Radicals', The "assenger. 7ol.II (Oct.1919), pp.17-18.
25. C.I'cKay to J.W.Johnson, Apr.30,1928, J.W.J. Coll. 3einecke, Yale,
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as it was physically.
The complexities of the enigmatic career and character of iboker
26
T, Washington are beyond the scope of this work, *but he was too
central to the black history of the period 1895-1915 to be neglected.
Of relevance are the reaction of the Talented Tenth to the Tuskegee
Machine, his role both as intra?- and inter-racial leader, opposition to
him and his reaction to it, his relations with the Talented Tenth, and
the power of his example,
Washington's prestige derived primarily from his position as
founder and principal of the Tuskegee Institute. In Macon County,
Alabama, to build a school for blacks, of any kind, was a considerable
achievement, especially at a time of mounting white hostility,
ashington arrived at Tuskegee in 1881, a product of the Hampton
Institute, Va., and a firm disciple of Samuel Chapman Armstrong, who
believed that "Real life makes real men", that "education wa3 only a
means to an end", and that the educated man usually over-estimated him-
27
self because his intellect had grown faster than his experience of life.'*
Hampton's first object was to make the black student appreciate the
p -r ■
difference between forced labour and free labour, *and it was a punish¬
ment there to deprive a student of work. Hampton claimed that through
its outpo3ts and graduates, it had established the method of industrial
26. L,R.Harlan, Booker T.Cashington: The Making of a Black leader
(Vol.1, New York,1972),
A.'eier.-egro Thought in •erica: Racial Ideologies in the Age of
Dooker x. ashington (Ann Arbor.1957).
H.Kawkins, Dooker T. ashing:ton find hi3 Critics (Boston, 1962).
3.Kathews, Booker T. ashington (London,1949).
C.L.Thornborough, Booker I.' ashington (Englewood Cliffs, 1969).
27. S.C.Armstrong, j/iueation for Life (1914) p.7. J.W.J. Coll. Yale,
28. B.T.Washington, 'The Salvation of the Negro1, orld's Work. Vol.2
(July,1901), p.962.
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training as the educational solution to the race problem.
Washington set out to apply these principles to the Alabama situation,
as far as was possible. Seeing his work as "to unite the forces of
the lie ad and hand, giving to each its rightful proportion in the great
educational scheme of the race", Washington aimed to supply well-
equipped teachers able and eager to teach gardening and carpentry, as
well as grammar and arithmetic, who would organize the social life of
their communities upon wholesome principles, "tactfully restraining
grossness and unobtrusively proferiing new and nobler sources of
enjoyment"Like the Talented Tenth, he felt that the majority of
the race needed direction, and he applied to his own ends the idea of
31
thought in action, the combination of "brain and hand , heart and feet", *
As the scholar could not become a detached intellectual,neither could a
school principal's world be restricted to the carpus. Those who were
trained had a duty to aid those who were not, and this concept of duty
was instilled by both schools of thought in the leadership debate.
Washington related the work of his school to the community through
the activities of the Phelps Hall Bible School, the Experiment Station,
and the Annual Farmers' Conferences. Appalled by the illiteracy and
life-style of the average black preacher, Washington endeavoured to
elevate these men that they might set a better example to their flock.
ministers were welcome to join the theological students at Phelps Hall,
no entry qualifications were required of the former, and they were taught
32
the elements of literacy and theology. The ministers usually had
churches within five to twenty-five miles of the Institute, and most
33 •
came a distance of ten to twelve miles for their lessons. * Appreciating
27TMT,rrlsscll. iarptonTT ess'age (1914J op.8 and IB. J. .J. Coll..Yale.
30. Colored Americen.Apr.9.198.P.4; 3.1, ashington.Tuskegee and Its
People (New York.1971). p*6l.
31. J.V'.E.Bowen, 'Doing Things at Tuskegee Institute' , Co ice of the -<egro.
Vol.2 (April,1905), p.249.
32. Interview with Rev .Woodford Smith, May 24,1973*
33* B.T .Washington to O.E.Phelps Stokes, Jan.21,1904. Phelps Stokes Mss.Yale.
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that the church was the greatest influence in the life of
the rural Negro, and having thus attempted to win over the pastors,
the Institute then took the Jesup Agricultural agcn round to the
church yards on undays, or to other sites where large crowds could be
expected* The aim was to reach those who did not come to the farmers'
conferences, due to the imaginary discomfort of being obliged to mingle
with "the educated", or for some other reason. Campbell's
liveable School was the extension of George Washington Carver's Experi¬
ment Station, and worked on the principle that demonstration was the
purest form of teaching. It was vital to teach efficient methods of
growing crops, manuring the soil and other improvements, and to teach
farmers' wives the nutritional value of vegetables and how to cook them.
Carver did issue bulletins on his experiments, but these were of no use
to farriers who could not read. "So he made a 'bulletin' 20 acres across -
35
the school farm". Tuskegee was not only practising what she herself
preached, but also what the Talented Tenth taught - that the educated
few should help the less fortunate majority.
Ihe Farmers' Conferences were mainly geared to the small farmers
of the locality, and every year they gave Washington a direct and personal
endorsement of his philosophy. Resolutions stressed the need for moral
and material improvement, of buying land, raising more food supplies,
building bigger homes, (i.e. with more than one room) and better school-
houses, extending the term to at least six month3, giving more attention
to the cliaracter of teachers and ministers, keeping out of debt,
avoiding lawsuits, respecting women and holding conferences. More was
34. T •M.Campbell, The Moveable School Goes to the Negro Farmer (Tuskegee,
1936), pp.90-91.
35. R.ilolt, George Washington Carver (Garden City,N.Y.,1943)»p«154.
L.Elliott, George 'Washington Carver: The . an Who Overcame (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., 1966), p.113.
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to be accomplished by work than by complaint, for business
opportunities ivere purportedly opening for Negroes in the South,
therefore the remedy was seen to be in working where they were, rattier
36
than in migration. The Conferences sought "to confine ourselves to
things that lie within our power to remedy", and were convinced "that
we shall secure our rightful place as citizens in proportion as we
37.
possess Christian character, education and property". * It is only
fair to Washington to say that he was materialistic, but not mercenary;
33
he saw possessions as the means to "high moral and religious living". *
In time these conferences became a two-day workshop experience, with
crop rotation, soil conservation and co-operative marketing among the
themes which engaged the farmers and their families for two full days,
who as guests of the Institute, received free accommodation and food,
while they imbued its doc trines, ^'Tuskegee*s alumni eulogized their
alma mater "as not only an institution of learning, but an idea - it
was more than an inter-cultural clinic, it was an intersectional, inter¬
racial and international fonmf from which its field representatives went
out, indoctrinated with the belief that they were going to sell an idea,
which in the last analysis was a measure of social security, in the
40.
same fashion as an insurance agent sold his policies.
It is necessary to distinguish between the Hampton and Tuskegee
philosophies at this point, for Tuskegee had gone beyond the type of
36. Oaily Picayune. Feb.22,1895, p.14.
37. hew fork Hmes. Feb.27,1395, p.10.
38. J.Q.Johnson, Report of the Fifth ruskegee Negro Conference, in
H.Aptheker, A Documentary History of the Negro People in the United
States. Vol.1 (Few York,1951), p.771.
39. Few fork Age. Feb.23,1905, p.l.
40. J.O.Thomas, My '"tory in lack and hite (New York,1967), p.4V-5j 70.
African limes and Orient Review. July, 1912, p.3D.
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accommodation practised by its mother school. Tuskegee is
as accessible from Atlanta as Hampton is from Washington, B.C., both
urban centres of the Talented Tenth, yet Tuskegee neither encouraged
nor attracted the college educated in the way that the Hampton Confer¬
ences did. In 1897, the Hampton Conferences combined sociological
investigation and direct instruction in the practical matters of living
and working, in subjects ranging from scientific faming, emigration
and crime, to morals, sanitary measures and dress. Both Kelly Miller
and W.C.B.BuBoia participated. Miller reading his .yeview of Hoffman's
!'P»aee Traits and Tendencies of the negro" which was published in that
year as the first Occasional Paper of the American Negro Academy, which
could hardly be considered an accommodationist organization. In 1898,
Daniel Hale V.illiams joined Washington among the participants, in a
conference held as "representative of the best elements of the race".
The Hampton Conference was in fact composed of Afro-Americans prominent
in educational, ministerial and newspaper work, in sharp contrast to
the composition of the Tuskegee conferences, which aimed to gather the
farmers and artisans, and focus their opinions. From this auspicious
beginning as an arbiter between all factions of racial opinion, Hampton
moved temporarily to a more conservative position, stressing self-help
and tabooing politics, refusing to make complaint against ill-treatment
or "seditious utterances", and refraining from discussing suffrage. One
issue that was raised in 1901, proved to be far-3ighted: by that date
250,000 blacks were addicted to narcotics, especially cocaine, but the
Conference declined to draw any conclusions as to the connection between
social conditions and the causes of drug addiction. 3y 1909, Hampton
still preferred stressing concrete results to theorizing, but was
becoming openly more defensive about the Negro, for example claiming
that he wa3 rot more criminal but merely more convicted than his white
HI.
brother. It was also moving towards a co-ordination of
the efforts of race workers and their white friends, in general terms
by providing a forum, and in particular by launching co-operative
movements, namely the campaign against tuberculosis, and another for
concerted action for "purer homes, better schools, more useful churches
and more productive farms" .^# Hampton did espouse a basically conser¬
vative line, but the personnel and proceedings of the conferences
suggest a liason with the Talented Tenth, especially before 1901. At
Tuskegee, although the conferences had little intellectual significance,
the staff did however comprise many Fisk graduates, while G.W. Carver,
M.M.Work and to a lesser extent T.M, Campbell, must be enumerated among
the ranks of the Talented Tenth. Carver completely accepted the
Washingtonian ideology, while ork, who was once a state secretary in
the JiLagara Fovement, came to espouse the Tuskegee way. The divisions
either of men or ideas were never clear cut, nor were the two spheres
mutually exclusive.
The Talented Tenth objected to the ever-increasing power and size
of hashington"s "Tuskegee Machine", as much as to the content of his
philosophy. Professor L. Harlan has analysed this growth, clarifying
the infrastructure laid in the late 1890's by Washington's excursions
into politics and secret activities, his manoeuverings to control the
Afro-American Council, the founding of the National Negro Business
League, and press releases to the /ssociated Press. After 1901 came
hi3 control of the black press by subsidy and purchase, espionage on
a broad scale, tighter control of black political patronage and yet
41. Outlook. Aug.7,1897} Lexington Leader. Kty,June 24,1898; l ew York
Times. July 25,1898; hew York Bun. July 31,1898; New York Times.
July 18 and 20,1901; Outlook. July 31,1909; Boston vening Trans¬
cript. July 15 and 17,1901; New York jyening Post. July 16,1910;
Outlook. July 30,1910. Clippings, H.I.
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more secret activities. Despite Washington's advice to
others, mid his protestations that he himself eschewed politics, his
political influence was recognized by his friends and enemies alike.
The mskegee I'achine is crucial to an understanding of the activities
of Booker T. I ashington, and its structure and functioning have been
detailed elsewhere. It is more relevant here to discuss the concep¬
tions and misconceptions which the Talented Tenth held of it, and how
these provoked their opposition.
The Atlanta Address, although generally applauded, was described
by the Cleveland Gazette as the work of a "trimmer and a temporizer,
one of that sort of educational 'money-getters' Who come north every
I o
year..." and was criticized by none other than John Hope (ses supra).
These murraurlngs died down until 1901, when in Washington's adopted
state of Alabama, 2 prominent black ministers published a long article
critizing the tone, temper and sentiments of the appeal of Booker T.
Washington, W.H, Council and other leading blacks to the Constitutional
44.
Convention on behalf of their race. The Afro-American Council had
been sensitive to the coming rift since it3 second convention in 1899,
and was feeling the strain of trying to maintain a balance. The
Guardian attacked ashington from its birth, calling for his repudiation
it;
as a leader and heaping abuse on him, belittling him or predicting
his downfall, in such editorials as "....southern whites, as soon as
they find him in this business (politics) will have no more U3e for
him" and "Washington has no policy other than for himself..Prior
42. Harlan, op.clt.. pp.254-271.
43. Cleveland Gazette. Dec.7,1895, p.2.
44# Hew Yore Tims3. June 4,1901, p.5.
45. Guartian. July 26,1902, p.4.
46. Guardian, Nov.l and 15,1902, p.4.
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to the Boston Riot, Washington ascribed the position of
Trotter and Forbes to a misunderstanding of Southern conditions, but
charity was quickly dissipated. He encouraged William Pickens to
try
bring a law suit for libel, ''and supported the efforts of Charles
Alexander to smash the Guardian. The sane year, "Of Mr. Booker T.
Washington and others", although saying nothing new, brought OuDois
out of the seclusion of the social scientist into the radical camp,
by his public indictment of the Tuskegeean as a political boss. These
were soon followed by the publication of the doice of the Negro, and
the birth of the Niagara Movement.
Washington had made direct and indirect approaches to DuBois,
offering him a reference for the superintendancy of Negro schools in
D.C. in 1900, the editorship of a I lampton-based journal in 1901, and
appointments, vrith an increased salary, at Tuskegee In 1902. * In
1395, Washington had had no reason to fear DuSois, who had written to
the New York Me endorsing the Atlanta Address, and suggesting that it
might be the basis of a real settlement in the South, if the South
opened the doors of economic opportunity to blacks, and they co¬
operated with whites in political sympathy. In retrospect, DuBois saw
L9
thi3 as frustrated by the Am-Crow legislation enacted 1895-1909.
Explaining his drift from detachment to involvement as an emotional
reaction to conditions, DuBois could not reconcile the reality of
Washington's career, which reached its zenith 1899-1905, with the state¬
ments that he made. DuBois also claimed that he did not precipitate
the controversy, but that it was the inevitable result of ashington's
47. Guardian. July 11,1903, p.6.
48. H.Aptheker, Toward ,.egro Lreedom (New York,1956),pp.96-99.
H.Aptheker, The Papers of .F.B.DuPois: Vol.I.Correspondence
(Amherst,!"ass.,1973J, p.44.
49. W.E.B.GuBois, Dusk of Dawn'(Mew York,1940), p.55.
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search for uniformity and submission to the dominant public
opinion. He was aggrieved further by the support which the Tuakegee
Machine obtained from the North, mainly from benefactors wlio were
50
capitalists first and philanthropists second. Hie "b ashingtorv-
DuBois" controversy was the intensification and microcosm of the wider
divide between the radicals and conservatives <vithin the race; it
existed prior to the advent of DuBois, v/ho did however polarize and
personalize it.
The contacts between the two men before tiie outbreak of the
"Controversy" led to Washington proposing a private conference, and
sending out letters to about fifteen representative blacks, inviting
51.
them to attempt, to come to some sort of agreement. * The Conference
took place in January, 1904, in Carnegie Hall, New York, and presumably
DuDois made public his ten principles, namely full political rights,
higher education for selected Negro youth, industrial education for the
masses, common school training for every black child, the stoppage of
the campaign of self-depreciation, careful study of the real conditions
of the Negro, a national Negro periodical, thorough and efficient federa¬
tion of Negro societies and activities, raising of a defence fund and a
52
judicious fight in the courts for civil rights. * The Conference
established a sub-coasnittee of DuBois, Washington and Hugh M. Browne,
of Cheynej^ Pa., to select the steering committee of 12. Browne was a
"Washington man' and the vote went continuously two to one against
Dubois, hence he resigned.
A very select elite, the personnel of the Committee of 12 were
50* Ibid«* PP-69, 74-77.
51. H./.ptheker, 'The aahington-DuT3ois Controversy', 'cience and Doclety.
Vol.13 (1949), p.346.
52. W.E.B.DuBois to Kelly Killer, Feb«25,1903, Broderick's Notes.
H.Aptheker, The Papers of ..^.B.DuBols.Vol.1.. p.53»
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B.T. ashington, H.M.Browne, C.E.Bentley, E.C .Morris,
y
_
C.W.Anderson, A.H.Grimke, G.H.Clinton, K.Miller, J.'V.E. Bowen,
T.T.Fortune, H.T.Kealing and C.W.Chesnutt.^* Although BuBois
dropped out, this did give him an insight into Washington's less con¬
ciliatory activities, for a3hington shared his plans to produce and
distribute the inforaation necessary to secure coloured representation
on juries, and to compile a circular of the various requirements for
54
voting in the southern states. The Committee planned to direct the
race towards constructive effort, to bring this to the nation's atten¬
tion, and to emphasize the points of agreement rather than dispute
,1 thin the race. Much power devolved upon the; executive to take
initiativesj in fact the members were kept informed of executive
55.
decisions rather than allowed to participate in them. * They planned
to use the press, black and white, North and South, the pulpit, plat¬
form and printed circulars, private correspondence or any other approp¬
riate means; the money was supplied, at least in part, by Andrew
Carnegie, but the executive repeatedly emphasized that they were not
56.
yet ready to make their purpose and work puhlic. * The Committee cir¬
culated printed matter including Carnegie's Edinburgh Address. A.M.
Grimke's'why Disfranchisement is 3adx, W.H. Smith's'The Kegro's Right to
Jury Representation, C. Schurz's'Can the South Solve the Regno Problem'/
57
and pamphlets illustrating self-help and success. The Committee
lacked unison or liason in any meaningful sense, for Charles Chesnutt
58
felt obliged to inquire in 1909 who the other members in fact were. *
53. K.M.Browne to C.W.Chesnutt, May 20,1905. C.W.C. Kss. Fiak.
54. B.T.Washington to W.E.E.DuBois, Jan.27,1904. B.T.W. Mss. L.C.
55. C.E.hentley toA.H.Grimke, Kar.20,1905. A.H.G. Mas. H.U.
56. Circular, Committee of Twelve, July 28,1904. C.W.C. MB®. Fisk.
57. H .M.Browne to C.W.Chesnutt, Mar.2,1909. C.W.C. Mss. Fisk.
58. H.M.Browne to C.W.Chesnutt, Mar.2,1909. C.W.C. Mss. Fiak.
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The extent to which the two factions were in accord
was shown by the proximity of the proposals of Dubois and toe final
resolutions adopted in 1904 by the Conference. These were that the
bulk of the Negro race should be encouraged to remain and work in the
South; that the right to vote was of paramount importance, and that
voters in the North and West should organize to return representatives
to Congress and the State Legislatures friendly to toe -agro; that
they opposed all restrictions on civil rights in travel and public
accomodations, and urged toe institution of suits against common
carriers in cases of discrimination; that the education of the Negro
race should consist of higher, el«f.entary and industrial education; a
vigorous denunciation of lynching and mob violence, while condemning
rape and other crime; co-operation with toe white South without the
compromise of manhood; that the three constituents of the race problem,
toe northern white, toe Southern white and the Negro should confer;
dissemination of knowledge and data on the conditions of the race. The
Committee of 14, when appointed, was to unify and bring into co-operation
all organizations, to be a central bureau of cc-operation between all
sections of toe country and to be a bureau of information on all subjects
relating to toe race. No defence fund was raised nor periodical
founded, but a Conference, called and controlled by Washington, had
endorsed eight out of DuBois's ten points, and had denounced lynching,
in addition to making constructive suggestions. Although the divisions
59.
did not sean too fundamental, they were apparently irreconcilable.
59* Summary of *roceedings,Conference of Prominent Colored en, Jan.6,
7, 8, 1904. B.T.W. Mse. L.C.
The slrnatories of these resolutions were ashington, DuBoia ,A.C-rant,
C.w.Anderson,. .H.Grimke,,!. ... 6won,H,T.&eallng,T.T."ortune,'l.L.
Williams,F.L.McGhee,E.H.Morris,'"..^.Courtney, J.C.Napier, G.L.Knox,
S.B.Scott,C.G.rorgan,G.C.."orris,A. alters,-•.L.fmdth,P.3. .Pinchback,
J.S.Trotter, ..H .Steward, J.II.Paynes, J. /.Lyons,K.Miller,C.T. alker,
W.i cKialey, _. J.Scott,H #F"• Browne•
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The Tuskegeesns dismissed the early opposition to
Washington as»
"A tempest in a teapot...(that had)...no ill effect on
the masses",
or as the little coterie of fanatics, dreamers and illusionists".1"'^*
Wellington himself felt that it was rooted in jealousy, envy or
political ambition, but he felt that the rank-and-file continued to
"see matters clearly and correctly" and loyally stand by But
even Alexander1s Magazine plucked up enough courage to accuse him of
mistakes in yielding to the destructive sentiments against the negro in
62.
the Southern states, and in cringing and servility. Once his aura
of infallibility on racial dogma had been cracked, more were prepared to
speak out against at least some aspects of fuskegee philosophy, even, if
they could not go as far as the more extreme radicals.
Some members of the Talented Tenth maintained a cordial personal
relationship with Washington, while disagreeing firmly with his
position. Timothy Thorns Fortune had tried to reconcile his private
beliefs with his friendship for Washington, both through the columns
of the New York Age and in the Afro-American Council, but he found that
he was coming under increasing pressure from both sides, until the
tension was too much for him. Charles : 'addell Chesnutt, the Cleveland
lawyer and novelist, achieved a more successful balance. He felt
Washington swam with the tide rather than directed events, and for that
/ <3
reason the radicals had overreacted} * his correspondence with
60. volored Amorican.Feb.14.1903. p.8; R.W.Thompson to B.T.Washington,
Fiar.6,1907, B.T.W. Mso. L.C.
61. B.T.Washington to H.B.Frissell, Nov.3,1903* B.T. . J-'ss. II.I.
62. ;Alexander's "a^ayine. Vol.l (Sept.1905).
63. C. .Chesnutt to W.F.Trotter, Dec.28,1901. C.W.C. I'ss. Fisk.
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Washington is illustrative of several facets of the relationship
beWeen Booker T. Washington and the Talented Tenth. Washington was
prepared to indulge Chesnutt'3 literary works, but not to publicly
endorse his politics, and was willing to explain to him, carefully and
patiently, his true feelings. Washington claimed that the black had
lost Ms civil rights before the death of Frederick Douglass, and that
although the constitutional guarantees must be demanded, the Negro
would have to rely on the influence he could bring to bear in his
immediate community for his ultimate defence. Laws could not give an
individual any power which he does not intrinsically possess, and so
this was where public sentiment and the recognition of the black man's
character and wealth would be crucial. Washington also felt that
pronouncements on lynching and the franchise should be timely rather
than constant. Moreover, he felt that he was much wrongedj having
risked the wrath of the white Southern press both in condemning lynching
and in dining at the hite House (1901), he did not understand what
*.ore the radicals wished him to do. Chesnutt would reply, reminding
Washington of the importance of education and the franchise, the
outrages committed against the black man, end sometimes introducing
new arguments,0^"but ashington was no philosopher. He repeated the
need for the Negro to gain material, mental, moral and political
strength, to work himself up from weakness to strength. Washington
believed that he was in fact agitating, and he recognized that some
rr.etliods were applicable to the North and others to the South. Chesnutt
64. B.T.Washington to C. -.Chesnutt, Nay 16,1903. C../.C. Mss. risk.
B.T.Washington to C.W.Chesnutt, July 7,1903. B.T.W. Mss. L.C.
C.W.Chesnutt to 3.T. ashington, Aug.11,1903. 3.T.N. Mss. L,C.
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remained -unconvinced of the efficacy of ashing ton's
methods, but the two continued to correspond cordially. 8y 1907,
Washington was despairing that his race would ever believe his earnest
desire for the ballot; it was a matter of differing priorities, and
65.
of method, not of permanent principle. The misinterpretations of
Washington, of which he was aware and many of which he sought to
rectify in certain black minds, arose out of his delicate, dual path
as inter-racial spokesman and intra-racial leader.
His conception of his role as intra-racial leader consisted in
the power of example, his secret activities, and the preservation of
his monopoly by the diminution of the impact of the Talented Tenth.
He would use friendship with some, like Fortune and Chesmitt, or he
would place others in embarrassing debts so that they were no longer
in a position to be actively hostile, John Hope, a Southerner and a
College President, had ventured to Harper's Ferry and to the National
Negro Conference in Mew York in 1909, but he was effectively silenced
by a gift from Carnegie, obtained through the intercession of Washington.
He even suggested to DuBois that the split had then gone far enough, and
66
that men such as himself should not be forced to take sides. * Washing¬
ton worked consistently to undermine the Niagara Movement, and to keep
control of the A£ro-iimer±can Council, but the supreme challenge to his
leadership hegemony was the birth of the N.A.A.C.P.
ashington was prepared to tolerate almost anything the radicals
said, so long as they did not attack him personally; he might even
have agreed with John S.White that DuBois was his good fortune, for he
67.
served to hold the Southern whites in sympathy with the Tuskegee line.
65. B.T.Washington to C.W.Chesnutt, Dec.6,1907. B.T.W, Mss. L.C.
66. John Hope to W.E.B.DuBois Jan.17,1910 in R.Torrence.op.cit.. pp.160-62.
67. J.S.White to R.S. aker Apr.23,1908. R.S.B. Mas. L.C.
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But he honestly believed that his was the only viable solution
for the South, where 90& of his people were concentrated, and he also
possibly feared that his personal position might be jeopardized.
Washington liked both power itself and the illusion of power, and
feared lest his supremacy be undermined. Hence he ascribed his own
meglomaniac tendancies to his opponents, denying their idealism and
discrediting their integrity. Washington neither attended the Confer¬
ence of 1909, nor joined the new movement, which absorbed the remnants
of the Niagara Movement, the Afro-American Council, and some members of
the Constitutional League. The most effective protest and agitational
organization since slavery days, it was also the most efficient combina¬
tion of the forces opposed to Booker T..Washington. Despite the opposition
68.
of the latter and the feverish activity of his cohort, Charles Anderson,
the N.A.A.C.P. went from strength to strength, but it was continually
aware of the persistent influence of the Tuskegee Idea. The death of
Washington in 1915 brought Robert Russa Mo ton to the leadership of the
Hampton-Tuskegee faction, a conciliatory moderate claiming friendship
with both sides, while the Amenia Conference at the home of Joel E.
Spingarn, was an attempt to mediate between all points of view. The
master-stroke played by the Association was the appointment of James
Weldon Johnson as field secretary - one of the ablest men from the
Washington orbit, a graduate of Atlanta, former consul to Venezuela and
Nicaragua, and a columnist with the New York Age.^* The "radicals"
had emerged triumphant, a reflection of the changing circumstances and
shifting public sentiment. Washington's opposition, both overt and
secret, had been unable to stamp out his antagonists.
There was a very positive aspect to Washington's leadership.
68. A.Meier, 'Booker T.Washington and the Rise of the N.A.A.C.P.'
Crisis (F'eb.1954), pp.117-123.
69 • J. i.Johnson, along This Ray (New York, 1943)•
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Besides the work at the Institute, the Conferences and the
Qxtension services, he organized the N.N.B.L. and patronized many
self-help associations, while he hireself was a shining example to the
children of tine race. Ills books and autobiographies stressed the
"self-made man" image, implying that if he had risen from 3uch lowly
beginnings with determination arid effort, so could others. From among
the Talented Tenth, William Pickens, fresident of Talladega College,
revealed the persuasive influence of Washington, although his later
attitudes and activities pushed him towards Dubois and the N.A.A.C.P.,
principally because Washington forced him and othe r independent minded
blacks to choose between the two groups. * Lawrence Jones, principal
of the school at Piney Woods, was typical of the numbers of Hampton,
fuskegee and other graduates who went out to teach their people the
necessities of survival, by founding schools that gave rudimentary and
71
industrial education. * W.J.Edwards consciously modelled his efforts
at Snow Hill, Alabama, on Washington, founding a school of himself and
three students in a one-room log cabin with no appropriations from
state, church or any society. He was the kind of accounodator who
incurred the wrath of the radicals, for he culminated hi3 aims of
teaching home and farm economics, preaching the payment of dsbt and
moral and useful living, with the statement "we aim to train a high
72
class of domestic servants". * Such obsequiousness went far beyond
the philosophy of Booker T. Washington, which had been designed as a
70. W.Pickens, Bursting Bonis (Boston,1929, enlarged edition of
III* Hair af StoKl
R.Barton, op.clt.. p.26.
S.B.Avery, Up I rom Washington (Ph.D., Univ.of Oregon,1970),p.23.
71. L.C.Jones, Piney oods and Its Story (Mew York,1922),
B.Day, The -kittle Professor of Piney i< pods (Hew York,1955)» p.lB.
72. W.J.Edwards, Twenty-Pive Years in the Black Belt (Boston,19IB),
pp.35, 112.
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subtle compromise between the pragmatic and the desirable.
Because men such as Ndwards acknowledged V ashington as their mentor, he
was tarred with the brush of their surrender. Accommodationism had
neither started with Tuskegee, nor did it fade after 1915# In the 1880*3
William Hooper Council, President of the Alabama Agricultural and Mechan¬
ical College at Huntsville, had gone beyond the limits of accommodation
into opportunism. Selling out to toe white conservatives, he cam¬
paigned for toe Democrats and was once rescued from a scandal by white
political favour. His statements "that man grows by experience from
within and not by accretion; that congressional enactments cannot
73
make us a race" and his educational ideas did parallel those of
Washington, but his methods and mannerisms lacked self-respect.
H.C, Smith summed up the reaction of the Talented Tenth to such sycophants
"His great work in the cause of education is to be commended
and encouraged. But toe professor seems not to base his
efforts upon the principles of equal and untrammelled manhood.
He therefore impairs the work which he advocates and hopes to
accomplish."
But, having criticized him for condoning the wrongs inflicted upon his
people, after a long plea for manhood rights, the Gazette, in a remark¬
able volte face, then apologized for misrepresenting him, and declared
74.
him a friend "consecrated to the cause of right and justice." The
Freeman merely felt that Council had adapted himself to local conditions,
and praised him as toe founder of an Institution that was a source of
75
racial pride and inspiration. * It is surprising to find such Northern
approval of a Southern accommodater, and may reinforce the Interpretation
that the Talented Tenth reacted more against the Tuskegee Machine than
the Tuskegee Idea.
73. freeman. Kar.27,1897, p.A.
74. Cleveland Gazette.Kar.25.1905. p.2; Apr.29,1905, p.2.
75* Freeman. June 23,1906, p.4; 0ct.l?,1907, p.4.
Some churchmen backed up the teachings of Washington by
preaching that:-
"the race question will adjust itself naturally under proper
conditions. Let respectability of intelligence and Christian
character clothe a man, despite his race and despite his color,
no oppositions and prejudices -.Mill prevent his progress to
wealth, happiness and prosperity,"7°*
After ashington's death, accommodation did alter, but slowly. In the
early years Mo ton continued to minimize the facts of lynching compiled
by M.N.. ark, despite the advice of Villard to "paint the situation as
77
black as possible," The policies of optimism continued. ven the
most esteemed of the Talented Tenth were sometimes prepared to use the
tactics they apparently abhored, and "stoop to conquer1 as a temporary
expedient to gain an immediate objective, e.g., coloured officers in
War service. This was rationalized as acceptable if it was
"...not cringing, but with our eyes upon a star...We are going
to need leaders for the colored regiments. It does not matter
how they are made, so that we may have than in the hour of
need".78.
Such statements from Charles foung, the first coloured graduate of vest
h t-(A < o-f- i* due (JktiYcti Avi^y
Toint^ illustrate, that to achieve something concrete, often employment
in some sense, the Talented Tenth frequently had to follow the example
of the acconrnodators in tempering principle with pragmatism, whether
they liked it or not.
In inter-racial terms, Washington's role had three aspects -
placating the white Southerners, securing the help of Northern philan¬
thropists, and assuring the white liberals of his sincerity. His
success in the former was acknowledged by Thomas Dixon
"...in no other way has he shown his talent as an organizer
and leader of his people with such consummate skill as in the
dexterity with which he has for twenty years dodged this issue
76. Mew York Times.Aug.7.190?. p.2.
77. O.G.Villard to R.R.Moton, Jan.12,1917. R.R.M. Mss. T.I.
78. C.Ioung to H.Smith, Mar.23,1913. J.M.S. Mss. H.U.
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(amalgamation), holding steadily the goodwill of the
Southern white man and the Northern philanthropist. Ke
is the greatest diplomat the race has ever produced."79.
Carefully tailoring his speeches to suit the tastes of his audiences,
he successfully projected the image of unanimous black support for his
policies to whites. He had no problem of access to white journals or
periodicals; in fact, he had so many publishing deadlines to meet that
he was obliged to employ ghost writers, like Max Bennett Thrasher and
itobert E. Paik. His articles and books reflected an optimistic view
of black progress as hard but steady, and portrayed the goodwill of
blacks, and their earnest desire to succeed according to the white man's
criteria. His interpretation of capitalism and his emphasis on the
material inspired the generosity of Northern philanthropists like
Baldwin, Ogden and Carnegie, while liberals like Spingarn, Villard and
Garrison also supported Ms school. Spingam made regular donations
to Tuskegee, while, even after DuBois had exposed the machinations of
the Tuskegee clique, Villard and Garrison still held on to their faith
in his "purity of purpose and absolute freedom from selfishness and
BO
personal ambition". * Of all the black leaders, Washington had the
easiest access and the closest contact with the politicians, the philan¬
thropists and the publishers, enabling him to secure political power,
financial backing or propaganda as required. His interpretation of the
racial question was the one with wMch whites were most familiar, and
the Talented Tenth often found themselves in the uncomfortable position,
requiring his mediation if they wished either appointments or money.
79. Evening Post. Philadelphia, Aug.19,1905. B.T.W. Scrapbook, J.W.J.
Coll. Yale.
B.T. ashington to A.Camegie, Apr.19,1907. A.Carnegie Ms3. L.C.
New York Age Sept.1,1910, p.4.
30. J.E. Spingarn to B.T.Washington, Kay 20,1911; Jan.9, Nov.27,1912;
May 6, 1913. J.E.S, Ms8. H.U.
F.J.Garrison to O.G.Villard, Apr.9,1905; Feb.11,1906. O.G.V. ?4ss.
Harvard.
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Before the Talented Tenth could challenge the white world,
they had first to resolve the issues created by the ascendancy of the
"l izard of Tu3kegee".
Despite Washington*s advice to the race to abstain from olitics,
there were many who actively participated in the political processes,
although roost political appointees could be classified as "Talented
Tenth", DuBois did not specifically Include politicians as such.
Political discussion had two aspects - the theoretical and the
practical wheeling and dealing of party politics. The last black
to serve in Congress before the 1920*s, George H. White, left the House
of Representatives in 1901, and froro that date "politics" meant "Appoint¬
ments" rather than representation in the legislature. "Washington's
control over Southern appointments did not daunt the Talented Tenth,
some of whom relied on him to arrange the post they sought, while others
preferred not to ally with him, if at all possible. Democratic control
of the Southern states reduced all Southern Republicanism, black and
white alike, to a fight for the control of patronage thai the incumbent
in the "shite House was Republican. By the 1390*3, the white South no
longer had any reason to fear the Negro by himself, but the repression
of that period was stimulated by the fear of the unity of the Negro with
8l
dissatisfied whites, * especially after the Populist phenomenon. It
could plausibly be argued that these formal disfranchisement measures
recorded the fait accompli of the decimation of the Southern electorate,
32
brought about by other processes, * and certainly in the ffcrth, sub-
33
ordinate ethnic status did not depress black political interests.
31. R.J.Sunche, Negro Political Status. Bk.I, p.20. Camegie-iiyrdal
Research Memorandum, Schomburg.
82, V.O.Key, Southern Politics (New York,1949)» p.533.
83. R.d.lane, Political Life (Glencoe,111.,1949)» p.235.
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In the "outh, reaction to suffrage restriction varied from
protest to acquiescence, and the belief that perhaps after all, the
Negro was not yet ready to participate. Many followed the example
of John Mitchell of the Richmond Planet. Until disfranchisement
became a reality, Mitchell continued to fight against discrimination
at the polls, even recommending boycotts of white businesses and
products. Thereafter he became resigned to the situation and eschewed
84.
politics, his editorial mood becoming more conciliatory.
Fein' exceptions were made even for distinguished blacks in the
gc
restrictions on the exercise of their electoral rights. * Allegations
$6
in the white press of vote-selling were countered with suggestions to
proscribe the ignorance, bribery and vote-selling but not the colour of
8?
the culprit. The black press loved to editorialize on the nature of
politicst-
"...politics is the great bar where the race is to be tried
for sins real or apparent, of commission and omission...They
must be saved as they have been lost - through politics."38.
Suggestions of dealing with the crisis included proposals for an all-
black party, such as the National Afro-American Party which was justified
"because of the ruthless betrayal of popular government by both the two
39
great political parties". * Others, including Bishop Walters, contem¬
plated a permanent "steering committee" to look after the political welfare
64. A.Buni, The ..egro in Virginia Politics (Charlottesville,1967), pp.36-7.
85. C.Schurs, 'The Negro in Polities', Harper's -eekly, Sept.4,1897, p.671.
36 • ;:ew fork Times. Apr.H,l895, p.4.
87. 'Georgia Negroes on the Hardwick Bill,1899*, in H.Aptheker, A Documen¬
tary History , p.784«
88. Freeman. Dec.16,1899, p»4.
89 • Form letter, T.W. Swann (Acting Secretary (Proposed) National Afro-
American Party) to J.E.Pruce, June 1900. J.EJiMss. Schomburg.
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of the race, while the Colored American felt that the
coordination of political and constitutional activities was called for
91.
to prevent mistakes in the duplication of litigation. * Feeling that
the Negro's political status was regulated more by sentiment than by
92
rational considerations, 'publications such as The Dallotlcss Victim of
One-Party Government and The Philosophic basis of Popular Suffrage by
A.H. Grimke, The Negro and, the elective franchise. & symposium distributed
by the African Negro Academy, with contributions from the Grimka brothers,
G.C. Cook, John Hope, J.L. Love, and Kelly I iJLler, and the many and varied
essays by Kelly Miller were produced to rectify this.
Once disfranchisement was a fait accompli, an issue that pro-
occupied many Northern black intellectuals was whether Southern represen¬
tation ought to be reduced. The Age called these suggestions "selfish",
explaining that they provoked the opposition of the race's enemies.
Fortune favoured an appeal to the 15th Amendment, before recourse to the
93 /
14th. Archibald Grimke on the contrary felt that the reduction of the
Southern representation in Congress and in the Electoral College would
reduce the political strength of the South a3 a factor in the national
legislature and diminish its relative importance as an element in national
politics. As it declined in relative strength in Congress and the
electoral college it would correspondingly decline in relative strength
in the management and leadership of the Democratic party. As the
Northern wing of the Democrats gained in relative, strength, it wa3 assumed
that it would make more and more attempts to solicit the Negro vote in
90* Colored American. Nov.22,1902, p.3.
91. Colored American. Dec.12,1903, p.S,
92. K.. iller, 'The Negro As A Political Factor', Voice of the Negro.
Vol.1 ( Jan.1904), p.20.
93. New York Age. Jan.5,1905, p.l.
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the 'forth. Specifically, such a redistribution of political
power would "end the present period of goodwill and peace between the
sections so disastrous to the rights of the Negro".
Traditionally Republican, loyal to the party of Lincoln, the
blacks had begun to diversify their vote by the twentieth century.
"Independent" or "thoughtful' voting was often a euphaaiam for conver¬
sion to the Democracy, but the division of the vote, in both federal
95and municipal elections, was seen as an intrinsic good. * Independent
voting was seen as a matter of life and death, the guarentes that the
Afro-American's fate in the North and west would not be the same as
96.
that in the South. * The measure of political maturity and the
guarantee of justice and democracy, judicious suffrage by blacks would
"help to put down forever demagogues, time-servers, the rule of bosses,
the corrupt politician, the possessor of special privileges and the
97*
oppressor". * Men and principles were advocated as the criteria for
the black man to follow, with the exercise of political Independence
rather than party affiliations as the only means of preserving true
96.
citizenship. Yet the majority of Afro-Americans remained -within the
confines of the two-party system, deciding at each election which course
of action would most benefit the race.
Protestations on the place of principle in politics hardly veiled
the fact that blacks voted on the same grounds as all electors in a
democracy, that is they voted for what they conceived to be their best
94. A.H.Grimke, The l eaning and Meed of the Tfovement to deduce 3outnern
Representation. A.N.A. Occasional Papers No.11, pp.7-11.
95. New York Age. Apr.13,1905, p.?-.
96. New York Age. 3apt.28,1905, p.4.
97. Pittsburgh Courier. June 28,1918, p.l.
98. Pittsburgh Courier. July 5,1912, p.
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Interests. Chesnutt explained his Republicanism by the
formulae that his father was one, because the Republican party was
the party of sound currency, seeking to protect home industries from
ruinous foreign competition, a policy of protection which rendered
possible "a high degree of intelligence and a wide diversification of
our industries;" because the Republicans had always advocated a libera].
system of public internal improvements; because of his patriotism, for
the Democratic party was neither fit in their principles or personnel to
govern the country^ and finally, because of the Republicans' grand
99.
achievements, glorious traditions and future expectations. * Most
blacks voted Republican out of habit, gratitude or trust, or because
they saw the Republicans as the lesser of two evils.
Although the Talented Tenth were aware of the general election
issues, to most the racial issue was the overriding consideration.
Typical of black Republican editorials were those of Harpy C. Smith,
himself a politician. A passing mention of the tariff, an apology
for and dismissal of the Lily-whites in the 3outh, then the editorial
would launch into the rhetoric of principles, rights, manhood, liberty,
100
humanity, pride, integrity, etc. * Gossip about putting a black in
the Cabinet was rife, and speculation centred on Booker T. Washington
as the Republican choice, which it was thought would emphasize and
redeclare their "apparently waning faith in the equality of men"."^*
The black3 expected political appointments, claiming some of the spoils
of their efforts, and also because patronage furnished some of the best
jobs available to blacks at that time. KcKinley was popular with the
99. C.V.'.Chesnutt. Why I am A Republican. Pis. no date, C.W.C* Mas. Fisk.
100.Cleveland Gazette. Apr.11,1896, p.2.
101.J.S.Clarkson to J.E.Bruce, Nov.25,1896, p.2. J.&.B. Mas. Schomburg.
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black electorate in 1896 on account of his record as
102.
Governor of Ohio, but influential white papers like the Mew York
Times, condemned the Republican massing of the black vote, claiming
that this more than anything else compelled the formation of the
103
•'Solid South" in self-defence. FcKinley disappointed the black
Republicans, who described him a3 "a man of jelly who needs a rod of
steel for a backbone".However hope revived with the accession of
Theodore Roosevelt and the celebrated White House dinner party. But
by 1934, lack of any Republican initiatives on behalf of the blacks,
and the obvious ascendancy of the Lily-whites within the party, forced
many to conclude that;-
"A black face no longer indicates a Republican vote, and
while a large number are tenacious in their loyalty to the
party of Lincoln, Grant, Garfield and Harrison, there is a
marked feeling of unrest and indifference generally, and a
defection in New York City that calls for the serious con¬
sideration of thoughtful leaders".^5.
Most of the Talented Tenth continued at least temporarily to feel
that it was their duty to keep the flock within the Republican fold.
Roosevelt was returned, but by 1905 even that most Republican of black
editors, T.T. Fortune, was admitting that constancy to that party was
106
enforced through lack of choice, rather than being voluntary. * The
new Republican movements In the South were distinctly white men's move¬
ments, and the party leadership was forced to decide between the votes
107
of Southern whites or Northern blacks. If the Republicans were
deserting the blacks, the latter too were becoming less cormiitted.
102. Haiti-sore /fro-, erican. Fay 30,1896, p.2.
103. New York Times. Nov.18,1898, p.6.
104. Few York Times, ray 11,1899, p.2.
105. Rolored Amcrican. Ray 7,1904.
106. Mew York Age. Kar.2,1905, p.2.
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horizon. the magazine of the Niagara Movement, announced
that the Socialists were the only party to treat the Negroes as men,
advocated anything to beat Taft, but pinned its hopes on toe notion
that Foraker, the senator who had come to the defence of the Browns-
ville soldiers, might yet be a candidate. * The horizon recognized
that the Negro would and should vote for a Republican loyal to the
traditions of his party, but was convinced that the reactionary wing
of the Republican party would triumph, aided by black votes. Claiming
that by 1908 the black voter held the balance of power in twelve
Northern states, whom the republicans contemptuously ignored, they
advised that the Democrats would not be so ungrateful if their power
depended on black votes, but the choice was still between the "Devil
109
and the Deep Sea". Washington stayed solidly in the republican
camp, but DuBois fluctuated between the Socialists and the Democrats,
while Trotter and Walters actively campaigned for William Jennings
Bryan. In the three-cornered fight of 1912, most blacks divided
between Rooseveltian Progressivisro and Wilsonian Democracy, intensifying
the split that had become really wide in 1908. In New York, coloured
Democrats had been organizing since 1910, while in the mid-term
elections blacks had substantially aided Democrats in Ohio, New Jersey
and New York. The Association of Amalgamated Negro Organiz,stions in
Oklahoma had come out behind the Socialists, planning to 3tand by toe
weak and oppressed, even if this brought temporary setbacks. In the
border states, especially Missouri, the Democrats had actually begun to
court black votes, a situation which inspired those suggesting a 3witch
to the Democrats.
108. Horizon (Feb.l908)t pp.l?-l8.
1D9. Horizon (Apr.1903), pp.A-6.
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The 1910 experience strengthened DuBois' concept of
the black balance of power, which consisted in affect, of 500,000
strategicalii" distributed votes, so that in 1912 he aimed to sell
this support dearly. The faith of Dubois and many of the Talented
Tenth in the objectivity of scholars and intellectuals led them to
back Wilson, wham, although a Southerner, they believed would be led
by his brains and culture to ensure education and other rights for
the blacks cn whom bis presidency depended. DuBsis realized that
the -socialists whem he favoured had no hope, therefore, through the
Crisis, he classified the Republicans as faithful but brainless, and
the Progressives and "the unspeakable Roosevelt" as capable of being
understood but not followed, and opted for the Democrats who had
proven their goodwill to blacks in many Northern states and cities.
100,000 black voters in the North were persuaded to vote for Woodrow
Wilson, and with him Hoke Smith, Cole Please, Jim Vardaman, Jeff Davis
and the "Negro-hating 'touth".^"^*
However Washington worked for Taft, talcing with him those members
of the Talented Tenth who held Presidential appointments.^"* On the
other hand some editors rejoiced that the Flinn-Roosevelt combination
allowed the Negro to vote for Progressive Republicanism. * This
diversification was more negative than positivei-
"The colored men whom I met from the different states and
from whom I tried to learn the situation, seened as bitter
towards the President on account of his Southern policy as
they were towards Roosevelt on account of the Brownsville
afair... "313.
HO* Crisis. Vol.1, no.I, p.3} no.II,p.5j no.IV, p.l2j iio.IV, p.20
(1V10). Vol.III, no.IV, pp.iao-l (1911). Vol.V, no.I, p.29;
no.II, p.75 (1912).
111. Campaign Issues - 1 Negroes' Folder, C. Hill.es lias. Yale.
112. Pittsbmrah Courier. Jan.F?,1912, p.4.
113. W.rcKinley to R.Dmalls, June 28,1912, C.G.hT. Kss. L.C.
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Lilywhitism on the one hard and Wilson's consistent sub¬
servience to his Southern support on racial grounds, provoked both
bitterness and desperation. Open letters to the President, although
they vented black grievances in an articulate and passionate way, had
no tangible results,"^* By 1916, the Negro had no enthusiasm for
either campaign, and a move was made towards the formation of a
separate Negro party, the Socialists still being regarded as ineffeo
tual. Some members of the Talented Tenth had swung round from the
ideal of the full exercise of democratic rights in choosing between
candidates, to the belief that the Negro must vote, as a unit or be
115
politically emasculated, * The N.A.A.C.P. suggested in 1917 that
it should be entrusted with the investigation and co-operation
necessary to list candidates suitable for the black franchise, and
had earlier attempted this with a survey of candidates in the 192A
mid-term elections,^"0 * Electoral reforms, such as the abolition of
the white primary or the introduction of proportional representation
would have favoured the Negro, the former allowing him a more meaning¬
ful political involvement in the South and the latter possibly giving
him 56 Congressional representatives, instead of none, which was his
share thank* to Southern oligarchy and Northern gerrymandering. It
was still hoped however that the 'War migrations would facilitate the
election of blacks from New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio and
T_ -. . 117•Illinois.
Support on the basis of Republican legend rather tlian practice
led to long-standing black grievances against that party, and the
114. crisis. Vol.V.no.V, (liar.,1913),p.296j Vol.VI, no.V (Sept.1913),
pp.232-3.
115. Crisis. Vol.XII, no.VI (Oct.l9i6), p.266.
116. Crisis. V0I.XV, no.I (Nov.1917), p.7; Vol.IX, no.I, (I*>v.l914),p.22.
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allegiance was readily foresworn during the Depression when
ll8
the Democrats offered relief and relief jobs. * From 1890 onwards
the movement into the Democratic party was both a process of attraction
and rejection. The Republican failure to condemn lynching, endorse
black candidates or stem the tide of encroachment onto Negro rights were
the factors, operating from 1877 on, that caused many blacks to become
hostile to the Republicans, while the Democratic urban machines played
a crucial role in coalescing that disillusion into active Democratic
support. The Democratic machines lured most votes in the cities.
For example, in Missouri, between 1890 and 1902 most blacks, 66%, lived
in the cities, where the Democratic machine needed to attract their
votes to combat Republican gains from migration into the state. By
offering patronage and protection, the Democrats in St. Louis and Kansas
119
City provided the organization vital in winning these urban victories.
In 1904, the Republicans regained many deserters, because of Democratic
attacks on black suffrage in the Southern states. Failing to take
political advantage of the Brownsville incident, the Missouri Democrats
received a boost from black rejection of the Republican party with its
vague promises of future rights and its current policy of rejecting
black delegates. Most blacks remained inactive Republicans, but others
120.
became increasingly connected wlt-h the bosses and machines. Repub¬
lican fear of the Colored Democracy in New York City and State resulted
in a concerted effort to underline that organization. In 1902, 6,000
coloured men were enrolled as Democrats In New York City and 11,000 in
121.
the State; by 1915 there were less than 1,000 in the city. Tammany
Hall had not found it necessary to cultivate the black vote before World
118. W.S.B.DuBois-'The Republicans and the Black Voter1, Nation.Vol.110
(June 5,1902), p.757.
Dunehe, op.cit,. p.iS.
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121. J.3.Clarkson to R.H.Terrell, 14>v.6,1902. R.H.T. ? ss. L.C.
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War I, and. had often been violently anti-Negro to woo
other groups. The election of John F. Hylan as Mayor in 1917, who
gave 9 patronage appointments to blacks, and the subsequent revival
of the United Colored Democracy, created a torrent of votes flowing
122
towards the Democrats, ~ "after which time Tammany began to cater to
its black constituents.
The Black Democrats were attracted by principles as well as
patronage. The Democrats were presented as the party of the labourers
and industrial workers, in stark contrast to the Republicans who rep¬
resented capital and organised business on a large scale. Black men
were more likely to vote Democrat than black women, after the passage
of the XIX Amendment, who retained, allegedly, their unswerving con¬
servatism, irrespective of the dangers of being classified as a one-
123.
party race in a two-party system. * When Horizon toojc up the Democ¬
ratic cause in 1908, it attempted to widen the discussion beyond the
racial issue to the total platform of the strict regulation of corporate
wealth, the independence of the coloured people in the West Indies and
the Phillippines, the right of labour to strive for better working con¬
ditions and higher wages, the low tariff and the abolition of all
1 21l
special privileges. " * The editors argued that blacks should vote for
justice rather than jobs, for the abolition of the Color line, and
should vote rationally rattier than racially. Black votes for the
Democrats were conceived certainly as a risk, but also as a challenge
to emancipate the Northern party from the Solid South, on whom it had
122. C.VI.Andersen to B.I. ashington, mov.6,1903. A.L.H. as. T.i.
R.H.Brisbane, The Rise of Protest Organizations Among Negroes
(Ph.D. Harvard,1949), pp.118-122.
123. K. "Tiller, Out of the house of Pondage (New York, 1914),pp.206-8.
124. Horizon (July 1908), p.5.
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to depend because of Negro opposition. If the blacks delivered
New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, and could 3wing several
others, not unnaturally they could expect recognition and reward in
125
favourable legislation. Walters believed that the Democrats would
repeal legislation inimical to black interests, for the division of the
Negro vote removed the so-called black menace, allowing the fairminded
Southerner to accord his black neighbour his full rights. altera
also contended that the Negro was naturally a Democrat, which would
soon become apparent if all racial restrictions were removed. " # The
National Negro Democratic Convention appealed to the blacks to divide
their vote and to join all political parties, exactly as white men did,
and made a concerted effort to incorporate the interests of the common
127
people. The policies of "Wilson struck fear into the hearts of
coloured Democrats lest their movement be destroyed, and chat ..."a
once loyal and patriotic people...(would be driven into)...a state of
I pg
sedition and rebellion". " * Prominent Democrats from the 1912 Cam¬
paign protested at Wilson^ attitudes - Trotter almost immediately,
and Du3ois and Walters when they found themselves grievously disappoirv-
129
ted and unable to campaign for the President's reelection. That
left only third or splinter parties as alternatives, but it was not
until 1924 that any black organisation took "the unprecedented course"
of endorsing a third party, when the N.A.A.C.P. came out in favour of
^5. itorlzon (Aug. 1903), pp.1-5.
126. A.vialters, S-'y Pile and ork (New York, 1917), pp.lC>-6.
127. Negro Year Book. 1912, p.30.
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Of the third parties, the Socialists merit special attention.
They welcomed blacks into their ranks, although they were never success¬
ful in enlisting large numbers. They had nothing special to offer, as
the class and economic oppression of the Negro was in their eyes only
an extreme form of that common oppression of all workers;.. Clacks were
reluctant to invite the stigma of radicalism ".'hen the stigma of race was
already overwhelming, and when the ocialists failed to challenge the
3 31
Southern bi-racial system." * Negroes were not unionized in white
unions in any meaningful sense, hence those blacks who espoused Socialism
were intellectuals rather than workers, who remained indifferent to
and possibly even unaware of the movement. The American Socialist
Party in 1901 assured the blacks of their fellowship, declared the
identity of the Negro workers' struggle with that of all labour against
the exploitation of capital and socio-economic prejudice, and they in-
132
vitad blacks to join their movement. The black press welcomed the
advances of these whites, although they hesitated to think what fruits
the union of conservative republicans and the socialists might bear.
The .Socialist Farty was much more inclined to pay attention to the Negro
after he became urbanized in the North following the migrations, but in
the years before the ,,ar they did make official statements against the
133.
division of the working class on racial lines.
The doctrines of Socialism dovetailed neatly with the preachings
of the Negro church. Reverdy Ransom upheld the Negro's mission as
130. O.G.VUlard to R.K.La?ollette, July 11,1924. O.G.V. M»a. Bough ton.
131. '.Record, fhs Negro and the Communist Party (Chapel Hill,1951),p.H»
131* Colored Amorican. Aug.31,1901, p.8.
133. J« einstein, The Decline of Socialism in America (Hew York,196?),
p.69#
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that of unselfishness, of war against social, political and
economic inequalities for a bringing in of the realization of the
134.
brotherhood of man. The Socialism advocated by the editors of the
Horizon was tailored to suit the race's needs. They did not anticipate
the complete socialization of the means of production, the entire
abolition of private property in capital, but rather a greater owner-
135
ship for the public good than was then the case. * The hope of the
Afro-American lay not in wealth power, oppression and snobbishness, but
J 36
in helpfulness, efficiency, service and self-respect. * Thus had
socialism been trimmed to correlate with the teachings of the church,of
fuskegee, and of the Talented Tenth.
After his flirtation vdth socialism in 1900, DuPois resigned in
1912 to support Wilson, but all the time Socialism was gradually
becoming more acceptable to blacks. The years 1909-1919 were the
decade of growth and prestige of the N.A.A.C.P., whose radicalism was
not ideological, but rather a challenge to the roots of bi-racialism
and the institutionalized practices of segregation and discrimination,
even although a majority of the Association's founders, black and white,
claimed or were thought to be socialists. 1917 saw the launching of
the I esserver by Chandler Owen and Asa Philip Eandolph. Condemning th9
failure of the present generation of black leaders for their 'unscientific"
approach to racial problems, the Messenger saw the awakening of the
"political Pip Van Winkle of America" with the black man's appreciation
of socialism. At the and of the war the time was ripe for a great mass
movement a tong Negroes, assuming four different forms, viz., labour
unions, farmers protective unions, co-operative business and socialism.
134. R»C.Ransom, ' Socialism and the Negro* Alexander's .agazlne. Vol.1
(May 1905), p.l6.
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W,A. Domingo, later to be on the inner circles of the U.K.I.A,,
attempted to sell socialism to blacks as '!the pure Christianity preached
by Jesus, and practised by the early Christians, adapted to the more
X37
complex conditions of modem life", * Despite the 'ocialist insis¬
tence that all racial differences would disappear in the coming collec¬
tivism, they still advanced "Dome Reasons Why Negro03 Chould Vote the
Socialist Ticket" - in fact a total of 25. Among these were enumerated
the working class nature of the socialist party and the Negro people;
the abolition of high rents; city markets selling farm produce at 'whole¬
sale prices; public ownership of the subway, elevated arid surface car
lines, and the electric, gas and telephone companies; the increased
employment opportunities for blacks that public ownership would create;
better schools; free food, books and clothing for school children; more
playgrounds, and a more efficient police system using brains rather than
billies; equal industrial and political opportunities for all, regard-
less of sex or race; and the abolition of the present wags system, *
This programme did encourage 25% of New dork blacks to vote Socialist
139
when Randolph ran for Secretary of State of New fork in 1917. Until
1925, Randolph considered himself a writer and editor rather than a
labour organizer, and all his days he was a consistent foe of Communism,
The time was auspicious in the post-war turmoil of 1919 for the socialists
to make inroads into the black vote, but despite their spending of large
sums of money to enlist black support and their alleged financing of
various coloured publications, * they gained only sympathy of a few and
tire votes of even fewer of the Talented Tenth,
137. Messenger. Vol,2 (Jan.1918), p.23; Vol,2 (July,1913),p.8;
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The black's loyalty to his church as the principal
medium of his self-expre3sion was a problem that plagued all aspiring
leadership groups, who for that reason sought either to ally with the
church or to reform it in their interests. That the church was the
centre of all recreational activities in rural areas was an assertion
11 "I
on which all observers were unanimous, 'and because cf this the
Ul2
black pastor was in a unique position of influence. * The church,
in addition to its spiritual work, provided an effective organization,
an approved place for social activities, such as concerts, picnics
and lectures, a forum for expression, and a plan for living. The
church was more than aware of both its power and responsibilities as
"the greatest force for the religious, moral and social uplift of the
143
people". The Bishops of the A.M.3., the A.K.l.Aion, and the C.K.E.
Churches estimated that they controlled a following of one and a half
million people, but one of the greatest obstacles to consolidating this
as ail instrument for bettering racial conditions was the fact that the
Church was factionalized into diffuse denominations. however, if they
could solidify and unite with the protection and civic organizations,
they could have constituted a considerable force. Unlike in the white
race, the black church was the major means of communication for most
blacks,-*-44.30 frora the beginning it played a crucial leadership role.
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Between Emancipation and the War, the Church declined
somewhat as the central force in the black world, on account of the
wider growth of secular agencies, as well as because of its own
145.
inability to adjust to the ramifications of the urbanization process.
While it was still the single most influential black institution in 1920,
it was no longer unchallenged nor pre-eminent. The black church had
gained its grip on the people during slavery, when it was able to
stabilize family and sexual relations, providing a basis for social
cohesion following the disruption of the African mores.In the
po3t-iieconstruction period, the i inister turned from preaching freedom,
to morality and the rewards of the life beyond, redirecting the folk
147#
religion and enhancing his personal power. *In the last quarter of
the nineteenth century the churches divided into conservative and pro¬
gressive groups as to what their functions and ideals ought to be, the
conservative element becoming so dogmatic in its treatment of the
rising progressive minority that the institution for a number of years
lost ground among the Talented Tenth. In the course of time the
difference between the two factions became more one of ideas than of
age, while at the same time educated Afro-Americans insisted that
education should go along with religion as the panacea for racial ills,
in as much as there can be little revelation of God where there is
14ft
arrested mental development. * After the migrations of 1914-1919,
the :egro churches in the urban North were compelled to change their
145. S.M.Hcheiner, Wegro I ecca (fiew York,1965), p.8?.
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emphasis from that of a religious to that of a race institution,
and to become associated in the popular mind with "racial advancement".
The patterns of religious behaviour also came increasingly to reflect
the different social and economic classes the church served. In con¬
trast to the almost complete secularization of worship among the upper
and middle classes was the search of the loiver classes for salvation
149
and the expiation of sin. * The Negro Church was not only multi-
denominational, but was also challenged by the proliferation of the
various sects and cults. Kiroughout white America, c.1890-1920 was
a boom period for charismatic and pentecostal sects, but it i3 possible
that this period was a time for the cult in black America, as more
rational alternatives were offered. It was the failure of the latter
that led to a revival of the cults, following the patterns established
150
by the white revivalists. * These cults attracted a wide following
through the desire of the convert to get some supernatural power, the
proffered relief from physical or mental illness, the personality of
the leader and the increase in racial consciousness. The Talented
Tenth closely observed these phenomena, but were hostile on both Intel-
15X
lectual and social grounds. * This antagonism was partially a defen¬
sive reaction against the ridiculing of the intellectuals in which some
prophets revelled, and a repugnance for the kind of esoterlca preached
by these men, but it was also inspired by fear that the uninhibited
worshippers ivould reinforce the negative stereotypes held by many
whites, which they had been trying to overcome.
There was a very distinct divide within the churches between the
149 • W.A. Shack, 'The Black Muslins1, Peace. Vol.3 (1962), p.58.
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educated theologians and the majority of uncouth, uneducated
ministers. The former group were very small but were largely res¬
ponsible for the formulation of theories on Religion as a solvent of
the racial problem. As well as preaching, these churchmen undertook
social and practical work. The Negro church that did extensive social
work among the masses was the exception, for in general the charitable
programmes of most Negro churches were erratic, although many pastors
152.
worked within non-Negro or for charitable non-Church organizations.
In 1905 there was little awareness of the obligations of black churches
in any organized way, except in the fields of education, missions and
personal charity, but in 1906, DuBois prophe3ised that the church would
differentiate into many activities, out of which would come large
agencies for social reform and uplift.^^* In 1900 the Institutional
Church of Chicago, under the guidance of R.C. Ransom and R.R. Wright
Junior, had endeavoured to help the black community in practical daily-
living. As well as social work, they inaugurated the Ken's Sunday
Club which discussed social, economic and political as well as
154
religious matters, especially with reference to Afro-Americans. *
Ransom had realized as early as 1896 that the old stereotype form of
church services was falling far short of meeting the religious, moral
and social conditions confronting the race, but his efforts in the
settlement houses in the sluns of Chicago (1900-04) and New York (1913-
14) always met with strong opposition from the church hierarchy. This
he compared to the churches' cold indifference to the anti-lynching
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crusado of Ida B. Wells-Barnett. *
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Ransom and Wright also published their conception of
their Christian mission, Ransom as editor of the A.ri.S.Review (1912-24),
and Wright as editor of the Christian Recorder (1909-28).Another
editor, C.H. Phillips of the Christian Index (1894-1902) had set out to
give his church, the C.M.E., a good paper, keeping its columns open for
intelligent discussion and encouraging the best thinkers to write con¬
tributions, while trying to reunite tie church after the ugly sus¬
picions of the Memphis General Conference, and counteracting the growirg
spirit of injustice and colour blindness, which he felt was threatening
157
the unity and harmony of his church. The use of religion to cure
racial ills was to be the test of the strength of Christianity.
The Church was able to attract some members of the Talented Tenth
as they felt it offered them their best opportunityt-
"to evidence their managerial ability or fitness to control,
develop and successfully administer large and valuable corporate
Interests",
at a time when few positions requiring executive ability were open to
them in either the federal government or the states. * Another
reason advanced for the attraction of the pulpit, was that in addition
to being an outlet for the Negro's genius and providing attractive
leadership of the masses in many forms of activity, was that the Negro
mind was characterized by a deep spiritual nature and lively mode of
manifestation. His mission was to keep the race on its destined
course, from which it was being seduced by the influence of modem
159
teaching and its material exploitation. Although this sounds like
156. S.R.Fullintvider, The f ind and P"ood of -lack America (Homewood,111.,
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the argument of white paternalism, it was in fact the point
of view to which blacks themselves subscribed.
Black churchmen only gradually discovered that reason and goodwill
160.
were necessary but insufficient as a means of creative change.
Bishop Abram Grant (A.M.E.) reminded his fellow pastors:-
"As God has always fought the battles of the oppressed, so he
will fight our battle. God has not forgotten tire negxx). The
negro must not forget Godl' 161.
The A.M.E. at its 1903 Convention took a very conciliatory position
towards the South, virtually thanking it for the discrimination which
had forced the blacks to develop their own industry and economy, and
suggesting that the Negro was safer and more prosperous Couth of the
Xo«?i%son-Dixon line. * In the words of Bishop B.W.Arnett:-
"The mission of the African Methodist Episcopal Church to
the darker races of the world is to teach the mind to think, _
the heart to love and the hands to work for humanity and God."
Some bishops were more radical, like Bishop Derrick, who demanded:-
"manhood rights, not black manhood rights nor white manhood
rights...But the white man cannot be just to us because he
has in him none of the spirit of Christ."l64.
The National Negro Baptist Convention openly and vehemently denounced
-J £, £
the outrages committed against blacks. * The Christ-like image of
the black man and his mission persisted in the writings and speeches
of both Washington and DuBois, while W.H. Ferris conceptualised the
theory of an evolutionary scheme of history in which the Negro's
160. J.R.Washington, The Politics of God (Boston, 1967), p.3.
161. The Sun. May 21,lfi99. Clipping, H.I.
162. New Tprk Times. July 26,1903, p.3.
1.63• A.K.B. Review. Fol.19 r (1902-3), p.585.
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mission was to spiritualize Western civilization. The Negro
gained equal status with other groups because he too was a reflection
166
of the mind of God. * Through their church periodicals, Ransom and
Wright succeeded in taking this mission ideology from the shoulders of
a weak but lovable God and giving it to the Negro, thus transferring
Christianity from a God-centred to a race-centred religion. DuSois
followed these two editors where others, more conservative, had feared
to tread. Crisis editorialized on the Negro problem as the test of
the Church, challenging it to implement its own dogma, such as the
Golden Rule. DuBois believed that the church would eventually live
up to its sublime ethical code, but by 191®, he had decided that any
168
Christianity that did not practise human brotherhood was spurious. *
DuRois was more disgusted with the pretensions of the white church
than the failure of the black, the former had failed in race relations,
whereas the defects of the latter were in its power to remedy.
So much attention was paid to the leadership role of the Church
as it wa3 one of the agencies through which the Negro adapted to hi3
subordinate status.This was felt even within the churches them¬
selves, where the races were usually completely separate in separate
churcb.es, and where they did worship in the same building, the blacks
were usually cordoned off in the gallery or at the rear. The coloured
170
churches did reflect the financial condition of the coloured people, *
a cause of much criticism by the Talented Tenth, but the pastor did
sometimes take the lead in exemplifying the virtues of self-sufficiency
166. '-'..H.Ferris, The African Abroad (2 Vols., New Haven, 1913)*
167. ICdi to rials, Christian Recorder (1909-36); A.h.L.rtevjsw (1912-24),
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and spiritual growth, 'where he was a;vare of the economic
factors of the situation. Although some revelled in the other-worldly,
many pastors did endeavour to make their people "economic, thrifty
and altruistic", which was supposedly proven by the superiority of this
social life of Christians compared with that of those less fortunate
around them."^*
Both the Talented Tenth and the Tuskegeeana set out to remedy the
defects of the Negro church, the former by revelation, exposure and con¬
structive criticism, the latter by the practical training of rural
pastors in Phelps Hall, A sociological analysis of tire black church
attributed its status to the failure of American Christianity in race
illations, and revealed that the church* s non-progressive programme
failed to appeal to black intellectuals! most of the pastors were
poorly trained, less than 10$ being college graduates, who had imbued
an abstract, magical conception of religion; there were too many Negro
churches, many of whom were in debt, and whose membership could not be
counted upon to support the church regularly and consistently; the
urban churches manifested little interest in juvenile delinquency or
other social and environmental problems, and the rural churches suffered
173
on account of the instability and poverty of the rural Negroes,
The American Negro Academy presented a paper on The Defects of the
Negro Church, enumerating their as the tendency to lay stress on outward¬
ness rather than inwardness, the neglect of rural communities, the com¬
position of the Ministry, the commitment of the laity and the excessive
17/
emotionalism in worship, * This was a savage indictment delivered to
171. H,3.Savage, The Life and Times of Isaac Lane (Nashville,1958),p.145.
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an assembly which included several clerics. A more moderate
appraisal of the stresses on the Minister as a professional man was
made by B.G. Brawley. He noted the deference accorded the minister,
who was confronted with questions of ethics that did not trouble those
in other occupations and was expected to adhere closely to high stan¬
dards, for conduct not essentially wrong in others could be unbecoming
in a minister. The profession as he saw it was incrsasirg in
175
learning, but more important, it was increasing in altruism. * The
black press, always ready to condemn the ignorance of the ministry,
176
remarked on the "Intellectual evolution" of the A.K.E. Church, *but
177
doubted the wisdom and propriety of churchmen dabbling in politics. *
DuSois' Atlanta study of the Negro Church in 1904 revealed that many
pastors were unfit to be moral leaders because of debts, women and
drink, virile he also claimed that the Black Church was an African sur¬
vival, and suggested that blacks and whites ought to have separate
churches, as whites did not admit blacks to full participation. This
178
provoked a heated, abusive white response, "but set the tone for all
future analysis of the Church by the Talented Tenth. The Age claimed
in 1905 that the race had enough church edificies to meet the demand for
the next twenty-five years, hence any other expenditure was both
179
unwarranted and wasteful, *and bemoaned the lack of education of the
pastorate, on account of which they had been largely untouched by the
"purifying" influences of Darwinism, making them a laughing-stock with
l80.
the educated of their congregation. * The Age also blamed the black
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pastors for not exerting enough influence to encourage a faster
l8l
rate of moral and material development among the people# * This anti-
clericalism extended to an attack on one of the pillars of the black
church - the Amen Comer. The Age denounced the theology of the black
church as not that of the seminary but that of the Amen Comer, the
covenant meeting and the classroom, a source of weakness for the church
"with a rotten Amen Comer will have a rotten pewj and the rotten pew
182.
will give any church a rotten reputation"•
Black intellectual anti-clericalism was most extreme in the pages
of the ITessenger. Converted into a business, the interest of the church
had focused more on profits than on souls, on money-raising than on
salvation. Its failure was seen as a result of its integration into
the capitalist system, and resulted in its failure to educate the people.
The Kinistry were ignorant of the modern problems of capital and labour,
disinterested in Unionism and regarded the use of the church in politics
as sacrilegious. Further the editors claimed that the Negro ministry
had failed to use its power to arouse blacks against lynching and dis¬
franchisement. They demanded a new, radical ministry, on which the
*9 gO
black might centre his political and eoonomic strivings." * This
totally underestimated the role of the black churches in the rural com¬
munities, but to a certain extent, it warned the ministry that unless
they adapted to the new post-war, post-migration conditions, the black
church would become dysfunctional.
If conditions in America continued to be wretched and deplorable,
one obvious answer was to withdraw completely - to Africa, Latin America,
or a separate state. Dr. W.H. Brooks suggested that if a state of ter¬
ritory could be set aside for blacks, where they could work out their
181. New York Age, Apr .29,1909,, p.4.
182. New York Age. Dec.26,1907, p.4j Sept.29,1910,p.4.
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future "under the Stars and Stripes, with the encouragement
and aid of the high set ideals of Christianity" he would favour the
plan, provided that the race was not absolutely cut off from any other
section of the country. Separate state policies were advocated
from time to time, but were never viable, meeting with the scorn of
whites and the hostility of most black leaders, who saw therein the
endorsement of the principle of segregation. Plans tc migrate to the
Carribean confronted the regimes of a spreading American imperialism
or European colonialism, but a party of blacks did emigrate to Durango,
Mexico, in 1895• Offered free transportation and lands from which
they were entitled to the proceeds of cotton or corn, 7-8,000 blacks
185
ventured South from Alabama. Most migrations were intersectional
rather than international, with black labourers raving from the South
to the fforth and . est following the inducement of better jobs, or
fleeing from some local tragedy. The most famous means of opting-out
were the "Back-to-Africa" schemes, and these deserve attention, for they
compounded many of the doctrines preached by the Talented Tenth about
Africa and the Black Man's Mission, while simultaneously denying the
optimism of the intellectuals that America would ever fulfil her promise.
"Repatriation" schemes were originally a white man's fantasy, dating
back to slavery tinea and sanctioned by Iincoln himself. More a
negative reaction to America then a positive identification with Africa,
emigration appealed to both disheartened black3 and disenchanted whites
as a means of solving the racial problem, Senator Morgan of Alabama,
for example, supported the exodus, especially after the discovery that
186
artificial cotton was cheeper to produce than the Southern staple,
184. New fork limes. Mar.21,1904, p.9.
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and the white press faithfully recorded the departures and
fortunes of black colonists. The sailing of the Horsa for Liberia
with 200 carefully selected migrants was reported, as was the visit of
Dr. Blyden, who advised that:-
"the only means by which Africa can be evangelized, colonized
and civilised is through the agency of the American Negro
Churchmen were pre-eminent in. thi3 debate. In 1899, Elshop Grant dis¬
couraged those who advocated migration to Liberia or any other part of
Africa, because of the cheapness of labour, the different culture and
the frightful climate. In the same vein he advised blacks to buy farms
rather than drift to the cities. However European influence in Africa
convinced Grant that America should also have its share in peaceable
expansion and rich acquisitions, by establishing a protectorate over
188
Liberia, who would eventually be admitted to the sisterhood of states. "*
Presumably under his scheme any black migrants would retain their U.S.
citizenship. Bishop Derrick visited England in 1904, endeavouring to
get the British Foreign Office to give the ministry of his church
greater opportunities to reach the natives in South Africa, and he
believed that the Afro-American was tired of the United States with its
lynchings and burnings, and was prepared to go back to do the necessary
"«<3q
work in the land of his fathers. By that time plans had been drawn
up for the New York and Liberia steamship line, under the direction of
blacks, to establish a regular 15-day service to Liberia, and in 1906,
Bishop U.S. Smith of Detroit went to Wast Africa to see what opportunities
190
could be created for prospective migrants.
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It was relatively easy to transfer the concept of a black
mission to save whites to an ideology of the redemption of Africa.
Prophecies were rife of "the next great migration" wherein the black
would return from the land of Ms serfdom to the continent of his
birth, taking with him all that he had learned, and using it to
191
enlighten the "Dark Continent"• 7 * The lure of the African Paradise
often turned out to be a cruel joke, or the exploitation of ignorance
and hope, but despite the revelations of death and disaster in West
192.
Africa, "many blacks continued to look on Africa as their safety-
valve. The American frontier offered no release for them, but the
African dream was a suitable substitute, which even if it was never
really viable, by the very fact of its existence, provided hope. The
symbolic value of Liberia was considered important enough by Loton,
193
Scott and Lewis to request an interview with the President,'' *in order
to influence public opinion in black America, and in 1920, the American
Colonisation Society was having to reject applicants for migration as
they had no available funds, (their finances being tied up in litigation)
On the other hand, some members of the Talented Tenth were prepared to
condemn colonization as inexpedient, a position summarized by f. Gilbert
Hazel. The Government was not prepared to assume the burden of pro¬
tection of these American citizens; such a step was national cowardice,
a surrender to conditions; instead of desertion, more expedient would
be a gradual egression and dispersal of the race from die mo3t thickly
settled districts of the South into other parts of the U.S. Thus
relieving tne congestion would not be a solution in itself, but it would
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be a preliminary step to its solution. In general., the
Talented Tenth as a group, preferred to weather the stoim in the States,
rather than face unknown odds. They could see their progress up from
slavery, and could confidently hope for more.
The most eloquent and reasoning of the emigration advocates was a
a
distinguished member ox' the .cl.-wted iaU., ishop nenry c p. Turner.
The bi3hop proclaimed that 'there is no manhood future in the United
States for the Negro" and that he had:-
"absolutely no interest in the issues of this bloody, lynching
nation...This rotten country lias no business being a nation
anyway. It is an organized mob from Maine to Texas."196.
The Freeman called him a prophet born one thousand years before his time,
praised his founding of a literary convention, and applauded his stand
which it described as an eternal protest against the tyranny of the
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times, for he preferred banishment to the curtailing of his rights.
In many ways this reflects the almost universal admiration and respect
for Turner, among both those who supported and those who disagreed with
his plans. Turner's declaration that his race received no protection
at all from their government, did not enjoy basic civil rights, and
that "A colored matt in Africa feels like a man", instead of an intruder
as in America, was quickly repudiated by his fellow A.M.1.Bishop, Derrick,
who reminded the race that America was the best country on earth for the
Negro. It was his tome, where he ought to remain and develop his
highest and best talents. Turner believed that the Negro tod been
brought to America to learn civilization, that he might return to Africa
to teach it there. His leaving would save the whites from hell and
disgrace, and the blacks from disloyalty to their government, for if
195. T.G.Hazel,'Suggestive Thoughts' .colored ..-erican i ac:azine(feb.l^TO).
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they had a spark of manhood, they had to wish its overthrow.
Although hs did not expect the race to rush after him, he was con¬
vinced that separation was the only solution to the race problem. He
also advanced tht theory that the original man was black, and the
bleaching of the white man during his wanderings had given rise to his
hatred and contempt for those who retained the colour God gave them.
As a counter to this contempt, he urged the foundation of a racial
cultural heritage of literature and pride, higher education for black
199
leaders and practical education for the masses. * His vision of Africa
both as a refuge for the persecuted and as a symbolic fatherland for
the entire race foundered when those migrants who most nearly measured
up to his specifications were those who were least enthusiastic to go.
Washington directly attacked Turner's counsel of restlessness and
despair , and then the bishop's partial paralysis by a stroke handi¬
capped the movement which had been at best untidy and sporadic. The
articulate leaders generally opposed colonization, and the masses
lapsed into apathy, while the "Dubois-Washington controversy" consumed
the interests and energies of the intellectuals. To compensate for
their disinterest and unwillingness to foresake their stake in America,
the middle classes sent missionaries and teachers to Africa, and pro¬
tested against European colonialism; the lower class followed their
example, for they shared the aspirations if not the success of the
middle class.
The culmination of the "Back-to-Africa" Movement came in 1916,
with the advent in America of a bombastic Jamaican, ilarcus Garvey, who,
while drawing on the ideas and leadership traditions of Afro-Americans,
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posed a considerable threat to the established racial
leadership. Garvey was at the peak of his power in 1920-21, outside
the scope of this work, but his ideas and the antagonism they provoked
were to a certain extent the consequences of the ideological ferment
of the period 1895-1919. Garvey awakened that race consciousness and
pride which the Talented Tenth had been trying to instill in the race,
making it meaningful for the masses of the race. He claimed to be
following the self-help philosophy of Washington, and at first attempted
to teach economic solutions to the Negro problem, but his ideas soon
expanded to include a nationalistic scheme for the redemption of Africa
201
and the establishment of a Negro merchant marine." * Garvey reflected
tine fatalism of many blacks who had abandonned hope for justice in a
white man's country, virile Iris appeal to individual ego-consciousness,
sail-magnification, display and psychological release usurped one of the
2Q2
primary attractions of the church." * The use of the technique of tire
pre-eminent racial institution of the masses combined with the modified
views of the elite put Garvey at the head of a mass movement and gave
him a degree of financial support never previously paralleled, in Afro-
Araerican history. The Universal Negro Improvement Association, Garvey's
organisation, did follow many of the traditional themes of black better¬
ment organizations, and by 1920 it had the largest circulation of all
blacK weeklies in tire U.S. in its magazine, the Negro n'orid. Garvey
also drew on the researches of Vioodson and DuBois into the African
heritage; in fact, DuBois was honoured by the U.N.I.A. in Jamaica in
1915»" for his works offered substantial backing to the assumptions
of cultural nationalism. lie differed from Garvey in believing that
inter-racial cooperation -would play a major role in the race's struggle
201. A.C.Powell, Against The Tide (New York,1938), p.70.
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for liberation. But at a time when DuBois could hardly get
his version of Pan-Africanism off the ground, Garvey stirred the popular
20L.
imagination with his own peculiar version of these theories.
Garvey led a mass movement, and even those who did not follow him
205
knew about him - no mean achievement compared to the efforts of other
leaders. In order to reach this huge following, he fell back on the
methods of the demagogues and street-corner orators who had harangued
the people of Harlem as the community grew. At first considered only
"one of the professional army of race-problem hustlers with which the
streets of Harlem were then invested" he quickly became the crowd's
206
favourite entertainer. * The status of the Afro-American made it
easy for a crowd movement to be initiated even although the N.A.A.C.P,
or N.U.L. had never capitalised on this. The very reason of their
207.
programmes alienated them from the crowd, "but the infusion of a new
dramatic element and the overthrow of the old. restraints of class and
culture presented Garvey, Africa and the U.N.I.A. to the mob in terms
it not only understood but in which it gloried.
The rice and fall of Garvey form an interesting narrative,a***
the nature of the opposition to him reveals more about his leadership
methods and his relations with the Talented Tenth. The reaction of
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the N.A.A.C.P, has been used to support the hypothesis that
y
the black intellectuals considered themselves an elite who were res¬
ponsible for racial leadership, They preserved their distance from
the masses while exhibiting their social concern, and were accused of
209
treating the Garvey movement as a threat to their superior status#
210
The only professional group to resoond to Garvey was the ministry; *
not only were they no more sophisticated than their flock, hot they were
often darksr-skinned, and so were not alienated by Garvey's denunciation
of mulattoes in the same way as many of the lighter-skinned intellec¬
tuals, DuBois largely ignored Garvey until 1920, a tardiness born of
ambivalence, and when he did speak out, he was remarkably temperate
211
considering Garvey had been attacking him for a year. * DuBois
admitted the Garvey charisma, but claimed he was vocalising the
grievances of the West Indian peasantry, and accredited him with honesty
and sincerity, dynamism and the desire to serve, although ha predicted
that he lacked business sense and an organizational flair, while at
212
the same time he had dictatorial tendencies. * He recognized the
racial pride engendered by the efforts of the Black Star Line, although
he dreaded that it would fail on account of faulty business practices.
Ruefully he admitted that Garvey had popularized ideas not original to
him, and enumerated his mistakes as denouncing mulattoe3, upsetting
213
Liberia and angering Great Britain. * DuBois was put in the difficult
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position of trying to attack Garvey without undermining his
ideas, and he also feared that black faith in ma3S organizations would
be irreparably shattered. He claimed that Garvey' s only original con¬
tribution was the plan to unite Negrodom by a line of steamships, even
if it was in pursuit of an "old and pretty thoroughly discredited dream".
After a few vitriolic articles on Garvey and his supporters, notably
Levey Bundy, the N,A.A.C.P., who ultimately emerged victorious, declared
21
that they had no enmity against Garvey and his "great and worthy droam" •
They denied they had attempted to sabotage the movement, claiming that
Garvey sealed his own fate by his threats against the judge, the
215
district attorney, and his critics at his trial.
Although MilHam Pickens was singled out for honour by the U.N.I.A.,
he rejected the offer, denouncing the organization because of its
"alliance" with the Ku Klux Klan, and because he held fast to his
Americanism,
"I believe in Africa for the Africans, white and black, and
I believe in America for Americans, native, naturalized, and
all colors, and I believe that any of the3e Americans would
be foolish to give up their citizenship here for a thousand-
year Improbability in Africa or anywhere else."^®*
Pickens set out to give "Garvsy* s gang all the legal trouble they are
entitled to", and even suggested that Randolph and Owen might liase
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with Pagnall and himself to that end. Thi3 uncanny combination of
left and right lends support to the theory that the traditional leader¬
ship feared Garvey, an idee pounced on by the U.N,I.A. who maintained
'■14. fl&at Vol.XXII, 1 opt.1922), p.210.
215. Crisis Vol.XXXV, (^eb.1928), p.51.
216. F,Garvey to W.Pickens, July 10,1922j Pickens to Carvey, July 24,
1922, W.P. f'ss, Schomfcurg.
217. Vv. Pickens to A.B, Cpingarn, Sept.ll, Aug.27, 1922. A.B.C. Mas.
H.U.
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that their critics, especially the N.A.A.C.P., did not have
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the manhood to match their intellects. * Sven after he was well and
truly deposed, the character assassination continued with the attempt
to portray Garvey as an "Uncle Tom" for he had solicited aid from
whites in order to get his movement under way, had used a white firm
to print the iegro World, despite his espousal of self-help and the
easy accessibility of the New York Age press, and he had further used
a white publicity man, who had become very distressed at official fun~
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ctions when some members had asked his wife to dance. * The very fact
that his detractors used such personal invective and abuse rather than
make any detailed repudiation of his philosophy invites a closer
scrutiny to search for the points of overlap.
The U.N.I.A. claimed to stand for the manhood rights of the race -
the slogan of all racial protest organizations - but insisted that the
free, independent Negro movement should be controlled and dominated by
Negroes. (The arguments were exactly analogous to Trotter's in
founding the N.E.S.L.) The U.N.I.A. even visualized itself as an
umbrella movement, stating that a minority group, economically dependent
on the majority, should make as many friends as possible in that majority,
but that organizations training the Negro in self-reliance were the para¬
mount necessity. However it felt its programme was large enough to
accommodate all racial organizations under its tutelage, both those
under coloured and those under white leadership, allowing all to function
without friction or strife. It did not go very far to implement this
unity by its denunciation of the N.A.A.C.P. as the social arbiter of
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the race who determined "who was who". * The U.N.I.A's Constitution
218. U.N.I.A. Press Release, Jan.1923. J.E.B. Mas. Schomburg.
219. Interstate Tattler. July 12, 26; Aug.2, 9, 1929.
220. Negro orld. Feb.2A,1923» pp.1 and 4.
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which came into effect in July 1918 outlined the scope and
vision of the Association's task. Its jurisdiction was to include
all communities where blacks were to be found, and its objects were to
establish a universal Confraternity among the race; to promote the
3pir±t of pride and love; to reclaim the fallen; to administer to
and assist the needy; to assist in civilizing the backward tribes of
Africa; to assist in the development of independent Negro nations
and communities; to establish comnisarles or agencies in the principal
countries and cities of the world for the representation and protection
of all Negroes, irrespective of nationality; to promote a conscien¬
tious spiritual worship among the native tribes of Africa; to establish
Universities, Colleges, Academies and Schools for the racial education
and culture of the people; to conduct a world-wide commercial and indus¬
trial intercourse for the good of the people; and to work for better
conditions in all Negro communities. The remainder of the Constitution
was devoted to the conditions for the establishment of branches; the
rights, duties and prerogatives of the Association's officers, with the
necessary qualifications for such elevation, and the social mores for the
Potentate's Court functions. The Declaration of the Rights of the Negro
Peoples of the World transferred the injustices complained of so bitterly
in America to a world scale, while protesting against the indignities of
being black in white America, a protest which in both style and substance
was virtually identical to that of all other radical racial organizations,
but which was distinguished by its references to European colonialism in
Africa and British policy in the West Indies, a legacy of Garvey's
personal background. Using the language of the Declaration of Indepen¬
dence, and invoking the justice of the Lord, both traditional in black
rhetoric, the Declaration stated unequivocally the belief that blacks were
or ought to be free, that the race 3hauld have supreme authority in all
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things racial, that the Negro should be governed by the
ethics of civilization, and therefore entitled to human rights and
privileges, that the Negro was entitled to legislative and judicial
representatives, to justice in the courts of law and to be represented
if taxed. Further, it contended that racial proscription was immoral,
that "Negro" should be written with a capital "N" and that the Negro
should defend himself against "barbarous practices". Africa was to
be free, imperial aggression was condemned, both in itself and as a
cause of war, and the Negro was projected as having an inherent right
to possess himself of Africa. Atrocities which disgraced Southern
civilization were compared to white activities in Africa, while the
U.S. penal and educational systems were deprecated for racial
injustices. The Declaration expressly protested against segregated
districts, separate public conveyances, industrial discrimination,
lynchings and limitations on political privileges on account of colour,
and reiterated its firm belief in a free press, free speech and free¬
dom of religious worship. It set itself up as the protector of black
womanhood, and the rehabilitator of the black image which was being
defiled by scandalous films. It deplored any attempts to curtail or
prejudice the education of black children and the inculcation of alien
ideologies, and the non-admittance to the civil service of black can¬
didates who passed the entrance examinations.
Discrimination in travel was linked to the black man's right of
free and unhindered migration, and the right to journey unmolested
throughout the world. The Association also demanded the right of the
race to choose its own leaders and to control its own social institutions
without interference from another race. Limited liberty was equated
to a modified slavery, and a protest was lodged on behalf of Negro
doctors, who were impeded in the execution of their profession, and
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also on behalf of black representatives of foreign governments,
who were not always accorded the diplomatic courtesies. It proposed
rehabilitation schemes for juvenile offenders and the nullification of
the League of Nations, while advocating the implementation of the Golden
Rule on a racial or national scale. No race war was to be waged,
without permission, unless in self-defence, and no further blacks to
be drafted into wars which were alien to the interests of blacks.
"Negro History" was to become compulsory for black children, and the
U.N.I,A. to be recognized and accredited at international conventions.
The freedom of the seas was a demand necessitated by the proposed
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establishment of commercial intercourse between black people. *
Garvey added a few more personal ideas to these, namely the
necessity for action not chance to alleviate suffering and the need
for organization to obviate exploitation. Power was central to his
ideology, as the only protection against injustice and the guarantor
of respect ibr a race. He espoused education for the masses and the
concept of the press as an instrument of public service, and believed
that the evolutionary scale would soon register a change in balance to
favour the black. As the power holding Africa was human not divine,
and as the world could not keep 400 million Negroes down for ever, the
liberation of Ethiopia, which he used interchangeably with Africa, was
inevitable. Although he let slip his intuition that the whole world
was run on bluff, he felt that the race could only be saved by a strong
industrial foundation and political independence. The Bible could
not solve man's problems, but he nevertheless stressed the need for
spiritual issues such as love, honesty, justice, charity,mercy and
equality. He damned white philanthropy, and even warned that some
must prepare to die in the struggle for liberation. He pictured his
race, not as haters, but as lovers of humanity's cause, who would use
221. Constitution and Book of Laws of U.N.I.A. & A.C.L. U.N.I.A. Mas.
Schomburg.
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their physical prowess to preserve humanity and civilization,
but he warned the race against imbibing the poison of the worst
attitudes of the white man. He advised preparedness for the upward
struggle of the race, that it might fully participate in the battle
for the survival of the fittest. Finally he adnitted that his dream
of an African iimpire would probably be ushered in by a future
generation. *
These were the idea3 on which the Garvey movement was founded,
and in than can be heard the echo of previous generations of black
leaders. A federation of racial associations had been proposed and
the virtues of organization had been frequently repeated, as one after
another black organizations mushroomed then collapsed. Race pride
was at the core of the teachings of the A.N.A., the A.S.N.L.H. and the
N.S.H.R., while self-help had been preached by both Washington and the
Talented Tenth. Garvey acknowledged his intellectual debt to Booker
T. Washington on this score. One aspect of the U.N.I.A. which is
often overlooked was its emphasis on the racial regeneration of the
blacks, without hatred of the white race; this may have been prag¬
matism, but it may also have been the heritage of the black church's
otherwordly teachings. Social uplift by aiding those in need of help
and charity to the destitute of the race was reminiscent of the social
work agencies like the N.U.L. and the White Rose Mission, and of the
fraternal orders. Garvey intended to Christianize Africa in an almost
Turnerian sense, but he had a breadth of vision of Pan-African unity
that drew on the researches of DuBois, while surpassing them in applica¬
tion. He had internalized the black American's faith in education,
and fell back on the traditional rhetoric in defence of black constitut¬
ional rights within the U.S. Garvey explicitly condemned separatism,
222. .Garvey, Philosophy and Opinions. Vols. I and II (New York,1963).
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but saw that the blacks needed to draw on their own resources
if they were to withstand the physical and psychological encroachments
of the white man. He was basically a democrat, demanding a minimum of
human rights in a de-ocratic and constitutional way, but his demagogic
style and overwhelming success encouraged his philosophy to be inter¬
preted by his adversaries in a detrimental way. His demands for
better treatment on the American front coincided with those of all the
more outspoken leaders of the race. Hie point of departure came at
the thought of going "Sack-to-Africa". His ideas for the black man's
mission for the redemption of Africa met with the same fate as those
of previous emigration!sts.
Garvey may not have said much that was new, but he said it in a
new and vibrant way. He embodied the new feeling of race pride and
independence that seized the black community after World ar I, seeing
the wakening of nationalistic and racial consciousness all over the
world, and foreseeing the American's and the Afro-American's role in
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the future development of his race. * His personal ambition and his
disillusion with Moton and DuBois led him to embark on the lonely and
perilous paths of leadership, where he was maligned, misinterpreted
and misunderstood.
As a postscript it is interesting to notice the boast of a
Garveyite:-
" e were the first Fascists...when we had 100,000 disciplined
men and were training children, Mussolini was still an unknown.
Mussolini copied our Fascism. But the Negroes sabotaged it."?^4*
Cprtainly, like Hitler and Mussolini, his followers were lower-middle
class, not the people of the slums but the "black yeomanry" unlearned
223. T.H.Talley, 'Marcus Garvey, A Negro Moses', World's Work. Vol.41
(Dec.1921), pp.153-155*
224. Abdul Naseem, 'Black Nationalism', Ms. Schomburg Vertical Files.
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but precipient, those with small, struggling businesses
like clothes-pressing or barbers' shops, or restaurants, and personal
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servants. * Another superficial parallel was the paramilitary facade
of the U.N.I.A. - the uniforms, the parades, and the propaganda. Like
Fascism, Garveyism was a mass movement, but it wa3 not a highly organized
revolutionary movement. Neither were its values irrational, as so often
in -uropean fascism, nor did it plan to overthrow established order. It
was not anti-clerical, and anti-monanchialism was irrelevant in the U.S.
context. Garveyism was not negative like the doctrines of Hitler and
Mussolini - it did not condemn Marxian, socialism, liberalism and
democracy, nor did it believe that violence would purify the body
politic. In fact, by contrast, it praised pacific policies and was
democratic and constitutional in focus and function. It did propagate
Nationalism, and flourish in the social disorganization and economic
crisis of the immediate postwar period. Yet it was not racist, and in
fact sought to uproot racial hatred from black hearts; there was nothing
comparable to the racist anti-Semiticism which distinguished the Nazis
from the fascists. Garveyism was not a revolt against rapid postwar
change, but rather an attempt to capitalize on it. It did appeal to
those with a grievance, but that American racial grievance antedated
the social forces that triggered off European fascism. Neither wa3 it
so much a quest for new values as a search for racial values, the glorifi¬
cation and amplification of the pride, self-reliance and self-respect
that would redeem and regenerate the Negro race in America, Africa and
the rest of the World.
The organization of racial protest associations had led to the
coherent expression of black grievances, but not to an agreed policy of
225. J.S.iiedding, On lelng Negro in America (New York,1964), p.21.
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racial unity for racial uplift. The choice between
"radicalism" or "conservatism"5 in the racial sense was often dictated
by personality and pragmatism as much as by idealismj despite the
intensity of the discussion the two approaches were never polar opposites.
Many of the Talented Tenth had had at least occasional dealings with
Booker T. Washington; the dichotomy between the two factions was more
one of emphasis than of fundamentals, and was intimately concerned with
intra-racial power struggles. The Talented Tenth belonged to both
major political parties, trying to win appointments for themselves and
concessions for their race, while some of the intellectuals dabbled in
third party politics, in particular with the Socialist party, whose
doctrines they tailored to meet racial needs. No leadership group
could mobilise without at least the tacit support of the black churches,
even if factionalism prevented their coalescence into one inter-denomina¬
tional force. Only about lQw of the ministry could be enumerated in the
Talented Tenth, but as the churches were among the principal agencies of
black status adjustment, they could not be ignored. Churchmen, like
politicians, subscribed to many and diverse ideologies, among which was
emigration. Bishop Turner was indisputably a churchman of Talented
Tenth 3tatus, yet he failed to interest the elite in hi3 schemes for
the redemption of Africa. The climax of the ideological and methodol¬
ogical ferment came with the arrival in the U.S.A. of Marcus Garvey,
who usurping the teachings of the Talented Tenth, mobilized the masses
in a way they never could. Rejected with a fervent hostility by the
majority of the Talented Tenth, he nevertheless wooed and won some to
the cause of the U.N.I.A, As in dealing with Booker T, Washington,
the Talented Tenth was not united nor had it resolved the questions
of strategy and tactics. Rather than formulating an over-all plan,
individuals treated each issue on its merits and according to their
personal interests, thus creating alignments and re-alignments within
the group itself, and occasional concordats with external agencies.
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yiis jlack
The situation of the blaok female intellectual deserves
speoial attention, for it is the problem of the black intellectual in
microcosm, compounded by the additional burden of sexual discrimin¬
ation. The black woman intellectual faced a multiple negative; she
had first to estaolish her own femininity, and that of all the women
of her race in the climate created bv the outrageous assaults on her
race and sex; she had to overcome the prejudice not only of the white
race but also of the black male, and she had to struggle for the full
recognition of her abilities and training.
In slavery, the blaok female had had the primary function of
breeding more slaves, while at the same time being the sexual toy of
her white master, even although she performed many other tasks, ranging
from domestic duties to arduous physical labour. Denied the sanctions
of matrimony, and otherwise unprotected, the "black mammy" was
1.
frequently forced to deprive her own man and family. Following the
tradition of JJiblioal analogy, blacks claimed that they were even .aore
mistreated by this system than the Jews in Egypt, who as slaves to the
government and not to individual owners, were oemitted to keep their
2.
households intact and to cling to their religious and family institutions.
The maltreatment of black women continued after Emancioation, as the
attitudes and assumptions fostered under slavery persisted.
1. Crisis, Vol.V (1912j, p.78.
2. Fulton, A Pie? for Ooqiai Jqstij-Cg fop yhe j.'ogrp .oqap, N.S.H.R.
Occasional Paper No.2 (1912), 0.3.
although the connection oetveen sex and racioa has oeen *
intimate and enduring in the history of American race relations, it
was little discussed, nd if it was, then rarely by the aleok woijen
themselves. Even when The Independent opened its pages to a discuss¬
ion of the uestion, its black female contributors regained anonymous.
In the couth, where the "color of her face alone," was sufficient
invitation to the Southern wb3.te man, conditions were hard for the
reluctant victim who struggled to aa ntain 1-er virtue and aelf-reeoeot.
on the other hand, those who submitted tamely "lived in clove %
aoae girls definitely were easier to encourage and maintain euoh
relationship, althou h middle class women tended to disregard this
group, out thuse who were not hid only themselves to depend u or. for
protection. If their fathers, brothers or huauvnda sought to redress
their wrongs, the" were often severely mniohe-i, if not lynched, while
the offender went free. Compounded with this, the black wasan wen often
asaoiled ay the black sale, who ought to have oee her natural protectoy,
but who ted imbued the white man's values, "**Out of the rationalisation
of the use of rape as a weapon of ermtematle terror, there g w the m *th
of he "bed" -lack woman, which was used as a supportive mechanism in
the o 4* ilex system of oostxlatanciv tlo sex-race rol tion ,
doth Gerds terrier and Calvin Hemton have d ouaente-I the process by
which the black vcman was 3ehuaaniaed Into a sexual beast. The aaadSotlon
of differing sexual levels between the races, and the i3"tfaifvinv of
greater black sexual cote ev easilv led to the personification of the
3, Hii • outhern Colored Woman", 'The Race troolea « An autobiography",
indeaendm t Zol.56 (-var.19-4), >.537-
4, "A Hegro Horse," '.sore Slavery at the Southj Independent Vol.72
(Jan. 1912), p. 197.
5, ii&y.d, pp.19 -20U.
olaok vauan in %»msm of jfrtsdoi and abandon. The ,**li«f
soon took root that all black girls ver ea.er und voluntary in their
relations with white sen, and therefore deserving of none of the con¬
sider©ti .n and resnect accorded to white women. To exploit a woman vho
was by thia racist definition a alut wee not in an** way seen as re-
trehenoibia. Laws against intermarriage, the denial of the title "Mrs."
or Ilia." to an*' oiaok woman, taooos against even resaeatuole inter-raoial
socialising, the refusal to let a black person try on clothes «fo e
purchasing, the assigning of single toilet facilities to both sexes of
blacks, and the differing legal sanctions against raps or abuse of minora
who>3 committed against white and black women were ell aractloes Med to
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reinforce the myths, before the black female inteiloctual ooold lead any
kind of public life, she ha I first to eons to terns with this attitude,
and answer It# char es on her own account, «nd on behalf of her Jess
articulate sisters.
The black reaa ©vapotbised half-heartedly with the -too em, by
publishing such statements a© those which oiaiatcd that the difficulties of
h'egro women vers "a ppoble , not of color out of conditions." 'Sociologists
like Dubois were able to -elate the problem to its wi ler context
"All womanhood today is hampered oecauae the world on which it is
emerging is a world that tries to worship both virgins an -
mothers, and in the end despises motherhood and dee toil© virgins. * *
.xoeptional were Du. -oia who saw the connection between the treatment of
women of both races, ni vho realised the connection oetueen the rights of
women and blaoka, and A.H.Griake, who believed thatJ-
6. G.Lerner, h<MOT.in ffiUt dittiflft Chew 7ork,1973), pa. 163-4.
C,Kernton, Lex ond Kaplan (London, 1969), 3 ->.107-113.
7. .'^ttaourg Courier April 1,1911, 0.3.
s. w.a. ... Duioia, Subajms, Jbtoau,Jto».siafelBJfcbOiU <Hew fork,1920},
9*164.
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"The natural and beautiful equality of the sexes
mo n«rch;<nc« the Toradise of the not. Ita realisation
in the life of the world will usher in the sailleniua
of the future."'*
The uore usual attitude of the alack: male wss to follow the example of
Jesus, who "treated women reapacta0I7, out not seriously, for council
0.
aa to Hie labor or his actions." James Weldon Johnson sanation®*! exual
inequality in terns of remuneration for e^ual wor?, by suggesting to
G.A.Towns that the" hire a woman music teacher at Atlanta, for while it
was -possible to hire a first class woman for a molest salary, a iaan who
11.,
w.uld accept such an amount would "naturally be inferior." (Afiaittedly
this > aa an attitude to voiaen current throughout American society, and
not confined either to Johnson or to blacks.) In addition to this,
Mannie H. burroughs could claim that:-
"there are -son right here in our own race, and their number is
legion, who would rather marry a woman for her color than for
her character.w^2«
This had two serious efrecta on coloured women» it led to a concentration
on Caucasian aesthetic standards, and it intensified intra-rttola x colour
if erentlatioa.
"If the Negro women would use half the ti e the ? spend in tr in¬
to get white in tr lag to get better, the r-ce would sow
forward a pace, out the production of ,;ore whit* Hegrocu, whether
hoae-mmie or bom that way, that does not wring to the race more
character and worth, oro unwelcome guests that aa? be excused at
anr time."13.
black women hid speak out in defence of the selves and their race,
r-.ddie hunton asserted that s -
9. .ii.Grlake, :;Hualitv. The Nation's beat .iediolrw, .-;s., n.d.,
A.H.n. ho3, H.U.
3D. tSMUBIl April 17,1397, p.4.
U. J. .Johnson to Q.A.Towns, .lay 5,191o, Q.A.X. . iss. A.U.
12 .K.H.burroughs, 'ho Color, but 0harooter,' /pice of the h»g*Q 7ol.l
(Jttly,l*M), 0.277-
13. liM., p.278.
"Tharu ia hardl? the daughter of a slave aother who 201.
hae not heard o the subitae and heroic soul of aosaa
maternal ancestor that * ant home to th- C-od that gave
it rather than live s life of enforced infamy. *14»
Fannie barrier ' iliia a exposed the leehery of the Southern white sen,
and suggested the colored woman deserve; "greater ore iit for what she
fca» done and is doi j than blame for what she cannot so soon overcome.M
The ease oroblee with its different sectional manifentations caused her
deep trauma.
"X dare not cease to hope and asmire and believe in buaan love
and justice, but progress is pe. nful, and av faith is often
•trained to the breaking point.*15.
bore poignant was the declaration of "a colored woman, wife md mother''
who bemoaned that "A colored vooan, however reeceotahle, is lower than
16.
a white prostitute," This article, again written for 'ike independent
was an atte ipt to expose the plight of olack women in the Couth, and
the degredatloa and brutality to which the whole ruse was subjected.
In re?>ly to an assertion oy a oouthern white woman that she could
not conceive of such a creature as a virtuous coloured woman came the
heated response of Svlvanie Francos KU2iaa», ilhe hotly contended that
i&stesd of neait, the white woman should helo by a voputhy, and aid the
educated coloured wonen who were tr ing to lift the race "out of the
aire of sin" and who were teaching by preeept and example the doctrine of
r ice integrity, and so doing more to preserve the purity of the Caucasian
17.
race than any laws against aisaagenation or for segregation The eonoerne
14. A.Iiunton, 'black i oaonhood defended,* .olco of the Negro. Vol.1
(July,19b4), O.280.
15. F»B.WillifeuS, 'A Northern Negro*a Autobiography,* Independent:r
Vol.57 (July, 1904), 0.96.
16. non-m . .m/ic -of erv£7-;*oi.54 ( ©'"t. 39v:.';,po.2221-2.
17. o,F.'. illi'iaa, 'The Social Status of the Negro anon,* Voice of -
Negro Vol.1 v July,1904), Po.298-9.
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of the more middle-class black women were expressed by 'Mty
Church Terrell, who told of the discrimination onoountered in
Washington, DC, - the denial of hotel accomaodations and food, desoix
respectability and the means of aayaent} Ji*-Grav cars; the hostility
of the white church) the lack of opportunity for congenial employment
commensurate with education and ability, outside of a few teaching
oostsj the expectation that black women should oe aulaIsj segregation
or exclusion from theatres and oolle. es, (excetrfc Catholic University),
13.
and discrimination by trade unions.
The ourdena imposed or, black women were Immense; although the
slack women intellectual* believed in democracy and the democratic
processes as much as their male counter-parts, they quickly realize 1
that the exposure of their opo-ession was not diminishing it. They
had also a consciousness of a special mission, which devolved on them
by virtue of both sex and race. This was similar in many ways to the
mission ideology that the black would redeem America. On the black
woman lay the responsibility ofi-
«the broadening and deepening of her race, the teaching of
routh to grasp present opportunities, and, greater than all,
to help clear the moral ataosrhe-e by inculcating a clearer
appreci- tion of Use Holy Herd and its application to everyday
living. *3.9.
It was the duty of the female Talented Tenth to develop the hi hest
type of womanhood, upon which depended "the temporal and spiritual
salvation of the race." It was incusbent uoon these women to reach the
hearts and homes of their less fortunate sisters, whom ooth society and
charity ignored, and to teach them cleanliness, industry arid refinement.
13. M.C.Terrell, ''hat it deans to be Colored in the Capital of the U.S.'
independent Vol.62 (Jan.24,1907), pp.131-6.
19. P. Hopkins, •Famous omen of the Kegro Race*, Colored merlean iarazine
(Feb.1902), pp.276-?.
Prior to 1902, this effort was thou ht to have been a
failure because of the black woman's poor conception of her duty,
oecause her religion had not oeen of the practical, Christ-like
kind, and "oe ausa they had not Possessed sufficient love of the
wayward, the poor and the criminal. The aristocratic, kid-glove
methods had beer found wanting; too many church members had "stayed
on stilts", refusing to help those in need. This faith as expostulated
by Ms. burroughs was very much 'this-woridly', and she went on to make
practical suggestions, namely that centres ought to oe provided in the
cities where girls could come and spend their evenings, receiving
wholesome instruction, reading and writing or taking courses in domestic
science, instead of attending "parlor socials" and second-class theatres,
20.
loitering about the streets or devoting their time to gossip.
The educated women obli ed themselves to lead exemplary lives,
for they considered they formed the highest of th ee social strata,
f
which were distinctly marked by morals, education and means. They
claimed to Possess and practise the highest virtues, namely owning
their own homes and farms, carrying on independent lousinesses, and being
21.
thrifty, aspiring and progressive. This was a direct endorsement of
the philosophy of Booker T. Washington, for as one would expect, they
shared the ideological patterns and cleavages of the race as a <■hole.
The importance of the woman in the socialization process, derived from
her role of motherhood, was universally acknowledged. Mrs. Washington
summed it ups-
20. N.H.burroughs, 'A Clarion Call to uty,' Colored American,
Aor.5,1902, p.2.
21. J.B.Bruce, ''hat Education has done for the Colored Woman,'
Voice of the Cerro^Vol.l (July,1904), pp.294-5.
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"ho people can rise above their source - the mothers
of the Ifitwl - and there at the fountain-head must the
work '30. In, The bosse and family la the startlng-ooint,
hlnce the spirit of the age demands that the aoth-r
should have a vide knowledge of all matters pertaining
to the moral, spiritual and intellectual trainin, of
her children, w# women auat meet the denaads o*r asking
our organizations avenues to help to the aetter way."'-2»
the woaen felt that froo their position and rolo as ©others
sprang their duty to elevate and regenerate the race, Us, Terrell
spelt out the nhiloaohy behind "the women's work" in her Many
articles and speeches. Although testifying to the int insio value
o knowledge, iis, Terrell felt it was a better and nooler thing to
use it for the oenefit of one s fellow ©an. The alas of the organ! nat¬
ions were to oroaote education and aoralitv br practical «nd useful
aeans. One of the most serious problems confronting coloured women
was their inability to secure employment n the v rioue oursulta for
uihiob thev were fitted oy nature, a ilitv, education and training.
ith the exoe tiona of teaching, nurain . and sewing, there was alao t
no work e railsols to the coloured woaan no setter how well-educated,
skilful or pre-poeeeesing she night have oeen. Bovever, those who had
enjoyed the advantages of education -nd training were console- tiouely
atudyin the probleaa affecting the race, but Ha. Terrell, desrite her
privile. eo and enli htenaent, still clung tenaoi>usl~ to i eery
traditional concept of wonanhood, The oria© movers among the black
women sought the respect am! re®pactabilit ? accorded to white women,
*©'
rather than full sexual emancipation. Consequently, rest emphasis was
laid on the role of the woman as bcwMwaker, bo, oy observing hmr self,
was teaching her children to observe the "lofty orincioles of justice,
liberty, equality of opportunity >nd e^uslit before the law, upon which
this (the Aoerionn) joveranent was founlad" and in which, theoretically,





These traditional attitudes to the role of woman as wife and
mother, the idea that the home was the most important unit of social
regeneration and the prejudice against the black female intellectual
on the threefold count of her sex, race and intellect, encouraged
individual women and the women's organizations to soonsor the
traditionally "female?' concerns, suoh a3 morality, education, social
work and cultural refinements. The conscious attempt to use their
skills, training and aptidudes, in a manner comoarable to their men,
also >ersuaded the females of the Talented Tenth to concentrate on the
feminist issues, although they tried not to neglect the over-all
context.
These ideas were conspicuous in the formation of the women's
organizations, supreme among which was the National Association of
Colored Women (N.A.C.W.). In 1895, under the guidance of .is. Joseohine
St. Pierre Ruffin, the first National Confederation of Colored Women
was convened in boston, while Ms. Margaret Murray Washington founded
the National Federation of Afro-American Women, which united 36 women's
clubs in 12 states, including Ms. Ruffin's own New Era Club. Other
tentative steos had been taken towards national unity under the leadership
of the 'Washington Women's Club, a movement which led to the founding of
the National League of Colored Women under the guidance of Ms. Terrell,
A brief rivalry was resolved by the unification of the Federation and
the League in 1896, when large numbers of affiliates were drawn into the
N.A.C.W. The D.C, Auxiliary of the N.A.C.W, reported the formation of
seven committees to deal with the various aspects of club work -The
Loving Service, Mothers' Meetings, Membership, Literary and Parliamentary,
23. M.C.Terrell, The Progress of Colored ! omen, ids. M.C.T. Mss. L.C
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24.
Hoae, Social Purity ana Prets Committees. In another ranch
the ciub work was divided into two departments, onglteh Literature
and Current Tolas, for intellectual develo went, for the club
considered that its object vaas-
"to Inspire and stioulate its leathers to teach the hi heat
x>s iole work which will -sroaote the -oral and intellectual
worth of its aeaaoera and tha society in -antral. *25.
The Committee on Credentials re x>rted an initial a»eaoer8iiip of 67 clubs
26.
reoreaented bv 54 delegates, pulling together women whose views
covered the whole spectres of racial orunion. Initially their organis¬
ation was welcomed "for its originality, freedom from "oliiica, and
27#
1 ok of inducement3 to the selfish and dainty." *" to the great relief of
the black male their "shibboleth is morality. A pure girlhood, a noble
intelligent aotfeerhood, a respectful manhood is their o-.l of their
ambition," out more osrtieularly tiiere was no fighting for the ballot,
no arguin for "vosen's rights , no begging fo* social and political
2d.
rights, and no clamouring for opoa-tunities, save incidentally. The
women's movement fed oeen declared safe.
Ms. Terrell defined the first duty of the N.A.G.V. as its obligation
to the children of the race, who were the foundation of the next gener¬
ation. This involved not only the inculcation of moral values, but the
practical provision of kindergartens, day nurseries, nd orohanagca.
However, the aged also needed c:.-.re; sanitaria, hospitals nd training
schools or nurses fed to as built; fallen girls and urate fed to o@ led
back to the pcthe of rectitude and virtue; classes had to e fumed to
24. He port of Elisabeth Nuffield, 15 Sept.. 1391'. 4.0.7. as. L.C.
25. b.Lillian Coleman to ^resident and ■ omen, rational association,
1097. M.C.T. Abb. a,.C.
26. lieu york TImcc July 21,1896, p. 10.
27. Aug.8,1896, p»U
23. I old.
cultivate the mind, while schools of domestic science
were accorded top Priority. The race was to be elevated by and
through its women, out Ha. Terrell was all too aware both of the
need to keep in closer touch with the masses, and of the difficulties
of persuading people to avail themselves of the assistance of those
who wished to lift them to a higher Plane. Health was a .matter of
deep concern, for in comparison with whites, the death r.-tc of ohe
race was alarming, .-is. Terrell injected elements into he racial
attitudes of the N.A.C.W. other thai; those of morality and social work,
bhe subscribed to the oellaf that it was necessary to create a "health¬
ful, wholesome public opinio and to ooenly condemn lynching, the
convict-lease system, the Jim- rov car laws, and all the oth>r abuses,
bhe advocated agitation with the force of logic, to either convert or
shame the oppressor, racial solidarity and self-help in patronizing the
race, and finally that upon those with the ability and character to lead
29.
should devolve the responsibility of leadership. The women had emerged
from docility to make their voices heard on all the issues of the da »
The aanhsisis within tha Association itself was on a middle-class
concept of a woman's attributes. Distinguished from other women' a
organisations because of the "dignity end easy familiarity with Parliament-
ary usage, and an entire uuaece of sexf-consciousness," reporters of
the Association's meetings still felt obliged to remark that "voices were
low and Pleasantly modulated," and that dress vms ' simple, tasteful and
quiet even to sombrencsa.1" behind the N.a.C.W. were some of the i ieol-
o.ies found in the N.A.A.L. and N.A.A.C., namely that the oody should be
both national and non-sectarian, with the a vowed our cose of see elevation."
29. M.O.Terrell, 'The Dutv of the N.A.C.W. to the Raoe; ....S.Review
Vol.16 (1899-1900), pp.340-353.
30. boston i.venirs Transcript July 15,1901. Caioniiv:, H.l.
31. J.0.Yates, 'National Aasooiati n of Colored amen,' Voice of the Na-ro
Vol. 1 (July 1904), p.283.
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after the factionalism of 1396, the women wow aisle to
coalesce all their racial aetivl iea tinder the guidance of the
L.A.G.v., solving ha probleti of le-.dership fa'? delegating different
duties to as many sing ~e individuals as was possible so that no one
person oeoaate undul ' xro-ainent, and having onl' one organ!ration, in
32.
contrast to the sen. "He. W ashington wrote that this organization
had arranged the social life "of the superior class of negro wonen"
on rati nal orinc pies urging thes to Intelligent service. 6y 1904
the largest oluos vow able to provide free kindergartens, day
nurseries, teae»ranee meetings, prison vjrk, social puri*.-», Mothers*
Unions ant the discussion of live toxica. Sh«? stressed, in n white
periodical, that the woosn received their friends "in their best
attire in tastefully furnished reception rooms," nd that the club
movement in fact strengthened hoae life, rather than diverting the
33.
woaan's attention, because of the concentnation or doaestio affairs,
by 1908? the resolutions at tho biennial convention began by
r>
deplor.ng lynching, violence and rase riots, and eoasending -»tri visa,
before roing on to discuss rescue work, teassranee and uplift, the
plight of the black working girl, and the value of the agencies, clubs
34.
wnd organization® working for the saae social aims. "In 1914, the
Morth-bastarn federation asked the N.i.C.W. to establish a bovaott
department for tbo purpose of instituting boycott# in the oases of dls-
criaination where aiaple protests were of no avail. Again the order of
precedence of the resolutions hsd changed. The primvy concern was the
32. Cqimrefl April 2,19U4, P.l.
33. Mrs. a.T.Washington, •The Gain in the Life of hegro Women,' Uutlook
Vol.76 (Jcn.l9G4), pp.271-4.
34. Proceedings, 6th Convention, K.A.C.W. Aog.24-29,19u3, pp.30-31.
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election of a black woman to the Committee arranging the
Half-Century of Negro Freedom Exposition in Illinois, followed
by the vehement endorsement of the Prohibition Amendment, declaring
alcohol a "narcotic poison which was ohe arch-enemy of home and
nation. They wished to change the names of certain clubs, support
the National Tuberculosis Movement and to encourage women "to adopt
a more sensible and modest attire that will be indicative of .all true
womanhood." In future the Association planned to devote all its day¬
time sessions to national tooics, such as labour, disfranchisement,
equal suffrage, segregation, orohibition and how the clubs could helo
advance the progress of these great forces. Men were to be urged to
be more reonectful to the worn en of their race, and Woman's Suffrage
and the work of the N.A.A.C.P. endorsed. A orize of /^1G0 was offered
for a work of real literary merit produced by a black woman, and ^25
prizes for original compositions, vocal and instrumental, were
established. The permanent headquarters of the N.A.C.V. was to oe
established in Washington, D.C, and the Association undertook to co-onerate
in the effort to lift the mortgage from the Frederick Douglass Home. The
Association called for more help to delinquent children, peace in
Eurooe, and the abolition of Jim-Crow cars and segregation. They also
35.
intended to appoint an historian to comoile a history of the N.A.C.W.
The women were taking oo3itions by this time not just on the issues
relevant to their race or sex, out on all the national and international
questions of the day.
Originally formed in formal orotest against the slanderous
accusation that there wore no good, pure Negro women, the organization
had broadened until by 1915 it had become a clearing house for all the
I
35. Proceedings, 9th Convention, N.A.C.W., Aug.4-7, 1914, po.36-45.
36.
multiplex forms of aoaial upli't, and in 1916 it could 210.
37.
claim to oa he largest organ!sod body of blocks in the country.
However the Association recognised that 90% of nil Ita >o* entlal
membership was likely to marry, and so it eat out to orepore hea
38.
for this vocation. The Frederick Douglass Berne was finally redeemed
J
in 1922, having become the pet erojeat of H»rv II. falbert, ni was a
conerate achievement in aoe pride, solidarity and aalf-help, which
served notice that the fi.A.C.W. was more than a fo -co for the encourage¬
ment of aodestv and matrimony, but rather a vibrant, c otive body
vitally concerned with racial issues.
Local clubs and mailer organisation also struggled to ameliorate
the condition of the black woman. The plana of th® Women's Industrial
league, b branch of the Motional Federation of Colored Women's Clubs,
embraced % s stem of instruction in useful oursuita for vouti;: vomer,,
procured ewoloysent, aided tha needy, suggested social reforms, encouraged
literary research and oers nal improvement, and aimed overall, ''to
elects the standard of afro-American womanhood." In 1898 tha Congress
of Mothers mcified the fears of the male lest hia fea.ie e ;aae
aggressive und militant -.n her struggle for her rights and self-re*neet.
danifeeting the 'true Mother spirit', which wass-
36. K.fillman, **.A.C.V.,« A.MJS.Rsvlev ;oi.31 19L4--5), *171*
37. Px'oaeedlngs, 10th Convention, M.A.C. ., Aug.7-10,1916, p.50.
38. i .-ti ma iaiaaUUfflt:sSm, ■ oi« ' (feo.1912), P.A.
3 '. *rjU3Qt, l.:th aont. '1 of the ,'/ojJOClV
(Oct,1922), p.257.
*V"» ■, t-i. ,-Q?e . :jf"Q inot*icnr } .nag, j,l ••/3? >- o.l.
*aore typical of divine love than any other earthly
thing.....the hardness tfast oo often accompanies the
♦new vonu' '-as absent."41.
The vcaen considered that by 19vA they had more than -woven their
42.
ability to organise and stay organised, but In so doing they
faced many irksome difficulties, not least anong which was the
osbgrresoaent an discomfort face1 when travelling to conventions.
On at least one occasion, F.L.AcGhee made a public appeal for funds
so that women travelli u to the N.F.C. ,C. Convention oould circumvent
Z3,
using the Jia»~. row qa*s. The aotivities an conferences of the
woraen'a organisations gained inoreusing space at least in the black
press. Charles Alexander, for exanple, endorsed the work for hi her
standards of livin and health, giving apace in his sags sine to Ms
Carrie W. Clifford that she ui; :ht expound her eauee.^*
The Neighborhood Union was founded in Atlanta, Gat., or women whose
lives ware centred in the college community, out it soon expanded to
include many from the city generally. Starting out as an agenoy for
"servicing the poor* it turned into an insi runent of self-help, training
voaen for grass-roots leadership. In 1908 in the absence of any con¬
structive work for social betterment and confronting the difficulties of
racial conservatism, "a group of refined and culturei Kegro women...on
the test side... •gen to sense the need of a more intense and highly
developed home-life." (The ' act ids vne the area nround Atlanta University*
Morehouse and bpelman Colleges.} Th® Const!tut-on stated the aim of the
neighborhood Union as Social Settlewo t work, which was to be organised
as follows:- the whole city was divided into sones, aonea into neighbour¬
hoods, and neighbourhoods into districts which were in the charge of a
41. 4,i39f, o.i.
42. F.a.Willis.*«, 'The Club Movement Among Colo ed Women,' :'oicp of the
Kegro, Vol.i (Har*19Q4)t P.99.
43. b;.iC:.\ .'"J ■ oril 16,1904, 0.1.
4-. lex..r.dor' .«tigasino;Vol.1 (Aag.1905), pp.7-13.
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Director. The object of the or^sniaati >n was the ao 'ai,
social, intellectual and religious uolift of the onumiity, by the
establish ent of lecture courses that instructed and he1Ted mothers
in the proner oare of themselves and their infants, impressed uoon
them the importance of fresh air, light and cleanliness in the home.
*
Clubs and branches were to be formed, and efforts to break up dens
of immorelit" united with those of the law of the land to suppress
eriae and vice. Wholesome thought and action was to oe encouraged by
the dissemination of good literature among the -oun , the habita of
industry and thrift encouraged by the establishment of clubs for
cooking, swing, millinery, manual training and general boasmoking,
snd facilities for harmless and beneficial snor s and nmes to be
provided for the vounj. Finally It was suggested to take a full
45.
census of the community.
In 1908 the women were able to persuade the administration of
Warehouse College to alios; the use of »rfc of its grounds for a play¬
ground, and the*" provided volunteers to supervise the children., until
the city provided nlay space. Annually, the N.U. sponsored duly 4th
celebrations, nei hbourhood improvement campaigns, organised gardening
and clean-up eamoai ns, simmer vacation Bible schools, and participated
in Associated Charities, anti-Tuberculosis an: Red Cross campaigns. A
sur-vev of the public schools, 1912-13, led to a petition and political
oressu"© to enforce school improvements, and in 1915 a Health Centre
offering a clinic and advice was established. Between 1917 and 1921 a
Home Investigation Committee undertook a housing survey and improvement
aa;. &ign, which resulted in forty houses ^eing repaired, two streets
paved and twelve improved, street, lighting and improved sanitation,
45, oratitution of neighborhood Union. H.0. Mss. A.U.
46. Annual Reports, K.U. Mss *.U.
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The emphasis in New York, as in Atlanta, was on " lOing".
The feeling was strong among New York women that the.'- were their
sisters' keepers, and that thev the .selves should be instrumental
in reraoving uiany of the proscriptions in evidence a -ainst then. They
apparently had grasped the strength that comes from union, and preferred
to spend their lives in service rather than on the more trivial
pleasures. They saw themselves as constituting the moral, mental and
intellectual derricks of the race for the uplift of womanhood,
appreciating that tlie race ooum.d not rise in sections, out had to rise
47.
as a whole. In 1912, at the K.F.C.W.C. Conference at Ha.., aton
Institute every state in the Union where coloured people lived was
43.
represented except Georgia, although there were active clubs in that
49.
state, and by 1914 a total of over 700 clubs were represented. The
women also had ladies' literary eluos, like the Chautauqua Circle,
Althou h it onlv consisted of 15 ladies, its interests ranged from
literary and musical activities to discussion of suffrage and legal
rights, conditions in Mexico and Africa, the tariff and questions of
50.
social work. Women quickly developed sororities confined exclusively
to college women, out subscribing to the same ideals as the community
clubs.
Women also played an important role in the general racial organizat¬
ions; although barred by the a.N.A. they were specifically included in
the N.A.A.C. committees, admitted to the Niagara Movement in 1906, and
51,
were involved in the N.A.A.C.P. from its inception. The U.N.I.A. also
47. Pi'.tsburw Courier^ Jan.6,1912, p.l.
48. how vork Aug.8,1912, p.4»
49. Crisis Vol. Vll (Oct.1914), p.285.
50. Constitution, Nov.25,1913; ye r Book,1913/4, 1915/6,
Chautauqub Circle Collection, A.U.
51. Please see Chapter IV.
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ea&paignod to interest oraainent wo en members of the
52.
race in Joining it. They were included in the inter-racial
organisations i although apwaed by white voaen on account of their
alleged immorality, bleak vaaen were aula to aopeal to a comaon
bond, that of airterhood and motherhood. By encouraging sympathetic
feelin. on specifically "womanly" issues, and bv supporting tha
aural and political concerns of white vox© temperance and suffrage
campaigners, black wests ho--ed that 'hey sight -o sale to eowaolish
m inter-rnoihl brid. ehe&d. Sneoura el and ns tired oy two hit©
women, Jane addrns «nd Florence Keller, alack womanhood was not
daunted by aceusati joe ouch as that of Kb, Cells barker L'oolley that
h53.
"colored waeen lacked executive ability •. nd were incapable of leading.
lnter-r«cia activities on s national scale were dwiemiaed
largely by the deneral federation of Lumen* s Clubs, which bv 1900
claimed to hrve risen &bo e denominational and sectarian rivalries, and
oelieved itself to be olayirv? a 'm■* pert in sect! rial roc-nclliation.
Although Southern women were in a minority, they reresented that con-
oerratios womanhood that the Federation's leaders wore ost eager to
reach. Not only did the race issue thorefo e impinge u >on the member*s
own prejudices, but it also jeopardised the Federation's h.raonisting
and conciliatory Function. It. sacrificed tha han iful .of black women
to Its l'-r er mission - sect! nai, not racial, reconciliation -
54.
symbolized in its refusal to sent .Is. duffin in 19ou» buch a position
not only forced the olao • women o organise .heir own organisations, tit
52. l.d.-lackson to ,4.U.Terrell, bept.25,1917, H.C.T. Mse. L.C.
53. SMasaMSStte, 7,19b6, o.l.
54. y.L.o'Kciii, ?te wn --'W^ - in tfu> ^ M
(London,1959), % 51.
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ditto epurred women like .-is. Terrell to publicise in
lectures bar t-ork, in order to present coloured woman in a more
55
favourable light to white people. * In 1903 .ha Chios o Vooon'a
Club carried through a three-day programme, based on tJbo aethods of
the Haunton, Tua -©gee md AtXante Conferences, on 'oaan in Jo Ssm
Industrialism". Analysing the slifficultier? of worsen nni work, tb
Conference made reoou. ©ndstione principally on solving "the
s ,-rv.nt girl proolea," doaeetic solenee education, and vommn in trads
anions. The injustice shown "a blaoko was linked to the vrobleaa
faced ay whites of oppress! .-e hoc.ra, inadr? ;»nte va -es, insanitary
conditions of euployuent and many other ine^u litios orystaCLised
into law and ouotoa, However a prevailing ootisisa au ested that
"largesse of aou.1 an<l breadth of conception" would dissipate all the
5b.
wron a in the very near future. the h s.A.C.P. and the Constitution
57.
league ware x>th inter-racial," but from the woman*s point o view
perha xj the cjJ&a* to inter-racial activity osu© with the formation
of the Ccuaisslon on Inter-racial Co-operation*
although l.K«iloton claimed that it war a aovaatent born in the
houth, a xjnaortid and directed by - outhern men, and that it was neither
53.
revolutionary nor radical, it had an issaadiate and important iaanot on
olaci women. After the War many of he leaders of dputhem white voaan
wore in a aood rassonsbly receptive to the consieration of inter-racial
work, wttt it was still generally unpooul r with the rank-and-file,
dffc.
Reactions ranged from indifference to antagonism, in 192b the biennial
Session of the Colored omen's Clubs was held _n Tuakegee, .ia., where
tvo white aosen, da. Johneon nd .-is. Buskins, were invited aa observe-a,
55. M.C.Terrell to .H.I rrell. Aug, 18,1900, R.H.T. Mas. L.C.
56. F.i. micas, n extension of the -onferenoe Spirit,1 '/ejee of the
C«S£ZB, MUX Uuiv,19U4), pp. 300-03.
57. '"'le?s -? stfs Chapter 7.
53. .. ,ot->n, 'An Inte-- •acini Coacisnion t •• ork' ; atlook^ /ol*129
{-eat.1921), p.60.
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the former of wfeow woe ooliged to record that although she
had lived all her life n he -outh, she had never appreciated the
<Q
existence of coloured vunou of eduction, culture and refinement.
Ten Southern black woken were requested to reaain another day to
confer with these two whites - namely dani© Porter Jarrett, Mary
MctLeod .©tliune, Cfc$jg^tte Havkina drown, M#h,brosthwttite, dra. Hope.
Lucy Lanev, Mary J. MeCror#y, Mre. Moton, Margaret Murrey Waahin ton
and -larion d. VIlkl!ae<»»(5 educator^, 3 wifea of educators and 2 social
workers,. Both groa-w were reported as ill at e&sej the white vcoea
because they '.lid not know how to approsoh the black v.aen, who in turn
constantly suspected that the white woaen were go..ng to ask thee there
they could get good servants. However the whit® woman were willing to
accent a doeuuont in which their attention was drawn to the plight of
their black Bisters. Thy sources of discord were in ooodltl us in
domestic service, child welfare, conditions of travel, ©doc tion,
lynching, suffrage and the white arena, out in all cases reasonable
60.
recommend"tiono were aada to rectify these. Tils prcltalBary steo led
to the invitation to mrs. ;ieton, Mrs. "■;aabington, Mrs. Keynes and Miss
brown fro the white ooutbem club women to attend their e ver?tion at
. ©aphis - <-n unpreoB isnted aw ;e towards intcy-molfil h runny. Th. s wae
followed up in 1921 by women*© intor-raolal conferences in Louisiana an i
61.
Kentucky, disc women -wets end novelists also tried to present en laage
of refined, sensitive black vomnnhoo - Georgia jou. Ins Johnson in bar
volume.a he heart of : toaan end lutuqn hove • ->clb and Jessie Fauset and
59. Historical file, C.l.C. Ana. A.U,
6w. i .^1 -i.
61. QsMi, 1WUTO (April,1921), *249.
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Kella Larson, who sat out to reveal the ".^ntoal" aide of
olaek society.
But women eng gad in racial activities outside the soooe of
olub work, oary Church Terrell in 1395 had become one of the first
two women, and the first ever black woman, to be appointed to the
District of Colunuia school board, on which she served without ay.
oh© lectured to whites, trying to allay their fears of intar-aarriage
and attainting to create nubile sentiment on behalf of her raoc,
62.
while acquainting the public with the facts. (Her dais in her
Autobiography that she did not use the lecture platform as a source
of income is not come out by Oswald tierrisen Villar I, who coerxLained
that she constantly bothered Mas, using the N.a./,.0.F. as a lecture
63.
uureau to advance horoeelf.) However she never became a orofeseional
race leader, nor did she develop a specialised area of concern. Lhe
did however resign from war-time government service on account of the
treatment accorded to black uooen.^"
Nannie Burroughs was another whose activities cent ed on Washington.
A prolific columnist in the alack press and active member of the
N.A.C.W. and N.A.A.C.P, she founded the National Training School for
girls, the only school financed entirely by black contributions, whose
purpose was to give girls "a practical education....that will make then
useful, industrious and good servants, as well as teachers, musicians,
clerks and stenographers.
The honour role of school founders and educators oust include
Lucy honey (Haines Normal and Industrial Institute, Augusta, la.)
62. G.d.iSheppard, ftary ghwrffh Tftrre^lf iteawrtafcte jfrrapa
(Baltimore,1959;, p.2>.
H.C.Terrell, 4 fai/anti Almaill a hitg H«M- (T<**ahington,1940),
p. 14-. 185.
63. O.G.Villard to F.J.Garrison, Dec. 11,1911. O.G.7. Has. Harvard.
64* H.G.Terrell, oo.olt.. pn.250-259.
>5. i?qym4,^pt»2U> 19? Clipping, H.I.
Charlotte Hawkins B,*ovn (Palmer Manorial Institute, N.O.)
and Anna J. Cooper (Principal, 'M* Street High School for Negroes,
Washington, 1X5), but oerhaps the most legendary of them all is Mary
MoLeod Jethune, who founded a "college on a garbage dump" at Da"tona
Beach, Pla. The school was set up in 1904 on "^1.50 and faith,""0*
but little remains in the Sethune-Cookman Archives of Ms. Jethune'a
activities prior to 1923, for she was oreoccupied with the necessities
67.
of fund-raising and administration.
borne women answered the call of social work in a orofessional
sense, like Era Bowles, who was the first black woman on the staff of
the Y.W.C.A. when she was assigned to the Harlem Branch in 1905, follow¬
ing the first accredited Negro social orker, Jessie Sieet, in social
work in New York Citv. The N.U.L. was also instrumental in encouraging
68.
lack women to oecome social workers, and New *rork was further the
scene of many pioneer ng activities in social settlement houses,
Victoria Earle Matthews started the White Hose Mission as a social
centre for Negro migrants in 1897, where she conducted programmes to
69.
orientate rural girls to the wa^s of the big city. Ms. A.S. Heed raised
70.
/^2,0u0 towards maintaining a home for delinquent girls in New vork, but
few followed the example of Frances J. Gaudet who chose to do mission
71.
work amon . black prisoners in the South, (although the N.A.A.C.P.
72
did protest the use of women in chain gangs in Hew Orleans in 1917).
66. Jalto-iore .June 8,1935, Clipoing, J. .J. Coll. Yale.
67. R.Holt, rv Mcleod ethane (New York,1964), p.lld.
68. Opportunity Vol.1 (Mar.1923), pp.8-10.
69. E.L. Thornborough, Tiflotfoy Tfro^g Fortupe,, Mjjjtapt Jour^i^g-i,
(Chicago,1972), p. 126.
70. New York Age July 25,1912 p.4.
71. F.J.Gaudet, He Leadeth Me (1913), p.2.
72. nfrioan Tines and Orient Review^ Vol.IV, (Jan. 1917), p.13.
Madame G.J. Walker made a vast fortune in business from
cosmetic preparations designed especially to help black women
achieve white standards, while her name-sake, Maggie L. Walker
became the first black lady president of a bank. As head of the
Order of St. Luke, she established the St. Luke eduoational loan
fund, designed to aid black children who desired an education. She
elevated the Order of St.Luke from a small, struggling insurance
society to one co ering 24. states, while she was organizer and
president of the Council of Colored Women, a trustee of the National
Training School, a director of the N.A.A.C.P., a board member of the
N.U.L., N.O.S.Va., and the Virginia infcer-racial Committee, and on the
73.
school board of several Virginia schools. *Car>otta bass edited the
California £a le for over 40 -ears, but the trulv outstanding female
olack journalist of this period was Ida J, ells-Barnett, an outsooken
radical and militant opponent of lynching on ooth sides of the
Atlantic. Often unsupported in her anti-lynching crusade, she settled
on in Chicago after she vas run out of Memphis. In addition to her
newspaper and organizational activity, she also became a orobation
officer, hoping in that way to gain further insight into the conditions
7L
oehind olack crime, and to help delinquents if she could.
The crucial issue in the debate on women's rights was inevitably
female suffrage. TT.Fortune had always defended the entitlement of the
75.
female to equal ri hts and responsibilities, both because of her
73. Riohmond Neva Leader; Deo.1934 J.W.J. Scrapbook, Yale.
74. A.Duster,ed., Tfte Angiography of Up d, ,Well§ (Chicago, 1972).
I.a.V'ells-Barnett to J.I.Spingarn, July 29,1913. J.S.3. Mss. H.U.
Mrs. Veils' anti-lynching caapai ns are discussed more fully in
Chapter 8.
75. E.L.Thomborough, otncit., p.127.
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ability and education, and oecauae she needed the protection
of the lavs so much. Despite its earlier jibes about not taking
voaen too seriously, by 1905 the g-aaafin had come to consider that
76.
women vere entitled to the sa.e rights as men, out not all black men
had yet seen the light. Incredibly in 1916, Hoscoe C. iiruee admitted
77
that he regarded the woman suffrage oropaganda as a "systematic joke."
The treatment meted out to white voaen aarohers in the 1913 suf '"age
p rade in Mew York by white men aroused ampa thy for the cause among
78
many black men, who winced at the indignities endured by the marchers,
and it soon became the clarion call of the Oriel*? that every oiaok should
79.
fight for the new democracy that knew neith r sex nor race. "Votes for
women were indissolublv connected with Negro suffrage, or such would
seem to have b en the unanimous opinion in favour of female suffrage in
80.
a 1915 K.A.A.C.P. symposium, to which 15 women and 11 men contributed,
aven oa this issue racial unity could still not oe secured. Kelly Miller
aug ested that allow ng women to vote might jeopardise family relations,
and that women as "the weaker sex" bad no olace in politics, which was a
81.
game of force. He conceded that suffrage ought to be granted to widows
or hopeless spinsters, but felt that it ought to be excluded fro* normal
32.
relations. * He undermined the analogy and carefully constructed case
ouilt up for black and female suffrage, by using about voaen the very
arguments the white houth used about blacks - that the oppressor had the
best inters ts of the oppressed at heart. Fortunately Miller was never
dynamic nor effective in terms of construct! e leadership, and was unable
76. Freeoan
^ Seat.9, 1905, p.A»
77. R.C.Hruoe to M.C.Terrell, April 14,1910. M.C.T. Mas, L.C.
78. Crista^ Vol. V (Aoril 1913), p.289.
79. Crisis^ Vol.VI (May 1913), p.29.
80. Crisis Vol.14 (Aoril 1915), p.285.
81. rlsi- Vol. X (Aug.1915), pp.178-192,
82. Crisis; Vol.XI (Nov.1915), p. 37.
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to stem the tide of oro ;ress.
The Measenaer championed the woman's cause as part of the
83.
sweep of democracy, and in 1918 75»OGO coloured women became voters
84.
in New York State. Little thanks for this was lue to white female
suffragists, who frequently compromised with the Southern conservatives,
to the detriment both of the Kegro and the radical South. The N.A.A.C.P
campaigned vigorously to retain the original Susan 3. Anthony Amend¬
ment, rather than admit any deviation from this text which would
put within the pow r of the individual states the enforcement of this
86.
amendment, for it feared the actions of the Southern states. Woman
suffrage became a reality, and although in the Southern states women
faced all the restrictions on suffrage imposed upon their men, in 1920
it was estimated that by the next election there would be 3 million
* 87
black women, informed, registered, taxes oaid and ready to vote.
The leadership role of the alack female intellectual was therefore
even more practical than that of her male counterpart, as she partici¬
pated in racial organizations, performing the social service and
charitable functions traditionally associated with women, whatever their
race. The victim of iaultiole prejudices, the female Talented Tenth
defended the honour and reputation of black womanhood, while attempting
themselves to display such exemplary moral conduct that the ugly insults
so often hurled at biaok women would appear without foundation. They
regarded themselves as central to the work of social uplift on account
of the primacy of the home and family as the units of racial regeneration
83. Messenger..Vol. 1 (Nov. 1917), p.6.
84. Crisis. Vol.X/11 (Dec.1918), p.62.
85. M.W.Ovington to 7.Milholland, April 8,1919. N.A.A.C.P. Mss. L.C.
86. J.R.Shillady to Mrs. C.C.Catt April 9,1919. N.A.A.G.P. Mss. L.C.
87. Crisis yol.IlX (April,1920), p.234.
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for their philosophy was gaared to accord with traditional
attitudes to a woman's role as • ife and mother. The range of club
work encompassed ooth moral and social issues, with soae of the
aost important auThasis placed on the eduction and training of
•roung girls. ;iany of the women's organisations provided a vide
range of social services, all designed to facilitate the uolift of
the race. The women did daoole in inter-racial work, but their
achievements in that field were secondary to their intra-raoial
activities. ,ianv individal women stand out oroainently in their own
spheres, but the over-riding achievement of the women was organisational,
for they achieved an organizational harmony and ideological unity that
the race as a vh ,1a tried to eulabe but was unaoie to eHual.
223.
m tinted mm m am swoBum.
Thu relationshioa with whites nto which the Talented Tenth
entered were precipitated more by organisational than by social
contacts* The most successful inter-racial movements in this period
prior to the Commission on Inter-racial Cooperation, (C.I.C.),1*
were the National Association for tho Advanoeaient of Colored People,
(N.A.A.G.P.}, the National Lea, ue on Urban Conditions Among Negroes,
(N.U.L.j, and the Kegro organization Gociety of Virginia, (N.C.G. a.),
although preliminary steps had ueen taken oy the Constitutional
League and the Cosmopolitan Club. The latter was founded in the
, 2.
saimer of 1906, working on the principle that only when white end
coloured met 'on the high plane of endeavour" could the problem oe
3*
settled." * The wry social nature of the club led it into difficulties
from the start, a dinner held in New York in 1908, at which aeai-ers
suffered the notoriety of pioneers" led to an outcry in the white
press that white women were associating with coloured men. This
hysterical reaction did much harm both to the movement itself and to
eminent white female members li<e ,-iary White Ovington, who for some time
afterwards was obliged to have a male relative open her mail, so
obscene were its owntents.
1. Please see Chapter 6.
2. M.W.uvington to 0.0. HilarOct.8, 1906,0,G.V. Ass. Houghton
3. M.W.Ovington, 'iie -iniscanses', altlmorc Afr ^-Americas. feo.ll,1933.
Clipping, J.W.J. Memorial Collection, Yale.
4. Ibid.# Oct.22,1932.
5. W.&.d.Dubois to J.F.Morton,Jnr. June l,19u8. Jroderick'a Notes,
Schoaourg.
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The Constitutional League en endered less notoriety and
^erforaed a less vague function. Founded by the Irish-American
John d. illlbolland in 1904» the Const!tutioral League, incorporated
in hew vork, grew out of the Union -en -ue, " he sost exoellent
Republican instituti n in the country." It erabarked on arstesaatic
a itation against racial bigotry and class legislation, in its task
%
of awakening the nation to a sense of its duty to preserve its
democratic ideals.Despite inter-racial meetings at Coooer Union,''*
and the allegedly parallel activities of the Lea ue vith those of
the Niagara Movement in raisng the voice of protect against the
intolerable southern conditions of suffrage and in finding the just
way of protest between "th Scvila of inteaoerate nois^ vit.?deration
t*
and the Gharvodis of fulsome abasement and aoject surrender," the-*©
was some black opposition raised reluctantly aga nst the efforts of
the Lea ue. The A,re recognised the genuine ardour of the League for
black rights, but it was strongly opposed to and even afraid of,
the League's demands for the reduction of Southern representation in
9
Congress. * The bookerite s also acensed the League of trying to secure
10.
*Lily-white' support fro * the South, out were reassured to learn in
1911 that the Constitutional League and the H.A.A.C.F. were not going
11.
_
to coalesce as ori ginally planned. On the other hand, the League
waged a persistent and determined struggle to free the Brownsville
soldiers} it in fact spe rheaded the ca oaign.
The Voice (May,1907), p. 161.
7. iais§^£.MsJmnst voi.m (*0*11.190 ), e.239.
3. The oop (i-iar.17,1906), 0.5.
9. hey Agf» Feo.3,1906, o,2
10. B.T.Washington to Whitefield -ioKinlev, Feb.22,1908. J.T.V. Iss. L.C.
11. O.G.Villard to B.T.Washin ton, Jan.19,1911. B.T.W, Mss. L.C.
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These earlier meetings were overshadowed in 1909 by
the calling of the National Negro Conference in New York City,
exposed to the recurrent oritioies that the- were interfering with
olaok leadership, and foisting unwanted x>rs ne upoo the r»oe, the
whites involved seemingly failed to appreciate that thev had under—
12.
taken "the work of generations.". ly 19^9, Oswald Qarrison lllard
had grown inpatient with Jooker T. Washington's conservatism and
monopoly of x>wor, out hie consciousness of it forced him to try to
obtain Washington's endorsement for bis plans. Although he lid not
really want Washington involve^ he vas frightened that the Tuskegee
machine would try to hinder the new movement. Echoing these senti-
13
aents, Juoois deliberately tried to avoid an 'anti-Washington' label.*
Villard's attitude to the Conference ie revealin;, and indicative of
the nature of white liberalism. He oe oaned that all the speeches
from the floor were or coloured people, of which few were relevant and
none valued*j he conceded that Oudois wis useful, "his attitude
and bearing were faultless, anil his spirit of the uest," although ha
thought that -rotter and Waldron bad behaved "very badly " The
V'a; hingtonisns had not attended, and VIHard was deli jhted t. have
defeated a proposal to appoint a oo^aittee, for that might hove ke^t
thea In session all night, dors an autocrat than a democrat, Millard
was never able to understand whv others disagreed with him, especially
blacks on racial questions. He found the whole process of working
with blocks instead of just j&£ them "trying," although he did
appreciate that their past experience with whites inevitably bred
12. hew York Aoe. June 10,1909, P.4* May 19, 1909, P.5.
13. &.M. luivlck, '-he National Negro Conference of 1909* i^h lon.
Vol.XYlll (1956-57), p>.X13-5.
14.
suspicion in blacks. Villard also appreciated that this
whole inter-racial venture was handicapped by the intra-racial
situation, for V'ashington*s prowess was apparently so pervasive
that without his endorsement neither slacks nor whites were
prepared to give rnonev to the new movement, and Washington was not
prepared to commit himself until he was absolutely sure that the
1*5
whole thing was not controlled by Trotter and DoBois.
Villard showed how he viewed the proceedings when he claimed
that the coloured people had dominated th<fe, for of the 24 addresses
16,
only 8 were made by clacks, and all the speeches were recorded as
17.
"scientific" rather than "pole ic" The Resolutions set out in
unemotional language a denunciation of the oppression of coloured
fellow citizens, which was seen as ultimately endanger.mg the
economic position of the poor whites. The answer lav in elishtoninr
the prejudiced, educating the Negro to economic and industrial com¬
petence, and demanding equality before the law. A resolution proposed
by Trotter to condemn lynching was defeated by 53 votes to 21; the
tenour and rmostance of the Con erence's pronouncements were much less
radical than those of the more adventurous of the all-olack organizat¬
ions. A committee of Forty was named to bring about a permanent
18.
organization, of who . approximately one quarter were black. udois
perceptively sua arized whit reactions to this enterprise. He pointed
14. Q.G.Villard to F.J.Garrison, June 4*1909. O.G.V. dss. Harvard.
15. O.G.Villaru to F.J.Garrison, dune 7; Nov.15,1909. O.G.V, .Iss, Harvard.
16. Proceedings of the National Negro Conference, 1909
17. I bid.. p.71.
18. Ibid., pp.222-225.
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out that calling certain tvpes of olacka names, like
"radios!" or jealous" neither answered thsdr argusents nor disproved
the righteousness of their cause. Many were also afrsid lest they
unleash the tides of oittemese and Passion, which might be us-
oontrollaole and defeat the ends of tnman bstteraent. Although
certain lacks were ooiuniouous by their absence, those uho did attend
all meant such "within the Veil," even if thev were leas known bovoni
19.
it. It was important to introduce intra—racial locdo-a to whites if
there was to be inter-rociai success. The aim of the Conference va©
to find a practical path amid the intense feeling, divergent views,
bitter r./dicaiis- and i Practical dreaming, and to this end it set in
motion the aachlner ♦ which involved into the 8.A.A.C.?.
To recount the history of the first decade of the If. 4. .C. ?. • a
20.
existence v;uld oe to repeat auc? comprehensive historio . r ch', but. &
yrlsf sketch of its develanaent prior to 1919 is helpful, "iorr in a
little room In a New Tor* apoarfcaent" with .terv Whit# Ovington, Viilian
English W©ilia-- and Henry -oskowitz, within « -ear the organisation,
although hampered Or lack .,f funds, had held four mass meetings, dis¬
tributed thousands of pamphlets, and numbered its aombershi-» in hundreds.
Dubois was the only laok elected to ice an officer in 1910, as Director
of Puolioitv and Research. Founded and organised oy whites, it neverthe¬
less made an effort to oe inte -raolal oy including eight former aeaoers
21.
of the Niagara Movement on its doard of director. Thanko to Villard
19. W.a.d.Dubois, N ational Committee on the Negro,* purvey. Vol.22
(June,12,X*j9), pp..407-9.
20. C.F.KellogThe K.A.A.C.?. ( ol.l, daltiao-a 1967).
J.J .Ross, JBSC jMML&a^aJaS * ;a1ta9^2
New Tork,1972).
ft.WJack Hjator-- of .tfre H.A^A.y.?. (ioston,1943),
i. Hughes, Fight for Freedomt The dtory of the H.A.^.C.(New York.196")
. .V.O 'ington, %ha ;-.alls Came Tuabi^n Dwvn (Haw vork.l947)
How tha S.A.A.C. Je,?an (Paanhlet,1914).
21. iU .Jvington, Hoy tfr-? h.,A.A.C«?> ommn
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tii@ association secure i a rent-free office in the
22
din- in Vase? ritntti 'where at first it ooncen-
23.
tratod on molioati .ma and ouollaity. In 1910 the Association
nuoooqdad in canouting the donth sentence on l .k Fran rlin to life
lanrison«ent, and participated in the c isea of Thcoaa William,3 and
bteve Groan. In 1911# after the Con tea villa atrocitv, an anti-
1-mating fund was started, and the sattern of meetings, legal oases
and Tuolicity continued. The average monthly circulation of Crista
grow fron 1,750 for the first issue, to 9,000 the following -•ear,
and was to reach 104,000 at the height of its influence in 1919.
3 tranches »ere established, in Josto , Chicago and tew York,
which swelled to 165 in 1918, of vhioh 69 were in the Gouts*, after
24.
the war-time aura .ersbip explosion. Legal action was the essential
strategy because of lack of political or economic over, and the
orinciTal oojective in this foraatlve pjriod was to secure full
citis&enship i*hts for elao s through militant but non-?iolent notion.
A consoioua i entifiocatlon was ande with the old anti-elawry
movement
"flaoe "new abolitionism1 taunt free the American Negro fro® the
chains which would perpetually shackle Ms mind, his spirit
and his soui."25.
This served not only a ?alua le nsychological function, out v*e-
estaulished the uauae of the Ne ro in the general currents of rofom
froa which it had come adrift, and was important until 1919, after
22. l.u.hos, as*£&.t 0.23.
23. Gee Appendix /.
24. ..wvin- ton ^bsgt-fiiaterT
Jack, pp.7—11.
J.A. orsell, The N.a.a.C.?. and its Strategy', Anrnls of the
3ili ■<9i-7if'r> '3.357 (1965),
pp. 98-1J0.
25. .Pickens, The Hew Hayro. (New "ork,1916), 0.58.
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which >teic white Influence jc ;an to vans. Dae to he
efforts of J.'ioso "eldon Johnson, drenches in he Far '/est opened up,
and for the firat tiae aieabership in the South outnuaberad that in
the fcortb, while virtually all the .lack press .lined up behind the
H.A.a.C.P. eaoept the ooaaitted organs of other aoveuants)* oven
the hew Tor: Asro.^*
t.P.Dabney recorded that in the earlv dave the Cincinnati oranob
had a lar^e and loyal following, whoae interest gradually died away.
He ascribed this to a 1*C of constant stimulus, and the faot that he
fight for rights and against race abuses generallv on.lv appealed to
27
those who realized the value of such action. *Tha organisation's
rea x>naa to this oroolaa is illuetrative of their attitudes to leader¬
ship. In 1915* 'day Childs Noraey, the Secretary reported that despite
the vitalitv of the workj there was an undentsule increase in prejudice
and discrimination, in cities with large nuabera of douthem coloured,
migrants "the feeling for the propaganda of the N.a.A.C. . runs the
gamut ftcoo indifference and incredulity to ooen hostility." In the
> id—West whites were generally core Yiendlv than in the last* but were
being influenced both Ov the fact of the huge numbers of migrants, and
ay the attitude of coloured xsoole, who allege ily wanted segregation
oeoause of the economic opportunity they oellevod oam with it, and who
did not object to discrimination as the ii.a.A.C. T. claimed. bhe realized
that whites h d come to regard the as® of legal measures as lapractical
save in a few spectacular instances, and that blacks were more interested
26. Kellogg, ftp,alt»t op.291-3.
Reporta of Field beoretary, .inutoa, card of Directors, 191W19
W.A.A.C.P. isa. h.C.
2 . W.».QBbney, Ifei&Ln^U- >» v ritf gd <4UW1M (Cincinnati,1926), 0.133.
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in economic opportunities than legal disabilities. The
organization could not .,e kept ali e without encroaching on the
socio-economic field and la gin down a definite and Practical
23.
programme for the branches. Joel S. Soingarn, the Chairman, recog¬
nised that the problem was national rather than sectional in character,
and that the cause was generally unoaoul*r, even if it was "a monument
to the nobility and practical energy of Ascrioan idealism."2^*
one difficulty besetting the Association was the assumption of
many coloured oeoole that the Association would secure for them whatever
they desired. The N.A.A.C.P. was not, nor could it compete with, the
legal advice bureaux or philanthropic organizations, and agreed in 1916
that it would only accept cases that showed actual discrimination because
of colour, or which concerned broad principles, like the grandfather
30.
olause, the segregation oases and the Jim-Cro' car case. In addition was
the alaost insuperable difficulty that the work was about something in¬
tangible; it was difficult to run a lecture bureau with volunteer
speakers who were often not given funds for travelling expenses, while
the unpopularity of the cause made it difficult to secure big names,
white people were normally ignorant of or hostile to the organization's
programme, whereas brisi3 did not reach the masses of coloured oeoole,
xo who "Civil rights Democracy and the New Abolition" were only phrases.
"They do not soeak our language. By the very nature of our
problem, therefore, for a longtime to come we cannot hope for
any raaterlai results, and certainly not for anything spectacular
unless some great crisis should arise."31.
23. minutes, Board of Directors, Dec.6, 1915. N.A.A.C.P. Mas. L.C.
29. Linutes, Annual/teeting, Jan.3,1916,N.A.A.C. 3. Mss. L.G.
30. Chairman's Report, Annual Meeting, Jan.3,1916. N.A.A.C.P, Mss. L.C.
31. Secretary's Report, Jan.3,191> N.A.A.C.P. Mss. L.C.
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It was difficult to austan interest In the local
organisations when no fight was on, and with no ritual or routine,
and sometimes oven no meetings, to rectify this night have meant
the deflection of forces from the main purposes of the organization,
which was to secure and to maintain the Kegro's eanhood and oitiaen-
32.
ship rights.
These problems affected inter-racial harmony. The first national
President, aoorfield btorer, was not so intimately concerned with
face-to-f ce in er-raol&l contact as man of his colleagues, and for
him the tl.A. ».C.?# was not of paramount importance in his life. He
cannot -©ally be considered a twentieth century liberal, and
although his racial outlook differed little free that of 71Ilard nd
0- ington, one bio>;ra;4iar traced it to the influence of Charles dinner
rather than to « philosophy of general liberalism. i>to ey had been
among he first of the anti-i*perialists to am a connection ,«tveen
the denial of content in the Pacific and the denial of coneent in the
South; he had fought on behalf of 'William Lewis in the Aaerioan Jar
Association and against discrimination at Harvardj and ho sympathised
33#
with both sides in the controversy among black leaders.
doth bsvaid Garrison illard and -fory Whits Ovln&ton felt an auto¬
matic uo. oassion for the outcasts of society, ©outlining the twentieth
oentur - liberalism of heir environment with the nineteenth century
reform, which csne fro. their childhood memories of a volition. Most
32. Field Secretary's Report, >Unlit#*, board of Direoto-s, July 9,1919.
H.A.A.C.F. ijSS. L.L.
33. V.L.Hlxon, Jar., aflggfl&U Ptagey JttttjiSaUttoLtLlaHttUflS
(how York,1972), po.93-124.
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whites who sponsored the H.A.A.C.?, were socialists,
oven if like Ms, Ovington they considered that the Negro was not
?•% ready to belong to such a movement. Generalizing from her own
experience, -5s. Q/ington concluded th t every white person who attended
the first K.A, ..C.P.Oonferenoe was sympathetic, but that most expected
to meet "belated people who would primarily arouse their pity. Instead
34.
they met men and women who primarily aroused their admiration." Con¬
fiding in V'illari, she took her patronising attitude a stage further
"I find myself still occasionally for etting that degrees
aren't poor peotie for whoi I must kindly lo somet in;,
and then comes a gathering euoh as that last evening when 1
lesrn that the ' are men with most forceful opinions of
their own."35.
Das pdte those re olotions of olack autonomy, .4a. Qvlngtoti continued to
feel she was indispensaale to th® Negro's cause, while at the same time
advocating the cause of black self--©generation. Realising he dangers
of their organisation oeitjg "snuffed out" during wartime, she stressed
36.
that the black maintain the leadership of the N.A.A.C. ?. iixed
with genuine liberalism, the constant surprise that the coloured people
should not only have their own opinions out should also act on them in
siite of white liberal disapproval, obviously cause' her concern, .he
relied on the blacks to keep her in a good cause, and try an she might,
she never -came to terms with the fact that blacks could he her intellect¬
ual equals, even if she lid six with them socially, dhe was too conoci us
of her own colour, and too romantic about the colour of the Afro-American,
Travelling in the booth for the H.A.A.C.?. she inadvertantly revealed
that she Sad felt "a sense of adventure in literally crossing the
r,
34. d.W.Gvin ton, the National Association for he Advancement of
Colored People,' itggaU at ->48X° U\f&QV,V Vol.lX (1924), pp.10 Vlll.
35. .4.- .Oyington to 0. -.Villari, dune 2,1909. O.Q.". hss. Houghton.
36. il.Vf.Ovington to C.W.Chesnutt, -4sy 5,191? C. .C. Mas. Pisk.
oolour line," although her friends in "little ways and
37.
with the finest taste" saw to it that she did not suffer. Even
to one of the most committed socialists of the period, blacks
were to oe the recipients of uenevolent benefaction, an idealized
plaything, not people in their own right.
On the other hand she did have a very sensitive appreciation
of the causes of racial friction. She gently and tactfully pointed
out to Dubois the nature of the Crisis*-
"Ifeg-JBag.^jne 3,3 SSSaSL S£. fr/0 .WSjes^ ^ ^pgv
is the psychology of the colored race.
Just as, if the Association's magazine was edited by a white man, no
matter how lioeral or s-"apathetic, he would occasionally and un¬
wittingly offend hi3 coloured readers, so also was the converse
true. She described this as Dubois1 "psychological failure with
white readers." Dubois wrote in Crisis for a coloured audience,
often forgetting his white readers, thus arousing their resentment.
She succintly phrased two of the N.A.A.C.P.'s basic dilemmas:-
"Is this a work for colored and white peoole to do together,or is
it a work of revolution for the colored people only? Should we
preach race consciousness just as the socialist preaches class
consciousness, and should we teach the black man to regard every
white man as his enem-- except he who repudiates his race?" 38.
The N.A.A.C.P and .-is. Ovington answered in the negative, out many
blacks were still to decide for themselves.
Oswald Garrison Villard reacted to the 1909 Conference in a veri¬
similar fashion to Ms. Ovington. He recalled that those who attended,
many of whom were engaged in religious, social or educational workj-
37. a.W.Ovington, Th~ kails Came Tumoling Down, p. 5.
33. M.V.Ovington to W.H.d.Dubois, April 11,1914. in H. Aptheker,
T&L Papers of k'. p.3. Dubois. Vol. 1, pp. 191-3.
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"for the first time aat the Negro who demands,
not a oittanoe out hia full rights in the eomeome 1th.
They received a stimulating chock, out one which the-/
enjoyed.
Villard felt that it was incumbent uoon hiu to tell olaclcs just
how they should uetter themselves, by stand ng together as a race
irrespective of religious or wrty divisions. Although working on
,,ehaif of other people, he felt that the- should be chiefly reaoons-
iole for hair own progress, for they had an eno-aous latent
cover for self-protection and sel "-advancement if they cared to
40.
exercise it. hike so man- other well-meaning whites, he initiated
a aove.ent designed t help clacks, criticized the latter for not
doing this themselves, and at felt hurt and offended when the blacks
undertook to help themselves without his advice. He was unable to
work harmoniously with Dubois, and in 1913 declined to be a coniriout-
41.
ing editor to the Ci«iai.s anv longer. Juiois oro oked a certain
amount of antagonism, not only from Villard out also from May Chllds
Nemey, for which biir.garn felt obliged to reprimand him, as it was
causing disorder and disunity within the organization. However Dubois
defended himself, not only ov savin;; that everyone came in for as.
ernev's suspicion and condomnat or, but by pointing out to Spingarn
something to which he was a marently oblivioust-
39. o.o.viiiard, Fjghting,jgaf3.i flggfllat st i tii&u
(New York,1939), p. 194.
40. O.G.Villard, * L rfesm e for the Next Fiftv Years,* A.H.S.Review.
Vol.29 (1912-13), op.225-6.
41. Kellogg, ojatSii., p. 5.
u.G. iilurd to F.J.Oarrison, Feb.11,1913; /illard to J.&.Soingam,
Mar.2U,1913.
Vlllcrd to cesble Fausat, "eb. 24,1920 0.G.7, Has. Houghton
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Everything tends to break along tee color line. You
do not realise that -ecauwe there is no shadow of the
thing In your soul. But vou are not American". The
same is true of Miss Ovington because she has lived the
life of colored oeoole intimately. She knows "the line"
when she sees it. Miss Kernev is quite different. She
hasn't an ounze of conscious prejudice, cut her every
step'is along the color line,...Mr. /illard is tee same
way, only more so."42.
Ms. Nerney would probably have seen horrified at such an ooservation
-vet like so many of the white liberals, she could not escape the
prevailing mores of society. Conversely, at no time in the first
decade of its activity did the Board split strictlv along racial linva
on a major polio - issue.
Villard did not only resent the independence of DuBois. He felt
aggrieved that Dr. Mossell and Dr. Sinclair of Philadelphia had raised
S9>v0 towards a Confe -ence s oonsored oy Milholland and the Constitutional
League, and complained that he and Miss Nerney spent half their time
"trying to reconcile these jealous and scheming clack brothers, and the
A3
work suffers in consequence."* Villard soon withdrew from the con¬
sequences of his militant language. In the Postwar Reconstruction, a
tine of increasing olacc militanov, aride and self-awareness, he was
oack-aedalling rapidly from the radioal demands for manhood rights to
"..oral solutions." To solve the problem as ti*e Saviour would deal with
ft
it, to endure wrong and injustice in humility, to go forth with the
cross of color strapped on their sacks," and never to fight for ri hts
and democraoy, even in self-defence, were to t>e the policies of the
coloured people - all a far cry from the incendiary rhetoric of the
years 1909-1914.^*
42. J.L.Spingarn to W.S.B. Dubois, Oct.24,1914; Dubois to Gpingirn,
Oct.28,1914. J.W.J. Coll., Tale.
43. O.G.Villard to F.J. Garrison, Mar.31,1913. O.G.V. Ma*. Houghton.
44. Speech, dune 1919 Ms. O.G.V. Mas. Houghton.
Clipping, daS2n T.elegrg„rjk, Jan.3,1914-
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The tvo hoingorn toothers were neri*-* the aoat poaular
whites on -ho N.A.A.C.?. soard of Jirootors. Arthur •; rseentrHted
-oat of hi® attention cm leg;! work, out ho did form what was
possibly the first inter-rscial picket lino in the bouth with
'illiaa lakens, when the National Go noil of ooial ' orkers removed
Negro speakers fro» its pragrssM in Haeph.1® in 1914 out of deference
45.
to Southern oreudlca. dart a® with Ovlngton and Villard, for the
Jilnjrsm oro hers the ri.A.A.C.P, "ceesse virtually a full-tine job,
s ** 46.
and I ts cause their cause ceieore." After 1914» -<s Jhairaan of
the o»rd of Directors, it wis Joel Spingarn's uwoofortaole role to
mediate between eonflietlng personalities and interest groups within
the Assooiatio , he aost powerful of which being u oio and the
crisis. Like Villard, J.Spingnrn advocated hieok with
their own loaders and thol9 owe aoney, vet a recent bio -rather has
concluded that his "New Abolitlo-* tours were as such % result of
organisational necessity as a result of his desire for active particle-
iff
ation. * A strident advocate of cultural pluralism, he donated the
Spdngern medal, not only to encourage alack Achievement cut --ilso to
advertise it to the white world.
icing active In the N.A. »C. was apparently a thankless task*
The relatively radical programme -'oiled to unite he alack cowumlty,
or to attract those whites who were reassured by Was', ngUm*a
acooeamodatianla-, while the aooeal to the louer-olasc olaolts was jased on
a programme designed to appeal to the "el ok : -curt-aois!*.* In a
45. Hu he#, opfcC&%., P.3G.
46. use, '.45.
4 • » '.23.
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oonfidentlfti. ;.er.t,e • to &»ingarn, Ha. Barney bewailed:-
n,...so far »a I can see, to secure office-a for this
«s«oci ,tion we shall have to resort to oonacrl Ption.
One obvious answer was to have as raanr coloured xjople on the
Board no possible with preference alvavs be ng given to thea, so
49.
long as they were the type that the whites considered would work.
this caveat enabled &*» hernev and others to esoouoe the cause of
black self-help, while at the aaoe tlae partialrating in it and
trying to direst it. Ch» did feel a dUappaintasnt at the Association's
failure to attract active, wide olaok support. Considering that the
aaeses could not help heir ignorance nd aiaery, she wuo disheartened
by the indifference of eo aany wealthy and representative coloured
people to the interests both of their race and of democracy. The
eaphaeis on material eonfort and a peaaeful life, with aggression
vented uoon each other rather than upon th: raai eneuv, vera all
functions of the he itage of slavery, out Be. Hernev and the other
whites seeped to need the reassurances of sen like ... ?.Hilyor that the?
were considered different, that they ought not to ae discouraged and
that they were both needed and wanted by the blacks:-
"Stay with us. To hare the support of hundreds of loyal hearts
......All we wan' is active leadership an! direction, s-.^aebody
to toll us what to do."50.
The role *.nd o^rticio tion of so senv whites had a profound offee1
on tho develo went of the aoveaent's ideology. Clarence Barrow's
dea .goguarv gratified the white radicals and socialists, without lilting
43. M.C.Kerner to J.B.Bpingarn, o dvte, Confidential. J.b.B. itsa. H. .
49. •■t.C.Kemey to ^.H.Griaks, 0ct.2U,1914. - .R.3. ides. H.U.
Annual Heating, board of Directors, J&n.3,191o. B. i.A.C.?. iiss. C.
§d. li.C.fiurnev o A.F.Hilver, .uril 22,1915?
liilyer to florae*', April 19? May 1,1915.N.a.a.C.?. ass. L,C.
the blacks, whereas at the other extreme, Jan© Addans
held the much narrower view that the N.A.A.C.P. should stress mainly
51*
the legal disabilities on blacks in oo h state and nation. * Sutler
Wilson's approaches to the whites on the board were instrumental in
the exclusion of Trotter, while at the sa:;.e time they brought into
the inner circles of the N.A.A.C.P. so many graduates of Hampton and
Tuskegee, that radicalism had to be tempered so as not to aleniate
52.
them. iiilholland and Walling dropped out to all intents and ournoses
by 1912, with the only epitaph that their financial contributions would
oe missed, but by 1914- the whites were admit,tin that the coloured oeople
were able and willing to raise money for the common defence, proving:
..their increasing prosperity and public spirit....
(which was}....an augury of their growing Power and
solidarity." 53.
The fact that manv whites were yolunteers, whereas those blacks who were
active had to oa e; s >lovees, as there was no leisure class on which to
drsr , caused some ill-feeling. A olack, Meval . Thomas complained of
Dubois:-
"His service has not oeen 'philanthropic, ut commercial. We
ought to control him ju3t as anv employer controls his
employee."54.
This was a sentiment more than shared by Villard, who resented the
presumption of an emolo-ee assuming equality. Such a situation tended to
reinforce the external status of the black in white America within the
N.A.A.C.P. itself.
51. O.G.Villard to F.J.Garrison, Hay 17,1910j Feb.2,1911. O.G.7, ,iss.
Houghton.
52. O.G.Villard to F.J.Garrison, Feb.21,1911} Mar.17,1911. O.G.V. Mss.
Houghton.
53. F.J.Garrison to o.G.Villard, Mar.22,1912} Jan.25,1914.. G.G.V. Mss.
Houghton.
54.. N.Thomas to O.G./illard, Sep.13,1918 .O.G.V. Mss. Houghton.
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oy 1918$ John Hop® nod John Burst vara the only blacks
on thy k> jing.ru uedal omaittce, something which Buret considered
55.
impaired Its effectiveness. ■ *Jases WWLdon Johnson was appointed
Field Secretary in 1916, and after John Shiiladv' a resignation
following his trnuaatio experience in Tense, in which he oast
56.
doubts on the efficacy of the Association's ae hods, it beeame
increasingly obvious that to another white ssan of Shillady'a
calibre, the Association did not present an attractive career
ros *»ot. As the%- could not afford to full oelou that standard it
57
was therefore imperative to hi e a black. For pragmatic reasons,
whites were ooliged to rely Increasingly on talented olacfca in
the management of the organisation. Growia olack independence
did not alvaya meet an unqualified welcome, however. Bolton Smith
complained of the Chicaro Defefidqr* 3 attacks on Dr. Griggs, for lie
felt it aadif interested whites think that the position was homeless,
as their friendship was apparently fatal to a black "leadeft- Although
he claimed that before any headwa" could be made, "the people", (i.e.
whites) would hfive to think of blacks as hu.an usings with a soul, he
hi self could not conceptualise in such terns.
"....it is a painful thou ht that there is a certain class of
negroes who do not per it us to interest ourselves in their
people unless we are prepared to endorse everything which
thev themselves stand for, viz., mixed schools nd all. I
cannot stand for this or any other intimate personal *elationa,
which i fln.lv belie « would harmful to the negro as w«ll as
to the white, bu if 1 did believe in the® ay power to help
the negro In this com;;unity would be absolutely gone. I aa not
surprised that the negro follows such leaders. One would natur¬
ally ixpect childlike people ca rting under the consciousness
of undoubted wrong, to be inclined to follow the extremist and
tlus is what 1 am afraid is taking placa."53«
55. J.Hurst to Amy Spingarn, oet.10,1918. A.S.3. ,4*3. 1..G.
56. J.R.Shillady to board of Directors, no data, Q.G.7. ..so. Harvard.
57. w.&.B. kiBoie to Chairman and Committee on Secret ry, (.desjo),
June,23, 1920, B.A.A.S. '. ,dss« *.»■..
58. o.Smith to d.R.Shilladr, Nov. 19,1 18} Jun.6,1919. B.-..a.C. *\ ass. S. b.
Trotter persistently -eaarfced that white mv-jlvesMrat
59.
tempered black agitation, for even those whites who included
auckrake.-0, social smd political reformers, suffragettes and those
60
who donned the mantle of their abolitionist forebears* *' * preferred
to work with the black elite. In its sea* to maintain this reu veot-
ability instead of aohie in? a noso basis, the K.t.A.C. ». preferred
its omnohes to be under the oontrol of "uoer-alaav blacks.
Ju -oia never -t.T.i.- i that d riff la m ■ ain.vd a;- thin cir.ea. in 1911
he appealed to H1C00 of the beet oolored people in the United Utiles"
61.
to raise 42, ?--0 cash for the k.4.A.C.f. The whit connection was
also responsible for he eat has is on poor vhite responsibility for
white race prejudice, rather tian an-' consideration using given to
the roie of the white upper-classes and the exploitative Systee in
•2
general. '* The tone of the aoveaect had been aet by s/lll&ri'a call,
which confined itself to the civil and *>liileal difficulties of
ol oka, not their economic ur-dens - a Philosophy of noo-ottonomio
liberalise vi lob ignored the fund® etital causes and was couched in
very traditional terns. TJie tactics of legal rcdresrj hnve of necessity
been etteanta to uti i»e black professi aula in the oranohes, or
cerate "through toe people who count* because of the lack of a mass
63.
base. * Juucha described these white sympathisers as mainly! -
'
cautious liberals or aaukiah aisaionar — iinded »e timertsllsts
on the race ^ueation. Their interest in the Hegro problem is
motivate J either oy « sense of fair-oiey and a desire to see
ti e ideals of the constitution lived up to, or an 'I love
■our people attitude'w
59. -a* uaqner. Qot-1, 1966,
60. H.B. irisbine, Joe.. l^g of,, -K&T9,,». m9<l 199*
( b.D,, Harvard, 1949), %42.
61. . ...d.-v.-oois to b.h.Uruoe, Jept.27,1911. J.3.6. fisa. bchoacur -
62. New Masses. Jan.% 1935, p.4
63. .w.iiunohc, Tfrft etc. pp.27-«;48.
2-41.
None of these touched the realities of the prooleia. ileooil-
in; from the .hook of olaac conflict, they sought release in
counterfeit substitutes; revolting against injustice they sought
pc.Uiattares rather than solutions, for the latter were harsh and
64
not conducive to spiritual uplift. Goodwill and understanding
rarely alter socio-economic expression.
The R.A.A.G.P. did not howeve ■ view legal •edreaa as a total
pansoca for inequality, out hoped to eradicate racial injustice in
all aspects of American life, and to influence the formulation and
execution of policy in all government areas. Its strategy and tactics
were firaiy rooted in one of the basic tenets of ,'aerioan democracy -
the right to petition for the redreus of grievances. This right,
which sanctions the existence of pressure groups, is directly ner-
65.
aitted by the Constitution. Inter-racial activity tended to restrict
agitation and emphasise this aspect, for without mas participation by
either race, action was confined to the "cultured, refined elements"
or the "intelligentsia'' in both races, who wished to maintain social
status as well as advance racial rights. The M.A.A.C.P. was radical
at its inception by its very nature - just how radical ia often for¬
gotten and overlooked - but its radicalism was sooio-eacial rather than
political and economic.
Acknowledging white preferences made it too uncomfortable for th
fire-orands who resented the white asauaotion of black leadership to
remain wits.in the Assoc! ticm. Even looker T. Washington acknowledged
64* *bid, pp. 147-8.
65, G.Ware, 'Lobbying As A leans of Protestj The H.A.A.C.?. as an -gent
of Equality,' at gma fidBaattaa* voi.xxxiii (1964), p. 103.
.d.st. J«aes A Qaag StoaAi la fleam'
(New York,1953), P.32.
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U.at soe ? his stron est opponents bad resigned or
66.
bean put out. The Boston branch was controlled by butler Wilson
who found it congenial to work with upoar-class whites and to ignore
Trotter, while Ida Welle-fisrnett complained that Villard and Dubois
had given her the impression that they rather feared her interference
and did not wish her to participate. They apparently wanted Jane
Addaos to mother the movement in Chicago, even if she had neither he
tL»e nor the strength, nor the inclination. The "exclusive acadeaio
few" were accused of wanting to bask in Ms. Adda s' reflected glory,
67
while taking credit for representing a race they in realit ignored. *
Washington bad oeen conspicuously abeont from the 1909 Conference, and
had never joined nor endorsed the N.A.A.C.P. In fact he saw it as a
68
direct personal threat, and did what he could to undermine it. * The
criticisms frca the U.B.I.A. were unjust out they did pinpoint one of
the organisation's prime weaknesses
"For five years it largely devoted its time, thought and energy
in determining 'who was who* in the Negro race, determining vho
were fit to be introduced to eminent Caucasians, deter ining
this hegro's nnd that Negro's social status and deciding whether
he had cut his hair, trimmed his beard or wore his clothes in
the latest style, or whether he entered the room gracefully or
dined properly, etc."69.
66. B.T.Washington to £.. .Scott, Jan.16,1914- B.T.W. Mas. L.C.
The deliberate exclusion of the more militant alack* and the
surprisingly chauvinistic racial attitudes of even the most
enlightened whites were indicated in a letter from .S.Walling
to W.E.d.OuBola, June 8,1909, in H. Aptheker, The Papers of
voi. i» pp. 147-9.
67. I.B.Wells-tJtimett to J.E.dpingarn, April 21,1911. J.S.B. Mas. R.U.
68. There is a full nooount of Washington's oositionin A.Malar,
'Booker T.Washington and the Rise of the K.A.A.O.P,' Crisis.
Vol.61 (1954), PP.69-76;117-123.
>9. Kegro World. Feb. 4,1923, p.l.
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As with the ashington-Ouboia cantrovers v, the discord
ijetweon the U.H.I.A. and the h'.A.A.C.P. was as much a matter of
personality as of fundamental discord.
R. R.Hoton, who on the de th of Wash ingtan in ho ember 1915
became the urinoiaal of Tusk© ee institute, bad for many ears
tried to conciliate the opposing -lack: factions, and r ng together
Washington and Judois through the mediation of their mutual friend
70.
.John Hooe. In 1916 the ti e seemed sue licious to try to bring
unity through a common denominator in olaok leadership
thinking, nd to this end Joel being m personally invited delegates
to attend a Conference at his estox,® at Amenis, N.T. Those invited
were assured that the? would not be tethered to the E.A.. .C.?.,
though he undoubtedly boned tJ-at the H.A* »»C. } would represent the
new united ouroose. Th© most distinguished gathering o" lacks for
same time, it was also representative of a wi © cross-section of
71.
black opinion* The resolutions any he briefly summarisedi that
all forms of 1 ck education were desirable an should be encouraged;
that the Negro could not achieve hia highest develQoraent without
CQonlet© nolitieal freedom! that for this organisation and a Tactical
working understanding among leaders is necessary; that the old sources
of controversy should oe eliminated; that in the different sections,
different approaches wee some inen necessary; that the privacy of
the deliberations should be inviol le; and that mutual understanding
could b© ©ro oursgad if race leaders set annually for pri rate ..nd informal
70. R.rU-iObon to 0» . illard, (copies to Waehin ton, Juoois and John Hope),
Nov.15,191 . <.i. • I M. . . . . . Htes* Ncughion.
71. J.h. i'rr.nkl.n, Frora 01 very to F •oe-do.x}. p.44?.
bee A open Six '1.
discussions. Jacauae of the resolutions to keep tlie
deliooreti >na private, no record of tlie discussions Is extant,
out aore important than be resolutions was the e-aebolism of the
Axanie Conference. It was aeon as marking the end of the old
thoughts md waya of attaoking the raoe proeien. ni the beginning
of a mu e?a of unity# unfortunate Ly the eneficient affects of
Asenia ue-o disal oated ith .aerioa's entry into Wo-Id ar 1, out in
the iaaedinte «fter«ath it o-o iuced a eery rosy glow of ottialsm.
Ch-.rxes motley* a Chicago radical, forecast that, if dioloatatically
handled, it oould be a strong oily of the h.a,&«€»?. and the agency of
welding together the radicals and conservativcs, which hud not nrevious-
73.
ly seen .osalLLe, ' while in the other oaeo ?r»d »4oore of the Kew tork
Ag^ «av its outc M0 hs a new a-Jirit of oo oaerntion, espectally after
74.
th# «anointment of J.W.Johnson. This now era was also marked by the
oe inning of the decrease In white activity, ,j*t not interest .n the
<i. A*A#C»P»
The National League on Uro >n Conditions Among Hegroea grew out of
committees for Improving the In uetriai Conditions of Negroes in Tew
le-ic City, and the I.stional League for h Protection of Colored w©aam,
a® a co-oriinut ng agency nd to roun out a larger programme of
75.
aofitaunlty life tlum either of the other organisations had undert- ken.'
Strickland baa suggested that the tone was sat by tb--* anokrakers who
opened up the racial .4uestion to nolle inquiry, out that the activities
of the social work* a differed from those of the joorualiets and social
e ientlata in that use fonder rejected tne oosaiuixity of eiiau.uating
72. V.1. :vu>oia, The i 'Q' iM Conference- An FJUtorlo • o. ro Titherini:
(Aeet.la, H.r.,19?5), op. 14-17.
73. C.S.oentley to J.S.SfJingarn# An .29,1906. J.C.J. Msa. H.U.
74. P.i4.oore to R.R.doton, Dec.20,191>• R.R.M, .Hea. T.I.
75. . .H. cod, 'The Urban League Movement,f Jou -nai of No to History
Vol.IX i1924), p.118.
all social ills through swueoing change in the political
or economic system, Cor hev dealt with the effects rather than the
nature of the s-atem. Further, heir investigations were lees
abstract and qualitative than those of the sooial scientists, for
their speciality was quantification, and they felt that legislation
should be directed at the individual evil rather than being cosa-
76.
prehensive. Unlike the N.A.A.C.P. the N.U.L. did not have members
in any real sense - it was rather a salf-Teroetuating, inter-racial
77.
board of t -usteas "elected" from the community.
Prejudice and paternalism estrictad the work of the N.U.L, In
hew ' ork, for example, the city had several large fiegra sections that
were sometime- overlooked by oharitaale agencies, often because the
oiaeke themselves were not cognisant of how or where to get hclo.
They were sensitive to criticism, and unwilling to reveal their
•w
wretchedness, and consequently felt resent ent at S.U.L. exposures of
the high death-rate, their criminal ©cord as a race and the over-
c -owded ten© eats. The League was battling not only for better con-
78
dltions, but to convert the coloured people to its ork. The sphere
of action of the N.U.L. was "the social economy of the Negro" in
contrast to the Ji.A.A.G.P.'s agitation for civil rights - a deaark-
79.
ati-n designed to avoid reduplic tion of effort, and a committee
chaired by A.b.Spingarn met in 1913 to rea ppraise the relationship of
80,
the two organisations, * From 1914. onwards the League was forced to
cope with the consequences of the .iigrati na, which they opposed out
76. .*,4.Strickland, 4 ia tory of the.Cftioa.co Uroon. Lea ue
(Urbana,1966j p. 6.
77, J.G.Dane-", Lgnd Against, he vind (Detroit, 1966), p.93.
73. A, .Ovington, Portraits in. Color; (New York,1917), p.137.
79. iiinutea, annual Meeting;, Jon.3,1916. K.4.A.G.P. His. L C.
80, M.C.Nerney to A.b.Splngarn, Nov.3.8,1913 A.3.S, dss. L.C.
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n which hey irordcaily became an agent. They ouroosely
discouraged blacks from moving, and issued dire warnings about he
ciep adations of fraudulent employment agents. They felt that the
labour shortage should ue used to demand higher wages and better
working conditions; it was an ooportunity for co-operation which
2.1.
should, not oe thrown away by .igration. by 1917, Sugene Kinokle
Jones reported that there were 21 cities working under Urban League
supervision, 'and when d.Q. Thomas wa.3 appointed field secretary in
1919, it was agreed to cent hia work mainly in the Louth. with
headquarters in Atlmt , Ga. it planned to organise Advlaorv
Committees of the nfluantial uitiseiis of ootn tooes in each state,
and baliev.:d that it held the key to ahe root ojaprahenaive orograiaae
83
for the South, as well as the Korth. humming up its actiyitieo prior
o 1920, L.K.Jonus claimed that it aa an idea out into practice" and
"a principle made concrete." The idea was that there could be no
satisfactory adjustment to the question unless white an coloured
people worked together on the problems to a® met - "not as two races,
«/
but as Americans, co-jointly,....
From the beginning the League worked on the assttB >tiopi that social
conditions were largely the result of eoono. c conditions, '/at it was
much more conservative than its non-economic counterpart. It oecame in¬
creasingly important after 19i6, the Var and the Migrations, but never
cle rly defined its national strategy «n continued to rely on white
philanthropy. Junohe considered that its very inter-raoial nature became
& source of weakness, which derived as much from the middle-class
81. G.S.Haynea to tt.Juohnnan, Tec.14,1916. G.S.H. Mas. Fisk.
32. Gfrlaqgft broqdai;. bee. 22,1917, o.2.
83. J.G,Thomas to J.H, illard, Oct.1,1919; Thomas to j.Huoert, uot.3,
1919, N.U.I. tiss, L.C.
34. Co- netitor. Vol.1 (Mar.1920), p.43.
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denser atlsu of the uiaok Six-auers, as the caution of and
racial stereotypic held by the whites. Carefully avoiding the
tag of racialism, It left controversial issues to tii® labour unions
"5.
end the B.A.A.C, »
The l egro Grganixsti >n Society of Virginia was founded in 1909,
ay Robert Russa ioton, the Coaaiesioner of Cadets at Haaoton Institute,
to do aoaet. log of the suae vork for coloured people that the Co-operative
Iduoati onal Ataoci-ticn una doing for the white people of the state.
the idea van influenced oy the Hampton Conferences, rid was designed to
intercut and include all the coloured people of the state without in any
way conflicting with the existing organizations. Its only paid official
was one field worker, and it defrayed its expanses by the collection of
aoainal annual dues. Its first full year of o neirucilve work ended in
lie saoer, 1913, when J .ii.Grady, he Executive Secretary reported the
a«a .er.ing of educational interest xn the country districts, as the
society had halpsc to secure the wuilding of 10 graded school houses, a
health oanpelgn and handbook, and a clean-up o&aucign In which i0d„0JG
B'h.
ulacka were anticipated to have cleaned-up their hones. "The uociety
was coanittcd to encouraging self-help, nn-i oy 1914, 404 o "genistations
were adnitted to eeabership, (108 religious j 112 school or iaoroveaent
leagues, and •sobers1 aaaoei.tiona; 42 fraternal ordersj 21 voaon'a
circles; 5 fame,-a' conferences; 1 aaaccipatios society and 1 bank) in
addition to 567 individuals. It proposed to centre its vork on aahoola,
77.
sanita tion, agriculture end coamerue, **» vieed to interest " '-vOO
choice men and voeen" while concentrating on education -and health, at
85. hunche, P.P65.
86. Prograxue, First Annual foesiox, 8.0.3. Va. 6-7 He,,1913.)
Proceedings, Annual Meeting, 1913 } %an4tlcta»
V.T.a.Williams, MEWXL8tJti6EJU^U-iS' )
87. Proceedings, Annual Meeting, 11.0.3. a.,1914.
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Least in the first few rears.
.ioton ©ported to Washington that it had mat, >n»etioally no
white o •>position, and in fact a letter fro® "real lent Wileon was
Ptt&Lished commending "the happy oirou»dtanoee of recent tlaes" in
39
Stature inter-racial co-oreration. lison vaa no doubt pieaaed
ith Fries©!!'3 assurance that the Society had "nothing whatever to
90
do with ooJUUias or social equality or any like movement." 5..J.Scott
was so impressed that he felt the society should oe nail realised,
91.
possibly through the !«.!?• .L. This idea neve- one to fruition,
xtsiiiolv txa Hot...fro. his position •» Tuske ae oeanae a national
figure in his -wn right, without the .eokin; of an org?nidation, The
Society enjoyed a remarkable growth, out was fimly in the Hampton
tradition of praotioul eeeuewotiationiatd» Its ssotio of .etter Homes,
retter Ferae sette schools and better Health" t»»<d an almost universal
a ureal, although the idea of school improvement through inter-racial
op
co-operation took eome effort to sell. *To live up to ite actio, its
8'ieoific aias wore to ouild better school houses, lengthen terras nd
create inherent in education} to isprove pu,lic health ay enlightenln
it on the anueeu and prevention of diseases, and oy establishing
uefcter health conditions in the hoae and «t ail reolio seetiu pl*oea;
S3, Sorfol^ Jpurnai and o^duv. Fee.2k, 1913. C .loping, . .
By, Soton to h.T,Vaehinyton, Deo.26,1913. i.T.W. *•». ,C.
hewoort Bews Sfor. 21 £k>.-»,19L4. flipping B.l.
TO. h.b.Frieseli to W,Wilson, Nov«3,1914. . • s«. -.0.
91. o.^.oeott to i.n. oton, July 14,1915. b.T. . .■ e. o.O.
92. .•orfpik youmqi, ux, .ulde, Sov. 11,1916 nd Kov»13,19l6, %1.
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to secur- ob-oaeration mo-: faraere is .HiyJng sad -selling
products to enooura,; e -and uuyiag afti setter furuing . ethods;
and to wage an increasing oaapai n for oetter faosies end morals, thus
93.
developing a higher tyae of oitiaenshi?. * duriiqg the War the
H.o.o,/a. -rranged a series of meeting in eoout -ne third of the
counties of Virginia with the oojoct of reaching the mnk-end-fiie
of rar.»l coloured people with the Infor atIon artointng to the war
und Baking another general appeal for the hearty atnoort of all war
activities - .he Tarehaae of war savings srtaax?, ooeerviBoe of food
regulations, ueetisg the re&t Jeoand for Isooar by w..>rkin- fuli-tiae,
94.
and oontriatttiQg to all agencies serving tins aen f the era 7.
Deapit •• its aim not to overlap atsr existing organisations, it served
with the Virginia otate Teachers* Association in 1917, alie redly
95.
usurping the prerogatives end authority that .elonged to the latter.
However aside froa Its concrete achievements ami its apparently tension-
free inte -radial relatione, partes ae because its aloe were so noob more
definite and Ju.s«di Ui, the o ncept of the 1.0, o.Motel the
necessity of ontabliahicg a new organisation, for lr* ntilising establish
ed channels it bed . follow n already built-up, through which the
necessary se tiaect could readily be created and tbe slants eneil* find
an audience.
Th.? s.r-nio attitudes of the w'r-ite lloeyila ho e ueen revealed krr
the nature of .heir activities within the Associations in which thev
mrticianted. There* was general agreement on the ultimate desirability
93. f.Qri'o; ■; Jour;*! and ; ,11.. fso.3,191?, p.4
94. Itorfolk Journal end f-ulde, \u>j. 24,1918 Clioping, H.I.
95. d.- i.dilison, 8UMBBL.*ttK«4»lttflM Ufldtrfffrl? ,i» Brtfltim tft
2llfi :>ton, 1933>,
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of black leadership «nd aelf-organination, out Trotter
was obliged to point out to * oingarn that if the widths really
aieant what they said, then the K.A.A.i .P. should cease to attack
96.
racially eutonoaous organisations. The inherent contradiction in
this xrouien wua that success would lea -e the racial liberals without
a ofcuae. There was a get»r»l feeling that tte bleaks should shoulder
aore of he financial ourdena of the organizations operating on their
behalf, both for practical reasons as well as Ideological. Increased
oe if-reliance would ease the pressure on white ensfactors, for those
who gave to the adiooi or *ni»= tiona were not nearly so wealth? an
the ihllanthroaist supporting the southern industrial schools. The
liberals also experienced feelings of exasperation 'that olacits turned
to thea for iaous?i this reinforced a latent cstemalioa an-: provoked
7.
a reaction murdering sJutost on contempt. Host white liberals did
applaud the growing race {Wide fostered oy such nctltutlona as the
liournul ,jf jje^rro hisyorv and the Scingarn Medal. The former was seen ae
making ui "for the want of a real sense of oultu-s" on the -art of the
99.
o.jao<, eapauioily the !'auo.*e* average. " tacial balance on the boards
of iircotors became a sensitive issue; this was to be preserved no uch
99.
as oossiole to avert widespread criticises. By 1913, the H .A.A.C.I*.
ted decided not to charter an? new branches, except in the far South,
unless there v s a certain proportion of white meaner®, so that the two
96. V^i.Trotter to J. . -ung rn, ug.23,1916 Aug. 16,1916) Jan*2,1913.
J.&.6. Has. H.U.
.. e••ner to ,11. riaikc, Oct. 15,1914- A.K.3. nsa. H.U.
97. G.otevart to J.&.bpingarn, Deo 1,19 3- J.S.b. Ham, il.tt.
98. K.L.Hefttaan to C.Q.' oodson Mar.17,1926. A.b.a. ass. b.C.
99. 'V:.a.Dubois to Cocualttee of Heabera of ionrd of Directors, Heoo,
Jot.2*7,1917, -A.A.C,P. amm, 4 ,C.
100. KJJ"
races might learn to work together. This was becoming
101.
increasingly difficult, and the ri't between a predominantly
white board and a predominantly black rank-and-file grew increasingly
apparent.
In general terms, many clacks accused the^r white friends of
being misguided. Francis Grimke', oreaching on 'God and the Race
Problem' said that any true friend would try to stimulate black self-
res aect, and encourage manly aspiration. However, rather than this,
the country seemed more anxious to develop and breed Negroes who were
without self-respect, manhood and aspiration, a phenomenon in which
102.
the so-called friends of the race acquiesced. In a more gentle
fashion, ids. Terrell oointed out to a white woman just how, with the
best will in the world, whites would appoint black persons to positions
for which they were unstated snd of which they were unworthy. Ignorant
of he social life and standards of clacks, they would apooint, for
example, the children of their cook on account of the mother's leal
103.
service, rather titan on the merits of her offspring.
Ouch criticisms were not taken very well by the whites concerned.
Some were resigned, who felt like R.C.Ggden:-
"Be cannot meet the views of our coloured friends and must be
content to be greatlv misunderstood for the sake of the largest
use fu lness." •
Others felt resentment that blacks would not trust their oroblecas entirely
to white wisdom, while others lost heart or were aggrieved that the race
105.
was not sufficiently grateful to them. It was well-known that even in
loG. M.C.lierney to R.P.B.Walker (Cornell Uni eraity) Jan. 10,1914. N.A.A.C.P.
Has. .C.
101. A.H,Grimke to R.Nash, Nov.21,1916. N.A.A.C.P, ass. L.C.
10; . oemon, Hay 3,1903 in C.G.I oodson, The oifu; .f F ancis Griake.
nn.364-372.
103. M.G.Terrell to Mrs. iliiaas, Nov.16,1918. M.G.T. ilss. L.C.
104. R.C.Ogden to O.G.Villard, Mar.10,1905. O.G.7. Mas. Houghton.
105. S.0.Furr (President, Newport Neva Training Sohoo ) to V.Wilson
28 Mar., 1914 * Vf. W. Mso. L.C.
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committed bi-racial organ!ztions, the two races did not
always co-operate amicably, In the N.A.A.G.P., the feud between
Dubois and Villard oeoame quite bitter. Commenting on Villard's
resignation, chiefly because of this s^uabule, Ms. Gvington admitted:-
"I am sick at heart over it. To vou it means just Dr. Dubois
and Mr. Dill, but to me it means a confession to the world
that we cannot work with the coloured oeople unless they
are our subordinates.,.It puts us oack five vears."lo6.
Rather than uecorae resentful at blacks for their independence or
alleged ingratitude, some whites preferred to romanticize them. There
were two tactions to the uneasy suspicion that "the object of orutality
is of necessity brutalized" - thinly veiled contempt or romantic sympathy.
The latter could result in such stereotyped cliches as "Negroes 3eeca
naturally a gentle, loving oeople," or the "Negro is sympathetic, quick
to understand another's feelings..." (therefore if t-ained he w uld
make an excellent Physician), but "few, if any, Negroes hold logically
to one ideal wholly to the exclusion of the other. They cannot jq
107.
logical and live." Therein was the rationalization - although kind
and gentle, blacks needed the guidance of rational, clear-thinking
whites! J.iS.Spingarn had much the same attitude when, with his "New
Abolition," he actively tried to organize coloured oeople and their
108.
white friends against race discrimination. *His campaign exemplified
all the facets of inter-racial co-o perati n - that race conflicts are the
results of misconceptions that can be improved by knowledge? that
immediate improvements are better than fundamental chan es; that co-operation
is more effective than mass antagonism; and that resort should be to
106. M.W.Ovington to O.G.Villard, Nov.23,1913 O.G.V. Mss. Hou hton
107. M.W.Qvington, Half A Man (Ne< York,1911), po.71;114 ;185.
108. Press Release, Jan.10,1914. N.A.a.C.P. ilss. L.C.
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influence rather than pressure. racking any meaningful
dialogue with their alack counterparts, they worked to suit their own
needs and predispositions, rather than for what seemed necessary to
blacks to advance the cause.
The other side of the racial coin is of course olaok reaction to
white co-ooerat on. Dubois, who had possibly had more contact with
white liberals and intellectuals than most of the Talented Tenth,
summed up his experiences. When a girl in his class asked hia "Do you
t*ust white people?" he reacted thus:-
"You do not and -rou know that you do not,, ,-auch as you want to;
yet ou. rise and lie and say that "ou do; rou must say it for
her salvation and the world's; you repeat that she must
learn to trust them, that most white folks are honest, and
all the while you are lying, and every level, salient eye
knows that "OU are lying, and miserable **ou sit and lie on,
to the greater glory of God. "HO.
His feelings ranged from the trust and hope he olaced in men like
Suing rn, to the denunciation of white men a3 devils in 'A Litany At
111.
Atlanta1 written after the 1906 Rioti He frequently rejoiced in his
blackness, in the fact that he was not white, and had oeen sent to
112
undertake the mission of world redemption. *.3ut frequently his feelings
must have been of fatigue at the seemingly impossible task of ^reaching
the vail of prejudice, even although he was committed to carrying ns-
"Wearied with being a pawn in the game,
I'a determined henceforth mine own to claim."
The black intellectuals were neither immune to nor protected from
white racism. Even their intellectual understandin : could not lenerson-
, lize the shoe - or hurt, nor entirely control the inevitable resentment
109. Lunche, op.eit., O.550.
110. W.L.n.Dubois, Darkwater; wojees from within :Ae ell (Hew York, 1920
p. 81.
111. A.Chapman, black Voices (Hev York,1968), 0.360.
112. W.E.3.Dubois, Darkwater. pp.30; 60-65.
113. horison. May 1907, p.26.
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and bitterness, As Ms. Terrail wrote:-
"There are aiany cases of assault and battery ooa itted
against the feelings and self-respect of colored oeople,
and I m no exoe otion to this rule."114.
Janes Vcldon Johnson felt that he situation vau more intolerable
the oiorc Intellectual (i.e. educated) he black was. There were also
aanv feelings and thoughts that the 0l« k kept to hiasel?, 'or these
were
"....Influenced by considerations so delioate and suotle
that it would oa inposuiole for hie to confess or explain
the® to ne of the opposite race. This gives to everv
colored aan, in proportion to his intellectuality, a sort
of dual ersonalityi there is one tinoe of hia that is
disclosed onlv in jha freeassuory of his own race. "115.
Johnson also claimed that the aore advanced ©lament of the race carried
tii® entire weight of the racial voolea, which worriad the others very
116.
little. lie repeated!t said that he aain difficulty of the r oe
question lay aore in the cental attitude of the white oeotLe than in
the actual condition of the coloured people. This was to Joj-naon a
source of hope, for be felt that erroneous assumptions could oe aore
117.
easily rectified than actual conditions. Most blacks continued to
advise their fellows that the whites could best oe bundled ay the use
of coa an-senae, which meant the show of good-o"ceding nd the evidence
HS.
of personal worth, in other words, o&ssfrs hid to seasure up to the
criteria of white entility to oe ceo >ta ,le.
lac intellectuals h ve often sought to identify with the social
norms of the white liberals, and ha a acted as if their experiences
114. -arton, srkSii. • P.71.
115. J.W.Johnson, The AutobiagraAT of «n £»-Color»d Man, p.21.
llo. JL> P ^'.—^2»
117. New York igf. Nov.23,1916, o.4.
H1?. Colored African. Mar.22,19-2, M-
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ware identical. On the other hand, within the Clack;
community, the Talented Tenth functioned as avmooia of socio¬
economic mobility, find their Lnter-aotion with whites as qualitatively
different from that of the rest of the race. These ontaots were not
necessarily more fre .uent, out they were more su tained and less casual,
and as they were usually with intellectual counterparts, they "ere
therefore more egalitarian. Jleck intellectuals further related them¬
selves to the white community at large through the various uedia of
communication, and their isolation was less pronounced than that of the
masses, 0 the other hand, these contacts were a source of tension and
often of frustration; they were aware of their equality in terms of
ability, out were sensitive to rebuffs both as Individuals and as in-
HQ.
teilectuals. *
The third element of the inter-racial contact of intellectuals
was to oe the circiaaecri vtion of the Talented Tenth by white philan¬
thropy. Most of the blacks schooled in the S outh between I865 and 1330
were educated in institutions supoorted largely by Northern churches,
although the black community oolleatai considerable money for their
schools, ©specie >ly at the elementary level. It was not until the turn
of the century that suoatantial found tion funds began to flow into
black edue tion, but the fundamental difference was more of motive than
120.
of effect. Froa 1332 to 1911 the appropriations of the Slater Joe *d
fostered largely two lines of endeavour - assistance to private schools
119. J.A. and M.H.Tillman, 'dlaok Intellectuals, White Liberals and
Race Relations,' Ph^lon. Vol.33 (1972), %54.
W. eoord, 'Social Stratification and Intellectual Roles in the KegUO
Co,uaunity,' oritish journal of Sociology, Vol.lS (1957), 00.24,6-7.
120. H.L.Rhind and a.dinghe® in W.Weaver, U.S. Philanthropic ■•'oundati ,ns.
(Hew York,1967), p.435.
U.K. Leaveil, gfaUfta&gftBZ lnJfflKC2 S m (Nashville,1930),?. 57.
op deuoainatlonal institutions which war# training 256.
teachers, and donations to "public schools xtam oxiatent need or
efficient work justified assistance. ?roa 1902, t)M General
Education board fostered hi :hor education and e iuc tion in the ~outh,
ac uirin; conal eraale influence by oo~o oration with local effort
121.
and stimulation towards nda^oto care of existent needc, VMLvnte
individuals oade cantrioutions to seemingly deserving causes, in
amounts varvin> from a few to aany thousands of dollars, according
to their 'soano. The educate! elite were therefore Indebted to the
dhilanfchrolists for their education, and aonetiaea also for their
eaployaent , whioh out the in an ~nvi iouo position.
The philanthropists soeaed to act on the xrlficiples enunciated
by Carnegie in The .Gospel of health. Wealth was produced by the able
and energetic few, who during their lifetime were orivile ed to have
tfc» opoort-.inity to organise benefactions from which the asses could
derive lasting advantages, thus dignifying their ova Urea, All the
man of wealth's surplus revenues were to m considered trust funds,
which he was obli ed to adfclaiftter to the -enefit of the coaaunity,
in bestowing ebb *it^ the aaln consideration was to -,/n to helo thoae
who would then help theaaelvea, and not to call out the "irreelalaably
destitute, shiftless and worthlosa," He had a duty to ascertain that
122,
his donations were to worthy causes, J,?, Washington*b emphasis on
self-help and his encouragement to his race to .>0 productive fitted
neatly into this scheme, and one #ajor complaint of his mtagonists
was that he hid cone to have an effective veto on the flow of funds
southward, and that without his endorsement, no funds, even for a
121, Leaveil, ot>.cit.. >p,t4-69.
122, A,Carnegie, Yfre ftpspel pf health (repr, Caaoride, iaaa. 19621,
pp.18 ?25;31.
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worthwhile cause, we-a available. The crown ng exauiole of hia
omnipotence was when Pisk was obliged to introduce industrial training
123
in order to oo ain the blessing of the philanthropists.
Dubois expressed the irksome feeling in the relati nahio between
the Talented Tenth and the philanthropists when he saids-
there ia a feeling today arson# Negroes that certain classes
of raen are desirous of ranking the Negro problem one of slugiviag
and eharitv rather than manhood and manhood rights,"124.
He had already felt the power of Philanthrope the previous vear, when
Atlanta University suffered from Towns* letter to Trotter after the
boston Riot, and Dubois' attacks on Washington. Even buastead had to
admit the dif iculty of reojnciling "the honest" with "the judicious"
when it came to dealing with wenefactors who did not agree with the staff.
Ogden was one of the few who were prop-.re i to carry on haloing the race,
even in spite of itself.3"^*
The feeling that sane philanthropists were taken advantage of by
fraudulent blacks, raisin.; funds for Projects tha we-e later proven to
be their own coffers, the withdrawal of funds this caused and the suo~
ee^uently increased dif ficulties of fun '-raising led to action. So
that Northern philanthropists could be guided -iaelv in their donations
o Ne ro education in the South, the Association of Rural and Industrial
Schools decided to federate all Ne ;ro schools deemed worthv and to
126.
blacklist those existing only for the accumulation of Northern capital.
This was an alternati 0 to the influence of booker T. aahington, and did
go some way towards coping with the difficulties, cut it could not
circumvent the reliance of the Talented Tenth on white Philanthropy. The
123. daltlaore Afro~Ai.erioan. Oct.3,1932. Clipping, J.W.J. Coll.
124. W.S.3,Dubois, 'Garriaon nnd the Negro' jffdanqndent. /ol.67 (1905) b»731.
125. H.dumsteod to W.£.3.Dubois, Jan.26,1904. iroderick's Notes.
126. New York Times. Mar.26,1924, p. 10.
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philanthropists hnd the power to direct the development of
the whole black community, but:-
"they forgot the real wea'tiess of the Negro situation: economic
helplessness and dependence. His equality is in posse,
not in esse. They gave churches instead of homes, theories
of ©quality instead of personal security, theological
bickering instead of land and tools, mushroom colleges
instead of a good common school and industrial training
system."127.
Dubois could point out the errors of the philanthropists, but he was
powerless to redress the effect?, snd deep in his heart he had to ask
himself, "What could the black community have dona without such aid ."
The Talen ad Tenth were therefore .in an ambiguous position in their
relationships with "hites. The"- could not function affectively without
a certain degree of white goodwill and support, vet they clung to the
idea that the race ought to solve its own problems from within. The
most equitable, durable and significant of the inter-racial relation¬
ships forged in this period were at an organizational rather than a
'personal end s oial level, and the more definite the purpose of the
organisation, the more harmonious the relationships between members
appeared. Wiite sympathizers can broadly be classified as liberals or
philanthropists s the former oartlcipeting in joint ventures for socio-
recial uplift, snd the latter financing both these activities and the
cause of olack education. In ooth cases, they followed their own
aspirations and transitory enthusiasms, rather than the long term needs
and purposes of the black community.
127. W.h.b.Dubois, 'The Afro-American• Ms. typewritten at ' ilberforce,
1894-96. oroderick's Notes, Schomburg.
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Pervading he whole alaek experience in ;&*rioa were the
facts of ao relation and discrxainatior, with ti.eir ultimate expression
in lynching. The encrop.ohaent of white aores on the black way of life,
and the legal!action of oppression are fully chronicled; "aore relaxant
is the reaction of the Tale;;ted Tenth to what Villard described as:-
■the determination of the v ite t -uth tLat the ne .ro must
nlvays .« treated as an inferior being and reminded of it in
every aossible way by olitlcai and social discrimination,
steadily Insisted uoon«f,2.
The hlaok intellectuals often found it .ore expedient to describe
or eoeeent uoon the effects of discrimination, rather than to analyse
it- intrinsic nature. Fo? example, editorial coaaeut on the 'lesaev
vs. Ferguson decision of 1B% in the Freeman did not explore the
consequences of a 'separata out e juoI' doctrine; it rather raiilly f >re-
oeet a <ie oraiiain^ effect on the race, "destroying the faith that
Negroes «s-' have in many institutions that white men control. «-*•
Francis Griake" used the hostility provoked by the HxoseveiW' aahlngtro
dinner to denounce Jouthern orejudice, not to explain it, end to point
4.
out to Washington the errors in his coemptions. It aay havo seeded to
many slacks that the nature of racial arejudic© was too obvious and self-
evident to necessitate discussion} all knew what it meant to oe olack,
without having to teva it explained to them, iirect protect was i finally
ia-wssiale in the bouth, out in the forth not only did the nrious
organisations hold their conferences, out also aeetin a ouch as the
1. oea haoter 1, footnote 3-
2, 0. . illard to F.«i .Garrison, dept. 12,191#. O.G.V. ma. Houghton.
J. «y 23,1396, 0.4.
4. oeraon, Got. 7, 1901 in . . oodsun, i;he ;,orl;s of Fr-apcls -•riakx'.
o.343.
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Ar.ti-Disfrenchi8«fci®nt - ieetin, at Faneull Kali, 1902,
were feasible.'" Trotter, who was instrumental in organising the
.-meeting, wrote in tlie llfiBMBl IMX oo^i-
B,...ths condi tion grew upon sae that Pursuit of uoineas,
aoney, oivic or literary position was like ouilding a house
u x>n the sands, if race prejudice and persecution and
puolic discrimination for mm oolor was to result in...,.a
fixed caste of color.'- •
To some Northern clacks at .eftat, prejudice had oooe to oe the cannon
denominator of cluck misery, the one factor that ran through all the
v rious component aspects of the prooleta.
The cure for this oaffled some of the race's thinkers. Josses
Carroll Kapler described prejudice as "a plant that seems to flourish
without soil to nurture it and iihout the falling rains to refresh
7.
it." on the other hand, speaking uefore the Boston Literary and
Historical Association in 1905, Chesnutt fell baok on the panacea of
8.
education, and the social efficiency that grew out of such training.
However, despite increasing olack protest, racial prejudice and the
resultant disoriaination continued to flourish, reaching its high
watermark when the ooutharu Deaocrats cam to power in Washington,
following the election of Wbodrov Wilson c 1912. kidais had usen
one of the most peroeptive consent tors on the nature of prejudice,
out even ids dire warnings went unheeded. He had pointed <ut the
deadening effects of caste restrictions on laLour and on initiative, and
that dlafranobisement and oppression would in no way increase the fit¬
ness for the oallot of those at present considered unfit. Ho had pro¬
tested in the editorial columns of 0rials that not only was it wrong in
5. Guarcjlan. ifav 17,1902., p.l.
Junda r Herald Traveller, Deo.24, 1967 Clipping, Trotte<* folder,
mrv&tt Arohivea.'"
7. Speech, Audience unknown, c.1900. J,C.Napier Kss. Pisk
8. G.W.Cheanutt, • llace Prejudice5 Its Onuses and Cures,*
* tfas&rre* v«i.3 (July, 1905), p.21
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itself to odLstrsat his race, out also that it war. contrary
9#
to the interests of th© whites and of the nation. " While Dudois
harangued the whites uoiiclv, Hoton privately and confidentially
"attempted to explain to thee black resentment at discrimination. He
claimed that black op oaition was cased on the belief that behind
the promotion of segregation lav th© idea that the Negro was inferior,
and the still more su tie idea that to oe black was to be cursed, and
therefore without opportunity, blacks did not oppose segregation
©o&use they wanted to six with whites socially, out oeoause the?
10
wanted to share the better facilities which the whites enjoyed.
This was a refrain which the Talented Tenth chanted again and again -
to prove both to theasslves and to the whites that they vera not
ashamed of their colour, that attempts to approach white standards were
not merely imitative but the results of fundsoentn cooio-econoaio urges,
and in an effort to oirouavent wiiat was often the physical danger of
being nleak in the U.S.A. In on© sense th# whites tried to out the
black intellectual in the position of having to choose etueen ' raoe
pride" or desegrsgstio " - net a logical dichotomy but one that proved
a stumbling block to much inter-racial communication. The whites
posited that th© advocates of race pride should welcome segregation
and the chance to st&y with their own kind, and that any attempts to
break down the walls of easte were the result f feelings of inferiority.
The stalemate in communications illustrated a aeaio flaw in the theory
that public enlightenment would lead to an amellorailon of conditions.
The segregation in the Civi., Service under Wilson's Administration
was the cause of renewed nubile outcry. In a oecspalgn spearheaded by
/illard, the h.A.A.C.P. unequivocally cane out against the whole
9#Addreeu, Georgia h^uai Ri.hte Convention, 1906. Me. S C. .0., .U.
Crisis. Vols, l-xxv (1910-1919),
*a.ll. Moton to B.T. Vashington, Oec.26,1913. d.T.V. Has. L.C.
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principle of segregation, without getting caught U"> in
whether it -ore acre heavily cr. the sc negated or the aggregator.
This was an issue that served better than anv other to unite the
12.
race, even although the ca paign was directed chiefly by whites,
nauely Villard, Storey and the ooingam brothera. An ooen letter to
Wilson pointed out the policy departure entailed by the introduction
of segregation, prophesied the probable effects it would fr\ e >n the
13.
race, and called on Wileon to extend his "Rev Freedom" to everyone.
diaultaneously, V.i4. Trotter was protesting the same issua. hike other
olacks who had endorsed Wilson's candidacy in 1912, he was profoundly
eabarsSBod by the President's policies, and told hia so in an interview
14.
which resulted in his abrupt dismissal froa the 'hit© Bouse. The
national Independent Political League also took up the cudgels of race
defence, coaoinin principle ' ith political praotic ; litr in their
. 15.
correspondence with the President, while assail©r, independant groups
like the Comittfe© o 100 of Hu :son County took it upon tbwaeelvss to
16.
orotest directly to the White Bousa. Even -looker T. Washington
remarked that he had r!never seen the colored people so discouraged and
oitter as they are at the present Hue.n hot only were bleaks being
segregated, out their appointments were being taken away and given to
17.
whites and Indians. Segregation had beenae « factor of black economics
and jobs aa weLl as orinciole,
11.Address by U.G,Villard to Beltinore ranch, H.A.A.C,?. Oct.20,1913
-iss. harvard.
12. Q.G.7illa*d to G.F.Peabody, Jan.23,19X4,0.G.7. Has. Ita.-vartU
u3. n.A.A.C, P. to *>» *ilson, Aug.15,1913, M.A.A.C.P. -Is®! A*d.S. iiss. L.G.
U. b.H.Fox, Pf Wti'V} "fork,197- ), op. 180-1" 3.
15. H.I.P.L HeuiOrial to Pres. ilsoc, Sept. 17,1913,W.W. Mas. LC,
16. i».,P...illort J.C.Cunnell, S.S.Lynob, G.H.Moiford, A.H.:Sayo to
W.k'ilson, Jnn.23, 1914- W.v, Mas. LC.
17. J.T.Washington to O.J.t'lilard, Aug. 10,1913, Personal .v.' *. -iss. LC.
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Racial prejudice, when turned into active discrimination,
created segregation in aanv public places, denying blacks the use of
ooth recreati nai facilities and msio amenities, It led to econoaio
oppression, politioal disfranohiseaent and industrial exploitation!
but the two aspects selected by the Talented Tenth aa especially symbol-
ic of the whole arate, were Jia-Crow travel and aob law. The foraer,
which received tupreuo Court sanction in 1896, - as an issue on which
the Talented Tenth were especially sensitive, oossiblv as they were
fairly mooile, attending eon/entxooa „ aaking speeches, ato. laying
first~c.loas fares, thoy were assigned to the Jia-Sro coach, which was
rarely kepi clean and which was us.d by white wen as a sacking coach,
sosaotting the ladies found particularly offensive. Thoy also tended to
resent being classified with the proletariat of their own race. J. >.
Corrothere faun. travelling in the South the tost discourn tag aspect of
the white South'* treatment of blacks, for he felt it was:-
"manifestly unfair to ecepell decent and intelligent colored
aeople to a© horded Into a ear with uoh creatures, unprotected,
without huat&n aoooa .odbtiono and insulted by every ruffian of
the train, whether white or black, simply oecause their faces
were dark."
He did not see. too concerned about either the principle of segregation,
or the fete of working-class blacks, and even referred to "disgusting and
dangerous displays of black savagerv" froa which whites had to protect
thoaselvea. 'Occasionally however, by devious means, blacks oouid secure
itllaan accoaodati ns - at a orioe.
"The .erth cost a«n a esssenger's fee, thirteen hours of orb,
worry and strategy, a? attends: 00 at morning church services,
part of ay ilinner, pert of ay time for evening address, the
assist'.noe of ot least six otha- p^rsons, three tripe to th*a
18. 0. «. Corroth.ru, In ...dtw f the Hafdioao 'Hew Tori,1916), pp. 120-21
%
19. .Pickens to i.i-i.Ovin-ton, July 16,1914. J.U.8. .;ss. HIT.
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ffob violence t ook two principal forma, race rioting
and lynching. Tfcsre were race riots in 1898 in • ilaington, Ni'.j
19oG in Greenwood, 4.C. j 19U4 in Gtateaourg, >a., and Springfield,
Utdoj 1906 in Atlanta, 0aM Greene-ur , 2nd., artel dro* nawillo, Texas; in
1908 in Springfield, 111.; and in 1917 at islast St. Louis, 111. Those
were onl- the major outbreaks, culminating In the twenty-five riots in
20.
the lest six aonths of 1919. The definition of a *raoe riot* was not
too precise, out irrespective of sc 1c it implied anarchy, violence and
the break down of the c instituted authorities. The bev vork Agg felt
that it knew wliere all the truble started
"Race riots are too oooaoa in hew York City, and the x)lioe
iejiartoent is largely resoonsiule for them, as It aana es in one
war or another to take sides with the aggressors in the nob
which is usually cased of Irish people and oiscellineous hood¬
lums who bare a rod a a ainst tha Leva or afro-.mterionna who
live in their section or stray 1st it."^i#
The Atlanta riot of 19u6 which inaptred Xuois to write he
litany at Atlanta* showed both the futility and the unireotrednese of
the alack community for resistance. In s fictionalised account uf the
iladngton riot in gfct jjBMt gf TrafliUftB (1900), Chesnu t had suggested
how rio a were incited for political or economic motives, and be had
glorified alack resistance oven when it bed coae to nought, out these
jittiiu see did not -et uonetitu e the considered judgement and advice of
the majority of olaok leaders. Washington deniod that the outbreak had
anvth n: to do with labour problems, as neith r race uao willing to risk
its life to work, yet he foresaw the day when the economic aspect v uld
22.
be more central. Washington ted in fact issued a statement from Hew York
20. D.b.Cocaaiasi n on Gi il Rights, 4 SaflMdi &L 1As
(' ashington, X,19 >3), pp.75 J '1.
-1. p,t. July 13,1905, p.4.
22. 3.T.Vashington to F.J.Garrison, 0ct.2,19o6. A.h.C. Sohoaburi-.
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trying to take the beat out of the situation, for by it his
whole philosophy had been undarained. Only lays afore the riot,
Atlanta had hosted the Annual Meeting of the National Negro Business
League, the supposed aroof of blank advance and worth, but had
apparently been singularly unimpressed. Certain elements in the
23.
press advised restraint or retaliation, whereas others, like the
although giving front page coverage to Washington*a advioe, encouraged
24.
the afrwuioriocn to stand and be a aan. Griake urged the southern
25
orethern to be cautious and discreet, out to defend tit. .solves,
while all seeaed to take consolation in the fact of nation-Adds denun¬
ciation of the atrocities, and the atteaj.it3 by black and white citizen.}
ShC
of Atlanta to heal the breach and prevent further unrest. *
In 19o8, baringfield showed once and for all that the ohenoaena
of race antipathy were neither sectional, nor political, as they
occurred in the North as veil as the booth, in depuolioan as well 38
Democratic communities. L.M. Herahnw in the horizon welcomed this
knowledge, as it removed the discussion from the sphere of partisan
and sectional politics to the sphere of social adjustments and human
brotherhood, vet all he oould suggest to insure the future was the
inevitable "education."* *It became clear at Springfield that neither
Christianity nor public opinion were going to thwart the ill of the
23. ix^sm^Xs, Qot.13, 1906, 0.4.
24. itt m imk dept.27,1906^ pp.1 and 4*
25. C.Q.Woodson, Vhb •;grk» ,t?f FrPWU. ,1, Qrttt>W Sermon,Oct.",1906, 0.AI4.
-6. u.W.Chesnutt to A.H.Oriake, Nov.24,1906. C.V.C. Has. '?iak
2 . horizon. <Attg.l90f), p. 11
i-ioo, that the danger of uob incidents spreading wa3 aore
than real, and in res xmso to a ilea, froa 7illia» English billing
in the iQdeasnfloDt. "a large and powerful body of oitlssena" 'lid coae
together to try to preserve American deaocraov, a bodv which evolved
into the U.A.A.C.P.
The jQBt Ot. Louis riot sav carnage on ; much greater scale than
anything oefo*e, but occurring in 1917, it brought several new factors
nto nlay. Dissatisfied Southern blacks, reading ouch newsTuners as
the Chicago Dpffpr, disco ere-d « new aelf-nwarrnevs that iromoted
e me to test the availability of first-class oiti enahi 1 v* renting
incldsnts." The new teachings of race-oride, almost as lauch si the
presence of Regroee after "ha migrations, provoked wviolence-nroneneas"
and tenai ns among whites who couplained that nigraute were intoxicated
pa
by their new Kor'.hem freedom. *in 1919, deaohillaed black troo xj
provided yet another ingredient in the racial fir re-ups, out by thi tijoe
the now Ailltar.c was @11 established. Radio iiee or charges of it,
30.
played only a subsidiary roi® in these ram riots, although the
Department of Justice accused radical hegro ubliestlons of availing thca-
selves of the opportunity to utter infleaatory sentiments. It ^uot® I as
evidence of sedition the ■:e,ar-u:. which had claiaod th t moos were too
brutally inhua»n to oe moved oy argument, except that of cold stool and
fir®. It was tiie duty of the race man, if he had to do, to " ie -aae."
The report also cited evidence of grow in ulack trims rh in the experience
31.
of fighting oack. Trying to explain the trend of black opinion to whites
G.i.H iyneo charted it as a mo o from the conciliatory right to the
militant centre, with a fe recruits going to the radical left, blacks
28. Independent. To1.63 {Aug.20,1908), pp.44?~3
0I.65. (Dept. 3,1903j, pr>.529-34.
29. IS.H.audvick, H»ee Riot At iCest St. Louis (Cerbondale,Ill., 19 >4),
pn. 170 j
3b. R.K. Murray, ,y34.uS^„ , i9Xfci7bi)
..inneapo,.13,1955), P. JL$0.
31. iBYftiiVteflUvii .flUYiUW, 9£ rtftqiit ,9ft' l^tigg:
Senate Doc.153# 06th Congress, lot. Hessian, Oct. 17,1919. pp. 162 jl 5.
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wer. ready to protect themselves and their homes, for the
logic of the hour seemed to demand a stance rather than oo»o x*ration,
conciliation ami patienoe. This trend could be observed both n the
proa $ and in the pulpit - the time for debate had mooed. The time
32.
bad cosae for action.
Closely parallel t tins pbenoeeno of raoe rioting were the more
frequent instances of lynching, The Talented Tenth explored rann-
avenues for atm. oing out these atrocities - appeal* to mblio opinion,
the shock tactics of exposure, legislation and protest, At tfie turn of
the century, cliches like "Civilised peoole must respect oieil law"
33.
appeared, and the e u«tion of caoo lew with savagery. Kelly miller
displayed the confusion of ideas on what the attitude of the nteliigent
black towards lynching ought to be. Be pointed out tl&st the personality
and racial identity of victims and avengers did not lessen the aahorence
for huaan torture, and that the equality of all men before the law must
be vindicated. He then went on to virtually aTrait that rape was the
cause of lynching, calling upon the enlightened to "ward off this evil
reputation iacosed upon the raoe by the dastardly deeds of its most
vicious uetabera," by whose Joo® at the end of a rope the ra a gained!
White men ought to respect black voaanhood, while the intelligent negro
should utilize all hia power to encourage "Ma weaker ..rethern in the
34a
right directions." it was clear he felt that the cure rested Mainly with
the victim - Ma distress centred on the atrocity involved, rather than on
the wi er issues of the case.
32. Gr.£.!!avn«&s ' hat hegroes Think of the dace Riots,' Uolic. Vol,22
(Aug.9,1919pp.848-9,
33. J,4,Jones, 'hob Law - In It aver Justifiable,' '.T.'^vi^w. 'el, 16
(1'9 -19-13), pp. 135-9.
34. Voice of the fce^w. Vol.11 (:dav,19J5), op.307-12.
C.¥. Chesnutt recognized the influence of B.T.Washington,
although he often disagreed with him, and welcomed his "direct and
35.
forceful statements. Washington when he did discuss lynching,
vigor usly condemned it, but he preferred to choose his opportunities,
so that his pronouncements might have maximum effect. The Board of the
N.A.A.C.P. prepared a tentative anti-lynching programme in 1916, re¬
affirming their -.elief that a successful attack on lynching must start
with the recognition that popular justification is the sine qua, nop of
lynching, for popular support "by the acti e lover element" nullified
the will of the better element expressed in the anti-lynching legis-
36.
latlon. But the process of persuading, or shaming, the white preachers,
editors and politicians of the Bout hern states into curing the lynching
37.
habit by the conviction that it was a menace to law and order, was too
slow to save lives, hence other methods were necessary.
A method of preventing lynchin and punishing lynchers that appealed
to ooth blacks and whites was legislative action. l Jill for the
.Suppression of Hob Violence, proposed in Ohio in 1895, Provided for
damages to the victims of their dependents, and three years later
Edward E. Brown, on behalf of the Massachusetts Anti-Lynching Committee
of Boston, drew up a petition to present to Congress. Even if this did
not bear fruit, it was nevertheless a stern protest against an iniquitous
39.
practice. But before the Dyer Anti-Lynching Bills of the 1920's, other
35. C.W.Chesnutt to B.T.Washington, Aug.28,1908. D.T. . Mss. LC.
36. A Tentati e Anti-Lynching Programme Prepared by the Board of Directors
of the N.A.A.C.P., Mav 18,1916. M.S. Mss. LC.
37. New vork Ave. Ban.2,1913, p.4.
33. Cleveland Gazette. Mar.23,1396, p.A.
39. Indianapolis Freeman. Nov 11, 1898, p.A.
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th»n a Congressional Investigation of tho Karst ot. Louis
Riot, Con reaa failed to meet the crises precipitated by mob
10.
violence. Anti-lynohing jettti ne were presented to state, national
41.
and local authorities, out on© of the most striking protests was the
Negro Silent Protest Parade of July 28,1917. Organized by olack
.leaders f rom Ft rle.a, olack men, women and ohildren marched in silence
L?
to the sound of muffled drums, while boy scouts delivered circulars.
These explained the reasons for the i&aroh - prejudice, injustice, the
oaroarism of lynching and race riots, Jim-Crow, segregation and discrimin¬
ation, the hope of a better i u.u-e for the children of the race and the
ae.'iory of the butchered dead; it wan a token of the -rowing consciousness
43.
and solidarity of the race. "The unifying factor was not so much colour
however as a consciousness of oppression, of which Inching was the oriae
manifestation.
Exposure of the horrors was felt by some to n a valuable exercise,
to shock the ocaplrcent white rublic into relief and galvanize it into
action. The h.a.A.C*?.. enumerated its activities up to the end of 191&S
investigation® into lynchings in eorgia and Tennessee, and into race
riot3 in hew Jersey and Pennsylvania; telegraamsa and letters of Protest,
Inquiry and Condemnation" to 32 Jtat© Governors, 33 Cheaters of Goamer e,
and 9 other official persona (of which only 9, % and 4 respectively ware
acknowledged;; 40 oress atopies; Memoranda to the ^resident of the U.C.,
40. U.S.Houee of Representatives, 66th Cong.,2nd Seas. Committee on the
Wjoj- -ry,^>q.rin, Jan.29,1920.
3.S.Tobin, , %Ft.Sgft, ;f9qs» 1907-21
(M.A.Thesis, 1961, Howard University), n.30.
41. Voi.l ^ (1907J, P.44.
42. J.W.Johnson, olack ,«>annat cm (liaw vork,1968), 0.236-7.
43. Circular, Negro Client Protest Parade, H.A.A.C.?, Mat*. L C
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the attorney-General and the executive committee of the
American oicsiotisry Association ; letters requesting editorial interest
to leading papers, and the culain» tion in 'tlson's Jul? 26 oronoanoe-
44.
ment aga net lynching.
White Northern papers <nd journals oocaetir.os carried ^enunciation
45.
of lynching, although this could be qualified with observations to
th effect that although the savagery had increased, in general con-
46.
ditions had improved. Blacks were able to see the iisansrinstion of
President "icfCinley in 1901 as part of a attorn of lawlessness from
A7s
which no-one was safe, aud froa It point ut both 4 he dangers to the
body oolitic and that no black had ever tried to assassinate a >esident.
In fact, the sugge;rtion that blacks would not be the only victims of mob
violence gained Increasing momentum in the first two decades of the
4s?.
twentieth century.
Ida 8. Wella-Barnett waged a relentless and sometimes lorA-r crusade
to exoose the horrors of Ivnehtng - to illustrate the atrocity and
quantify the carnage. Her paper, the Free breach. was forced to close
after a lynching in Memphis in 1092, when her scathing; editorials
endangered her life. She travelled and lectured on both sides of the
Atlantio, organised anti-lynobing committecs wherever possible, and
49.
compiled a tabulation of lvnoning statistics in 1395, A Red Record.
vihe argued not only against the savagery of the assaults, but that
lynchin g should oe stopped on account of consistence, economy, honour
44. Anti-ly ohing and Mob Violence, Administrative File, N.a.A.P.C. Mas. LC
45. Knro*r«Weekly (Mar.23,1393), 0.267
4 >• how -forfr, .Tlaeg, -lay 1,1399, p.6.
47. C.I.Anderson to C.W.Ghesnuvfc, 0ot.29,19U7, C.V.C. as. Pisk,
gqtarad .^imiriaaajL dept.14,1901, 0.3.
43. Pittaour: Courier. Aug.19 (26,1911, p.4>I Oct.23,1911 0.4.
49. A.Buster, TtW .AUta^n^, <0hioago,1970), ohaTs.4-26.
I.B..-'ells-iamett, 4 Be 1 teoord (Pamphlet, 1395)
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and iove of country. Che pointed out that blacks had neither
recelled nor retaliated, appealing to public sentiment for their
defence, out that the Christian and moral forces of the nation h d
only rarely com® to their aid.
Another type of exposure of lynching was the Tuskegee Lynching
Record, compiled by Monroe 11athan Work frota 1903 onwards. This became
an authoritative document and source of inf ormation; it v-is given out
without cement sc that it would oe accepted as information; it
provided the Couth with first-hand details; it gave opportunities for
agitation concernin lynching to originate in the South, bringing
aoout a debate between white peorda, including white women; it gave an
opportunitv for organized efforts to o-erate in the outh for the
eradication of lynohm;; and it held the Couth to the evil within its
own oordera, oy refusing to record the victims of Northern lynchings and
race riots. ""'Work's record was an invaluaola aource of Information, out
some disagreed with its presentation. First Washington, than Moton,
minimized the oriae, emphasizing the brighter side, *£wn the general oon-
sensua was to paint the picture as black as x^saiole to galvanize moral
sentiment. " *
Kelly Miller characterized lynching as "The aport of Ghouls" whose
popularity d« tended on the fact that it usually selected an individual
victim, and therefore did not lead to wholesale slaughter, that the group
usually had feelings of self-righteousnees aril that there was no danger
involved, nor courage nor daring required. He went on to question the
5u. X.3.Welle~d«rnett, 'Lynch Law in America,' Arenfl. Vol.23 (1900) op.22-3
i.L. :eils-a. rnett, '.he Aegro'i Case in Equity,' Independent#Vol.52
Uor. 1910) p. 1010-1011.
51. M«H.Lwrk, /-.utooiograPhical Lketoh, do* 1, M.H.W. Moa. TL
52. O.G.ViUard to R. II.Moton, Jan.12,1917 R.R.n. .as. TI.
efficacy of civiliaatior to assueye the innate anvagary of human
nature, and reaind the nation that Inching at hose belittled and
belied Wilson's high-minded assumption of Internstion.nl eadorehlo.
However the South was not slow to defend itself. The aare famous of
its Negro-belting Congressmen publioly condoned lynching, nr.d several
pamphlets vera published to "make the South free for the white voasn"^*
The osst that could be d ne under these oireuastanoes vns to fall bick
or; the Christ-like image of the Kegro, to carry on investigating and
exposing, or to try to win the heart of the South by more dramatic
presentations
ni4y blood-tears, wrung in pain frw# ay heart's core;
onus* dmafe ben van and curse a world that sleeps $
There is no Cod, berth sleeps, ay heort is dead." J '*
;)esPits the proscriptions it gxUsed upon the Negro, the South was
proud in a«nr cases of its treatment of its bleak oitixens. In 1895,
H.A.Herbert, Secretary to the Kavy, olaiood that although the Negro had
never succeeded as well ps the white uart, in the Couth his condition
was better than an where else, while Hoke Smith, Secretary of the
Interior, oleisied that misoonce >tior;a regarding the oonditlons of blaoks
5b.
no longer existed. The attitudes of daith and bis friends the Tillaanitee
were seen ia keeping apart the west of the two mw, who;, they hated end
5*?.
feared, keeping the States backward to enhance their own power. To so&e
53. K.Miller, The everlasting St in (Washington,1921), po.311-33.
54. v..i .Collins, 7hi "rrl; .Av^n .kfafiktihri tit Uts ^v>1A
(hew York,191d;, po.54-94.
5|. S.?.White, ?io-Ju upd (New York,1929).
G .McKay, 'J' ouaa' Meauenrjer, 'ol.ll (Oct.1919), s.33
56. Independent (Mar.1895), C.293-4.
57. (Oct.1895), P.937.
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Southerners the question was simply one of more efficient
repression, but to others there ssesed a more humane solution.
G.A.deoane concluded that if ail the energy misspent in holding back
oiacks had seen used in the application of Christian principles, there
would have been no probleaa to haunt the . outh, whereas others were
less altruistic, olaio.ng that the suppression of alack socio-econo ic
aspiration had nullified antagonisms, and therefore the races could
live in harmony. ^
Carl Cchurs remarked on the faot that otherwise sensible Southern-
era would become completely irrational if the Negro question was
59
mentioned, but there were a few of "the submerge.'] white Couth" liice
Joseph C. tanning who could rise auo e heir environment to leaand
60,
equality before the law for both races. Friends of the olack com Plained
of the difficulty of reaching the masses of Southern whites, when the
61.
politicians were self-seeking and ,he preachers indifferent, but by
1913 John hone was beginning to feel that a few progressive whites
were prepared to facilitate black development. The difficulty was in
keeping them interested - neither rushing them too far too fast, nor
62.
showing any doubt of their sincerity. By 1919 the K.A.A.C.P. was
becoming prepared to risk the supersenaiti ity of the Couth for the
63.
cause of democracy. In the same v«ur, the Commission on Inter-raoial
Co-operation was forced, nd coraaittees of Southern residents organized
59. Arena, fol.2* (19uo), pp.449-573.
59. C.dchurz, 'Can the Jouth 3olye the tieto Problem?' HcG.lura'3 ;fogazine.
Vol.22 (1904), pp.260.
60. voice (Oct.19c7), pp.352-3.
61. J.H.OHlard to J.5.Spingarn, Oct.17,1916. J.9.3. Mas. FU.
62. John Hope to J.E.Splngarn, Sept.24,1913. J.>.3. Mss. H'.
63. J.R.Shilladv to Bolton Smith, Jan.11,1919,M.A.A.C.P. Mas. LC
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throughout the white South to atand for justice and fair
play for the black race, and living conditions that would discourage
migration to othe" sections, but on condition that the South reformed
without outside interference.0^*
The Talented Tenth was therefore faced with the problem of the
South, where conditions were steadily worsening, out where white
opinion was growing more and aore complacent that conditions were
improving. The dileraaa was to ex nose the truth, and risk the alien¬
ation of new found friends, or to acquiesce, end risk ^et sore lynching
and suffering. Their difficulties were in no way eased by the
perpetual, bland ootiaias of booker T. Washington, who insisted that
conditions ware .improving, that whites were accepting blue progress
and that blacks were making commendable advances. He also preached
that the best place for olaoka was the rural South, and hence that
blacks should stay where he- had oaan born and raised and make the
o@st of things, and neither ml--rate from nor resist white oppression.
Ernest Lyon encouraged bis race to maintain an inter© ;t in politics,
to protect their ri hts, and advocated the social admixture of the
4$.
intelligent portion of each race. The . .T.i. Review characterized
ulnck reactions to the South at the turn of the aenturv as "the Strike,
the Go and the row schools" - that is, retaliation, emigration or
;eveiooaent, favouring the last out recognising the necessity of all
joints of view to keep the issue on ©r discussion. b*
DuBoi3 was prepared to be ^uite 'rank about the scale of the
problem, explaining that the true burden on the Southern people was not
black education, but black crime, pauperism and inefficiency, for which
67,
there was only one solution - Government aid to Southern education.
64. Vj.G. ilcox, (Chairman, Board of Trustees, Tuekegee Institute), to
J.0.Thomas, dept. 18,1919. K.b.L. Hae. hC.
65. Independent (Mar.1395), pp.293-9.
66. A.ajB.Seview. Vol.17 (1900-1), p. 88.
67. W.E.d.Ourfois, * he Burden of Negro Schooling, Independent. Vol.53
(July,1901), pp.1667-3.
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in 19J7f Dubois privately ox >Xaino thct the difficulties in tht
Suth were due to a lack of satisfactory inter-racial coot aot % cut
conferences as were held had lacked spontaneity, and the delegates
left knowing no more a^out each uthor than when they o ae. Ho was
prepared to concede that a temporary expedient mi ht ue separate
. shoals, if the aooamaodatlons were vHml and die segregation voluntary,
or even compulsory, temporarily, out he regarded it as doth undemocratic
and wasteful, only a measure to o piate white anilpathv. He had no
interest in disturbing harmonious relations between the races, for his
aim was to provide larger opx>rtuni ies for knowledge, sympathy and
human understanding, and particularly the lessening of psrsonal annov»-
anoe and insult. He was even preparei to ccept and ork within certain
lines of segregation, to stop it going too for or any farther, and to
try to bring the races closer together. He also oo nted out that dis-
cria. nation was felt not only by the educated, exce yfci /ml few, but oy
all olaoks, and ha was convinced, hiving lived in the Booth for ten
years that no amount of desert on the part of coloured People was going
68
to induce the white houth to grant than heir rights.
Hev. 4. .Illton Ualdrn aaw the moe problem in th- outh in t ras
of class - it was a roulem of "ignoule whites" and " ad no,roes",
whioi could to solved by the joining handa of the oetter olaatontn of
69.
ooth races. Aa, Terrell extended the concept of racial mission to one
of freeing the whits doutfa frees the thraldom of its own prejudices,' "*
wisereus the Hev fork 4ge suggested that the white Korth should act in
good faith towards the colour d man, giving each man his due, and that
A Colloquy on the Kegro 'roblem oetween dev. C. V ilaer and
V.w.d.Juoois, reported oy Ray btannar ! Raker, Jan.31,1907. H.S.ti,
dsa. I..C.
69. ■ rVflQ'-B (Oct. 19-3;, PP.7U-5.
70. Vfltat st Stoft UMBEL Vol.11 (Mar. 1905), >.182.
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the South had to give the Heffro "a free hand, a fair
field and a cordial godspeed" for the two races to work together
for mutual benefit, «o the coloured sen would work to achieve for
himself bv his own efforts, given ©quality of opportunity and e^ual
71.
treatment before the lav.
Sutton 8. Griggs formulated perhaps the asoat complete black
programme for the solution of the lack taroble# in the South. Presenting
it in r fictionalised form, his thinly vailed rfcilosoThy was spelt out
in Dorian's plan in This advocated he ovalopatent of
greater racial altruism, the "cl-ieeee" eominr to love the "masses'1
despite their worst elements, he argued his position from first
principles - that the gene.-al physical and psychic .Java of nature were
appiio u le to the hegro, who ma entitled to every ri.iht that inhered in
the fact of his humanity. He forecast that blacks would oring their own
qualities to bear* on the development of the Republic, and that the time
was rioe (that is, it was a time of transition) for sen of imagination to
project tiiemselves onto the trend of events. The time hod passed when
the race could rely solely on the Republican party for the proper adjust¬
ment of the reoe problem - in the new era the Negro himself must bear
the brunt of the battle, l&iile retaining old friends, the new i;ienls
we-e to oe self-reliance, oo operation and organisation. An or 'animation
was needed to recall the glories of the African heritage, to study the
environment and point the way to furwe development. Mar-ry attention
was to ?£.id to character-building, through the home and the church (by
non-sectarian, etl.ioal teachings), end to the value of education, both
ndustrial and higher. The race would no secure with a stronger agricult¬
ural backbone, when i produced en olite willing to di met and labour
among the sesee, end if it achieved a wiser partial action In, rather
71. low 'ork e e. Feb.16,1905# P.l-
J
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than a withdrawal from, politics. A critique of Dixon's 77.
The Leopard's 3nots which was vaguely disguised as a conversation
between Mr .A.Hostility and Sneal .Jllyood in Th® Hindered Hand, was
designed to reveal that 3train of white thought that was determined
to prevent the rise of the blacks and re-establish the old order of
repression, while at the same time defendin ; the race and its Northern
73
friends against slanderous attacks, in a strai htfovyard oolitical
pamphlet, Griggs summarised his conception of the needs of the South.
It should take in and assimilate the worthy alack voters; it would be
a tonic to have the ho xj of national and international fame revived in
the South, for the racist South was presently deemed by the rest of
the nation as unfit to take charge of foreign affairs; and finally,
the crving need of the South was the complete dethronement of the
7A.
mob. This was a reasonably moderate apoeal to give justice to Negroes
in terms of Southern self-interest, although the black angle was clayed
down in ^reference to the latter.
One way of resisting the oppression was siraoly to leave the South,
75
and head for the urban North. * In the face of Washin-ton"s assertion
that "you will find the Negro at his best in the country districts,
■H
and in too many cases vou will find him at his worst in the cities,of
the North," the Talented Tenth were obliged to defend the newly-
arrived migrant, whom thev had often incited to come, and at the same
72. a.0.Griggs, Unfettered (•' aahville,1902), pp.l6o-lj223-269.
73. G.ii.Griggs, The Hindered hand (Nashville, 1905), oo« 206-14.
74. G.E.GriggB, The heeds of the oouth (Na»hville,1907), pp.12-17.
75. bee chapter 5.
76. ii.T.Washin ton to M.V.Gvin .ton, Jan.24,1905, J.W.J. Coll. 'Tale.
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Mm organ!m the agencies for his welfare. To Kelly . lilior
the problem of the uroan he —o was such wore liiailtn' h and
imperative than thai of his rural urother. Ho felt that the status
of the uroun sleek furnished u contradiction to the p -ovalent belief
tfc t eduction would solve he r ce sroblmj in the rural die rlcta
the weening problem was better and more schools, but in he cities
the .uestion was one of readjustment and vise adaptation. The perfeot-
ion of the city schools was of supreme importance, for it was in the
urban centres "that the torch must be lighted and passed on to the
remotest rural wnifioatione. r Tiller felt that no-vbera did or©
culture run to seed or sore intelligence go to waste than awon the
he;;ro eieaent of the large cities, out at the eeae i»© the city and
the county were interdependent. The rural black needed the ayapsthy
and help of hie urban oro hor, the city droving on the country "or new
life and fresh ahveieai and moral stamina, and the country drawing on
77«
the oit*' for intelligence, systea and civilised method. " s in other
cases, oilier sensed -oth the nature and gravity of the woolen, out
was b e neither to analyst* it nor suggest a solution.
Attempts to cope with race ruoleosa in tew vork City took organisat¬
ional format through -he Citisons Proteoti e League (19)0), the White
Rose Vorking Girls Hoee (founded in 1897,# the Committee f :>r Improving
Industrial Conditions in Kew vork City (1906), and the National League
for the Protection of Colored Women (1906). hater the eitnr beeaoe the
head .usrtere for the H*A.A.C«P. an! '.he K.U.L. Northern slacks always
received less white pftiilanthro ic aid than their oouthe-ta counterparts,
and were forced to rely to a greater extent on "eelf-hel?^. The pro¬
hibition campaigns «-aged in Wev "'ork between 1911 m 1920 provoked
blaok reaction, out aoro from ouloon keepers than from the Talented
(New vorL,19 ->?»119 131
279.
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Tenth, Hew vork blacks were active in promoting national
racial organ!aatlons, and in protecting their rights at a local
level or such ao eaents as the attempt to enforce the lalby haw.
Possible the most algnifioeut contribution of Hew York blacks
to their rsoe'c development was the sponsoring of the aove to
Harlem. Men like the Rev, Hutchlns G. bishop, Rector of St, Mil ts
Gpieoopal Church anu estate agents like 'hiiio 4, Pa Hon and John
Hall saw tliat being split up into e>iiailf ineffective roups was re¬
tarding the economic, politics1 and moral progress of coloured Hew
York, Furthermore, the .aidtown dwellings were doomed to being
crushed out of existence by the relentless expansion of the business
district. Therefore what was needed was a move&ent in a single
direction, concentrating nuauers and therefore economic and political
power in one section of the city. Such a movement would also acceler-
79.
ate the religious and cultural progress of the rooo. This formation of
a ghetto, which forced the reputable f=nd the disreputable to live
together, was not however accredited with the .aoiern derogatory
connotations of the term. The Hew York Aire as early as 1910 welcomed
the massing of bUeks in Harlem, for it ensured the success of many
coloured businessmen end >rofes8ioaala, with the race natronising its
30.
own entrepreneurs* When Harlem cans to life as a black cocmaunity, it
was neither a alum, nor an area of delapidated tenements, out a section
of new law appartuent houses and handsome uuildingu, with well-paved,
well-ke >t and veil—lighted streets. The trek to Harlot; began in the
decade 1900-1910, when the 53rd Street centre ted reaahed Its ut ost
73. G.Oaofskv, Harlem: The .biking of a Ghetto (Mew York,1963), o.51-64.
O.Ocheiaer, He-To .ieoca (Hew York, 1915 ^ oo. 113-177.
79. iateattftSa. Tafr&&s> M r.29,1929.
30. hew York ^,:o. April 21,19lo, 0.4.
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uevslopaent, and it offered ooloured people their first
31
ohxiQce in the history of Sew Tork City to litre in modern apartments. ' *
By 1917 Harlea was conscious of its growing size end strength, a fact
in which aos of the Talented Tenth rejoiced.
Blacks in Chiosigo were also conscious of their new status,
32.
abhleyed by -their mm eoonoojlc, political '*m nersonal -tower. One of
the pioneer stu-Ite of the effects of social conditions u-on the Negro
criae ra?-s was conducted ho 3. lonroe Tatban ''ork accepting that the
Negri was progressing in civilisation, and not degenerating, turned fro®
inherent racial failings to ,1 count for the excess of Ulao'< crime. He
attributed it to the black's transitional stage of civilisation, and to
the ..'Oonofflic stress under which he laboured, noticing that where eoonosaio
83.
conditions we *e poorest, -rise was highest. In 191?, H#N. Wright under¬
took a etuJv to broaden the or.ac f H.-loisfe e rlier Pbilftdelnhi Hegrp.
which wae aore then just a social study of the race, it was also a nles
for economic freedoa end justice. Wright fait that the "Negro Proal#®"
was an attitude of white peoplo which only 000 >11 acted he general
proaleriiS of crime, igcortinoe and poverty among blacks, which sob* mistook
for the "Hegro kroblea.' only or economic self-auffioiunoy would the
olaek adjust to his new ur,an environment
The a >st significant contemporary lack analysis o"* the migration
and urbsuiaction rooessea was hat undertaken b - Kaaett J. Soott. He
concluded that the movement was primarily economic, although entangled
in the entire social system of the Booth, and that it had no conspicuous
31. J.W.Johnson, -pi--enhatoan (Nev \'ork,1963), jp.146- .
12. C.oinaor, --■frlcruto an-j the i vw (Jhloago,1927), 1 uichlot, J.y.J.
..eaoriai Collection Tale.
33. d.il.'-ork, * rise Among the Negroes of Chicago,' American Journal of
hpcjology. Vol.6 (1900-1901), pm. 304-223.
34. R.R.Wright, The fiaggft In Pennsylvania; a otudv. in . ,conft .lc History
iiiew 7ork,19&9)» pp.186-7.
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leadership, as that of M?ap" Singleton in 1879. He Investigated
and analysed the causes of migration in what amounts to a reasoned
catalogue of black grievances against the South, exposing not only
lvnohing and ill-treatment t>v law officers, out more particularly the
degrading conditions of Southern agriculture and share-cropping* hat
man" were prepared to endure for themselves, they were not prepared
to oe oeath to their children. The chief stimuli were largely infomel
and therefore not documented, like discussion pud rossio, although
labour agents and the Northern press played a conspicuous role. The
Chicago Defender voiced the unexpressed thoughts of aany, saying
things that local nepers could never hs ?e dared, and ir oettinv
85.
definite dates, like Hav j.5,1917, it did add to tfa® stimuli. The
movement was nut however a "Migration of the Talented Tenth", of those
who had been robbed of leadership opportunities i the Jouthj in
general Souther; professionals followed rather than led their clientele,
either h thev did appreciate the new eoono.ie oaaioiTitles. The
stimuli 0 ,38 >0 Horthorr. rather than Eouthcm intellectuals, and the
movement took olsae desolte the opposition of looker T. Washington end
bis suesessore.
One factor which facilitated ulaot algrotiow North was the
decline in the timber of European Imaigrants dm to the ar in Europe.
Haci&X "ojudice and rmtlvtsa vera closely relate ;, as ol«ck writers
86
noticed, 'but this did ?v>t load to any joint action by the two
;liff®rent grottos of victims, dlaoks had always for.red that the influx
87.
of Toutbern $uropean« would supplant the Negro, %ad ccrsiatently
85. B.J. coti, nerro .Miyrstton SBgiBI the Har (Hew *or'-:,T> • l)7pp*6jld-37.
6, Goanetltorf Vol.1 (1920), pp.22-3.
87. ,l:„raaine. Vol.2 (June,190), p.ib.
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advocated the tigbtenin,, of immigration laws to pre vent the
"undesirable elements of all Europe ani Asia" flooding into the U.S.
They wore coming in too quickly to be asoiall'.ted, and their constant
increase vas seen as a threat to the industrial peace and orosperity
83
of the nation, * By 1913, the Age bemoaned the degeneration of America,
with the passing of the old Puritan culture end kindliness of the forth
and the old chivalry of the South, vhioh hnd been crushed underfoot by
39.
"the common sort of European nowooners." Even the objectivism an
internationalism of buBois could slip when dercribin* the waves of
iiaml -ration: -
"The 'hits world's ve-min nd filth...."90.
No distinction was made oetvesn the geo ranhlosl or religious origins
of the different wavas of migrants,, nor were atte ots made to fight
xenophobia in its two different but relrted manifsstati na - nativista
and nrejudioe.
The movement of labour from oouth to forth created economic problems
both in business end in labour relations. There had always been the
suggestion in black thought that there was a connection between race
prejudice end economics. The Colore^ A&erican had suggested that making
race prejudice unprofitable would g -ndui lly lessen it. In a country
where the dollar was king and commerce the patron saint, it was only sens-
91.
ible to spend money where it was appreei ted. This had been one of the
ideas behind the aus boycotta, but it derived basically from V'aahingt n* s
Colored Aaerjcan, Aug.16,1902, p.2.
89. hew -ork j.ge. Sept.18,1913, p.4.
90. w .i.. p. buuois , ityv1^top. n. 13.
91. Colored American. Jay 17,1902, p.3.
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concentration on the acquisition of economic oower as
the prerequisite for social and civil rights. The main organization¬
al expression of this was found in the National Negro Business League -
an organization which incorporated not only the petit bourgeoisie to
and for whom Washington primarily sooke, but which also affiliated
representatives of manv professional organizations.
The N.N.B.L, was founded with the purpose that -
"through the promotion of commeraial achievement, the race
could oe led to a position of influence in American life,
and thus pave the way to economic independence,15^.
The League fostered the American ravth that even the individual or
group on the very lowest rung of the economic ladder could, oy industry,
thrift, efficiency and perseverance attain the top rung. Basically
chauvinistic in its racial outlook, the League was more important in
oyschologic 1 terms than in influencing the economic betterment of the
Negro. The first convention brought together the first generation of
successful businessmen of the race so that they could compare notes and
93.
encourage others to go into business enterprises, in the same fashion
as fit the Tuskegee Farmers' Conferences. These methods not only spread
information oe-nond a narrowly confined local area, but promoted a soirit
94.
of fello'-vihio, st -engthening and encouraging the s^ali entrepreneurs.
The necessity for business leagues was explained in terms of their
educational influence, their tendency to inspire confidence in black
95.
business, and the opportunity to offer business training to the young.
Business leagues further taught "the soirit and ambition of the American"
9?. Bunche, Programmes. etc., p.307
93. Colored American. Sept.28,1901, p.2.
94. B.T.Washington, 'The National Negro Business League,* World's ork.
V 1.4 (1902), pp.2671-5.
95. Voles of tha Negro. Vol.1 (1904), p.333
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to suoceed in the business world - for without knowledge of
these attitudes, as much as of business praoticea, blacks could
96.
never prosper in business, commerce or the professions in the U.S.
The N.u.b.h. always realised the uni directional aspect of their work,
and did not attempt to encroach on the work of the Afro-American League
97.
or other secular or religious denominations, *and later it co-operated
Q$.
with the N.U.L. to promote National Negro Health Weeks.
Although sponsored by Booker X. Washington, lie League was formed
on suggestions put forward by BuBois in his Atlanta University Studies,
99.
a fact to which tribute was raid at the first meeting Dy a.F.hilyer.
This meeting of the two 3treams of thought continued throughout the
League's history. For affiliated to the National body were not only
the organizations of small tradesmen, But ,ost black rrofessi nal
associations as veil, thus uniting the Talented Tenth with 1'uskegee on
the economic front, it was stressed by Washin ton himself that material
possessions were not ends in themselves, but a means to securing citizen-
X 30
ship ri?hts, opportunity and education. ' 'Although Tuskegeeism was
tempered to sure the Talented Tenth present, it was nevertheless ore-
dominant. The Proceedings shot-? that speakers repeatedly stressed the
cessation of agitation, that the present maladies were out >repar tion for
the future, and that the He ro problem would not oe solved by theorizing
out by a nractical approach. The League preferred industrial eduo tion,
and supported oluo work in horses and churches, while reminding the race
that its natural home was In the South, and that the race should not be
96. Alexander'zlne. 'ol.il (1905), p.io
97. Ingiu^u oolis "re-wn, Aug. 11,1946, p.S.
93. G.S.Haynes to F.A.Siiioson, Anril 27,1913. Cl.S.H. Mss, Fisk.
99. H.N.3.L. Proceedings, Aug.23,1900, p.l6.
100. Ipid.. 0.25-
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ungrateful to the white man even if the? were not vet
satisfied, Washington used the League to condemn lynching and
other crimes of aoo violence, (which handicapped bus ness opportunities),
and to promote his theory that the raw would gain ore or exploiting
its opportunities than by expos!ng its grievances. The Leoond
Emancipation wis to oe brought about by the race itself, by organi st¬
ation and investment. Bv 1915 the League comprised 6GO local leagues
and lo',oU0 moabers u position from which it felt it could apeak out
more strongly for oitisenehip ri hts, especially afterhhb contribution
of black soldiers during the War, Again using business metaphors,
Bepier said,
America bus contracted aanv debts during the v«r. he will pay
off all of then in whatever coin her ere 'ito -r demand.«1^1»
In Decora cer,1916, Scott ooufi.de i to Fred ioore that the business
League was 'defunct financially/ although lr. RoeenwnU we prepared
202
to finance it until 1 September, 1917® *-ut deedie its financial
difficult! a and the de.;th of it« founder, the ^eague soldiered on to
>lay its part in the pronotion of the black war effort, o- asking for
recruits, increased crops .sir! better f r&in , conservation in food oon-
103.
sumption and the elimination of waste. The League never lost sight of
its primary intorests out it ^came c; -adually more- aware of a larger
spectrum of racial iseues.
One aspect of -lack economic problems which the League, and many
other sjetteruent agencies, irvforred to Ignore, was the proolea of olaok
1-1. M.K.c.L. Proeeediae, toy.23-24,1900; lug.21-?3,1901; Aug.25-27,1902;
.-tU;',. 19-21,1903; Aug.31~ikij*i.2,1904t AU;. 16-13,1905 j Aug.29*31,1906;
Au .14-16,1907; Aug. 19-21,1903; Aug.13-20,19u9; .ug. 17-19,1910;
Aug.16—18,1911| Aug.21-23,1912; Attg.20-^2,1913; Aug.19-21,1914;
.Ug.13-20,1315; Aug. 16-13,19x6; 1917; 1919; 'ug. 13-15,1919.
102. L.J Sooth to F.i'l.Moore, Dec.20,1916. H./.M. Mas. T ,
103. Tus);egee Student,. Lent. 15,1917, p.6.
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trad* unionise, or labour questions in general. In the North
few Slacks had union cards before 1900, but in uho first decade of
the twentieth century they formed their own segregated union . Those
unions developed apart f rom the mainstream of the labour movement,
and were often suore concerned with politics or slack business than
with the flight of the Negro working -an. In the ulack world, the
eauhasis was on the entrepreneurial spirit, not on labour solidarity,
although in 1910 the h.-.A.C.P. asserted that anti-unionism was an
attitude out of place in i ao-iern economic eye tea. Counter to
Washington, they considered the labour moment a positive good,
uhxftiu, the the.ua away from .,he buupei of Wealth and iaiasea-faire,
stressing the moral rather than the material, social service rather
than aelf-aggrandissoaent, equal opportunity rather than special
101,
interest. Wright observed in tonus ylvanla in 1912, that the great
.majority of Negro labourers were unorganised, and came into contact
very rarely with the labour union. However he. felt that black inability
to get work at a trade was as reueh due to increasing competition and
105.
higher standards of efficiency. borne blacx newspapers praised the use
of their race as strikebreakers, or example in the Oteel Strike of
1901, where it was demonstrated that:-
the jvegro is the safest,American. He is always on the side
of law and order..."
This bad overtones of V&sbington' a reminder to the white South in the
Atlanta Addresa that blacks were neither labour a itatora nor strikers.
107
ir- 1905 the Aa?e decided that s rikes should not be tolerated at all,
10/.. Scheiner, on. oit.. pr>.66-71.
105. a.R.Wright, op.oit.. pp.91-99.
106. Colored anerican. Aug.17,1901. p.8.
107. Ne- "or.k .ure. tfrr.23,1905, p.?.
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but the Pittsburg Courier adopted the position that if
the coloured man ''would do to help out," then he was worth his
salary after the strike was over, when he could make his labour more
efficient.
"The colored man should insist uoon his quota of labor
after the strike or not be made an instrument of necessity." *
Such arguments were invariably couched in terms of race, not labour,
interest.
In 1918 a committee of the U.U.L. and the N A. 4.C.P. arranged to
meet the A.F. of L. to discuss the organizations of coloured working
109.
men, 'although the 13.U.L. frequently took up anti-union positions,
which were seldom condemned by the orthodox black leadership, while it
virtually extended its activities to all the problems of social service
110.
among blacks. Union activity had the same stigma as radicalism - it
was a danger to racial advancement. Kelly Miller was among the spokes¬
men who advocated a pro-capital, anti-labour attitude. He felt that
while logic aligned the Negro with labour, good nan e arra r..*d him on
the side of capital. The captain of industry supposedly felt that he
could be kindly and generous to his black employee, with whoa he was
not in competition, whereas the white workingman felt the stigma of
oeing forced into intimate rivalrv with jn inferior race. The white man
m
had a vested interest in maintaining demarkation on caste lines.
Alexander Grimke had expounded on the virtues of free labour, supported
popular education and popular suffrage, in an age of industrialism
108. Pittsaury Courier. May 20,1911.p.A.
109. board of directors, April 3,1918. N.A.A.C.J?. Mss. LC.
110. Brisbane, op.cli^. f p.75.
111. K. tiller 'The Negro as a Working Man,' mjnericrn Mercury. Vol.VI
(1925), no.310-13.
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and deaocr&ey. Hie rhetoric dlr? not-contain any constructive
suggestions as to the rale of ale.ots vithtn the labour movement. Ha
saw what was ultimately desirable, but the statement of alas oould
not wring ibout their fulfilment.
Lee PL e the pressing mtura of eooaom a nroblens, some blacks
%
were still reluctant to admit • heir ortmaejr ae r< factor in racial
prejudice. James Weldon Johnson in his regular column in the \ge
agreed that economics were inseparable fro, orejudio?, but not that
they era over-riding.
''The difference between whits and bine'" in this country is that
the •white man ia compelled to struggle only age 1net condition®
that aye within his powe- to change; while the alack man, in
addition, ia confronted by conditl r a that are not within his
possibility to change, he can ot ch'm,;e h,s race or oolor.H3«
hine "ears I-tcr however, on the J-ve of the IHmpresaion, Johnson had
come to feel that the oconoa o basis of the Hegyo'a condition had not
can sufficiently stressed; it was not properly understood, especially
114.
by the black himself. for this situation he and the rest of the
black intelligentsia must shoulder some of the blame. It would aopear
that the - were almost af'aid to investigate the economics ramifications
of racial prejudice; to traim er he root cause of the ol ck medicament
avay from colour to othe- fields, whether eoonosue or otherwise, would
at the same time re .owe the foundation on which their socio-economic
philosonhv rested, and under~ :ine the sr.'fet'y-valve iscchanism of using
race as an excuse In cases of failure. This was of course a very -"ill'
reason for the demise of many ventures, out it could jc an,' was used as
n convenient soupegout. Mthout it, the Talented Tenth was ahilosophio-
ally rtiidGrless.
~L\ t.j'.nrifake, -modern XmiueV'iolitt* «nd the Kegro of the U.S.
,13. xn a.B.u. Hse« HU
113- byw vprk ■'■■■■q. Feb. 1,1919, r.4.
114. J•J.JoJitison to Jacob baker, Aug.16,1928. J.W.J. Coll.,Tale.
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"In ;.«tgro Proaiaa" wad aiaultunsouuly the raison i'ei-o
«UBmS th« oocasaion of the Talented Tenth., wit their accroach to it was
.sore one of protest ond description than analysis and -^netmtion,
Covering segregation and diseriainaticm, racial violence, conditions
in the rural South an urban North, sad Migration, the Talented Tenth
debated the whole opeotrua of black political, social, economic md
t
educational experience. Thev had to clarify the issues to the®selves,
explain the race*a predicament to leas neroeptive blacks, md try to
educate or shock the whites into a realisation of the frightful con¬
ditions endured or nanr Sleeks. The Hatiaml Ne;rro Njalntcs League,
uniting business and the professions in organisation with a prcdoniiiant-
ly ecoooutio motivation, perpetuated the aericac drees end the avth
that, with sufficient effort, anyone could cuecoed. The Aacriean war
of life vas unchallenged, and this unquestioning acceptance conditioned
the response^ of the Talented Tenth. Neglecting to really assess the
problem in aoc io~eeonccs1o, political or oleas terms, the Talented Tenth
found it convenient to resort repeatedly to "race" or "colour" as the
source of their misfortunes. As this ws a factor fchav could neither
reverse nor modify, they were oblige 1 to attesut to alter American
racial attitudes and cores by conversion *.nd >«rsua»ion, not by say
fundi mortal social or revolutionary cb&n-es. Th«v coaaitted thsaselvee
at •? practical level to spasmodic social work to meet spacific situations,
and et a general level to pacifist, non-revolutionary tactics and the
use of res son and reason* oilman.
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Although the Talented Tenth were primarily eonoe ~ned with the
ifficultieo of their race, the? did not entirely neglect the viler
developments on the dosaestio and international scones. a? the election
of 1896, it had oeooae apparent that the Populist* had found the olaok
vote too small to ae of use/'* and that the clacks in their turn were
ho "dug that Populism fed re .chad it® high-water atrk, having outlived its
2
usefulness and >eccsae a * roeder of discord and political heresies." *
The -eoocanitlc ?;>rtv was a frightful enough prospect eve® aefora the
Populists fed "gained c ntroi" of it and pervaded it with their sentiments -
a situation vhich led to ninful uncertainty and oevildersaenU ilaoks
further rejected the siaplistio fiscal policies of tfe Pomlista, seeing
3 #
the election issues as Using as otaapIox a® those of the sixties/*
The Inliunapolls ZOUSW wrvly eoseaented in 1906 tfet:-
"the Populist oust saiie when he ooserves that -many lending son of
today, including the President of the United State , are o a ping
on the ground be occupied alone 15 veers ago. "4.
out the policies of the Pro; receive era had less iapnot on bl-tok thou ht
than ita unliving philoso fe and basic tenets. Where POTulisa fed ceen
overwhelmingly rural and provincial, the ferment of the ar© restive period
was urban, aiddle-ci ss and n .tionvide, with the city oour eoisie taking
over its leadership. The growth of mi die-class refora sentiment, the
contri ution of professional and educated wan, made Progressive thought
1. ^H.i ieoe, Btt,dr far Sti&UU lfiZZsM89A <uondon, 1967), p. 103.
2. Indiana IttUe -.'ry^n* HUg. 1,1396, >,4.
3. gri«wni JuIw 4<iiji*96, p.A.
4. > June 2,1906, 0.4.
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more informed, more moderate and more complex than Populist
thought had oeen, and as it was the oroduct of a more prosperous era,
it was less rancorous. The movement was in fact basically inspired by
men who suffered less from a shrinkage of their means than from a
diminution in status orecioitated by the changing patterns of deference
5,
and power. * Progressivisas in the Post-Populist South has been character¬
ized as 'Pro ;ressiviam for Whites Only' but this was true of the North as
well, where like the trade union movement, Progressivism was impregnated
with a racist ideology, and hostility not only towards blacks, out also
6.
to orientals and Mexicans. The Progressive Party at west represented
to blacks only a vague hope for the future, when Jane Addams promised it
would fight for Negro ri ;hts. Nevertheless in 1912 Roosevelt rejected
Southern blacks as delegates to the Progressive Convention, and condemned
Negroes who were oart of the rotten oorough svsteia of Southern Republican
politics.
Hofstadter has deserioed the Progressive movement as an attempt to
develop the moral will, the intellectual insight and the political and
administrative agencies to remedy the accumulated evils and negligencies
of a period of industrial growth. Since the Progressives were not revolution¬
aries, it was also an attempt to work out a strategy for orderly social
a.
change. The issues the- espoused included trusts and finance capital,
5. R.J.Wilson, mfrPCTi cKWs WRd I9^,-^29 (New York 1970)
pp.11-13.
6. J.Weinstein, The Decline of Socialism in America, 1912-1925 (New York
1967), p.63. "
7. L.H.Grothuus, Tfre gftggg jp HUtfiSCi pp.71-2
££i5is, Vol.V 1912),
8. R.Hofstadter, The Pro,--ressi e Movement. 1900-1915 (Saglevood Cliffs,
N.J., 1963);pp. 2-3.
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uosses and popular control of politics; taxation and tariffs;
conservation; railroads and rebates; vice and corruption; the con¬
ditions of labour and the role of unions; woman suffrage; the rights
of Negroes; referendum and recall; city reform and Prohibition. The
Progressives were distin uished by both their activism and their in-
9
tense optimism, and by their revivification of democracy.
The Progressive movement sought to solve the problems of the
growing power of oig business and the mounting discontent of the lower
classes, especially the urban workers, by democratising the machinery
of government, and using government to control big business and to
improve the lot of the underprivileged. One asoect of this was an
attack on alcohol as the enemv of efficiency. With the great social
awakening that occurred after 190G, welfare workers and social scientists
been.me concerned with the orooleas of disease, crime, ooverty, vice and
suffering and the ertent towhich these were caused by alcohol. A
further ramification in the Couth was that manr whites believed that
liquor would lead to race conflict, and despite the opoosition of the
liquor interests, they regarded the disfranchisement of blacks as a
•progressive' measure, for it removed a source of oolitical corruption.^*
but most of all the passion for orderly, rationally directed 'progressive'
change focused most sharplv on the problems of government economic policy,
at both state and national levels, affecting municipal administrations,
education, law, business administration and religion as well. Most
problems were related to the results of the rapid industrialism of the
late nineteenth century, questions of the nature of government in general
and the federal government in particular, and of how to use government
9. Ibid.. p.6.
10. J.H. Timberlake, PypbAoi^iop g,fld l^e Progressive Mpve.qen:, 1900-3,930
(Cambridge, Mass.,1963), pp.1-2;39;120-3.
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powers in the bast interests of the nation were the to
11
dominant themes. * All this was not without a profound effect on
black intellectuals, for even if the-' were excluded from the movement,
they were not immune to the ideas it en endered. Parallel to progress¬
ive activity in the olack world, there were more and stronger demands
for "scientific study of racial problems, for aocurate and indisautaole
data, for federal legislation to safeguard olack rights and interests.
The spirit of optimism was infectious, and the non-revolutionary,
middle-class ethos of the Progressives appealed to the predispositions
of the Talented Tenth, reinforcing their non-revolutionary, rationalist
approach.
In international eras, black thought encompassed Imperialism,
Pan-Africanism and the European War. black opinion on European or
American imperialism or colonialism was never unanimous, quoting the
Italian defeat at Adowa, the Cleveland Gazette warned:-
"One lesson which the American people can learn from the crisis
is that the colonizin and annexation fever is not only a source
of danger, but a menace to the staoilitv of home government.
With the one exception it Great Britain no nation has ever* profited
by the conquest of foreign territories and e /en the purchase of
colonies has frequently proved a serious loss 12.
In the same vein, J.P.Green reported to President .icKinley that
the war in the Philliopines was exceedingly unpopular among all the
13.
coloured people. ' On the other hand, the Colo ed American was consist¬
ently expansionist and patriotic. Coooer felt that the Cuban incident was
"certain to bring about an era of good feeling the country over,
and cement the races into a more compact brotherhood through a
11. D.A.Shannon, Prqgrsssj.visai nd ?oa$ -ar ^sW^op,3,399-1933
(New York, 1966)^ o.89.
12. Cleveland Gazette. Mar.28,1896, p.2.
13. J.P.Green to W.McKinley, June 29,1897. W.M. Mas. L.C.
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perfect unit? of purpose and patriotic affinity."^*'
A cunatant feature of hlaek th u ;ht was the ootiaistio assups ition
that orejudioe would « suoliaatad to the need for unity in tiae of
national crisis - a boo® novo? rmliwh teoindlng readers of clash
oontri .utions to earlier Aasrican vara, the n : ;i n Jod &
plno# fop the olaak in the thiok of the fight, wherein lay the lion's
share of the glory, id protested that a Caribbean ' ar could -.•ring the
Kagro nothing ait good. These were cocoaosnled oy suggestions that
ex-At, B.O. Flipper should oe resto ♦ed to the Amy, to lead the Negro
regiments designed to occupy Guoe, * and that the planned meeting of
the li.A.A.L. shouJd oo oostToned, lest arty inopportune agitation -»ro o
17.
fetal to the org mization." *Coooer did however distin uiah between
"tape •iaiism,, (which whs evil) »nd "expemaioBias1* (which win- oositivelv
desirable), like a^l editors, he recognised that raciaa pervaded the
ti.ought of the antx-ira peris lists as well as the Imperialists, nd thus
18.
never beoase wholly reconciled to either. Few anti-iaperialists were
as forthright as Mrs. Jeff, lavis, who said the nation had no desire
for the Phillipainee, "because three-fourths of the oopulatin is ma le
* « i, 19«uo of Siegroes."
dr 19ol, Cooper's faith in American expansion was wavering - his
attitude being ty.ioal f th t of aanv olaoxa. He ruefully concluded.-
"The color problem in the United States should oe solved before
the American toopie should undert ke to treat with the dark-
skinned ceo ilea o? Cuoa, 'orto dico, Hawaii nd the Fhilliopines.R *
14. voltf :M .iar.19,1896, i,2.
15. SgjUffad -HMgAgafl* April.23J30# 1398, o.4.
16* Catofl „Vaffrjfl3B, Hay 28,1898, p,4.
17* Colore! Aaorl on, Julv 2,1893, 0.4.
13. W.j.Oatewood,Jnr.block aericans and th. Hu«.*at for Bsc!re, 1898-1903.
V.9ttgmU.<rf *J9«tfWEr J4^t9f7» Vol.33 (1972), >.543.




He did consider America's promises to Aguinaldo as "ver*' fair", "
and heartily agreed vith the acquisition by the United States of the
Danish West Indies. For this he had two reasons - that the condition
of the American Negro was better than that of any other Negro on the
glooe, and that the more islands annexed, the greater would be the
diversity of the United States copulation, then the oetter life would
22
oe for Afro-Americans. *In faet for reasons of racial interest, industry
and commerce, he hoped that the President and Congress would advocate
23the annexation of all Central and South American Republics."
The Age on the other hand saw American expansion as conceit, eased
on the oelief that other peoples did not have the same rights to be
24
free as Americans had, while the Voice of the Negro kept its readers
regularly informed on the history, background and development of
potential United States colonies, or other Caribbean, Pacific or South
American countries with a predominantly black population. Horizon in
its 1908 esoousal of the Democrats, praised them for their stance for
the freedom and independence of brown and black men in the West Indies
and the Phillipoines. Dubois was prepared to analyse imperialism in
terns oeyond race prejudice and the immediate interest of Afro-Americans,
by perceiving he nexu3 between economic imperialism, organized war and
25.
preparation for war. "The editors of the Messenger rooted the causes of
imperialism firmly;-
"rivalry for the rich lands and aoundant labor supply of the
darker nations This economic greed and national imperialism
has been masquerading oehind the philanthropic veil of carrying
civilization to the benighted lands of the darker, as well as of
releasing the wealth of these lands to satisfy the wants of
European civilizations."26.
21. Colored American. May 11,1901, p.8.
22. Colored American. Feb 15,1902, p.8.
23. Colored American. Oct 18,1902, p.8.
24. New York Aye. July 20,1905, p.4.
25. W.E.b.Dubois, 'The Economics of War' undated ma. N.A.A.C.P. iiss. L C.
26. Messenger. Vol.11 (Jan.1918), 0.6.
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The attitudes of the Talented Te- th towards Africa encompass
both Pan-Africanism and their own fo**a of neo-colonialist sentiment,
becoming increasingly concerned with "co-operation" between the New
World and the "homelands", their orimary focus was seen in terms of
mission - the need to Christianize, civilize and enlighten Africa -
oresumaoly as a prelude to cultural and technological modernization.
They never questioned the assumption of the superioritv of Christianity
27.
as a form of religious expression,* either for themselves or for those
atill in Afrioa. 'Back-to-ifrica' and'Pan-Africanism' were significantly
A
different in emphasis, the former, as advocated by Bishop Henry McNeil
Turner among others, suggested that the future in America was too
bleak to contemplate, while the latter was designed to secure full rights
and interests for the black races Iving in the already 'civilized'
countries.
Many organizations wittingly and unwittingly fostered Pan-clack
feelings - the American Negro Academy, the Negro Society for Historical
Research, the American Colonization Society, the Hamitic League, the
Loyal Order of the Sons of Africa, the Tiilo-Afriean Liberators'
League of New vork City, (anti-slave trade in Africa) and the multi¬
farious missionary societies were out a few of those agencies stiraul tin
interest in the Dare Continent. Political Pan-Africanism held its first
organized convention in London in 1900 with the Pan-Afrioan World
Conference organized by Henry Sylvester Williams. One of the Afro-American
delegates, Alexander waiters, tallied the ideas oehind the Conference
with the elitist concepts of the Talented Tenth Feeling there was equal
need for both national and inter-national racial organizations, he said:-
27. A.Hill and M.Kilson, a Prooos of frica (London,19>9), po.291-3.
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' It is tha aiia and hoo© of th© Pian-iifrioan Association,
which is neither oircmsori .©d by religious, social or
political tests as a condition to the aeuuership therein,
to incorporate in its aeauerahio the ablest end most
aggress! e ?•« >reser:tativea of African decaeit in all lands"
Transatlantic couiuunioation was enooura ed by ventures such as
the ew York and Liberia iiteaaship Coaoany, which planned to establish
a regular 15-day service to Liberia, under the direction o? olaoks
29
like Jaaes R. Spurgeo&# 'while black periodicals focused &ore and
more on events past and oresent in Africa. AlSSlBdlgU t'tofiftSlrW
ran a column by Walter P. Walker of African news In general, and
Liuerian news in particular^ The despite a chun e of editor,
hooed that Africa would ultimately oe redeemed ay Africans to civiliz¬
ation, and forecast the black Americans would take an increasing interest
in the African Continent, to enau *e that th© nativeB did not share tlie
name sad fate ass-
"the Indiana in North, Central and Louth America, the Kanakas
and Polynesians of lost Oceania and the Malays of Australia
and its archipelagic affinities?^*
blacks were beginning to link the otoin of world events together to under¬
stand the oa. oosita whole.
The Oni ersal Races Congresa, held in London in 1911# was attended
by Dubois, and alth ugh after this convention Ouse toheaaed All alarmed
to make his Journal, the WSXWk 'itTigV* ths international
organ of Pan-African sentiment, this role was usurpsi in America by the
32
Crisis. It may o that in the supposedly 'an-.*frican writings in the
28, A#Walters, Av Life ,nd ork. (Lew York,1917), 0.263.
29. i*@' "or;,- limes. June 9, 1904, o.l.
jo. la, ,n••t-aslm*. voi.iv (Aug. 1907), p.198.
Jl. Kjv ^orte Aire .Mar. 13,1913# P.4.
32. :M Dr&ent '3^9''» V©1.1 (July, 1912), pp.1-2.
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33
gam Dubois fantasised not Afrlea'i fulfilment out hia own."
Pan-Africanism was uasioally a romantic and Ideallatio -eaction to
r&cis;. and iaperia .iaa, and was an attempt by Afro-Americans to improve
their status In their countrv of adoption oy vindloatin the African
3A-
natives. The wak of Juooie' Plan-African activities cause after
World War 1, when he organized four hn-jfrican Conferences oetween 1919
and 1927, simultaneously with the Garvev Movement's appeal to racial
oride and solidarity, and the Harlem Renaissance of he 1920'a which
re arded Africa as the "literary homeland." The threads of Pan-Africanism
and anti-imoerinlisa had however been drawn together by DuBolu before 1920.
In an easav entitled 'Hands of Kthiooia' he avowed that there was only one
t! in. for trained blacks to do - to definitely and ooenly organize their
world for war against Burone. There was "no way out" unless the white
world ooened the door, voluntary or by force. The -recognition of olack
humanity was being foroed on the world by the yrosoeot of an African
World State, whose aim was world oeace. Included in this concept were
the ideals of industrial democracy and the non-necessity of segregation.
The black Americans hsd e rned the right to solve their problems where
they w re, although the-* should occasionally furnish technical exoerta,
leaders of thouht and missionaries of culture for "their backward
orethern in the new Africa." Important too was the preservation of the
African units of self-government - he family and the tribe - and hot
there should be no sudden change in attempts at religious conversion.
(Dubois was veering away from the neo-colonialist ideals for the reueraotion
33. H.Isaacs, 'Dubois and Africa,' Race, /ol.ll:(l960), oo.3-23.
d. P. .lodgers, 'William &.D.Dubois, Marcus Garvey an ' Pan-Africanism,'
VVMrRa.t of Pftgfft >4a\og7i Vol.XL (1955), pp. 154-164.
34. I. das, ' Pan-africanism' Journal of Contemporary History Vol.4
(1969) d.195—6,
St. Clair Drake in H.liixl, Soon One Morning (New York,19 >3), pp.83-4.
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of Africa, to a concept mora of African salf-deturuination.)
The real effort vaa to oe through schools rather tl.an churches, <nd
would succeed if the civilized world had fsith. It ws in effect to
oe a last great crusade for humanity" which would ensure the safety of
35
Asia and the triumph of Europe.
The external event that had most impact u x>n the black cociaunity
in the period 1895-1919 waa undoubtedly World War 1. As in 1899,
black Americans forecast that a n itional crisis could only benefit
the raoes-
..whether America wins or loses in the great conflict, the
Kegro will _e the • inner. Trouble is a great leveller. 36*
Deaoite the history of lie braver of the .ifro-. aerioan trooos in all
37.
the wars of the Republic, and very recently in the 8-*miah-American
30.
War, the nation still begrudged the olaok soldier and officer the ri ho
to share the horrors of war, while to all intents and mrooseo, the
blacks auopreased their outrage at the events at oro no d le in 1936,
39
or Houston in 1917, in the interests of a greater patriotism.
With few exceptions, namely the editors of the . .essen :ar who saw
the wur as a vhie oacdLtalist war, the ol ickti of America took the advice
of Dubois to "Close Ranks", to forget their personal and racial grievances
until after the war. This may have oeen actuated jv the nroaoect of a
military commission as Dubois' enemies suggested, out it did mirror the
predominant sentiment of the ethnic sub-community. The arguments of 1899
35. v.E.d,Dubois, Darkwater. pp.60-73.
36. ,qg?r1i»r,y,4:;iidaln8«. Vol.11 (June,1917), p. 13.
37. lew "ork Time: . May 3, 1896, ?.?6.
38. J.W.Cromwell, ltea..%'-TE°.AB rtPWtladn HI tW7 (Washington,D.C., 1914),
oo. 58-9.
39. K.h,Thornborough, 'The drownsvilie Snisode and the Hegro Vote,'
Vol.JQ.17 (1957).
40. Prists. ol.l6 (July,1918), 9.111.
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were resu-facing
"•••♦♦I could not aufc feel that By soupie 07 their contribution,
their loyalty and their spirit aloe ail lines, realized fully
thai they are heirs of .'uaeriea, and that as such they aust oe
sharers of her straggles as well as partakers of her glory.
Acoordin to R.ft. iotan, he War was teaching that all raoas, creeds
colour® and classes were inseparably linked in ..aerian, with inter¬
related and inter-dopendent interests, and the test of ?his national
unity would oe the enoour-ig«&<ent of black self-help* The race was not
asking for ari/ile .es, but rather an e-4ual chance to oreve itself at
42.
such a tiaae of crisis. The Iki.f-'entur^' editorialised with a ivioe to
43.
•Do Tour Bit' in the war effort, out some were not so easily fooled by
the eloquence of the war rhetoric, Francis iirimkm •ejoioed in the
prospeat of «n Allied victory but warned
"We certainly h ve not teen fighting to imka it safe for true
democracy, - for de-ocreoy in any adequate or worthy sense of
the tern."
Racial prejudice was -llndlng democracy, the nation was sufficiently
neither s lirltuslly nor morally developed eaott h to accord to blacks
the rights of nan as men entry into the war had had a selfish, not an
idealistic motivation* autocratic govern-ants amy have fallen in Europe,
but the war was not 0 er in the U.S. There was still a war to we e for
-v:J. -o . >»n uitiaonahip ri hta. rio ' co:.sil r. : th t so <ho a out inad
from coaelcint, or denied grievances oeoattse of the war were foolish, and
were not acting in the best interests of the moo.
41. R.R. loton, *Ptfhv Thousand and Fift" fiiilion, Liberty ho. n .ketch,'
Outlook, Vol.120 (Bov.1913), 0.452.
42. .oton, The aerican ho ro and the World War,' oril'. or*.
701.3 (1913), P.77.
43. Half- ontu*7 .la.- - a aine. Vol.111 (Aug. 1917), op, 3 and 12.
44. ^enaons, Nov.24,1913: Aoril 24,1919, .G.' ooison, e 'The R9r.la.-O..'-'
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The Talented Tenth Participated in the war effort, the young
and fit enlisting, while the older members engaged in oatriotism-
inspiring, fund-raising or administrative activities. Plans were laid
to direct black energies into the war effort; it was seen as imperative
to keep Negro public opinion in a "healths state", as opposed to a state
of unrest or ferment, and as desirable to have a black representative
designated by tho Secretary of War to champion the race's interests.
Questions arose on the training and deployment of black officers, the use
of alack nurs.s and the disposition of Negro selective^, while the
organization and control of a Press Service to inform the black Tress of
the War Department's attitude was seen as a necessary step towards a 'fair
deal' for black combatants. At the same time, on any matter not strictly
military, olack3 felt that they should he,ve e Counsellor to take care of
45.
their interests. Moton worked for black participation in the fled Gross
units and auxiliaries, and interceded with 'resident Wilson on behalf of
Charles Young, the moat senior black officer in the U.N.Army, whom it was
46.
felt was the object of outrageous discrimination. Desoite his good work
earlier in the war, by its conclusion Moton had earned the opprobrium of
the more militant black leader- for his optimistic white-washing of the
treatment of olack trooos in France. In the true Tuske *ee spirit, Moton
concluded thai there was no material difference in the Physical condition
of the two races, or in their food or lodgings, that health and spirits
were generally satisfactory, although the men were anxious to come home;
that black troops had performed better under white officers than under
black, who had "lucked initiative (according to their white officers).
He did however notice a very guarded reluctance among blacks to express
their feelings, and when they did all grievances were usually ascribed to
45» Confidential kemo to the Secretary of War, 1917. R.R.M. Mas. T.I.
46. R.R. Moton to G.F.Peabody, Nov,3b, 191?; V. Wilson to Moton, 9 July,
1917. R.R.M. ilss. T.I.
4?. 3Q2#
race prejudice levelled oortieularly at Negro officers.
The suggestion for a black anoointee to the ?-!ar apartment was oet
by the designation of daaott J. Soott as Speaial Assistant and Advisor
to the Secretary of War. It was o -nsldered a national ami racial honour,
uaoecially in view of the administration * 3 mat. record on olneks. * On
the other hand Ononis expected to he oomaiasioned and to Join the
Military Intelligence bureau for aar ice during the ' ar, where he would
have been associated with dajor 8 dngarnj-
1!in a constructive attempt to guide '-'agro oubiic opinion by
removing areas ng rievfmeas of colored folk which hinder the
prosecution of the var.ft 49.
This attempt to work from within the system never earn# to fruition.
It was ..ore of a challenge to the Talented Tenth to scour© equality
for both black officers nd the ran--and-file, than to 00 ain token appoint¬
ments for tho,. selves. The bitterness of the Houston incident of 1917,
wherein olack soldiers were accused of rioting and sane sentenced to death
or very heavy "eras of jU Tlsonment, hun; over American entry into the : ar.
in u ghastly and xwerfui i dictment of ..aorican racism, Archibald Grisks'
x>ured out his feelings in ooetrys-
"oha han ed them for doin for themselves what she ught to h«ve
done for thea,
bhe hanged thea for resenting insult to her uniform,
ohe halt ed the for defending froa violence her brave black
soldiers
Loyal to the last they were, and obedient.'0 •
However the loss radical oresa cast this aside, praising the new black
recruits and advocating unity, at oast temporarily. The poetry was not
i, . he ro Soldiers, World War 1, .eneral Summary, R.R.M. ifca. Tl.
48. Tuaka ec Student. Oct. 19,1917, n.2.
il.Il.. -o ;n to u. -..niker, oeot. 1- ,1917, >.?. .iao. .
49. W.iS.J. Vttbais to G.W.Cook, July 1,1918, G." .C. Las. Ho.
90. .i . rim T, •Her Thirteen Sleek Soldiers' ,fcsccn or. M.U (Ckt.1919),
P.25.
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necessarily good, cut it conveyed all the appropriate sentiments.
'Thee© truly are the Brave,
These sen who oast aside
Old memories, to walk the oloo l-stalned pave
Of Sacrifice, joining the solemn tide
That moves away, to suffer and to die
For Freedom - when their own is *et denied!
0 Pride! 0 Prejudice! Vhen they pass by
Hail them, the Brave, for vou now crucified !"£•*•
Kevton Baker did not feel that racial questions were really his
concern, out he conceded the political realities in his appointment of
Scott, and by means of an open letter to the latter he laid down War
Department ooiiev towards coloured soldiers. Baker's "Square Deal"
Policy stated that both races manna i service battalions, that morethan
half of those who completed the course at Des Moines, Iowa, hoi already
oeen commissioned, bs had 100 black physicians and surgeons. While the
black 92nd Division had oean detailed for duty under General Pershing.
Inter-racial relations in the camps were reported as good, and "sad
misunderstandings" such as Houston and Saat St. Louis as the work of
malicious, unpatriotic trouble-makers. An army of both black and white
50
was setting sail to defeat the enemies of freedom and democracy. *
ooott went to great pains to show that Baker meant what he said, that the
disquiet »g reports from the front were unfounded, and to or ve that
<53
justifiaole complaints were dealt with. 'Despite his efforts, the H.A.A.C.P,
maintained their vigilance against discrimination in the draft and In the
5L
camno, protesting to the beoretary of tar about the unfortunate effect on
racial morale of colour discrimination in the draft; of the fact that
coloured men were not allowed to volunteer for the regular a nay, and that
the artillery, aviation corps an; navy were closed t thea; of the suspicion
that blacks were being drafted only for labour and service oattalions; of
51. H.Jamieson,'He:;ro boldiers, How York Ace, bent.13,1917, n.A.
52. Open Letter, M.D.Befear to L.J.Scott, Kov.30,1917, in Tuakeneo btuient,.
>eo.8,1917, p. I.
53. Tuskege btudent. Aug.17,1918, p.1.
54. Minutes, Board of Directors, April 9,1917, H.A.A. .P. Mas. .C.
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discrimination in the training oauaoaj of the refusal to ooen a
aeooa. camp for coloured officers and the long delay in establishing
Dea oines and in the .ranting of commissions; of the "retirement"
of Colonel Young 5 and of the wucilation in the treatment of coloured
55
units of the national Guard.
-he establishment of a training caao for black officers at Fort
Des -.oines, Iowa, initiated largely through the efforts of J.E.doingarn,
was the subject of some controversy in blank morion. Interestingly,
simultaneous to the activities of Spingarn, J.Milton ''aldron and
representati as of his Committee of 100 vera petitioning Maker and
Wilson for exactly the same proposal. Formed from the Central Committee
of Negro College Men, this committee united gradual tea of Howard Atlanta,
Fisk and Virginia Union Universities, with those from Ham rton and Tuskegee
Institutes, and such was their ieslre to train officers, desuite segregation,
56 •
that Howard, Hampton and Tuskegee all offered the use of their facilities.
In spite of these parallel efforts on alack initiative, bplngarn was the
principal target of the mixed black reactions. J. ..Adams of the
St.-'au.l Appeal felt that the Major had done the race "incalculaule ham"
by his "mistaken seal", which despite black support, only strengthened the
57.
barriers of segregation, "out .eor,;e J. Austin congratulated opingam on
bringing a.-out the only possible chance for educated Negroes to learn the
Jo»
art and scienaa of war. Wi .iia.t ulkiey, pragmatic as ever, acquiesced
in the segregation of oaw os, without "endorsing, condonin; or palliating
race rejudioe," and in the need for all citizens to fight for their
55. Minutes, board of Directors, Oct.3,1917, N.A.A.G.P. . .ss. LG.
56. H.D.Baker to W.Wilson, May 17,1917; J.M.Waldron and M. iragory to
Wilson, Kay 11,1917; Waidron to Wilson, Apr. 12,1917, t .1. Msg. LC.
57. J»%«AdaM to J.E.Sningarn, May,1917. J.S.S. Mss. H.U.
58. G.b.Austin to J.b.bpingarn, Jan.4,1914c J.3.3. Mas. H.U.
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country, e^en when it tolerated injustices such as those
59.
heaped upon he Afro-Americans. It was the fear that a separate oamp
gave even tacit approval to segregation that made many blacks sceptical
about its efficiency. A lawyer, George Crawford, felt it was better to
eodure tem icrary disadvantages than to yield a principle that may in the
long term prove even more disadvantageous, although he did not wish to
60.
seem "foolishly theoretical." The proposal was at first bitterly condemned
61.
in the coloured oreas, to such an extent that G pingarn made it clear that
the Ji.A.a.u.P,,was in no way concerned in this matter, which was his
project. He was prepared to resign from the Chairmanship of the board if
62.
it considered that his other activities jeopardized the Association's work.
This ambivalent black reaction to a segregated oamn showed the difficulties
of coping in realistic terms with such situations. The acceptance of
segregation gave the concrete fact of the training of coloured officers,
with all that that implied in terms of deployment in he field, but at
the same time it meant the acceptance of, or at le.iSt acquiescence in,
a detestable principle, and my even have set a precedent of opportunism.
The rejection of segregated ca* os meant not nly the impossibility of
trained and commissioned black officers, but could not even guarantee
to produce any long term gains. Integrity, uoth personal and racial
would ~e unblemished, yet no-one could be certain that it would not be
only the blacks who suf 'ered bv cutting themselves off from these
opportunities. It was a recurring dilemma in many and varied
59. W.L. Bulkley to J.E.Gningarn, Mar. 12, 1917. J.E.S. Mas, H.U,
60. G.i. Crawford to J.E.Spingarn, Mar. 3, 1917. J.K.S. Mss. H.U.
61. R.Nash to N.D.Baker, April 19,1917. J.E.3. Mss. H.U.
62. J.E.bpingarn to A.E.Griake, April 13,1917. J.S.S. Mss. K.U.
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issues - principle or pragaatis®, which would ultimately oe
of most benefit?
Even during the course of the war, the advisability of recording
the part plaved by blacks bee me apparent. Daniel Hurray suggested
to John E. Bruce that a Commission, perhaps of themselves, Schomburg,
V/oodson and Dubois should be created by the Government to
"gather all items and advertise such information as will enaole
the part sustained by the Colored Soldiers to be preserved
and transmitted to later generations.
The jfficipl Hi3torv was however compiled by Scott. In spite of lis
Tuskegee oackground, Scott stated ^uite categorically that conditions
in the U.S. were far from ideal. He asserted that the Great War had
its roots in racial hatred and international rivalry ^etween the
peoples and rulers of the different European countries. At the same
time in America there were racial disturbances, on which German propa¬
ganda had seized. His own position, suggested to Baker by Hoton, had
been delicate; the apoointment was never intended to oe a cure for all
the racial ills of America, and many manifestly unfair expectations
were of course unfulfilled. He claimed that he never minimized any
wrongs nor condoned any injustices, nor did he act as an apologist, but
directed his efforts to secure the best results obtainable out of each
situation. He was pleased with the conservatism of the estaolished
black oress, although they upheld their principles, and with the con-
splouous success of the food conservation programme under Dr. Havnes on
the home front. Scott recognised that a new racial consciousness had
developed, bringing to blacks a recognition not only of their duties as
citizens, but of their rights and privileges as citizens of the U.S.^*
63. D.Hurray to J.S.Bruce, May 15,1913' J.3.3. Mss. Schomburg.
64. E.J.Scott, Soot's Official Hj^qry of tfte,He;ro 'pplI af.
{New York 1969), pp.23;40-50;36l-76.
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Ibis was a new departure for man7 of the black intellectuals
who had previously been in the Tuskegee orbit; in their rhetoric,
too, 1 rights* now took Precedence over 'duties' an a militant
olack oride was seen as a positive good.
Scott furthermore laid down a list of olack demands; having
fulfilled the obligations of citizenship, if these demands were not
met, blacks would feel that the- hid fought in vain. This catalogue
as not new - justice in the courts; an end to lynching; the right to
serve on juries, vote and hold office; universal suffrage; oetter
education; an end to 'Jim-Crow' and segregation in government depart¬
ments; egual military training and promotion; the destruction of
peonage; an economic wage sortie for both races; oetter housing and
sanitory conditions; and penal reform, Scott feared the recrudescence
of the Ku Flux KIan and the belief of the douth that clacks who had
tasted democracy in France would now no longer suoait to their pre-war
treatment, and he Pointed out that segregation and lynching were still
rampant. He felt that there were signs of hope in the North, despite
the migration and the riots, whereas the South had not basically
reformed. The returning black soldier "bore grievously" his treatment
in the United States: hiving fought for democracy abroad, it did not
seem unreasonable to expect as much at home.
Kelly Miller observed that the Afro—American had come to the aid
of a suffer-ng delgium, forgetting the sins of the fathers, feeling onlv
sympathy at seeing another people reduced to his status. Miller lacked
the '©raepfclon of either boott or Dubois, out he did chart the develop¬
ment of the alack problem from being sectional, to national, and -hen
inter-national. Not -nly had the black man fighting overseas gained new
stature and self-respect, but to satisfy world liberal sentiment, he
65. laid., pp.459-69.
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anticipated a new racial autonomy in .^erica, for duraole
66.
oeaee require! the eradication of racial prej .doe.
oee ->ite earlier plana to oo-o erate with other authors, nothing
definite oaae out of Dubois' appeal to pool resources and unite the
effort to collate, anal-tie and record the scale of alack participation
67.
in the war. Ills plans involved the iomedi te collection of material
in an stteato present the case of the lorId's Darker laces to the
enlightened puolic o slnion of Europe, and to understand and interpret
63.
the general attitude of the world to its social problems. *}Jis
de^orl ntlon of conditions in France diffe -s oi mifioantly froo those
of boott and Moton, out sore in interpretation and emohaela than on
questions of faot. He olxti&ed bLiak soldiers were disillusioned by
Amerioan racial prejudice and "nigger-hating" bv segregation within
the draft, b* the aeconAaent of antl-Megro bouthsrn whits officers
and by harab and unfair treatment. then nearly 1000 slack officers
were coi&alsaioned, m persistent campaign was launched oy the r white
coun erp rts to discredit both thesa an-'' the olaok rank-and-file, to
spread race prejudice In France and to keep blacks out of the Regular
Army* 111-feolin was an endured by the treatment of Col. Young, and
the use of the 92nd and 93rd divisions of block troops as dunning
grounds for ineonpetont whits officers. Initial prejudice was reinforced
in aany ways - bad training, pLekin.; the poorest lacks to ait teats to
stake faiiur conspicuous, and the use of court martinis for trivial
offences. The atteaot to force American racial mores on a nation which
crwod its salvation to olaok "-est Africa was on abject failure, whereas
66. S..liiler, The ,W..-:g£^a* ifofft M tftv. .Hiir ( ashington, d,1919), 548-64.
67. .iinutcs, board of Jlreoto *a, hov.ll,191d»K«*t.«.0.7. ass. L .
63. demo, "Armtea, do rd of direr tors, Peb.10,19X9, K.A.A.C.P. Has. LC
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it exposed he blacks to the double experience of deliberate
orosecution by their own countrymen, and a taste of real, foreign
democracy.v "
Dubois had no doubt that in 1917 hundreds of thousands of blacks
would have been ready to revolt, had wise counsel not prevailed. The
very fact of the draft was an admission of blaok citizenship, although
70.
blaok participation had been unconditional. Dubois commentary on the
War was not however confined to olack involvement and interests. He
tried to place it in a wider context, which for him was the colour
problem. He suggested that the white world had exoosed its soul, not
its folly
"This is not Eurooe gone mad; this is not aoerration nor insanity
this is Europe; this seeming Terrible is the real soul of white
culture - back of all culture - stripped and visible today.
The cause of war was preoaration for war, and of all that Eurooe
had done in the oast century, nothing equalled her ^reparation for war
in energy, thought and time, Jut this was nothing compared with the
coming holocaust when black, brown and yellow would fi ;ht for their
freedom unless their oppression, humiliation and insult at white hands
71.
ceased. Dubois had linked together indissolubly in black thought the
twin strands of race prejudice and imperialism and war.
The war was no sooner over than there arose he orobleas of oeace.
Those who were most instrumental in the Second Reconstruction were those
with access to influential whites, among whom Moton loomed large.
The tovie was certainly widely an full" discussed, but the old methods
69. V.E.B.Dubois, 'In Essay Toward A History of the Black Man in the
Great War,' Crisis. rol.l8 (June,1919), pp.63-64..
70. W.E.B.Dubois, The Black Man and the Wounded World, Ms, W.B.fl.D.
Mas. Fisk
71. Dubois, Darkwater. pp.39-49.
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vera used to meet the new crisis, a Cor "erenoe was oaUed
at ham "ton institute for Deceaoer ?, 1918, to disouse the useful
reintegration of olaek soldiers into civilian life, xba best way to
keep rural blacks on the fa.ma, the next steps in oleok education,
how to secure inter-racial co-operation and hov best to irawQte
77,
»?apethy, justice, faith, ho ■», charity, and patiUMN. . ioton hiasolf
was more interested in securing an bfro-iaoricnn representative to
the Peace Conference at /eraailles, for, to protect Jelglusa nd Serbia
while leaving the clacks at home unguarded, meant at vast only a
3.
,l'temporary peace.'' He himself had been one of the LioericR representat¬
ives, although he would ha ve liked an tuaericen Negro as well, to exploit
74.
eli the possibilities. Motou also had n three-wronged economic
pro r 931.10 for block reconstruction, aimed at the N.N.d.L: an organised
legro press to solicit advertising? a strong or* -.mi station of Local and
btate business Lea ues, m'J closer co-operation with farmers in the
marketing of farm products; end the eeteollshmeat of n fund to help
ambitious young black entrepreneurs, A call to use "energy, sish end
75.
foreel hi" and these three rather unlssginati o proposals did not start
to unravel the web of .lack socio-economic yobleas. ioton had appa-entiv
little or no conception of the overall dimensions of the problem, -«t his
was one of the most influential voices.
The National Urban League took a more practical approach. Part of
their war effort had been directed to inore so fool vroductlon and
conservatio , nd to eadbaslstng the pre-eminence of the farmer as
72. J.K.Gregg to S.R..ioton, Nov.26,1913, H.R.i. Mse. T.I.
73. R.R.Moton to Q.F. Beta body, Nov, 13,1918. 'Very Confidential1, H 8.M. Hsa,
T.I.
74. :.R.ioton to G.F.Ptabody, Jan.19,1919,G.P.P. Mm. LC.
75. Tygke.'teo tudent. bent.7, 1913, o.l.
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"the soldier in the field", but the peace time drive centred
more on the urban Industrial centres, where thev had been active in
76.
re-orienting migrants. Jesse 0. Thomas lersonallv felt the need for
renewed spiritual leadership, meaning he expected the ministry to
co-overate with the agencies of social and economic reconstruction,
and ask their congregations to register at the U.S. JSaPlo-mient Service
Office, Ke had a clear idea of what constituted "essential industry
77.
and its oriority. Oeorge Ha Ties who was directly concerned with
problems of labour and eraolovaent, 'oroc.ist a re-evaluation of black
labour oy Southern employers. With a consciousness of their own
mobility had coae a new bluok awareness of their economic value as
workers and a new conception of the dignity of labour, all of which
would have a lasting iapaot on industrial relations. The economic ad¬
justment of the Hegro had three aspects - the landless peasants, the
industrial workers, nnd relations with white working sen, while federal
government aid was needed for education. Haynes felt that living and
neighbourhood conditions, both urban and rural, were a priority, while
the public press (ie. white, should oe encouraged to give publicity to
black achievement and racial co-operation. He sow reconstruction as an
experiment in democratic race adjustment, from which Afro- .oericens
could bring peace and oodwill to the darker ceovies of the world, but
the esuene. lay in white ability to maintain a liberal nation-wide
73.
polioy.
Kelly Miller did not really deal with the international ramific tions
of Reconstruction; rather he concentrated on the obligation of ethical
76. Latter to the fftate. Oct.25,1917.J.O.T. Mrs. in N.U.L. Mas. L C5.
77. Ms. no date, 1918-19,J.O.T. file, N.U.L. Mas. L.C.
78. G.b.Haynes, 'The Ne ;ro in National Reconstruction' ^bllc. Vol.22
(Feb.1919), op.131-3.
consistence on the Allied nations to live up to the doctrines
they bad espoused to meet a great moral emergency. He was more
esoteric than most, postulating that the only worth-while Reconstruction
was in the reconstruction of thought, in a changed attitude of mind.
If the spirit of democracy prevailed, the statutes would take care of
themselves. He felt that all true leadership had to oe autochthonous,
that the Kegro should not exoect to oe the subject of special legis¬
lation, but simply Included in b programme of social justice. The
contest which the black was to wage incessantly was not a conflict
that would result in the destruction of the social ffaorlc o? which he
forms a pert, but would rather lead to a fulfilment of its declared
79.
aims and ideals. Miller worked on the -principle that right would
and must eventual? triuaoh, - the trauma and ordeals of recent ears
had not affected his outlook, but rather than the product of idealism
or intellect, his philosophy can oe seen as that of descerate ideological
bankruptcy? incapable of planning action, ~et comcelled to say something,
he reverted to a orocess of the inevitability of justice.
The slogans of Kantianism overflowed into ho postwar writings of
Alexander Grimke, who talked of "the categorical imperative of the new
80.
reconstruction. The oonoepts of "reason in action," a priori truths
and categorical imperatives were not used with reference to the strict
logic of Kant - the" were employed as rhetorical slogans which supposedly
gave an impressive philosophical air. Drawing their vocabulary from the
philosophers of the European Enlightenment and largely ignoring subsequent
intellectual developments, the Talented Tenth were not equipped to meet
the situation with which Uiev were confronted in >oth chile.bo Meal and
practical terms.
79. K.Miiier, 'ihf, p.ggr? INot tiwmXrwVwn1 (ve«hington,x,i9i9),
pp.1-24.
90. Speech at the Reconstruction and Readjustment Conference,1919.,
A.H.G. Mas. H.U.
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The approach the Talented Tenth had adopted to the Negro
problem within the United States was reinforced and sanctioned by the
ideas of Progress!visra; the Talented Tenth in fact echoed and adopted
the Progressive attitudes to social questions. On the international
front they discussed American and European colonialism, distinguishing
between imperialism and expansionism, "Qt viewing the issue primarily
from a racial ooint of view. Race was also central to Pan-Africanism:
although the Talented Tenth had various interests in Africa, they did
not unite on any one aporouch to Pan-Africanism. It was the War rather
than the debate on Imperialism which brought the black sroblem in the
Uni ed States into the international arena, uniting ooth domestic and
foreign issues, and forcing the Talented Tenth to see its situation in a
wider perspective. However in both war and peace, racial considerations
predominated, and although the old methods and ideologies were drafted
to meet the new and changed situation, it was increasingly amarent by
1919 that the Talented Tenth would have to readjust radically if they
were to cope with post-war America.
314.
CHAPTER X
lb; T^TH H,, THG^;IIZJRG OF THE ALACK wUCI^L GXPUIUKKCE
Fro,ii the foregoing chapters, it would seem that the Talented Tenth
were not very successful as social theorizers. Their role in all things
was oraeticsl as much as philosophical, and in this they were the agents
of the interpretation and transmission of black cultu-e, not just to
blacks, but to a dual audience. The Talented Tenth had the unenviable
task of oresent intl blacks to whites in a favourable light, and of explain¬
ing whites to blacks, in a manner that would facilitate black adjustment
to their position in American society.
blacks could never control the treatment of heir race in the white
press, howspapers end periodicals differed widely in their editorial
policies in this respect. The incidents In which K s ia^azine
mentioned the olac in an unfavourable light far exceeded those mentionin
him in a favourable or even neutral light, thus helpin to shape negative
racial attitudes among its readership, which was drawn from the upper
socio-economic and intellectual levels o? white society. On the other
hand, journals like :he Atlantic monthly acknowled ed the social problems
with mild, muckraking articles, and presented a reasonably objective analy¬
sis of the over-all rooe problem, stimulating thought and discussion and
*
p
having a positive effect on white racial attitudes. " DuBois, Washington
and A. Grimkef all contributed, the latter with a verv important article
e titled 1Why Disfranchisement is dad,' Washington commenting on the
1. L.A. Bott, Tfrtf Neyro as Jisolvred in Harper's Hagnzine, 1 Al-24.
(M,A., Howard, 1951)» po.217-221.
2. D.A.Davis, The Hevro «s ?o.-tra»ed in the ,,ul:n ic Aonthlv. 19U1-1?
(M.A., Howard, 1954)$ PP. 27;113.
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benefits to derived froa industrial education, while
Dubois was allowed to present more inaer.diarv work."**
Few white newspapers were ac liberal towards clacks as the
stcunhly Reouo loan Jos-on ^venin Transori, ay. an elite paper vhioh
nevertheless s nke out fre .u ntly on oeha lf of the ordinary people*
Unlike many northern journals, it refused to » notion slack disfran¬
chisement, nor did it f your the elimimtion of the Hegro from
enublicnn politics.'*' The Transcript was enrorisin jly sympathetic to
trotter's radical antics, alth ugh it deplored all forms of violence
and it printed articles by Kelly 41liar In 1902 which set out a
"trlcklj down" theory of culture - the black elite would assimilate
the dominant mo-ee nd hand these on to the masses, in sharp contrast
w e the editorial Policy of the Influential ^ew^oifo Tfraqa. wherein
clacks were described in such opprobrious terms as 'darky' or *eoon,'
or in harmful stereotypes like * raaor-totin, Re ro,' while crude
♦Regro dialec ' was not infrequently used in news stories. The 2tim
was conservative end Democratic, and favoured a strong, 14..ly- bite
Republican movement in the South. It lurished oraise on cooker T.
Washington, denounced Trotter and largely ignored >uooia; it dovoted
little space to biaak business enterprise and to black labour, and
could have const erobly extended its coverage of the .mora militant
clacks and their efforts cm behalf of higher education. It devoted
al nifieant soaoe to Hastoton and Tuskegee, out co parati eiy little
3. A.H.Griake, "*hy Disfranchise sent is ited,' ^tlqntlc; onthlr. Vol.%
(190A), op.*72-31*
4.T. Vashington, 'Th. Fruits of Industrial Trainin Atlantic
loathly Vol.92 (1903), 33.453-62.
W.S.o. Duiioia, 'Of the Training of dlaok Man,' Atlantic ionthiv
Vox.90 (1902)5 pp.237-97.
4. H^MxIice, ;hc te&ro ?8rtr.ireti to-V.* eaLdygnim IxmtffldLat
(d.A., Howard,1951), pp.6-13 ;32-36.
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5,
to howari, Lincoln, ?isk or Meharrv. * Yet its policies of
printia "All the news fit to print" iid cover blacks fairly extensively,
noticing that opposition to Washington was building up, even defending
Roosevelt's right to confer with whoa he chose over dinner, and
eventually aduittia that not all .^fro-Aaericane accepted the doctrines
of accommodation, after 1911 the N.A.A.C.P. appeared increasingly in
the pages of the Times, Vhil it also recorded the emigration schemes
\
which it strongly opoose".°*
black# were totally dependent on editorial generosity if they
wished to refute any negations about heir raee in the white press,
while to a certain extent, man" editors were in turn dependent on the
prejudice;: of their r*eadership. Periodicals were sumosedly sole to
give more reasoned,, reflective opinions to a selective audience. The
Lat-on coped with blacks mostly in editorials, nmierin; to both sections
by disapproval of social equality in the ..oath, vet praising the success of
the migrants to Northern cities.' It oreferred to write on behalf of Afro-
Americans rather than .pay them -s contributors. 31acks could not
co plain of their treatment by the Independent which employed contributors
of both races to exoound on the race problem and to explain the black
way of life to its white readers. W.E.B. Dubois was among the most
frequent of the black authors, his articles ranging from the opening of
a Library in Atlanta, Georgia, to problem; of Reconstruction, to the
burden of kegro schoolin,;, while Ida d. Veils-Tarnett presented the
blacks' case for justice. It also published the Tuskegee view, often
carrying articles by ooth Washington and luiois in the same volume, and
5. L.A.Tonoin, The ^er^cfm,i.erro,v 3/jOl-21, ?ort>-aved in „the Key Yprfr
Times (a.A., Howard,1950), pp. 10; 114-113; >35.
6. low "o -k Timcs. Jan.9,1904, P.I; Nov.16,1915, ed.; Dec.13,1906, n.5;
June 4,1903, P.6.
7. Lc-tion. Vol. 6 (April,1903), o,3 4» «'ol.Sl. (Oct.1905), po.273-4»
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it was from the pages of thu. independent that iiliata sSngliab
Vailing*s famous article, !The Race War in the ho-th' first ourst
u xm the American malic. The Inciependant was prepared to be contro¬
versial, presenting the ?light of the blsok woman and even discussing
the vexed question of racial inter-murriage.' *
In th© ear.ier 'rears of the twentieth century, the Outlook tried
to sheet light on race relations in th® U.S., favouring the? advocates
of Industrial Education. It teed contributions fra Washington and
his white friends like B.3. Frissell, and elth ugh staunchly smpor lag
Vashingt n, it did explain the position of DuBois and his associates.
It commented on black women's club life and ^residential niicy towards
blacks, and despite its belief in Tuskegee, it xiblished Dubois1
article on 'The Training of Kegroea for Social "'over' in which he minted
out the consequences of Hack aelf-fcelo. He later explained the platform
of the Biagara .'.ov©aent. The wutlook was apparently tiring of the debate
on the Hegro problem by 1906, out it continued to erint letters and
editorials on the subject. The increase f black militancy and the
waning of Booker T. Washington narallel a decline in the Jutlook*a
interest, or at least its willingness to publicize the Negro iroblera
9
any further,
.'.any periodicals were ambivalent in their attitudes. DcClure'3




Page, but was reluctant to let blacks sneak for themselves. *
Independent. Vol.54,(1902), pp.809-10J Vol.53,(1901), n.?7J9? 166 -8j
Vol.52,(1901), pp.1010-11; Vol.59,(1905), po.l3->-7| \H.67,(1909)
pp.731-21917-3jU95-9; ol.-5,(1908), pp.4*2-3;529-34; Vol.69,(1910),
pp. 812-3. See also chapter 6.
9. Outlook. Vol.74,(1903), pd. 632-5;937-9;214-6; Vol.76,(1904),op.439-40?
271-4; Vol.72,(1902), op.759~jOt Vol.75, (1903), pp.409-14; Vol.71,
(1902), pp.326-33| Vol.73,(1903), pp.292-305; Vol.84,(1906), pp.3-4.
0. icClure*a Magazine. Vol.22,(1904), no.259-75; 54*-554.
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Charities took a direct interest in social work, eEoloving
Dubois to explain the purposes and proceedings of the Atlanta Conferences
to its reader3."^"but Century oreferred a Washingtonisn analysis of olack
pro ress, hie quaint stories and his reassuring optimism, although
12.
readers could not fail to notice gentle warnings by 1912. 'The Dial
published Kelly iller's articles on the '"unctions of a He*ro College,'
13
thus 'iving the Talented Tenth a chance to explain its position. * The
literary magrsine3 also encouraged certain members of the Talented Tenth.
The Critic carried Charles W. Chesnutt's denunciation of William
1L.
Hannibal Thomas, 'while Foyum was concerned largely with the aroolems of
black education, caTying lengthy articles by W.G. Scarborough and Kelly
15 •
Miller on black education and hi her learnin . The Literacy Digest
16.
co,:r anted or. the beginnin s of a aegro Drama, but the North American
Review was prepared to expose its readers to Atkinson's 'The Negro A
Beast', e;en if it did allow ' ashington to suggest that education might
17.
solve the r c. question. * 1 "orld*o Cork encouraged Washington's con¬
tributions and advice to his race, printing his glowing accounts of the
N.N.B.L. It did print one article by DuBois that emphasised the ignor¬
ance of the ex-slaves and their difficulties, rather than their achieve¬
ments, and selected as a representative black autobiographical sketch a
11. Charities. Vol.IV (1903), PP.435-9.
12. Centur--. Voi.66 (1903), po.72-4-9; rol.6u (1900), op.630-2; Vol.59
(1900), pp.47—5; Vol.55 (1912), op.46-55.
13. Dial. Vol.32 (1902), op.267-70.
14. the Critic. Vol.38 (1901), pp.350-1.
15. ii'orijm Vol.33 (1902), op.349-55; Vol.30, (1901), po.693-705.
16- literary 01 est. Vol.45 (1914)> p.1114.
17. North American Keriew, Vol.181 (1905), op.2o2-15; ol,171,(1900),
op.221-32.
life story of .H. Holtaclatf. its oossentary on the advent of
. .arcua Carve-/ was in '-he sa&e vein - it preferred to reassure the
juoiio Ui-it thKi reui blaok leaders were the suooeusers of iooker T.
« 18
Washington, and not the Negro nationalists, * ' ' .x»e of the more
specialised journals ooeptcd artiulos ,jv planks. Algols vas a con¬
tributor -„o the 66.6.. "hereaa A..'*. Hily/r wrote for ...iti<,vl
ooi>--tiUf .-.ontl;^v on hi .he • duo.-tion, ©J .he Atlanta • tudiea '••ere re¬
viewed t.'v ' iljtio ■ : ci no ■ n r' :r' Th ' 'ucftior : ce/lev • cco nted
filler's titma? - of forty «ears of black education, in which he tried to
•joint ..i' the ilvereity ithin the olaa raoe nd "he need of education
to kelp the individual gr pole with socirty. The -■ ,)%rj q• n ,*> mrn .1 of
hoclolo uhlished .ion roe *ath«n Wor d's study of ;;laek criaje in Chicago,
vnioh rslstei crinitnliiy to • nviromirnt- .At* he lso contributed to the
Harvey, after he h A r„;oae to Tuskegee and espoused its ideology. The
ourvav also puoliaho ! an account *»y >s Jois of the f ation/ Negro Confer
enea of 1909, and articl-; jv . . Jla-nes o:. Ifcaoo Ad Jus .or;-; .-.at W.E.3.
Oudoia on the social effects of Kaancication. At th - spue tiee it
aacePted s-jaeathetio articles on .XLac .s from ary "hits 0rington, end
19
vitriol frosa Ida d. ell -Harnett on the country*s lvr.ohin r.-?oord. "
lbs' .uXM^i,.^:Ln£3te.^JJbLJU&l let "Ullaa Pickens eulogise the
est!vitius of Talladega College d-1 it rc-por'-cd .h. Intornati -cal Congress
If. orn'- 4-= , 1 o .2, 1901), pp.76i-d?;.; Vol.l6,U J), >o.3 31-51?
do .U, 1902), op.2671-55 Vol. 12,(1901;, pu.843-66; <'ol.22,U9U6;,
Jp. 79*1 -95; Vol.41, 1921), pp. 4?5-6j153-166.
19. Zonular wd .ncfc- Mon:.hl-. Vol. 57,(1 00), jp.437-3.
olitla i ^uiv-ucu »u:-.rter.lv. Vol. 19#(1904)» vp.6>^-701; .*02-3.
.duo-;'.i..nal iteie--. Y®1.36,i 1903), *p!l U-93.
/ol.22,(1909),pp.616-8J407-9. ^ol.29,(1912), pp.569- 0;
pp.570-3;57 -4} Vol.28,(1312), ?p.313-20; fol.30, 1913), j.3*2.
on the Kagro t Tuskeges, in 1912* and a convention hold under the
joint auuoioies of be Edinburgh Conference Continuation Coosiittee and
20
the Y.H.C.A. in Atlanta, in 19H. "*
Proa this brief sketch of the t-» re a of article: accepts i by white
periodic.la, ritten by olaoka on their arouleus, it ia more ban
•tnarent that ' aahinfton had msv aooecs to the white literary world,
althou L uBcda coma « cloao second. However cert inly until 1906, the
white press preferred ?usvegee~slanted ar'iolo.*, whether written by
Washington personally or by one of hie «eknovle<jged Jisoi-tles. bubals
had entree to the aoientiflc or -ore learned journals bee?:use of his
high sonde,ic standing:, but fce oould not, always publish in suoh strong
terns us he might have liked. Kelly Millsr ni Archibald Grimks vers
known to the whites who rend the periodicals, an! Hrs. iumett cc asionally
had her work reprinted in the white cress, although she did tend to cling
overmuch to the one issue, lynching, C.V. Chesnutt sad W, , Soarborough
were able to write for the literary journals on fee asis of heir recog¬
nised artistic talent, vet mast other blacks, desoite their talents or
their inport&nce within the black community, found it e*oe ->t.ionally
iffioult to gain aoce s to the White cress. Several Managed an rare
occasi ns, out only a few cocoapllehed anything on a re,.ui •v oasis. Many
white editors onted for ths offeria s of syapntbetlo white liberals mther
than those of the olnc's themselves. Also, vh-jreaa taany blacks road
white periodicals, the converse van rarely true, so that blacks writ og in
the white cress had the very difficult task of presenting their race to
w. 1 es in o language an style the - could accept, in attempts to win both
their sympathy nd their res pea without jeopardising their sn tue as
intrrs-raci 1 leaders.
20. y ,iiWYi<rH wf ,wfoe yqr'MU Vei.2« (1905), pp.434-8. vol.35
U9i2j, >p.44>~U5; Vol.37 C19JU), PP.4B1-2.
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If the use of the tiress wa3 one wa^ to ir., cress the white
race still another was the constant display of resoectability and
morality. Many blaoks would have agreed with Mary Dickerson Jonahay's
obituary on Charles Waddell Chesnutt -
"Mr. Chesnutt did an enormous service to his race. Not so much
by his fine literary work or by the social and personal oosition
he won, but just by the fact that always, uoon every occasion,
he was a gentleman.
Despite the oourgeois predilections of so many of the Talented
Tenth, this 1 as nevertheless an unfortunate denigration of the skill
of Chesnutt and others in using literature and art as oronaganda in the
race war. Their achievements had a dual -ole; in the selves they proved
that blacks were casable of the refinements of civilisation, of being
creative as well as imitative, and simultaneously the content of their
writings was charged with prooaganda. Prior to the World War, most
black novelists expressed a soirit of tolerance and patience rather than
one of exasperation and retaliation, condemning orejudice in either race,
and within the black race when manifested bv one grouo of clacks against
another, approving of race oride and patriotism, and eulogiain class
2?
differentiation and colour diversity within the black grouo. "*In the
period before the Harlem Renaissance, tinok writers were all too aware
of the problems confronting them, e peoially that of the double audience.
This was a tremendous test of skill and ability but works of art were
still accomplished. James Weldon Johnson had a recioe for success, but
one which confined the olack writer to racial subject natter while he
21. Chicago Defender. Jan.21,1933, Clipping, J.W.J. Coll., Yale.
22. N.A.Ford, The Contemoomrv Nevro Hovel (Boston,193&), no,19;39.
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struggled to attain "he universal:-
''The esuio:wd Kegro author working at his bant in his hast known
asterial oan achieve this end; out, standin; on his racial
foundation, he must fashion- sosaethin ; that rises aoo a raoa, and
reaches out to the universal in truth and oetsttty."2^*
Chesnutt, too, was aware of the dangers of intellectual S9g "eg-stion. He
felt that although the v«st fle-d of olac c life ms largely u&exbloited
a# potential literary source material, which it ought to 00, neverthe¬
less, "the world is so vide, and life is such a mat eon-lex" •. that it
was t olishncr:- for the ulaok writer to unmly narrow hie scope.
The question of -be inportsnco and degree of raoe consciousness in
bleak literature h&s worried critics since the Harlem Banalssanoe of the
1920*a, out she concern hare is so -« with the iaowot of that racial con¬
sciousness on ul- ok attitudes than its effect on literary style or
content. Debate has ranged frosi whether race consciousness arovidas
25.
ae-asin. for ol&ok writing or merely Halts it,'' 'but it certainly had the
effect of cementing race loyalty and identification, so faming a oossiule
basis for roup cohesion. Race consciousness did have a segregating
effect - asking the attainment of universality vet .-ore difficult. At 'he
same tiiae this racialism was a source of inspiration and strength,
*"ji£
simultaneously a " ihiloao -h? of Aesthetics, e oreati e religion."" *
23. J.W. Joh*u>o®# 'The dilstt&a of the M&gro Author,* . a^iftqcn^terajB
Vol.25 (1929), 0.481.
24> C. . Chwsnutt to J.G.orevie , M&r.24,1922. o.G.d. Has. H.O.
25. J.S..-aah, * ha Raee Consciousness of the Aaerioan Negro author 1
Toward a Re-exnaitmtlon of an Orthodox Critical Concent,'
Li Jcxsl forces. Vol.29 (1949-50;, %25.
26. O.I.Giickeoerg, 'Vie alienation of fcegro Litore are,' hy-on.
Vol.XI (1950), p.50.
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The dilemma was inexorable - if the ulack writer developed
his racial potentialities he departed from mainstream American cultural
norms, ?et if he ignored race, imitating the oroader culture, he risked
destroying his uniqueness and his creative ability. One other difficulty
coufnontln the alack author is that in cataloguing white crimes and
black grievances, he too often sacrificed art to truth, or indulged in
very obvious propaganda, letting an undisguised bitterness oreep into
his work. He "U'ther lacked a heloful audience, both swuPathetically
and critically.'"''The works o a olack writer were often denigrated or
oraised on the basis of the author's colour not on the intrinsic merit
of his work.
Hugh Gioster concluded thst the orenonJerant use of black subject
matter handicapped the black author in at least four important ways -
it retarded his grasp of the cosmic, and of the varied experiences of
life; it iminished his philosa phical perspective; it limited his
literary range to the moods and substance of the race within the U.L.;
and it helped certain critics and publishers lure him :_nto cultural
segregation, by advising him that the black ghetto is his proper milieu,
and that the abandonment of black stereotypes was an artistic desertion
23.
of the race. black writers were further confined by the oral nature of
literary tra itions in Afro-American communities, and seemed unable to
appreciate that anyone would oe interested in their personal experiences
of their reaction to being- clack in a white man's country. The earlier
black writers concentrated so much on idealised character as to give
their cast an air of unreality, nlain Locke obser ve i that this oeriod of
writing was "inevitably imitative :.nd marked with & douole Provincialism
27. J.Jaokson, 'An Sssay in Criticism,' Phvlon. Vol.XI (1953), p.323.
28. H.J. Gioster, 'Race and the Negro ' riter,' Phvlon. Vol.XI (1950),
0.369.
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of cultural imaatu ity and a racial sense o ' ubordination.
It ran a oae-dise**el.*iai gamut from self-iity through sentimental apical
to hortatory iiorallzing and rheto ioai threat "a eblld's gamut of
29.
tears, soM| sulks and passionate protest." 1 * li-.tie then appeared
oe eon 1895 and 1919 in the way of ianortal literature, i remains to
discuss the function of what wfjs in fact produced.
Certainly clacks considered their literature as a functional nd
practice 1 commodity. It was greed that lie right Turrxwe of biography
was to lead, to teach an ' to inspire. It would*.
"give hope to the faint heart, promise to the vou&g and undeveloped
character, strength to the weak and easily o^-set nabitior, md
good cheer to the weary soul ucon which lias poured a continual
stream of bitter dieaipoiiitttent.*30.
on the other hand fiction filled a oid left after the brilliance nd
renown of the historians, lecturers, ministers, judges and lowers
for same believed that a homely tale told in an unassuming tanner would
31
cement the bond of brotherhood among all classes and complexions.' *
One thing literature and art were apparently unable to do was to orin:
32.
the writers of the two races together socially* "at least before the
Harlem visits of Carl van Veohten; such a c asiderotic*! did not affect
the art per so, out the world of black literati was so small th t an
infusion of new conversation would have been welcome, booker T. Washington
also appreciated the Possibilities f>or racial solidarity latent within a
clock literature. At Tuskegee, he made a special effort to collect .'11
29. A.Locke, 1 ^ell'-CriticiseLi"ho Third Dimension in Culture* hvlon.
Vol.XI (1950), p.391
30. olee of the let-rj.Vol. 11 (.4-ir.l9G5), p. 176.
31. Co..orod American .v,.r«aine. Vol.1 (1900), 13.198
32. Allen Tate to Thcmss habry, Jan.20,1932, J.W.J. Coll.,vale.
the works written by Afro-Americans, so thai Ma students oouid
learn the literal*v worth of their race." "in 19u5 Ooott suggested to
one of Washington's ghost writers, Rooert £• Rait, that a oook of
Lis o ioai anecdotes o© collated %o ahow the develo -vsent of the black
aan, as part of the general work of building up a 'race consciousness' •*
'< ashingtun ult felt that clacks ought to maintain their position in the
field of dl»l:Ot writin a, which should be lately 0 olaok preaer ?e,
Out In which the? had been losing ground since the death of ^aul
35
Lawrence iXrnoar.
In fact, including hie novels and short stories, far aore than
half of Dunbar's writ-ng wet3 not in dialect at all, for he realised the
limits ti'-ns of t-.e broken tongue," but bis work does illustrate the
36.
tenacity of the dialect tradition at the turn of the century.' *?hla use
of dialect had the urjfortu ato effect of isolating the blacks culturally,
alaoet i,a if they had aoandoned all hope of cultural integration,
%y
while to whites it eaphaslsed the .-»riaiti'*e level of the race "as
well as illustretin olaok life, sane of Dunbar's coees % .-re designed
to enhance wleek pride and self-evareness. Be wrote eulogies to
Frederick Douglass, booker T. Washington and to Coloured -©Idlers
while his 'Ode to Ethiopia' --as an outri ht tribute and pledge to race
, 3«.Xo^ i'tv's
33. B.T. Washington to C.W.Chesnuti, Feb.16,19BD. <. .C. ass. fisk
34- R.S.Park to S.J.Soott, tfar.3,1905. 3.T.V. Msa. L.C,
35. b.T. ashington to C.v.Cheanutt, July 9,1908. d.f.W. Mfis.L.- .
36. J.3. adding, To ke ,, Poet black, (Chapel IIill,B.C. 1939) pp.58-59
3?. M.D.C.Bcheruo, 'American Begro Poetry' Irdon. Vol.XXI? (1963),p.63.
38. H.Dreer, UtinrtBffll IN rdl^or;; (Bow vor>,1950)^ pp.28-
p. L. Dunoar, 23^Saaaliift. 'frnra M imto ^ y©rk
1933), po. -71 50-1 }20 "-9.
",ii. Drnlthswelte has ^ desorined as *tfc»i aost outstanding
exa&ple of pervert© 3 energy that he period froa 19J3 to 1917
produced." for he did no' tarn his poetic talents to r olnl ends, hut
to the sore traditional arterials of lo #, death, birth, beauty,
39.
grief and gladness, developing a dilettantism. *Kia lead and style
very fallowed in the intensely feminine poe^s of do r is • uglass
Johnson, vho also displayed her lyrioal skills vith 11-.tie regard to
1
her racial context.4 * In the other hand there vara oa*>ds like
Joseph J. Cotter Lnr., vho tried to use ooetry to expound thrlr racial
do, ...ii-u In a (liftloot work 'The Old Negro Teacher to tho Kev' lie
illustrates how the old-fashioned teacher/pre«eh#r, • bile looked town
upon by the new go? er tion of "intellectuals," still knew how to eenwn
i.eaaroua contributions froa the white .an r' otter e <lo iaod abolition¬
ist 'illia... Lloyd Garrison ir. splendid terra, hut also oroductd
c_-q :■■.!, versions of the o ook.'r T. Laahir. ;ton to the * stional
Legro ouaineas League ' in which he apve to support the Toske-^ne
philosophy. This vac again apparent in "Pad's Psaln of Life for the
Negro,' the exponent setting out the oonver1.1 nal wisdom of survival
for the oppressed poor alack. but Cottar should not as too easily
classified, for when ho turned froa dialect to standard &ng-ish he adopt¬
ed i sterner line. 'The Negro's iiducational Greed* was neither -«sging#
nor did it couch itu ergumen-a in practical tons of self-interest, and
39. J #«->'» lieu ting, pp. ait«, PP...'9— >■>>«
..... ruithevlt , Lyric.'i of Life pnd hoy© (Poaton, 19X4).
W.o. raithevaite, The Lapse of i.e.'.. v?u ( xwto ,19 '■}.
40. G.D.Johnson, Tie i-'eart of « om«n- (Pastor., 131").
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•Grant aad Lee' flmly put. the question of race prejudice in a
nations1 context -
•The Louth*ft the ain'i The liorth'a the glory?
Laugh out of court ths hackne -ed story,
he sic took root in the nation's heart,
And fcorth and booth played a dual part. ,/*i*
however 0otter did express his patriotic® and iaortcaniss in the
* 'Asia of thi Leg.ro Goldicr, an example followed oy ida son, JoaeA B,
v'-otter, Jar., he younger saa, in ' bonnet to Ksgro Soldiers,1 went
further than merely expressing his devotion to duty and ,,o his country -
this he did dee >it.« he horrors of war, and in the knowledge that soon
he woul fight o. the hoae fronu against prejudice. He was mom
concerned with colour than his father Lad oaec, usin, the theite of the
tragic mulatto to illustrate the absurdity of race discrimination, «nd
in a powerful poea, "la it ecuae X an Blank?* he gave ent to the
IP*
frustration of being constantly branded oy arbitrary -*uleo.
c&^es L'eldon Jotnaon was one of the few to aix really successfully
his concern for human and racial rights with his intercut in creative
expression and fora. Be realized that he folk expression was a rioh
source of poetic material and that traditional dialect bad not sen
13.
used as a successful i*mm of interpreting the folk. In 1918 he was
hailed as the poet—sdvseete for the raoe, aeeticg the white sen's
criteria of lotion and formalities, and thus presenting ..he race's mm
on its own merits, so that it could us judged without a oology or
11.
s-«petty. Johnson challenged the world in hi# 'America* tolling in a
nerlod of protest oootry from which few subsequent ooets asoaoe i.
41. J.1.Cotter,Lnr, ; '"Llta "on<.r and ..'T/,ck One (Louis >11.10,1909)
o?13il9~2d,39;10-3.
J.S,Cotter,Scr, beloctwd *00 a (Kev fork,1938),-»p. 11{13?71.
12. J.b.Cotfcnr,Ja**y %hn wand of Qideon (dostony191*), pp.5»H»17»
13. L. .Collier, •bases Veidon Johnson: Mirror of Change,' /hvlonf
Vol.1731 (1963),0.351.
11» Tuske^ec v> talent- Jan.2 ,1918, .1.
The poetry of protest was not always of high literary
aierlt, and was frequently published in the olack nress. One of the
major theraes was lynching. Raymond Garfield Dandridge expressed the
aitterness of the returning troupe when confronted with the American
45.
scenario, a more so >histic ted version of the earlier protests like
Charles Fred White's 'Afro-Amerioan' which discussed the pollution of
46.
American freedom by so many heinous crimes, . uch of the ooetry on
lynching was understandably bitter, out ooeaioly more effective was the
pathos of such x>eras as Mrs. Johnson'3 'To My Son,' where she is vexed
to know how to rear her child that he might oe able to del with race
prejudice, or Will bexton's 'To My Lost Child,' which in a manner
similar to Dubois' oroae, 'On the Passing of the First-Dora', expressed
a grim relief and satisfaction in the early death of the child, which
47.
freed it from the oains of growing up black in a white world.
Protest poetry grew up from the consciousness ooth of oppression
and colour. The latter could Ue seen in Dubois 'A Recalcitrant' and
4!
'The Dong of the Smoke,* which both took oride in the fact of blackness,
out the Protest- 00em of the ore-1920's oiust surely be Claude McKay's 'If
Vie Must Die.,..' wherein he ur ed militant self-defarte e. This uoem,
puolished in the radical press and cited as evidence of oossible sedition
ijy the Department of Justice, was given wides >read mblielty by the .lack
45. R.Kerlin, :e-to Poets md their 'oems (Washington, ).0,1923), %54.
46. ^9^4 wfrflKmint Vol.1 (1900), p.24.5.
47. Kerliu, op.ait:.. pp.232-3.
V. j, ... Dubois, ,'A-bs.oaBla.9* no. 133-37.
48. IIorison (May,1907), %28
A. Chapman, Dlaok Voices. pp.359-60.
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church, being read, for example, from the ouloit of
.49.
Francis J. Griake. It was however written after the War, at a time
of increased clack Silf-confidence ?md racial militancy, and it
cau ht the mood of the 'Ne Negro.' The Messenger also bravely oub-
lished Archibald rimke's -oem, 'Thirteen Black Soldiers,' ** \which
had been rejected by the Crisis us too iraflamatory), at a time when
aoat black costs were eulogizing the bravery of their soliiers, not
51.
condemning heir ill-treatment. Colour and the problems of the
muJatto persisted as themes, up to and beyond the war period, yet the
themes of Africa ar.d T egritude had to wait for their fulfilment until
52.
the full flowering of the Harlem Renaissance in the 1920's.
Pauline Ho skins had commented that the race needed works of
53.
"cathartic virtue," and to a certain extent the ooete and authors of
the period 1895-19 9 sought to achieve this, JLLainiLocke had simultaneous¬
ly appreciated the literary dangers of overemphasizing r -ce. While
extolling the richness and variety o Negro life »nd character, he was
passionately concerned that "ute black artist treat theawon the same high
51,
level of interpretation and execution as the best artists of other races.
The prelude to the Harlem Renaissance saw the blacks trying to break away
from "cultural non-deecriotion," a move paralleled in art and literature,
49. Messenger. Vol.11 (Sep .191-0» P.4.
50. Mpssen..:ey, Vol.11 (Oct.1919), o.25.
51. New York Age. Sept.13,1917, o.4.
52. F.Johnson, A Little Dreaming (Chicago,1913), pp.39;54.
53. Colored American Magazine. Vol.111.(Jan.19o2), p.206.
54. W.S.Pralthewaite, 'Alain Locke's Relation to the Negro in American
Literature,' Ph-lon. Vol.XVlll (1957-8), 0.I69.
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which suggests that the H rlem Renaissance was he culmination of
55.
earlier trends, rather than the beginning of an era of self-expression.
The Harlem Renaissance oartially succeeded in bringing a.out the aomaon
consciousness so desperately sought. 3r 1912, realism was in the ascend¬
ancy, provldin the antidote to the conventional stereotyping of the
56.
earlier romantic attitudes, and eventually eruofcing in the x>st,-war
period. Race pride and the reoudiation of Uncle Tom unified the Harlem
Renaissance, syooolizing the Nev Negro who our3t uoon the American
scene around 1919, but both had their foundations in the ioneering liter¬
ary efforts of the Talented Tenth in the pre-war years.
Like other forms of literature, the novel was seen as an instrument
of propaganda. Charles Chesnutt was oosslbly the "irst novelist to be
accepted as an artist without qualification ceing made on account of his
racial ancestry. He in fact considered that his work lay "along the
line where the two race:; come together," and that his mission was to
delineate he deeper, almost unbelievable aspects of black character,
57,
namely the spiritual and ambitious elements of his nature. He was doing
by imagery what Washington and others were doin r by oratory, taking Negro
life, idealising it and offering the result as evidence of his case. He
tried to illustrate the complex tragedy of Negro life, and being a realist,
53.
he did not distort this data. Chesnutt succeeded in Proving that blacks
could .jq the subject of serious aesthetic treatment without the interfer¬
ence of propaganda, and that the black creative artist could submerge
59.
himself objectively in his material. The Marrow of Tradition was hailed
55. J.A.Porter, 'Four Proolems in the History of Negro Art,' Jou -nal of
Negro History. Vol.XXVll (1942), p.26.
56. id.J.butcher, Th? ft f, are to Ottfourg (New Tork,1957) op.102;130
57. Colored American Magazine (Jan.1902), p.154.
58. Unidentified Clipping, iter.5,1902, Ochomburg Vertical Files.
59. Redding, op.oit.. p.69
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as ':the strongest work of fiction on the rac Huestion since the
sO.
appearance of Uncle Tom's Cabin." and it glorified the role of the
racial martyr. Josh Green and his party, however, the only ones to
behave bravely in a crisis situation, were dead, whereas those who had
61.
sought safety lived to tell the tale. In this work, the underlying
dynamics of the conflict between perception and aspiration, epitomized
not only his own chief thematic proDiem, out a pressing issue for the
intellectuals of Ills time. One writer h s suggested tha this is
evidence of the artistic crisis that forced Chesnutt into literary
62,
silence. It dealt with lynching, miscegenation, the problems faced
by black professionals in the oouth, Jia-Cro-lsa, the difference
between Northern and Southern attitudes, and the Southern gentleman's
affection for his black servants, out it provided no solutions to the
Negro*s problem of securing civil rights. In The House behind the Cedar .
Chesnutt dealt with the question of passing; in fact throughout all his
work ran the suggestion that the mulatto was rao re worthy than the black
of full admission into American society, which was upheld as ideal.
Chesnutt had earlier treated black colour consciousness in The Wife of
his Youth, dealing with different reactions to sulattoes and miscegenation.
The Colonel's dream dealt with the problems of a typical Reconstruction
town and its social evi s, and had moved quite a distance from
The Conlure soman, a series of folk stories .published in the Atlantic
.ionhlv. wherein a cunning ex-slave, far removed from the fawning stereo¬
type of Thomas Nelson Page, told tales of the tragedy and oathos of the
60. New York i^e. Nov.21,1901. Clipping H.J.
61. C.W.Anderson to C.V?. Chesnutt, Dee. 11,1901. C.w.C, Has. -ki.sk
C.'.Chesnutt, Tha .iarrow of Try it ion. (New York, 1969), o. 316.
62. J.K.Reilly, 'The Dilemma in Chesnutt's "The Marrow of Tradition1'
Phvlon. Vol.32 (1971), o.32„
old plantation, usually to promote the interest of himself
or his friends.
In sharo contrast was the challenging ailitancr of mutton S.
Griggs, ho had eetaolished his own publishing company in Hashvllle
to promote sales among the black masses, snaking his no els into tuxt-
.ooks of social uplift, (he hoped;. It is possible that he was muoh
more widely known among aJUick leaders than among white, because of
ooth the oorttent of his work and his sales policy. He opposed both
Washington and the reverence with which clacks regarded him, being
ada/aantiy opposed to discrimination and segregation. He was an active
member of the Hiagara Movement, and by 191b, having studied Darwinism,
he was convinced that although blacks were not innately inferior, they
were indeed behind in the development of Christian civilisation. fter
1910, he shifted his emphasis from black i hta to whit? self-interest
and set about organising "welfare leagues" and social reconstruction
associations in Memphis, enlisting the black clergy in a concerted effort
for bisok self-uplift. He felt both the responsibility and the blame
for the present black predicament could be traced to racial failures or
defioiences. His theme was now one of strong accmuaodati mlmi. He h«d
Personally suffered financially at the hands of his race, whereafter he
was convinced that the race could not be relied upon to support racial
enterprises j he never realized that his literary efforts might have
0-4.
failed on their own demerits. the Idianaoolis freeman had suggested
that all anglo-ilaxons should read The Hindered Hand to arouse them to
sec conditions as they are, and by 1912, B.H. drewne eould suggest to
63. II.M.Gloster, }-<?grb Mm An "ft gjaSflJEAflllga (Richmond, a., 194!U,
p.35.
64. L.C. laaon, -Negroes in Tennessee, op. 23 ;32-/>.
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Washington that the-' circulate Wisdom*a Call, through i-lr,
Carnegie's help, to the Southern whites in order to solve the race
proilea. this in itself was a measure of how far Griggs had travelled
along the road to accoomodationism - that he would ever be praised by
the Tuskegans was unthinkable until 19lb.
The Autobiography of An Sx-Oolored Man by James Weldon Johnson, at
first nublished anon"mousl.tr in 1912, contained a com ilex, rational
black character, who explained the alight and motivation behind
"passing." Park descried it as one of the oest things to coste from
the van of a coloured man, for, although it was fiction, it portraved
66,
things as they actually were. Johnson was able to combine the roles
of scholar and author more successfully than Dubois, whose awareness
of the polemical powers of fiction led him to write "an ably documented
sociological novel.n"'*
These are the most famous out by no means the only black novelists
of the oeriod 1395 to 1919; neither is there any way of ascertaining
hov many aspirants never found a publisher. Some works followed the
white pattern of publication in serialized form, such as Contenclitig
68
Forces by Pauline Hopkins, whose work set the tone of middle-class
gentility late- echoed by Jessie Fauset and Delia Larsen. Other novels
tended to show idealised black characters, while drrring attention to
the social, legal, political and economic injustices in the booth, or
used tedious dialo ;ue to rati home discussions on racial questions.
Little more than propaganda, such novels planned to show the sufferings
65. Iftdjftpftp .-^p Fye&ALh Sept. 16,1905, p.4.
H.H.hrowne to b.T.Washington, April,10,1912. B.T.U. Mss. L.C,
66. R.B.Park to J.B.Soingarn, July 12,1912. B.T.l'. Mas, L.G,
67. Gloster, ou.cit.. n.73.
68. Colored nmericsn Maitazine, (1902).
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of the race, oarticul rly the aspirin; or the educated, and
meuy at least touched on the theme of the tragio mulatto. The dote
were nearly always located in the Southern states, and two strange
emissions fx* a a literature lesignsd to inspire racial >ride and
solidarity were references to the African homeland, or to the military
valour of he black soldier in the ar* A few short stories on the
Ittor these a speared in Crjsju in the 1920*a, "St writers ^referred to
keep to the old tbemee and settings.
by the 192b*e, general literary style was sore polished, and
output vastly increased, but the foundations of the Harlem ienaissance
had been iaid oy the pioheers of the Talented Tenth, The literati of
the Twenties case from more professional or white-collar baekgrouaado
than their > edeoesaors, Sharing their educational and alas. assumpt¬
ions. It was not easy in he 1920'a to affect even a psychological
rapnroehe eat with the uas.es from whoa the Talented enth had become
adept at differentiating themselves, in fact as wall as in their fiction.
but racial solidarity was the order of the day. Jessis Pauset expressed
« 70,
the necessity of rendering service to the unwashed, untutored herd"
not eo iuuch kro gh racial love m racial mride* This led to a concen¬
tration within .he Talented Tenth cn their own heritage as a source of
value ind tradition alternative to those of the dominant culture. This
drew heavily on the mission ideology of the Talented Tenth, an ideology
that -ousted that "something*1 within the alack aan would redeem the
effete est and save Africa. Th.s "something* was nave* defined, and
was oarImps indefinable, being intuitive rather than absolute. The
Talented Tenth ware lookin, for something dietingtlv black, that was
preferably neither of slave origin nor distorted. In affect they were
69. R.A.bone, ;j>-» ;>ggry ftpygl taffltaa (Sw Haven,195ft), n.56.
70. J,Faucet, Plum >un (New ork,192ft), o.218.
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trying to ^anufaotu *« a culture and ooll it a heritage - an
attempt doomed to frustration. Tha ,1aok noveliata of .he pr©~
nonaiaoonoa period bad not oeen iaolted from their envlromentj they
spelet on behalf of their class and raoa. They wanted to raa a societ**
live up to its professed ideals - not to change those Ideals. Thev
were ijuestin; for something distinctively AMoan, or at lea t ulaok,
within an American milieu, without rejecting either that milieu or
its s,enofit;». They were part of an integrationis ethic, they shared
the language and culture of white America, hence they oouli not produce
a distinctive literature if they regained othe wis© oulto "filly indis¬
tinguishable. It wa a choice froa which many of the Talent® i Tenth
reneged,
Jl ok literature did foster the growing oIao < ideologies.
Cheenutt had worked on the princivie that the first Imperative was to
get the democratic ileal correct, which demanded .Tatting humanity above
race, iiut he reminded his race of the virtues of the Ancients which he
held up to thoa to follow - justice, prudence, temperance, and fortitude.
He was setting up us *ilac* Ideals and hm-pies' the virtues and ideals
of ancient Europeans, not Africans# He did however demonstrate uhe
necessity of co- ,r»ration for racial efficie nt, and of serving to
white America the worth of the educated black. Be admitted he would
like to lose the concept of imooj the example he held before his ceodie
was one of European and American traditions perfected and practised,
71.
not SQB.etb.ng friern transplanted into the hew World, archiwal: Grilse
insists that black ideals and ambitions were simply those of the
71. G.V.Cheenutt, *IU»oo Ideals and Examples,' Review. Vol.30
(1913-U), PP.101.
iaoo Problems, Speech, .Mar,25,1913, .is. C.V.C. Mas, Pisk.
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African white aan, even if he doctrine of equality could not
72#
break the oolour lino. * This was echoed by R.H, Terrell, who founded
his black ideology on * be Great American Chart j * of Liberty* for
blacks s oke the eaue languae and worehiooed the saae God as the
white .»a. rioan. there 'ore it was not surprising that both races
thought the sane thou, .hts, shared the ease m .bitio*u* , dreoat the mm
dre- at? and fostered the ua. e ideals, it was a case of asking white
73.
America live up to the Constitution and Declaration of Independence.
However this could only be a racial ideal as long as the Heals
of the white tsar, were "wholesome and safe,' and not the flagrant
eaaaolea of aera! degeneracy that confranted the Kegro end which it
would have oeea an obvious aistale .'or iu;-» to have iaitated, or trie-i
to e ulata. In this case, the Uttauir h Courier advised its readers,
they were "aorally sound to turn to our (their) own short history for
aoroi courage and la w# the .-Mte own to Mb folly They wer exhorted
to set up their own ideals, possibly oy a process of elimination, using
whatever of good was left in the white ore her then supplying the
7<4»
deficiency from other sources. This was neither anti-white, nor was it
uni iUely iro-ol.ck - it was a plea for a black ideology without any
reference to or ouggeetion of what that ideology aight contain.
An altersatl o to literary vropegan r. to vindicate the olck man's
clais to his rights, w e scientific "proof." The value of social science
in solving or at least ameliorating the racial tjueetlun was unchallenged
among the Talented Tenth, al h ugh they realised it could not settle
72. ri.H. Grieke, fcegro I lenls and .seditions, boeeoh,19L4. K.A.A.G.^.
dee. L.L*
' 3. fUli.Terrell, 'The ISegro Today, iipeeah c.1918. R.H.T. Am, L.C.
It,» "j Lr» .Uj-.'h .-ou 'l»r. «lan«2bf1912,
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Internal problems auoh as leadership. "The faith olaoed in
social science as a corrective force vas a slightly aora sophisticated
corollary of the faith placed in the exposure to public opinion of the
arils inflicted upon the race. Kelly Miller put a secondary value on
science, claiming that, it was of use only in as auoh as it was predict¬
ive enabling man to adjust himself in harmony to foreseeable e ants he
could neither- alter nor control, *The Cleveland jazette was a little
sceptical *>f what it described as nscientific speculative nonsense."
it realised that just as racism" was allegedly scientifically provable,
so the "e .uality of reees" was esttaly liable to noientifio Jugglery.
"The truth is, the question of race discussion is'largely
theoretical. The scientist forms his syllogism to suit his
way of thinking and not from a deduction of facta "77,
This vas not on unreasonable inference gi-et; the pest abuse of the
social sciences. Throughout the period 1370 to 1930 the sociological
method of proving blacks inferior had consisted of simple assertions
based on the sociological oerce Ptlons of the society of the time.
Blacks were seen as inferior because whites had antipathies towards them,
because of the conditions of black life, and because of black morality
and character traits, ' 0i%'en the post experience of the race with social
science, it can easily be understood why the Talented Tenth constantly
reiterated their justifications for the employment of methods so recently
used to condemn the race.
Much reluctance was -on over by the success of the Atlanta Conferences
and the quality of the Atlanta University publications under the guidance
75. Competitor. Vol.1 (Feb.1920p.A.
76. K.Miller, Out flC &fe» tela fi£ b VtiM* (*•» Torkl1914)» >.58.
77. Cleveland Gazette. May 13,1905, P.2.
78. R. .ones, 'Proving Blacks Inferior, 1870-1930' ol"ok t'orld. Vol. XX
(1971), o.ll.
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of W.S.ii. Dubois. While critics objected to the intermingling
of fact and theories in the monographs, for the raci al pro Mg snda
99.
could be rather blatant, " vhen what they actus ly look issue with
van the deaonstration of ulaok achievement. buoois confessed that
the idea of holding general meetings to discuss the conditions of
blanks was not new, and in fact went oaofc to the 18th century in the
meetings of the free <>frioen societi a in 'biledelThis, hew York ttnd
Key Tort# which were continued in a series of national contentions
deginnin*; xn 1331 and i;oing bp to the turn of the century, the
Atlant Conference when it aet, discussed a theme on uhlan it had a
body of fresh, accurate data, hopefully the oeat obtain*ole. The7
started out iiaited to city ^robieas, in contrast to the Tuskagee
Conferences, but soon oeo.-aae comprehensive. The alas were to gather
information before building up race ride, to anke the inquiry
sractic 1 and helpful, and to induce the people to apply the remedies
80.
suggested to the evils which retarded their progress. The Atlanta
University Confe encee were part of oudoia' atieepte to for ul,ta co¬
herent sociological methods; he was trying to find a relia le eenns of
observation end measurement, and some enlightening way of ays ematiaing
and orr.ngln the taasu of accuaui.ted arterial. Looking at {society
rather then human action, sociologists were aainly trying o aseer ain
hov much of n&turax law there was in human conduct. The ork of the
next fifty e rs was seen as the bringing together of theory and practice,
.iy reason of colour prejudice and colour, Dubois saw his group as isolated,
out by reason of inoenti & to oh n ,*e, vhioh olvxn as wore ranid and
79. .'cli^x :ul ..jionce quarterly. Vol.l9j (190*), pp.699- 01 |?C2-3
3d. V.S.il. ubois, "The Atlanta University Conferences,' Charitiee.
Vol.10 (1903), po.435-9-
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kaleidoscopic, and by reason of their -peculiar environment,
the action and reaction of sooiolo ;ioai forces within the olaok
eom&unitv could e measured easily. The study of the American Negro
was ooth to ©nil hten science and inspire philanthropy, for the i,:~
;'V]
nor nee of be race about itself was astounding."
uooia later admitted that no-one read his magnum opus on
i^hiladelnhia Hevro althou h all treated it with respect, which con¬
soled him. It was as complete as could ue, given defective facte
and statistics, limited resources and no assistance. He consitared
that rather than his oooks or even his vork with the N.A.A.C.P. his
fit.
real life work had -can done ■. t Atlanta University. Baring predicted
that "The problem of the twentieth century is the oroblea of the
33.
color line," he set >ut to bring scientific -procedures to tear on
the social conditions, «b ch he ori nelly conceived as a problem of
knowledge He later decided that ouch a concept was distorted}
science alone could not settle the matter, without the helo of force.
(This force was not necessarily -physical it ooui . be verbal, ideo¬
logical or non-violent as well as more vigorous wo est.) He saw his
scientific work as the measurement and exploration of chance and
unreason in human action, which did not vie d to thought, but only
chan ©d slowly. ^*He admitted ha concentrated on ifro-Aaerioana in
particular and He roes in general rather than he .anaml plight and
conditions of all humankind, and that had it not ear. for the race
question, he would have subscribed to the social and eoonor.dc order of
SI. W.S.B. 'uBois, 'The Atlanta Conferences,' '-'oloos of thf jlgggg,
Voi.l (1904), ao.85-9.
32. > .&.ii.Duooia, Iforkwater. ?>.2G.
33. W.B.B,Dudo&s, 'The Freedaan's bureau,' ^1- ntlc .ion"frly. Vol.8
(dar. 1901 , p. 354.
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toe day. t was difficult to aeonre nay real or exhaustion
knowledge of the fsots. DaBoia entered the intellectual arena at a
tiae when social thinkera were seeking to lay down aethodo 07 which
1 the not too distant future, social low rnaiog>ua to thveioa-i law
would a discovered. ?i» vork had n utilitarian object in reform
and uoilft, hut he ws n« ertheleea eoaaitted to scientific nocur.ioy. J'
Du-oia felt that abrogation ande the .Hack eoauMinity ocpaole a'' nlaoet
laboratory exueri-.ent, ret at the same tiae he could not oe a o»la,
detached ooeervor while blacks were eing I nched and murdered. Also
his work w«« never really in deatnd in ecide 1c cirolee, atill leas
was it no-wlnr, and -rada-.lly kin role nr. a scientist wea on ulfod hy
his role as a oropa-jandlei, til the tiae Tu-.-ois ma »c'/.n -'-nd reacting
in his scientific world to the ofcngin, social and racial experiences of
bis nersor,a1 life • he used those aspects of the new sociology that,
' to his r*oe, shewed then in *fc-2 .est possible light. Sven during
his aoede; in career he vau caught or. t.ho horns' of 'he rjer*»tttal dileaiaa,
ixstwe-- n scientific truth, <* ran when it was t the detriment of his racial
interest®, or r-cial uplift, e-en >-*hen if- was at the modification of
scientific accuracy.
'■"hile liter tare --.nd sH forraalated the b-eia of - cultural heritage
for the .fro-Aaericen, history was nut to a practic-l u«e ust no social
science was, Beginning in 13P6 with u.ioir ' Hff .?«P"rearion. q{
African S|a a J'rqde. blaoV hietoriana « ere ori-r rilp concerned with
refutln char «« of racial lnfe^iorit-?. )uiol.- and ' oodson lad the trend
86.
which looked to Af~ie»« nn e book —oun ' end scr.et ;n ow a ol 'en pant,
Both we-e aoadraioallv tw in"' »' sou-hi to arnly ri ,or>ur. st^-ndar Jo to
*5. tap. 19:27-9j
86. i'herpe, aii.ck hietori,.Ms (Sew ?orkf197-.y, p. 70.
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,he evaluation of historical data. Sany black scholars used
the revailin . rrogreasi e histo ioal assunotions of tits iay, vhioh
were optimistic, within the frasovork of American values, and in-
tegratiordLst. the anjor emphasis v»a on black achievement within a
rastrieti .♦« society and on black efforts to ond those restric ions,
an aahauia on raducl, nan-revolutionary social change.
For UaBois, the study of history, coincided with the geo-rsolifciOB
of race, but ho lid lay down e fraaavork for the s* udy of block
problems within the U.S. He delineated social problems as the failure
of an organised group to realize its roup ideal#, and the inability of
the Hero to esoapo froa hi# servile caste had turned -he oroolems of
the group into problems of family life. He appreciated that aanv of
the race did not reaoh national social standards i h respeot to
economic condition, entul trainin or social efficienov, and for -his
reason it was imperative to ssoesa and trace the historical develotraetr
of these social ''oroas to ascertain heir future trends, If possible.
For these ourposes, he saw historical stud"-, at tint,ioal investigation,
mnthrooologleel measurement and #oaiolc„;ical interpretation as closely
"18.
interrelate ;.
The amrhaa-ta on -lack achievement held dangers that historicol
studies of the slack race would become over-elitist, but such of the
historical writing In alack periodicals concerned itself with the often
anonymous achieveaerst of he race as a whole. A favourite theme was
the role of lacks in European «nd African history, the fact that blacks
87. i).V„Hoover in cd. *4. Ballard, fee!- .•■iovc.uecta in .ha Study and 1#..chin:
of History (Iondon,1970), pp.39-40.
88. H.Isaacs, 'Dubois and Africa,' Rooe. 7ol.ll (196u;, p. 11.
y.M.B.DuBoia, ' v'he Study of Uepro Proulepfl,' Annals of the. Atori.'.- .ft
As&imME-flt MiUaal aa ftajaJUfrlaMi* voi.xi (is?*'), n%i~ai.
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were a fundamental element not only of the primitive races of
Southern Europe, out of the civilised races of antiquity as veil.
Slack journalists also favoured the historical interpretation that
39.
history could "be said to begin in ancient Egypt." The aim wis basic¬
ally to promote n positive self-image conducive to racial solidarity
and to free the black mind fran the distortions it had internalized
from prejudiced whites. The Colored American Magazine and the Voice
of the tegro. but especially the former, carried articles on African
90.
history and heroes with precisely this intention. Following this lead
and the Chicago droadax tried to show that the blacks to whom
they referred disola-'ed genius in spite of, not because of, their
colour. Ideal examples were Dumas and Pushkin, but the droadax widened
its historical survey to oo er not only the heroes of warfare and the
heralds of wisdom as did the other journals, but to include the literati
as veil. Tracing black literary development back beyond the limits of
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, John Owens and Irene Gaines
cited the Moors in Spain in the 14th and 15th centuries, who were conteap-
ories of the black scholars in Ghana, Housa, Pernu, Lundi and Katsena.
At the sa^e time, Mohammed Xoti and Ahmed baoa flourished in the Sudan,
the predecessors of Abaerrahan es Sadi. They tried to publicise the
history of North and ffest Africa particularto suggest that in the
african homelands there had developed a culture and complex legal,
political and social systems, prior to the Incursions of the predatory
91.
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John Cromwell wrote The I-feiro in meric n History in 1914* to
testify to the courage, perseverance &nd progress of the race in the
92.
U.S., and to oublieise specifically Afro-American heroes. *This was
puolished by the American Negro Academy as part of its avowed programme
of the revelation of a dignified black past.
The uianufactu e, estaolishuent or restoration of a racial cultu e
and hiator*- held pitf lis and dileauaas of which blacks were not unaware.
Alain Locke claimed that an*r racial 1 istorical society was the expression
of a practical, avowed duty towards a corporate racial past, one in
which the Negro had specific and special rrobless. He could avoid his
historical dilemma, by forgetting or repudiating the ®st if it seemed
wise. On the other hand, the desire to preserve the nast committed
blacks to a racial consciousness, requiring the development of a sense
of corporate interests and destiny. The American Negro stood between
two heritages, one lost, the other not fully acquired; the fomer
without definite U3e, the latte* without permanent satisfaction, With
intuitive foresight, Locke forecast that in the future the blac'-s might
be as anxious to take advantage of this as they were in his day to
escape from it. Intellectual and spiritual problems had different
origins from the social, oolitical or econosaic issues, and vould likely
require different solutions. He believed that no oeoole could claim
"civilization" until It had cultivated its own land, tradition and
culture, but he realized that birth gave the Afro-American a claim to a
civilization and heritage of ideas that ware not his. Thus the cultured
Afro-American could fma himself in the anomalous position of sharing
and participating rn a culture that was his by right of acquisition and
not by right of inheritance. This distinction did not sake the civiliz¬
ation and culture that the blacks claimed any less theirs, but it made it
2. J.W.Cromwell, The I'-iprro in .aerioa History ( Washington,D.0,1914).
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theirs n a different way. dartici o-.tion in an alien culture
justified s certain historic an actual ">ri-!e of la^atlltioft, and would
enable clacks to realise rationally their own positi on, derivation and
allegiance!, » nd to helo build up a tradition worth' of united racial
loyalties# To date, the U^aok's attitude to hta pent had Peon ?ienti»
cental and <&ist -.ken, letting regard for the lsiaediete past blind him to
the react® racial -wart, which stood in need of reco err. Aasriea
herself could not oe »ure of her own cental nationality, for behind the
traditional unifocalilea of Aaerioan life and thoubt were 1 tent racial
traits, the results of cultural amlgaauttion.. Fear that the rtoknowled.*
oent of the birth c'aia to ideas would underline republican clai&a to
free instltuti ns, end fear tbot a sense of race history and tradition
would shift one out of participation in genor 1 history could only <*
indulged by those who understood the trends of a .\erioan institutions#
The resolution of these dilewaaa would supposedly -srovs the coasiolllt?
of culture by adeptlon and the ooasiblltty of a racial suo-oulture not
disrupting the nation, ttiaoke were to eoospt the garden of aeing en
experiment because of the desire to solve their own culta-al probleaui and
93
to convert insidious distinctions into others rations.- and respected#
Look* was basically pleading for « ohanoo to experiment in cultural
pluralism#
it was futile for blocks to deny the effects of cultural amalgamation
on tho development of their faciei. ideologies. is jrevlouslv demonstrated
froa their a riles-i school days, blacks absorbed white values aw) cores,
through white text <x»oks anci equipment. The desABdo of the democracy they
valued could not always to reconciled with the dictate® of grotrc adyar.ee-
94.
nent, ' claoing black# in an unovilng iileaaa, out >ne to which the* re---ted
93. A#looke, 1 he lagro and a heoe Tradition,' :itur;jui; h f
Jan..3,1912, pp#l and d#




within the traditions of .toerioan thought. The Talented Tenth
adopted Providential and justificatory wave of reasoning, searching
for legitime? and a sense of conviction. The? were ooaaitted to
-laeriaanisa, just as were all their fellow countrymen, believing in
a special dispensation for all thin ;s Aasrloan. The? were caught uo
in the aaerican addiction to the race for access; to opt out of the
99.
rat-race wis to put oneself outside the American ethos. Individual
naerloan thinkers could be seen to have left their imprint on slack
thought! JSaerson's idea of the intellectual as a m of action inen±~e
the Talc ted Tenth, while Henr-r Grady's ideas for he Kev douth are
often reco nisa1© in the teachings of Booker T. 'aahington, thus
97.
bavin both a positive and a negative effect on alack racial thought.
The white asaerloan racial creed with most iaoaet on dack ^eason-
in was >orhi.>s ooci .•! v-r inim, which s--; the individual as
re rresentnti -e of a uiolo ioal soeoiea whose activities were largely
98.
determined by the character of the species. In 1874, Herbert Spencer
invoked Garvin*a theory of natural selection to support social evolution
and his belief in the rsurvival of the fittest." This social evolution
was a natural, spontaneous process, oeyond the interference of >aan, and
the concept of social Darwinism thus resulted frou the application of -he
99.
biological theory of evolution to soolety. As Social Darwinists used
their ar uraents to suit their own end; , so did the clacks. Reversing
95. S.lons, "Wwlifkl M'} -gflfcU lOPBhlit- Iff ,9Ta9g. (London,1970), pp.1-5.
96. L.Hart2, Tfe..Llog,;;;ril YralAUbfc In jm&EU (®«v York,1951), ->.221
97. R.B.Kixon, Uaorv I.', radv. (hew York, 943), op.349-9.
98. M.Benton, lacv el tivnu. (London, 1967), p.303.
99. s.o.Pfl e, 3ai$*lJtataa~aELlte teiaW,
Xaoiicvtions ■ Howard,1948;, pn.1-10.
the arguments which claimed blacks were inferior because they
were unfit, E.E. Cooper suggested that the race question should in fact
oe solved by the survival of the fittest, in an open society, for if
left alone, society could oe trusted to distrioute itself. Colour,
creed, race and language would all be swallowed up in the eternal force
of personal and individual affinity, for legislation and custom built
artificial walls that tottered with the breach of reason. Obedience to
the natural law would do away with the friction and worries of raoial
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separation which made American life unhappy. This was not so much
idealistic as naive, for it sug ested that the vested interests of the
oopressor voluntarily dissolve themselves to test if the supxjsedly
inferior races could compete.
To compete for survival among the fittest, the clack had first to
prove that he did belong to the genus, Man. blacks pinned their hope3
on the oelief that customs adjust themselves to suit conditions, and if
the condition of the black was such as to demand resoect and recognition
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no social laws could prevent privileges being accor ded to him.
Darwinism had an impact on theological thinking as well. Nevertheless,
the lives of few Afro-American ministers were reported to be touched by
"this purifying movement," with the result that the intelli ent oortion
of the audiences sometimes laughed at their sermons. However Henry M.
Turner apparently did not share the church's general anathema towards
science. Adootin the Doctrine of Evolution, he is reported to ha e
said:-
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"A God able to evolve Newton from a tadaole is God enough for me."
100. Colored American. Dec.6,1902, p.8.
Jtlexan ier* s ..a- aAne, Vol. 11 (1906), p. 19-
New "ork e. May,17,19u6, p.2.
Jti+1 •
The uifioka were reversing the arguments if their opo-essors and
turoia: the., towards their own en is, with the caveat that the fittest
aught to ue given the chance to survive. This was really a contradiction
in terns, for Social Darwinian assumed that the aoet aula would automati¬
on lly ani inevitably rise to the top. jy this proviso blaoka hoped to
exempt themselves for a strict definition of "the fittest" j olao M had
to succeed in aocletv as it was, not as they would have liked it to have
oeen. The general black faith in these loot -inea was dissipate with
World War 1, when doubts were cast on its efficacy.
"War does not result in the survival of the fittest, oat leaves
the unfit to propagate the earth, the 3tron; being sacrificed
in battle."10*•
as Social darwinian had not guaranteed black success, it was a logical
ate > for olacks to assume it therefore could not guarantee th t tha
fittest voul survive Th® equation of "black" with"fittest/' necessitated
a rethink when neither "survive1."
The purpose behind bo many of these Ideological reao .ions was to
augment racial pride. Racial prejudice, which grouped all clacks
together in one lsdistin uishoole nans, led to th® success or failure of
any black in « proposed -venture being re arded as racial success or
failure. Robert H. Terrell considered that he owed his position partly
to his colour, and wished all blacks to know of his activities that they
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aight be inspired. Certain political appointments cane to -e c nni :®red
as black" appointments, Charles v, And®roan desorioed the role of envov
to ISaytii-
lw3. iinut -s, Boston Literary and Historical Associ ation, Jan.25,1915,
W.M.T, rtas. B.C.
104. P.,K.Terrell to J.S.Jruce, dar.29,1396. itea, Schcnourj.
34s*.
"The colored oeople of the country look uoon the mission
to Hayti about as the white people regard the mission to
the Court of St. James. The American minister to Hayti is
taore than the representative of our government. He i.3, in
a very specific way, the representative of the largest
collection of them just as the Ambassador to England is not
only his government's representative, but the Envoy from
one branch of the Anglo-Saxon race to the other.'105.
Equally, individual shortcomings were often pictured as racial dis¬
asters, for example the Negro Pavillion at the Jamestown Exoositionj-
"Mr. Jackson's failure is also a race failure, 3ince the affair
was nrojected in the name of the race, standing for fifty «ars
of progress since freedom."106,
Another irritant to blacks was the spelling of 'Negro* without a
capital 'N', a frequent feature in periodicals or books, printed by
whites even when authored by blacks. But olacks could sometimes oe
careless themselves. Smmett Scott in 2904 requested of Moton that he
ensure that Hampton used a capital *N' in its publications, as it was
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of vital importance to racial self-resoect. The radicals of Niagara
and the press, particularly the New York Agg, campaigned for this
symbolic insignia, and even Booker T. Washington albeit in a gentler
vein, reprimanded Ray Stannard Baker for his use of the small 'n' in
Fpliy^ipg tfce Cptor *41^-
"I believe Negro should be capitalized as much as Indian,
Filiolno, or any other race verities....Self-respecting Negroes
who are not ashamed of the term Negro, are always much
disappointed when they fine! themselves treated as a common noun,
instead of as a race variety carrying capital letters in oublic-
ati ns, just as others of our citizenship."108.
In addition to such incentives as the Soing;rn medal and the work
in the interests of racial solidarity of many of the racial organizati ns,
105. C.W.An erson to B.T.Washington, May 24,1909. B.T.W. Msa L.C.
106. Indianaoolls Freeman. July 31,1915. Clipping, B.T.W. Msa. L.C.
107. E.J.Scott to R.R.Moton, June 8,1904. Personal an : C ;nfidential
B.T.W. Mss. L.C.
108. B.T.Washington to R.S.Baker, Feb.1,1907. R.S.B. Mss. L.C.
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as early aa 1908 blacks were aoing exhorted to ooy Negro dolls
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for heir children. Even while opx>sin segregation, attempts i*er«
aad-3 son like ulola to oonei or separate t'ni 'oraltisa, "not as an
w 110
unfortunote necessity, cot as o wonderful privilege. * * Xjdois was coming
\t
to advocate not pride of biologies 1 Msoe, out pride in a cultural jrottp
!1 111
integrated and expanded by developed ideas. *
One prerequiei o in enhancing r cial ori !e rand self-resmeet waa
social uplift oaf! social work - the need to ameliorate coalitions so as
to ive the race little of vhich to be ashamed. The eobry of racial
advance was often retold - the re motion of illiteracy, the aabllcation
of 5i0 books and 300 newspapers, the growth of the professions, the
build-a., of schools, churches, ferae and homes, thi development of
business and co .aercial enterprises in >fae face of frightful hostility. ll *
hut such achievementa only depicted the rlae of th« middle ol«o -e», who
could no really sucoead unleaa they elevated the un er-yrivileged o*
the race with then. Race pride necessitated a situation where the in¬
dividual o uld take pride in -the iftola race, not merely the oonacicuoos
few. rlae'8 ociieved that the development of race pride in theasel ea
113.
would induce he respect of other races, "and s ma aooaLalnod that it
waa the .lack of this that led to the belittling and tearing town by
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blacks of any coshers of the race who appeared to be eakln good.
Social workers incorpo 'ated olack o.rl<ie Into their work, enoonraglB r self-
help and attesting as much aa oosalole to cake ho raoo "independent of
109. haw York /. e. Uot.8,I9m8, p.4.
110. Speech, dec. "0,1894. roderick'a Notes, 3ohcnbarg.
111. Soeach, Aug.12,1948. ••L.C., Shoaour,;.
112. Soeeoh, G.K. hiie in the Souse of apresent*tivas, Jan 21,1901.
113. T.H.C r or, Make the Sacs "Niggar" Honorable,' ■>lande-'g H&E*^ina•
Vol.1,(1905), p.7.
i-U. tattmBftUa .;«aaa»» Feb.20,1897, 0.4.
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alas." Not until 1919 did social work in the South take on a
coherent structure. Until then most churches had n Social Service
Department; "after collection" and during his onatoral visits the
following week, the minister would divide the amount among the
shut-ina or those on the alok lis*." Hot until the Urban Lea ue came
to Atlanta,the Gateway to the South, was a new conception of social
» 116.work oorn.
Social unlift, like social work, centred on self-help, «nd the
idea that the elevation of the race must, ooae from within, not
i-17.
without. " "Some advocate , like Fannie iarrier Williams, preferred to
describe social uplift projects as questions of social betterment, and
ns.
not of social equality, to appease anv white oooosi ton. Social uo»
lift included social work, but vn3 a wider concent. The Frederick
Dou laaa Center in Chicago denied it was a settlement or that it was
trying to do settlement work. Rather it aaaired to generate influences
heloful to cordial relations be' ween the races, removing the disabilities
from which blacks suffered, enoouregin opportunity for bo h races, and
119.
establishing a "centre of friendly helpfulness." The movement was
mostly ethical and spiritual, with unspecified end amorahoua aims,
iiocial uolift in fact was often as much concerned with ao *al betterment
as with ohvsioal achieve..ent, encompassing everything from the maintenance
115» E.K.Jones, 'wocisl Work Among Negroes,1 doaaen/er. Vol.1 (1917)
p. 26.
. oait^ur^ >f au'.31,IS95, %2.
113. ;olce of the he ro. Vol.1 (1904), ">.601.
119. Voice of the Nerro. Vol.Ill-(1906), p.502.
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of homes for delinquent girls to "the cultivation of a
191
higher taste for things cleanly and beautiful around the house."
The concept of Social Uplift, althou ;h va ue and ill-defined
received a good deal of space in Crisis. Here it included anything
that either enhanced black self-respect or improved the eneral
living conditions of the race - for example, oageants end expositions
on the one hand, and the -provision of orphanages, youth clubs or the
decline of the infant mortality rate on the other. It chronicled and
encouraged the achievement of grouos or institutions, providing a much
needed anti-dote to the depressing revelations of the majority of black
experiences. It was, however, in itself a profound comment on the
innate tragedy of the Afro-American situation, for such seemingly
oathetic trivia to require such a tremendous effort and to oe deemed
worthy of nation-wide publicity.
The interpretation of the Afro-American experience by the Talented
Tenth really took place on three levels - a definition for the .selves,
an explanation to the rest of the race, and an answer to the white world.
In dealing with the white media, blacks were limited by the sentiments of
their white editors and publishers; they could only present their case
within certain well-defined limits, namely what were considered the
prejudices and predisoositions of their audience. The Talented Tenth had
also to explain white attitudes to their race, and as i-jell as acting as
inter-racial mediators, attempt to improve the socio-economic conditions
of the race so as to soften white prejudice, while providing the substance
for augmenting racial self-respect. Their greatest difficulties came in
trving to assess the place of race in their philosophy. The search for
120. New vork Age. July 25,1912,p.4.
121. Pittsburgh Courier, t^ay 18,1912,p.A.
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and debate abxtt the desirability of distinctively slack
aesthetic standards was far froa resolved by 1919, vet a -earning for
a black literature, history and ideology was increasingly a mrent.
Soae of the Talented Tenth wore as afraid of intellectual segregation
as the? were of ohveioal separation, -set others, to whoa the need for
"blackness" was more osyehologioal or ©actional than intellectual,
felt that the growing awareness of tilings "blaok" could be a aajor
factor in the new racial asaertlveness of the oost war yearn.
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The central problem in discussing the Talented Tenth is one
of definition, for when W.A.d. Dubois first used the bhrase, he wns
postulating an altruistic elite who would use their privileges for the
general racial ood. He was not describing the atvie or structure of a
leadership class. Yet his words vera eagerly receive I by the educated
few, for in his concept of a Talented Tenth they found an identity.
"Leadership" in the Afro-American community accrued to anyone with
educational, social or economic privileges, whether they sought it or
not. The Talented Tenth had little option out to fulfil the leadership
role expected of then}, vet they assumed a "noolesse obli e attitude,
implying that the nature and ualities ofleadership were self-evident,
and that thev were inevitaoly the best suited in the race to lead it. It
was also taken for granted that the race was in need of leadership,
which was in itself an implicit recognition of the oppression the race
endured, although the Talented Tenth assumed chat it should lead, it had
no clear directional focus. Accepting the prevailing American value
structure, the various leadership faoti n« strove to achieve full accept¬
ance and participation in American national life. This proved to be a
crucial determinant of both their leadership atvie and goa~ selection.
Not all of those who might oe included in the Talented Tenth by the
enumeration of criteria like education, income, family background, social
class, li 'e-stvle, colour and morality necessarily opted "to lead," but
oy the very fact of their social status thoy were often classified as
leaders. As well as the external, objective characteristics of the
group, several suojecti-e attitudes were critical, am ng which were the
feeling of racial duty and of belonging to a privileged group whose
advantages were at the disposal of the r^ce. At best only one hundredth,
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never one tes.th, of the race could have ualifted for the Talented
Tenth, 'ret this was narrowed still further to those who felt that they
belonged and vers recognise I as oelonginp. The Talented Tenth had no
organization specifically its own, no:- did It ha a any formal structure}
its cohesion and identity rested on its own self-confidence and the con¬
viction of its members of their mission.
ven ore difficult to delimit than the Talented Tenth itself was
its leadership role. "Leadership" usually nrerupposps that there is a
following, out in this case the whole race was classified as the follow¬
ing, even those who did not wish to we led The Talented Tenth operated
from a position of weakness, not strength; imnotent in the white world,
ooaeti' ss marginal in the blao , they had constantly to re-establish
their contacts ith their people. Often their lo ..dsrehip role was a
self-do.egate one: setting themselves up as spokesmen and intermediaries
they spoke for ix. race vithouo consulting it, 'teeping it informed of
their activities "-nd interpreting events in the white w rid, without
referring uaok to the masx*b of the r ce for their consent and approval,
the latter vns take for granted. They did make conscious and repeated
effort to exploit fully the available media of coaaunic tion, out in
the case of a spoken address an audience was limited by physical con¬
siderations, while the written word re cbei on v the literate nd he
interested. Tbe-r also used the black opeaa to cosattnicate among them¬
selves, nd to encourage thers to astLr© to their ranks.
The actl Itioa of he Talented Tenth were circumsariood by their
environment, limitin ■ their leadership roia to one that was iriaarily
inspirational and exemplary: they saw themselves ao livin proof that
olecka could succeed in America. At the s '.tae time they an, aged in a
ran e of practical • ork, which -hey described rather loosely as "leader¬
ship." This work included giving evidence to congressional committees,
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agitation, educational vork, social vork, social uolift and
political activities. Leadership could be active or svmbolio j some
leaders were acclaimed on account of their concrete achievements on
behalf of the race, while others vera designated "leaders" because
of their eminence and prestige, no matter how little they participated
in public or racial affairs. Leaders were often spokesmen or orators:
only in general terms did thev encourage the race to action. The7
desorioed general aims and desirable goals for a racial and n tional
future: they only rarely came up with solutions to the race's problems,
and then usually only at a local level.
Leadership had two facets, inter- and int -a-racial, wh ch were
often, but not always coincident in the same person or group. Intra-
racial leadership as conducted by the Talented Tenth co.orised the
informing and the educating of the race on social »nd political issues,
and practical works. The former was mainly carried out through the
black communications edia and the black organizations. Prior to the
U.N.I.A., none f the latter had a mass or even a large membership:
their primary function was to provide a platform and oublicitr for
their officers, while cringing the Talented Tenth together so that it
might better organize itself. Inter-racial work was of a more delicate
nature, for it involved cooing with the whole soectrmn of white racial
attitudes. Intellectual status did not immunize the Talented Tenth
from white cracker prejudice, nor did it give them freedom of manoeuvre
in the white liberal or intellectual worlds. Indebted to white
Philanthropists, fre.jaentlv for their education and occasionally for
the financial support of "clack" enterprises, the Talented Tenth were
not really accepted on e^ual terms, even by the white liberals. The
most significant and durable of the inter-racial contacts took place
within an organizational framework. Here the white lioerals, often
risking social opprobrium, undertook to assist in *black solD-helo."
This was of course a contradiction in terms, an inherent weakness
whioh led to much misunderstanding, blocks could not oe as outs ooken
as in their intra-raoisl organisations, and thev susoected these whites
of trying to direct and control black development. The Talented Tenth
faced a recurring dilemma, oetween whether to accept white halo, reducing
their rea&ul autonomy vet anticipating at least limited success, or to
preserve racial integrity, riskin isolation and no progress.
The Talented Tenth use ! their literarv and analytical talents to
examine the clack nredieaaent. As much as the leaders of the race, the
Talented Tenth became its defenders, trying to oroject a favourable
racial image in the white press and -.resent a positive self-image in
.lack literature. Their outlook on both domestic and international
issues was, to quote V.id.d,Dubois, "'provincial in thou ht and dream.*
Seeing everything from -Use oerspective of blacks in a white world, the
issues on the hose front selects i for discussion were those that were of
immediate racial significance, hile foreign affairs war© interpreted as
an extension of the colour oroolea.
The Talented Tenth were never unanimous on any one issue j they were
not obli ed to be by their definition of themselves, and they had no
single socio-economic creed. They did share a naive relief that 'eason
would eventually overcome the irrationality of orejudice, and taany used
raee as a peychie orutoh. Instead of analysing aocio-aconoalc fundamentals,
many of the Talented Tenth seized on colour as the reason for their plight,
and thus avoided answering oo3aioly unpleasant questions. A. Tailio
Randsip.. and Chandler owen resisted this t-end, trying to bring a
socialist analysis to bear on the situation? although there is no question
as to their talent, they consciously disassociated themselves from
the Talented Tenth, which they ooncelved as bourgeois and reactionary.
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Another reason for the absence of ideological unity was the
espousal of the oreads of individualism and democracy. dy advocating
freedom of speech the Talented Tenth encouraged ideological dffuoion,
and by believing in -he individual's ultimate responsibility for his
own status, the Talented Tenth weakened group unity. This Joes not
aeon that the Talented Tenth did not share man? generalised views, aius
and conceptsj but their cohesion as a group steoaed froa their sense of
elitism, noblesse oblige and mission, not froa organizational unity or
philosophical unanimity.
tor were the Talented Tenth the only aonirants to bleak leadership.
At least- prior to 19u9, booker T. Washington wn» oo iOidered the dactinst-
ing influence in Afro-Anerloa, ooorntin at both the intra- and inter¬
racial levels. To a certain extent the Talented Tenth had to anrwer
white prejudice qnd challenge the Tuekegee ideas before they coui
conquer new fields of thou ht and action, yet while thoy vera initially
on the defensive froa both sides, Washington was diverting enough
attention froa the Talented Tenth so that their radio ; Ilam did not seea
to threaten established white society, In the mm way that their store
militant position enhanced Washington's aeooptsoil •• tv. The irony of
the situation is that both Tuskegea and the U.A.A.C.P. in its early
••ears were financed by white atonev. Two white ideologies, the natrons
end the raturnulints, were lookin for different wnva of controlling
bleak development, with the result that neither of the sajor olaok
leadership groups before 1919 could produce a "truly ol><ak' ideology.
The many and v trioua leadership groups Illustrate the fragmentary
nature of ore-War olaok leaderships any group could only function aa far
as white society would tolerate, and as long as the American Ideals
were not violently challenged.
The Talented Ter.th could not e aaid to have "failed," for this
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presumes they lid cot accomplish feasible objectives. They did
take many etrides forward, out they could not overaoae the monster
prejudice. No amount of small, disjointed improvements in olack
conditions could change a national way of thoujht, leaving the
Talented Tenth in the aaoiguous position of trying to rectify the
a ..orphans by the concrete. Jesnite each achievement, the final goal
seemed no closer. Apparently doomed to frustration, by World War I
the Talented Tenth were ready to reappraise their traditional ways
of thought and .odes of action.
APP^EjX I
Prominent ATro-Americans
Adams. Cyrus field. Editor and publisher of the Appeal /St.Paul and
ChlcagQ/. Assistant Registrar of the Treasury. Transportation
Agent, N.N.B.L., 1904. Linguist and philatelist.
Anderson. Charles A. Member of Republican State Committee. Super¬
visor of Accounts of the States Racing Association, Sew York, then
appointed Collector of Internal Revenue for State of New York (1905).
Alexander. Charles. Editor, Boston Colored Citizen and Alexander* 3
Magazine.
Arnett. Benjamin W. Became bishop in 1888. Author and lecturer.
Barber. J. Rax. Editor, Voice of the negro. Prominent radical, later
socialist. Assistant editor, Die Crisis.
Barnett. Ferdinand L. Prosecuting Attorney for Cook County, Chicago
(1897)• Married Ida B. ells Founder, Chicago Conservator.
Bentley. Charles B. Chicago dentist. Participated in several radical
organizations.
Bowen. J. .£. Snr. Ph.D. at Boston University, 1882. President,
Gammon Theological Seminary. Prominent in Methodist Episcopal
Church. cfoint editor of The Voice of the Negro.
Draithewaite. illia-r; Stanley. Freelance literary critic and lyric poet.
Discouraged specifically "black" literature, and contributed to
white publications.
Drawley. Benjamin Griffith. Son of college president. Professor at
fbward and Morehouse Universities. "ocial historian and literary
critic.
Brown. Charlotte Hawkins. Founder, Palmer Memorial Institute. Vice-
President, N.A.C.W.
Bruce. John dward (alias Bruce Grit). Newspaper correspondent for both
black and white newspaper's. Joint founder of Negro Society for
Historical Research. Joined U.N,I.A.
Bruce. Koscoe Conklln. Son of Senator Bruce. Phi Beta Kappa from
Harvard. Assistant Superintendent for Schools, ashington, D.C.
Manager, Dunbar Apartments, N.Y.
Bulkley. . in i L. New York school principal.
Burroughs. Nannie. Assistant editor of journal of National Baptist Con¬
vention. Organized Women*s Industrial Club, to give training to
working girls. 1900, Secretary omen's Auxiliary, National Colored
Baptist Convention. Prolific columinist in black press , an activist
in race organizations. Founder of National Training School for
Girls.
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Campbell. Thomas bnroe. Teacher at Tuskegee Institute given respon¬
sibility for agricultural extension service.
Cardozo. Francis Louis. Supervising Principal in the Coloured Schools
of the District ofColumbia. President of Bethel Literary.
Carver. George Washington. Bom in slavery. Scientist of inter¬
racial interpretation. Teacher at Tuskegee Institute.
Chase. . Calvin. editor, ashing ton Bee.
Cheatham. Henry P. Recorder of Deeds. limber of Congress, 1891-93.
Chiles. Kick. editor, Topeka Plaindealer.
Church, Robert h. Largest real estate dealer in the South. Treasurer
of the Congo League.
Clifford. Mrs. Carrie Williams. Three times President of Ohio
Federation ox" Colored Women's Clubs.
Clinton. George Bishop, A.M.5. 2ion Church. National Organizer,
N.A.A.C. Editor, Star of Zioa until 1892. President of Atkinson
College.
Corrothers. James D. Clergyman and poet.
Cooper. Edward Elder. established Indianapolis Freeman in 1888, then
moved to Washington, D.C. to edit the Colored American, which failed
in 1904.
Councill. ; 1111am Hooper. Principal, 3tate normal school at Huntsville,
Alabama.
Crummell. Alexander. dueated at Cambridge. Spent 20 years in Liberia.
Returned to U.S. to become rector of St.Luke's Church, Washington,
B.C. Founded A.N.A. in 1897.
Dancy. Jahn C. Editor, A.M.E. Cion Quarterly. Collector of Customs
at Wilmington, S.C. then Recorder of Deeds 1901-10.
Davis. -'Irs. L.A. National Organizer, N.A.C.W., 1904.
L'ufois. illiam Edward Burghardt. Educator and author. Secretary of
Niagara Movement. Editor, Moon. Horizon. Crisis.
flipper. Henry 0. Coloured graduate of Vest Point.
Forbes. George Wf Co-editor of Boston Guardian. Librarian in Boston
Public Library.
ortune, Timochy Thomas. Editor, New York Rumor. Globe, "reeman and Age.
Founder, N.A.A.L. and President, N.A.A.C.
Grant. Abraham. Bishop in A.M.E. Church.
Greener. Richard T. Lawyer. Consul at Vladivostok until 1906.
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Grirnke^ Archibald Henry. Lawyer. President, Washington, D.C. branch
of N.A.A.C.P. President, Massachusettes Suffrage League.
Orimki-M Francis James, Pastor, Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church in
Washington, D.C.
Hi11r Leslie Pinckney. Principal Cheyney Institute and Manassas School.
Hilver. Andrew F. Civic leader and clubman, Washington, D.C.
llolsey. Albon L. Secretary, N.N.B.L. Assistant to S.J. Scott.
Holtzclaw, ...1U Principal, Utica Institute, Mississippi.
Hope, John. President, Atlanta Baptist College and Morehouse .Member,
Niagara Movement and N.A.A.C.P.
Howard. Perry. Republican official in Mississippi, became lawyer in
Washington, D.C.
Jackson. Giles B. Undertook legal fight against Jim Crow Law in
Virginia, 1901. Organized Jamestown Exhibit.
Jackson. George A. President, Bethel Literary.
Johnson. James 'eldon. Educated Atlanta University. Song-writer and
librettist. Writer and poet. Consul to Venezuala and Nicaragua.
Field Secretary, N.A.A.C.P., 1916.
Janes. Lawrence Clifton. Founder of school at Piney oods.
Keeling. Hi-;htower T. Editor, A.M.jj.Church Review (1896-1912).
Knox. Georee L. Editor, Indianapolis Freeman. Owner of two barber
shops.
I^nev. Lucv. Founder, Haines Normal Institute, Atlanta, Ga.
Lee. Benjamin F. Bishop, Executive Head of A.M.E. Church.
Lewis. v;illiBoston lawyer. Played football for Harvard.
Cambridge City Councilman. Assistant Attorney General of U.S.
Lyon. Ernest. Minister to Monrovia, Liberia, 1903.
Lyons. Judson W. Registrar, U.S. Treasury.
McGhee. Frederick L. Catholic lawyer of St. Paul, Minnesota. Member
N.A.A.C. and Niagara Mbvement.
McKinlcy. Iiitefield. Real estate dealer. B.T.Washington's most
loyal supporter in the national capital.
Miller. Kelly. Dean and professor of mathematics at Howard.
Mitchell. John. Editor, Siichmond Planet. President, Mechanics Savings
Bank. President Afro-American Pres3 Association. First coloured
member, American Banker's Association. Member Common Council and
Board of Aldermen of Richmond.
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bntgorrery. Isaiah I. Receiver of Public Monies, Jackson, Miss.
Mayor of "bund Bayou, Miss. Active in N.N.B.L.
Moore. Fred. Editor, New York Age.
Moton. Robert Russa. Commandant of Cadets, Hampton Institute„Founder,
N.O.S.Va. Principal, Tuskegee Institute.
Morris. .Edward H. Attorney-at-law. Member of Illinois legislative.
Grand Master, Grand United Older of Odd Fellows.
Mbrray. Daniel. Assistant Librarian, Library of Congress. Vice-
President, Pen and Pencil Club.
Murray. Freeman II.M. Washington, D.C. printer. Member, Niagara Move¬
ment and N.A.A.C.P.
Nail. <fohn. New York Real Estate Agent.
Napier. James Carroll. Lawyer, banker, politician in Nashville, Tenn.
Owen, Chandler. Socialist, joint editor of the Messenger.
Pavton. Philip A. New York Real Estate Agent.
Pickens, illiam. President, Talladega College. Dean, Morgan College.
Field Secretary, N.A.A.C.P.
Pinchback. Acting Governor of Louisiana during Reconstruction.
Republican politician.
Randolph. Asa Philip. Socialist, co-editor of the Messenger. Labour
leader and Secretary, Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters.
Ransom. Reverdy C. Radical orator. .Member Constitution League and
Niagara Movement. Editor, A.K.C. Church Review after 1912.
Ruffin. Mrs. Josephine St.Pierre. President New Era Club, and editor
of The .-omen's Era. Convened First National Conference of Colored
Women, in Boston, 1895. Vice-President, N.A.C.W.
Scarborough. . ,S. President of ilberforce. Linguist.
Scott, liitroett J. Secretary to Booker T..ashington, Special Assistant
to Secretary for War.
Smith. Harry C, Member of Ohio legislature and patron of the Anti-
Lynching Bill of 1896. Editor, Cleveland Gazette. Deputy State
oil inspector. Musician.
Smith. Reuben. Washington, D.C. Attorney.
Smith. »ilford H. New York attorney. Argued case of Jackson 21.Giles
vs. The Board of Registrars, Montgomery County, Alabama. ^Suffrage
Case7•
Tanner. Ben.iamin T. Bishop and scholar, A.M.E. Church. Editor,
Christian Recorder 1868-84.
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Terrell. Mary Church. First black woman appointed to Washington,
D.C. Board of Education. First President, M.A.C.W. Represen¬
ted black women at European Conferences. Member N.A.A.C.P.,
lecturer and writer.
Terrell. Robert Herberton. Municipal judge, Washington, D.C.
Thompson. R.V.. Newspaper correspondent. Headed National Negro
Press Bureau in Washington, D.C.
Towns. George A. Faculty member. Atlanta University.
Trotter. William Monroe. Editor, Boston Guardian. Radical, member
of Niagara Movement and Boston Literary. Founder, Suffrage
Leagues.
Turner. Henry McNeil. Senior bishop, A.M.E. Church. Editor, Voice
of Missions. dvocate of African colonisation.
Tvler. Ralnh. Part-time journalist. Auditor to the Navy
Department.
aldron. J. Milton. Radical Baptist Minister, from Jacksonville, Fla.
Member of Niagara Movement. Socialist. Later moved to
Washington, D.C., where he served a3 chairman of the local
branch, N.A.A.C.P.
waiters. Alexander. A.M.E. Zion bishop. Chairman, N.A.A.C.
Walton. Lester A. Journalist with New York Age. Also wrote for
white papers.
Washington. Booker T. Founder and principal, Tuskeges Institute,Ala.
Founder, N.N.B.L.
Washington. . 'srgarot Murray. Lady Principal, Tuskegee Institute.
President, Tuskegee Women's Club. President, Afro-American
Federation of Colored vomen, 'which merged into N.A.C.W. in 1896.
President N.A.C.W. and editor of Association Notes. President
N.F.C.W.C. Organized reform school at Mt. Meigs, Ala. and another
for delinquent girls.
wells-Bamett. Ida B. Wrote under pen-name "Iola". 'Owner of
Memphis Free Speech. Crusader against lynching by lecturing,
writing and organizing. Toured. Great Britain 1893 and 1894.
Member, N.A.A.C. Organized Negro Fellowship League, 1908.
Wetmore. J. Douglas. Attorney, Jacksonville,Fla. Member of City
Council. Admitted to Bar of U.S. Supreme Court, 1902.
.illlams. Fannie Barrier. First black woman admitted to Women's
Club of Chicago and to Chicago Library Board. Helped organize
the first training school for black nurses in Chicago, and
worked with the Phillis Wheatley Home Association.
Williams. Daniel Hale. Physician. Pioneer in radical heart
surgery. Prominent in establishment of Provident Hospital.
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Williams. S. Laing. Washington's closest ally in Chicago.
Assistant federal district attorney. Active in N.N.B.L.
Williams, .jjlliam Taylor Burwell. Field Agent, Hampton Institute
(1901-1919), "later Fund (1906-1922) and Jeanes Fund (1910-1927).
Field director, Southern Education Board (1902-1904). Assistant
Supervisor, Vocational Training for Colored Schools (1916).
Wilson. Butler. Boston attorney. Member, Niagara Movement and
N.A.A.C.P.
hite. George H. Last race member of Congress before 1930's. Lawyer.
Wright, iiichard Robert. Jnr. Editor, A.M. a. Christian Recorder.
Bishop. President of Wilberforce.
Yates. Mrs. Josephine Silone. Vice President, later president,
N.A.C.W.
Young. Charles. Graduate of West Point. Colonel, U.S. Army.
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APPENDIX II
Distribution of black graduates 191V1919.




A. and M.,Florida. 3 11 10 7 7





Arkansas Baptist College 5 1 7 5 3
Atlanta University 10 9 7 9 17 11
Benedict College 7 13 14 10 13 10
Bennett 5 1 1
Biddle 26 26 34 39 18
Bishop 3 9 11 14
Central Texas 2 12
Claflin 2 2
Clark 1 11 4
Fisk 37 25 32 27 28
Gammon Theological Seminary 14 5 1
Georgia State 4 18 6
Greensboro 2 9 7 6
Hartshorn 1 ID 14 1
Howard 68 156 184 157 185 90
Knoxville 3 4 6 6 7 9
Lane 4 2 2
Langston 4 12




Morehouse 6 20 9 10 9 3
Morgan 2 11 11 4
Morris Brown 2 4 4 5 3 4
New Orleans 6 1 3 8
Paine 3 3 1
Philander Smith 7 11 9 8 11
Soger Williams 1 8 2
Bust 1 1 3 1
Sam Houston 3 5 7
Shaw 2 7 7 2
Shorter 2 11
Smith (G.R.) 2 6
Spelman 5 4 3 1 10 2
Straight 2 5 1 7 1
Talladega 5 12 10 10 16
Toogaloo 3 20
Virginia Seminary 11 5 3
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Alma 'later 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919
Virginia Union 8 10 9 19 7 5
Walden 9
Wilberforce 3 16 10 16 12 22




Amherst 1 1 1
Antioch College 1 2
Armour Institute of Technology 1
Bates 1 1 1
Boston 3
Bowdoin 1
Brown 1 1 1
Butler 2
Carnegie Institute 1
Case 1 1 1
Chicago 1 2 5 4 1
City College of New York 1 3 1
Clark 3 3 1
Colby 1
Colgate 1 1 1







Columbia 3 2 1
Cornell 3 1 4
Creighton 1
Dartmouth 4 2 2 1
Denison 4
Des Moines 1 JL
Detroit College of Medicine 1
Detroit Institute of Technology 3
Dickorson 1
Drake 1
Drew Theological Seminary 2
12Harvard 5 4 2 2 2
Hillsdale 1 1 2 2 2
Hunter 1 4
Iowa State College of Agriculture 1
Iowa State Teachers' College 2 J 2
Iowa Viesleyan 2
Indiana State Normal 1







Alma Mater 1914 1915 1916 1917 1913 1919
Miami 1
Michigan Agricultural College 1 1
MUli-cen 1
Mount Holyoke 1
Music Conservatory, St.Paul 1
New York University 1 1 2 3 1 1
North Western 3 1 4 7
Oberlin 7 4 10 5 3
3Ohio State 10 3
Oskaloosa 1
Penn State College 1
Pratt 1
Purdue 1 2
Radcliffe 1 3 1 2




Smith 1 1 1
Syracuse 1 4 3 2
Temple 10 3 14 13 14
Tufts 3 2 1
University of California 2
University of Cincinnati 3 2 2
University of Colorado 1 2 1
University of Illinois 2 5 2 8
University of Indiana 1 2 2 5 2 2
University of Iowa 6 1
University of Kansas 4 3 6 4 3 6
University of Miehegan 5 6 5 4 2
University of Minnesota 1 1 1
University of Nebraska 1 1 1
University of Ohio 1 1 5 4 5
University of Pennsylvania 2 1
University of Pittsburg 6 2 4 2 2 2
University of Southern
California 1 2 1
University of Washington 1 1




Western Reserve 3 2 1 1
Williams 1
Wheaton College 1
Yale 2 23 3 1 5 2
Source. Crisis (July 1914} July 1915} July 1916} July 1917} July 1913}
July 1919).
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A) The Relationship of the Professions to Other Occupations, for
blacks over the age of 10, in 1890, 1900 and 1910.
Occupational Classification Both sexes
Key. 1890 1900 1910
1. Total 3,073,167 3,992,337 5,192,535
2. Agriculture 1,728,325 2,143,154 2,881,454
3. Professional Service 33,994 47,219 66,246
Percentage 1.09056 1.182% 1.275%
4. Domestic and Personal Service 956,754 1,317,859 1,357,598
5. Trade and Transportation 145,717 208,989 334,422
6. Manufacturing and. Mechanical 208,374 257,116 552,815
Male Female
Key 1890 1900 1910 1890 1900 1910
1. 2,101,379 2,675,497 3,178,554 971,785 1,316,840 2,013,981
2. 1,300,658 1,561,153 1,830,425 427,667 582,001 1,051,030
3. 25,170 31,625 38,077 8,824 15,594 28,169
1.190% 1.182% 1.194% 0.907% 1.185% 1.398%
4. 450,765 635,933 496,101 505,989 681,926 861,497
5. 143,371 204,852 323,046 2,346 4,137 11,376
6. 181,415 241,934 490,906 26,959 33,182 61,909
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B) ELacks over 10 years of age In professional occupations,






Actors,professional showmen 1,490 2,020 3,088
2. Architects,designe rs,
draftsmen 44 52 154
3. Artists, art teachers 150 236 329
4. Clergymen 12,159 15,528 17,996
5. Dentists 120 212 478
6. Electricians,engineers,
surveyors 279 305 970
7. Journalists 134 210 220
8. Lawyers 431 728 915
9. Literary, scientific persons 91 99 315
10. Musicians, music teachers 1,881 3,915 5,606
11. Government officials 1,115 645 1,071
12. Physicisms, surgeons 909 1,734 3,409
13. Teachers,college professors 15,100 21,267 29,772
14. Other professional service 91 268 1,923




vm 1900 1910 1390 1900 1910
Key
1. 1,422 1,764 2,464 68 256 624
2. U 52 147 «. - 7
3. 34 150 201 66 86 128
4. 12,110 15,364 17,596 49 164 400
5. 112 205 452 2 7 26
6. 278 303 970 1 2 -
7. 129 199 200 5 11 20
3. 431 718 892 - 10 23
9. 69 74 240 22 25 75
10. 1,287 2,730 3,259 594 1,185 2,347
11. 1,090 595 940 25 50 131
12. 794 1,574 2,885 115 160 524
13. 7,236 7,743 7,225 7,364 13,524 22,547
14. 78 154 606 13 114 1,317
Total 25,170 31,625 38,077 8,324 15,594 28,169
.-fare ^pui^tipn, xyyo-;?!^
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1. United States 7,317,922 2,227,731 30.4
2. New England 55,321 4,341 7.8
3. Middle Atlantic 351,546 27,811 7.9
4. East North Central 254,545 28,071 11.0
5. West North Central 203,641 30,436 14.9
6. South Atlantic 2,986,936 969,432 32.5
7. East South Central 1,960,898 681,507 34.8
8. West South Central 1,460,705 483,022 33.1
9. Mountain 18,755 1,497 8.0






Number Percent Number Percent
Key
1. 3,637,386 1,096,000 30.1 3,680,536 1,131,731 30.7
2. 27,389 2,107 7.7 27,932 2,234 8.0
3. 171,008 12,573 7.4 180,538 15,238 8.4
4. 133,614 13,897 10.4 120,931 14,174 11.7
5. 106,567 14,678 13.8 97,074 15,758 16.2
6. 1,470,297 477,107 32.4 1,516,639 492,325 32.5
7. 970,921 337,893 34.8 989.977 343,614 34.7
8. 732,945 236,239 32.2 727,760 246,783 33.9
9. 10,461 754 7.2 8,294 743 9.0
3D. 14,184 752 5.3 11,391 862 7.6
Source: Negro Fopulatlon.1790"1915 pp.420-421.
10*
Percentage of black populate illiterate, by state,
































































The Publications of the Crisis;
The Report of the Director of the Department of Publicity and Research
of the N.A.A.C.P. revealed the following achievements:-
"l910. Research into the condition of Negro graduates of colleges
throughout the U.S. The investigation was financed by the
Slater Fund and Atlanta University, and conducted from the
Crisis office over a period of six months.
1911. Analysis of Census Agricultural figures for the American
Economic Association.
Research into Negro common school education, extending over
12 months and financed by the Slater Fund and Atlanta
University.
1912. Research into the condition of Negro artisans and trade unions;
financed as above and extended over 12 months.
1913. Research into the morals and manners among Negro Americans;
financed as above and extended over 12 months.
1914. Analysis of occupational statistics of U.S. Census.
Study of the economic condition of Negroes for the Revue Inter¬
nationale d'Economic Politique.
Memorandum for the U.S. Commission on Industrial Education.
1915. Researches into African history extending over the years 1913,
1914 and part of 1915.
Smaller researches during 1914 and 1915 as follows:-
Negro folklore and folk songs. (Presented at Brooklyn Institute
and Columbia).
The Oklahoma Situation (Enquete of Two Hundred Letters).
Investigation into Land Grant Colleges.
Investigation into Lynchings.
A systematic effort was made to secure funds for further research
work which could be published directly by the Department.
"in 1913 the department co-operated with O.G. Villard in an attempt to
have a National Commission appointed. The President refused. In 1914
nothing was accomplished in an effort to persuade the Census Bureau to




.luest of the Silver Fleece (1911).
The College Bred Negro (1911).
The Goiranon School and the American Negro (1912).
The Negro American Artisan (1913)
Morals and Manners Among American Negroes (1915).
The Negro (1915).
''Smaller Pamphlets and magazine articles
Disf ranchisement.
The Negro in Literature and Art (A.A.A.P.S.S.).
Economics of Negro Emancipation (Sociological Review).
Art (Ethical Review).
Art (Forecaste).
3 articles on the Races Congress (New York Evening Post).
6 political leaflets (1912).
Violations of Property Rights.(if,A.A.C,P. paper).
The Last Word in Caste. (N.A.A.C.P. paper).
Marrying Black Folk (Independent).
Review of Mayo's Monograph (Journal of Philosophy).
Review of Mecklin's book (New Review).
Souls of White Folks (Independent).
Socialism and the Negro Problem (Mew Review).
The African Roots of War (Atlantic Monthly).
Hymns to the People (Independent)
Half-Century of Freedom (New York Times).
N.A.A.C.P. Notes on lynching.
N.A.A.C.P. Notes on Intermarriage.
Race Relations in the U.S.
Negro Property in the World Today.
Forty Years of Freedom (Missionary Review of the World).
Black Durham (World's Work).
Social Effects of Emancipation (Survey).
Memorandum on Land Grant Colleges.
1/
Letters were written and published, from time to time, in the Evening
Post. Boston Transcript. Indianapolis News. Philadelphia Record. World.
Times and Sun.
"Miscellaneous:-
Memorandum to the U.S. Conmission on Industrial Education.





The Comet and Down to Jericho (stories).
The Forward Movement.
Memorandum to Mr. Prosser on Vocational Training.
Democracy of Race and Sex.
Economic Condition of the Negro.
The Woman in Black.
"in addition to works written by the Director, The Crisis had published





1913* Emancipation Exposition of the State of New York.
1914. Child Welfare Exhibits.
1915• Washington Pageant.
Source: Minutes, Annual Meeting, Jan.3.1916. N.A.A.C.P. Mss. L.C.
APPENDIX VI
Office ffolders and Prominent Black Members of
Delected Organizations
American Negro Academy
Rev. A. Crummell; W.E.B. DuBois; W.S. Scarborough; S.G. Atkins;
Rev. J.A. Johnson; Rev. F.J. GrLmke"; Rev. L.B. Moore; J.W. Cromwell;
C.C. Cook; K. Filler; W.H. Crogman; G.N. Grisham; J.L. Love;
Rev. M. Anderson; W.B. Bayson; G.M. Lightfoot; A.H. Grimke'; J.E.
Moorland; A.U. Craig; J.R. Clifford; E.C. Williams; Rev. L.Z.
Johnson; J.J. France; L.M. Hershaw; R.T. Browne; A.A. Schomburg;
W.H. Feriis; J.E. Bruce; Dr. C.D. Martin; W. Pickens; W.A. Hawkins;
J. Hurst; T.G. Steward; R.W. Bagnall; F.H.M. Murray; J.E. Kweggir-
Aggrey; N.H. Thomas; C.G. Woodson; E.E. Just; Rev. W.H. Brooks;
R.H. Terrell; G.W. Cook; R.C. Bruce; R.A. Pelham; T.M. Gregory;
M.N. Work; C.V. Roman; 0. Faduma.
Honorary Members: Duse IVbhaaaried; J. Carmichael Smith; H.O. Tanner;
J. Casely Hayford.
Source: Occasional Papers. American Negro Academy.
National /-J" ro-American Council
T.T. Fortune; W.A. Pledger; W.H. Steward; J.Q. Adams; J.H. Guy;
Rev. G. Hunt; J. Lewis; A.D. Griffin; W.A. Lewis; Mrs. R.J. Jeffrey;
C.F. Adams; F.L. McGhee; Mrs. F.B. William#; Miss E.V. Webster;
J.W. Thompson; A.B. Cosey; W.T. Francis; Rev.L.G. Jordan; A. Walters;
I.B. Scott; J.M. Vance; E.J. Scott; J.J. Adams; E. Barnes; M.C.B.
Mason; J. Mitchell Jnr; M.M. Lewey; E.B. Jefferson; E.C. Morris;
G.W. Jackson; J.C. Dancy; D. Murray; Mrs. L.E. Morten; S.L. Williams;
G.L. Knox; Mrs. S.F. Williams; W.M. Trotter; W.H. Ferris; I.T. Mont¬
gomery; F.L. Bamett; H.T. Johnson; H.O. Flipper; Bishop J.W. Hood;
Bishop G.W. Clinton; L.G. Jordan; Mrs. E.F. Mossell; Miss E. Carter;
J.C. Napier; J.E. Bruce; J.R. Clifford.
Source: Officers of the National Afro-American Council. B.T.W. Mas. L.C,
Niagara Movement
W.E.B. DuBois; G.H. Jackson; W. Pickens; W.A. Byrd; P.M. Hash;
C.A. Franklin; J.A. Hagan; C.L. Jefferson; L.M. Hershaw; J.M.
Waldron; J. Hope; C.E. Bentley; J.M, Benson; J.E, Potter;
B.S. Smith; J.I..H. Diggs; F.P. Jackson; G.R. Waller; C.G. Morgan;
W.T. Francis; D,W. Sherrod; A. Burgess; A.R. Mayo; O.M. Waller;
C.H. Boyer; R.D.G. Troy; G.W, Mitchell; W.T. Thomas; B. Gunner;
R. Kill; M.E. Stevens; J.L.M. Burghardt; F.H.M. Murray; J.R.
Clifford; M.N. Work; F.L. McGhee; W.M. Trotter; W.H. Hart; F.L.
Bamett; E.H. Morris; B.R. Wilson; H.C. Ransom; H.C. Smith;
G.A. Towns; W.P. Dabney; S.E. Griggs; A.F, Herndon.
Source: "Niagara Movement: Secretaries and Coiradttees. Circular
J.E.S, Mss. H.U.
National /fro-American Press Association
J.C. Dancy; G.F. Bragg; W.H. Steward; E.E. Cooper; Rev. C.H.
Phillips; C.J. Perry; Rev. W.H. Alexander; J.H. Murphy; T.T.
Fortune; Rev. C.S. Morris; W.C. Chase; Rev. W.B. Jackson; J. Mitchell,
Jnr; Rev. C.B.W. Gordon.
Source; Richmond Planet. July 13 1&95.
National Negro Press Association
R.W. Thompson; J.L. Jones; G. Brewer; H.A. Boyd; C.S. Smith;
J.L. Thompson; E.J. Scott; J.R, Booker; F.R. Roberts; J.D.D. Rivers;
G.W. Crawford; S.T. Henry; J.C. Waters, Jnr; H.M. Lewey; B.J. Davis;
C.B. Lewis; G.L. Knox; H.E. Jacobs; N. Chiles; W.H. Steward; Rev.
R.E. Jones; H.T. Pratt; T.J. Harrison; J.A. Ross; G.B. Kelley; Rev.
E.B. Topp; C.K. Robinson; T.P. Mahammut; J.H. Lightfoot; J.H. Ander¬
son; W.S. Young; T. Kennedy; C.H. Parker; R.R. Wright, Air; C.J.W.
Smith; W.T. Andrews; W.L. Porter; W.A. Peete; L. Marsh; B.A. Graves;
J.C. Gilmer; R.B. Montgomery; Rev. G.W. Prioleau; C.C. Mitchell;
J.S. Durham; H.W. Furniss; C.A. Cottrill; Bishop I.B. Scott; J.G.
Carter; S.E. Griggs; J.W. Johnson; S.J. Jones; Dr. J.H. Fitzbutler;
W.H. Craighead; F.R. Moore.
Source: R.W. Thompson to E.J. Scott, 15 Nov.1912. B.T.W. Mss. L.C.
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Matiorial Association for the Advancement of Colored People
W.E.B. DuBoisj U.W. Johnson; W. Pickens; W.F. White; Rev. A.C.
Powell, Snr; A. Walters; B. Wilson; W.M. Trotter; J.P. Loud;
A.H. Grimke; F.J. Grimke; Mrs, M.K. Talbert; W.L. Bulkley;
G.' * Grawford; F.H.M. Murray; N.H. Thomas; Mi3s E.G. Carter;
C.W. Che3nutt; W.S. Scarborough; Mrs. I.B. Wells-Bamett; Br. C.E.
Bentley; R.R. Wright, Jnr; Dr. N.F. Mossell; Dr. W.A. Sinclair;
L.M. Hershaw; K. Miller; Mrs. M.C. Terrell; J.M. Waldron; J. Hope;
L.P, Hill.
Source: Crisis. Vol.1, no.I (Mov.1910).
Universal Negro Improvement Association
Access to the U.M.I.A. Papers and Membership Lists was conditional on
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Kil er, Andrew H.
iller, Kelly.
Murray, Freeman Henrv A.
u-Go-Lit Club.
Soinyarn, Arthur Harnett.
S dngarn, Joel i£lias.
Turner, Henry MoHeil
Williaas, Onniel Hale.





Curry, Jaaee Lamar M.
Hitchcock, Frank.
Holmes, John Ha we6.
rfoi inley, William.
Me «r, George von Lengerke.
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Autograph Letter Collection,
bruce, John Edward.
Citizens Protecti e League
DuBois' Papers: Notes taken by F. oroderiok.
Pickens, William.
Sch«o mburg, Arthur.







Williams, William Tavlor Burvell.
Work, Monroe Nathan.
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Phelps Stokes Family Papers.
CiAoptags Files.
bethune - Cookaan College, Clippings Files.
Embassy of the United States, London, Civil Rights File.
Hampton Institute, Peabod.v Collection Clippings Files.
Harvard University, Archival Folders.
3cho:m.ourg Collection Vertioal Files.
Tuskegee institute, M.H. Work's Clippin :s Files.
Tale University, James Weldon Johnson Memorial Collection
Scrapbooks.
Minutes. Proo9Q4in,g 3hd . ;enorpn&.
Memorial Addresses at the Funeral of Frederick Douglass.
National Negro Conference, 1909. Proceedings-
Negro Year Eookc 1912?1913;19H-15J1918-19; 1921-22.
Occasional Pipers. American Negro Aoademv.
Negro Societv for Historical Research.
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£BB5.t3d4Bg£U Annual Hwtingii, National Negro jJuaineas League.
"* Annual tfMUBgs, Negro organisation Society of Virginia.
'"""
• Ca en Springe Conferences.
1111 " 1 Conferences, National Association of Colore! Wcwetau
—■ - Hampton Conferences.
- —■ National Negro Press Assooi >tiOR.
<■ •. Tuskegee Farmers * cnferet.ces.
Carnegie - dyrdsi Study, Research HnonutdB*
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Celebration of the Semicentennial Anniversary of Uw Act of ISaanoipation
Bouse of Representatives, 63rd Cong. 2nd Seas. Bit 15733 lay 27, 1914.
Hffiswar JthQw tlw &m£%t#Q 9H ^ Y.artot,
Segregation of Clerks and Snilovees in the Civi Service, House of
Reprsaeutative-i, 63rd Cong. 2n i sesa. dar 6, 1914.
invtfgttrattffl AgUHttaa SLJM Vfwausamk flt &«&*■> against persons
advising aaarohv, sedition and the forcloli overthrow of the government,
enate Joouaent 153, 66th Cong. 1st Sees. Oct 17, 1919.
Jones, T.J. JisgisJ&iiBaUflB* dftd,,K,i,,Mr .teqbwlg
for Colored People in the United States. overrment Printing Offia®,
W*shift ;ton !).C, 1917.
U.S. bureau of the Census, SWE9 1790-1915. Government
Printing Office, ' aahin ton 0,0, 1918.
0.0. Cotacaisiuon a© Civil -ighto, Freedom so the Free. United States
Cover: aent Printing Office, Washington, D.C, 1%3.
.ilqc^ OrlodiC fls.
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broad-ax (Chicago)
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Interstate Tattler (New York)
Messenger (New York)
fijgga World (New York)
Rich iopd JLaBSl.
The Afro-. merio :n (baltiraore)
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